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Chemical Demilitarization: Disposing of the Most Hazardous Wastes

John A. Scott
and

Richard Rife

', US Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21010

This country's aging stockpile of chemical warfare
(CW) munitions will eventually require safe and economi-
cal disposal. These CW munitions present a unique chal- 9
lenge for deailitarizatlon, since handling of both
explosives and toxic material is required. The first
"full scale projectile disposal facility is presently
under design; construction will start on Johnston
Island in the summer of 1985. The technology developed
for incorporation into the Johnston Atoll Chemical Agent
Disposal System (JACADS) maximizes the use of automated
equipment, provides the containment necessary to protect

. the worker and environment, and thermally destroys both the
toxic fill and explosives from the CW munitions.

For several decades the United States manuZactured CW munitions.
Although manufacturing was halted in the late 1960's, large quantities of
CW item remain stored in ammunition magazines at eight US Army instal-
lations. Periodic inspections performed by ammunition surveillance per-
sonnel to verify the condition of these stored item result in munitions
being placed into one of several condition codes. Whenever a muition lot
is determined to be unserviceable/unrepairable, or becomes obsolete, it is
placed into "Condition Code H", to await disposal. At this point it
becomes some of this country's most hazardous waste.

Munition types which make up this country's CV stockpile include
bombs, rockets, land mines, spray tanks, cartridges, mortars, projectiles,
and bulk containers. Disposal of these Cu munitions presents a unique
challenge, since these items may contain both energetic materials (Oxplo-
sive components) and an extremely toxic fill (chemical agent). (Not all
CW munitions are explosively configured; many munitions are stored separ-
ately from the explosive components.) The special hazards associated with
che•tcal demilitarization operations require considerable safeguards in 4_
order to dispose of this material in a safe and environmentally acceptable
manner.

In response to these requirements, the Army hao developed methods and
procedures on the leading edge of technology for hazardous waste
disposal.

This country's CW stockpile is 16-30 years old. The agent contained
within the munitions is even older. Although chemical stabilizers were
added during agent manufactu;re, deteriorjtion of the agent fill has
occurred during prolonged storage. A special study commissioned by the
Department of Defense found that the munition ccmponents were not experi-
encing any metallurgical degradation; however, the study concluded that
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the agent was expected to continue to deteriorate. The study predicted
"501 + 101 of the agent would remain in 1990. Another finding was the *.

possibility of catastrophic agent decomposition, once the stabilizer is
depleted. 1  These considerations, coupled with this eountry's efforts to
achieve a verifiable ben on chemical weapons, are driving the need for
planning for construction of appropriate disposal facilities.

CW munitions presently in storage were not designed to facilitate
their eventual disposal; early disposal of CV materiel was primarily
accomplished by burial at sea, the last at sea burial being Operation
Chase X, in August 1970. Rising worldwide environmental concern led the
Department of Army (DA) to commission a study by the National Academy of

. Sciences (NAS) to investigate disposal alternatives for CW munitions. In
response, the NAS concluded ".*.that all such agents and munitions will
"require eventual disposal and that dumping at sea should be avoided.

"* Therefore, a systematic study of optimal methods of disposal on appropri-
ate military installations, involving no hazards to the general population
and no pollution of the environment, should be undertaken. Appropriately,
large disposal facilities should be a required counterpart to existing
"stocks and planned manufacturing operations. As the first step in this
direction, we suggest the construction of facilities for gradual denmli-
tarization and detoxification...". 2 The HAS recommendations for chemical
demilitarization were supplemented by DA guidance to insure absolute
safety and security rather than cost or time, maximum protection for oper-

":ating personnel, absolute assurance of total containment of agent, and
collection of incontrovertible data to justify personnel safety, security,
and community safeguard.

Chemical munitions are maintained in storage in a variety of configur-
ations: some include fuzes, explosive burster charges, and propellant.
Lethal chemical agents currently available for military application
include mustard and nerve agents. Table 1 illustrates the various muni-
tions which the disposal process must handle and Table 2 provides data ou
the toxic agents.

Chemical warfare agents are extremely toxic compounds that produce
lethal or incapacitating effects on man, depending upon the degree of

, exposure. (Excluded are riot control agents, chemical herbicides, and
smoke and flame materials.)

The term nerve agents refers to two groups of highly toxic chemical
compounds that generally are organic esters of substituted phosphoric
acid. Nerve agents affect body functions by inhibiting cholinesterase
enzymes, permitting accumulation of acetyl.choline and subsequent paraly-

" sis. Two general categories of nerve agents are currently stockpiled:
. G agents and V agents. The G agent used in munitions is GB (Sarin); it is

a liquid under ordinary atmospheric conditions, with a relatively high
vapor pressure. GB is colorless end odorless. It is readily absorbed

*I into the body by inhalation, by ingestion, and through the skin and eyes
"* without producing any irritation prior to onset of symptoms. It is misci-

ble in both polar and nonpolar solvents. It hydrolyzes slowly in water at
neutral or slightly acidic pH, and more rapidly under strong alkaline or
acidic conditions. The hydrolysis products are significantly less toxic
than the agent.

"854
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Table It US Chemical Warfare M4unitions

DesignatIon Description Fill Explosives Propellant Fuze

M 155 115am Rocket 10.7 lb GB 3.2 lb 19.3 lb Yes
or 10.2 lb VX

4M23 Land Mine 10.5 lb VX 0.8 lb None Yes

M2/M2AI 4.2" Mortar 6.0 lb H/HD 0.14 lb 0.6 lb Yes

M460 105ma Cartridge 3.0 lb H/liD 0.26 lb 2.8 lb Yes

M4360 105mm Cartridge 1.6 lb GB 1.1 lb 2.8 lb Yes

M4110 155mm Projectile 11.7 lb H/HID 0.83 lb None No

M4104 155mm Projectile 11.7 lb HID 0.83 lb None No

M4121A1 155mm Projectile 6.5 lb GB ox VX 2.45 lb None No

"M122AI 155mm Projectile 6.5 lb GB 2.45 lb None No

"" M- M426 8" Projectile 14.5 lb GB or VX 7.0 lb None No

* NC-1 750 lb Bomb 220 lb GB None None No

MK-94 500 lb Bomb 108 lb GB None None No

TC Ton Container 1600 lb GB/VX/li None None No

"" TMU-28 Spray Tank 1356 lb VX None None No

-5
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Table 2: CW Agents: Physical 4 Chemical Properties

GB VX RD

Chemical Name Isoproply methyl Bia(2-chloro-
phosphonofluoridate ethyl) sulfide

Common Name Sarin Distilled Mustard

Molecular wt 140.1 267.0 159.1

Liquid Density (25*C) 1.09 1.008 1.27

Freezing point (*C) -56* -39o 14*

Vapor pressure 2.2 .0007 .072
at 20*C (mm Hg)

Decomposition 400-560 700-800 149-177
Temp ("C)

*-LD 50 (mg-minim3) 100 *1500

Chemical Formula CH3P(0)(F)OCH(Cli3)2  CH3P(:0)(0C2lI5)SC2li4 (CldH2CH)2 S
N( isO-C3H7 )2

*Exposure is primarily via 8kin penetration. Medium lethal dose is 2.5 mg
(equivalent to 0.56 mg intravaneous dose).
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The only V agent used in munitions is VX. It is amber in color and
odorless. A liquid at normal ambient temperatures, it has an extremely
low vapor pressure. Consequently, it is dispersed as an aerosol, and
exposure is primarily via skin penetration. The toxicity of VX is 3-10
times that of GB. Exposure of either agent can result in death within
minutes. 0

Blister agents, also called vesicants, are systemic poisons, ettacking
"the eyes and lungs and blistering the skin with either liquid or vapor
contact. Most blister agents cause little or no pain on contact. Symp-
toms of exposure do not usually appear for several hours. Mustard blister
agents include Levinstein Mustard (H), and Distilled Mustard (HD); these 9
are the only two mustard agents in munitions.

Pure mustard is a colorless, oily liquid; impurities impart a charac-
teristic garlic odor. It is sufficiently volatile to be effective as a
vapor in warm weather.

As was shown in Table 1, each agent can be dispersed by a variety of
munitions. Figure 1 illustrates an M360 cartridge. (A projectile, bur-
"ster, fuze, cartridge casing, propellant and initiator comprise a car-
tridge). Disposal poses significant challenges:

a. Safe disassembly of the explosives. S

b. Disposal of the removed explosive components and prqpellants.

c. Accessing the agent cavity.

d. Disposal of the toxic agent.

,?-'.e. Disposal of the munition bodies.

f. Disposal of the process generated wastes.

In addition to these censiderations, DA has established criteria for .*
the storage, transportation, and disposal of CW materiel. These criteria
address the following areas, and influence selection of disposal alterna-
tives:

a. Restrictions on total quantity of explosives within the process
structure.

b. Agent emission limitations.

c. Process effluents standards.

*d. Personnel safety requirements.

In September 1979, the Chemical Agent/Munitions Disposal System
(CAMDS) at Tooele Army Depot, Utah, became operational. This $67M proto-
type plant serves as a test facility to evaluate alternate processes for
"possible incorporation into future large scale production CW demilitariza-
tion facilities. .5
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The first of these production facilities is currently under design;
start of construction is scheduled for the summer of 1985. The facility
is to be built on Johnston Island, one of four small land bodies that make L
up Johnston Atoll (JA), located 717 nautical mleuk vest southwest of
Honolulu, Hawaii.

"JA is an unincorporated US possession under Joint management by the
Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) and the Department of Interior (DOI). John- :
"ston Island, the largest body in the Atoll, is approximately 2 miles long
and 1/2 mile wide, and covers 630 acres. The Atoll is both a wildlife
refuge monitored by the Fish and Wildlife Service, and a contingency site
maintained by DNA for resumption of above ground nuclear testing.

The CW stocks stored at JA came originally from Okinawa in 1971 as a
result of their prohibition from being returned to the United States by
Public Law 91-672.

When DA gave direction in March 1981 to initiate planning for disposal
of the Code H munitions on JA, environmental considerations were given
priority. A public scoping meeting was held in Honolulu, HI in June 1983
"and a final EIS published in November 1983. Of the viable alternatives,
construction of a state-of-the-art disposal facility on JA was determined
to offer the best solution. The technology selected is that being demon-
strated by the CAHDS prototype facility.

The key elements of this technology are illustrated in Figure 2 and
provide the basis for design of the JACADS process and facility. The site
"layout is shown in Figure 3.

The overriding facility criteria is agent containment. By maintaining
negative pressures within the facility, agent containment is provided for
all processing steps. The resulting ventilation air is scrubbed by redun-
dant charcoal filters as illustrated in Figure 4. These filters are
99.99999% efficient in removal of agent prior to discharge of the ventila-
tion air to the atmosphere. Containment of both the overpressure and
fragments resulting from an accidental detonation Is provided for those
process steps involving explosively configured munitions. This total
containment is accomplished by use of a reinforced concrete structure
contained within the facility. Blast valves and containment dampers iso-
late this structure from the rest of the facility in the event of an acci--
dental detonation.

The specific process steps and equipment required for demilitarization
are a function of the munition type. Generically, all munition types fall
into one of three categories:

a. Rockets and Minea. These thin-walled munitions are processed
without removal of their explosive components.

b. Projectiles and Mortars. Removal of explosives from these heavy-
walled munitions is the first processing step.
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c. Bulk Items. This category includes bombs, spray tanks. and ton
"containers; they do not contain explosives in thuir stora$e configura-
tions.

For all three muintivn categories, the demilitarisation process
involves two distinct operations: preparation for thermal treatment, fol-
lowed by thermal processing; agent destruction Lo accomplished by incia-
"oration.

The JACADS facility has been designed with the capability to process
• all three umuniton categories. The primary process facility comprises

67,000 sq ft on two levels. The second floor houses the equipment
req•ired for preparation of the anittion for thermal processing while the
"process's four furnaces are located on the ground level facilitating grav-
ity feeding of munition components into the furnaces. The four process
furnaces: the liquid incinerator, deactivation furnace, metal parts furn-
ace, and dunnage incinerator, are the heart of the demilitarization opera-

* tion. The following paragraphs discuss the role of each of these furnaces
in the disposal operations.

Cheica agent, drain~d as a liquid from all munitions and pumped to
* intermediate holding tanks, is incinerated by the liquid incinerator.

"The liquid incinerator has been designed with the capabilities shown

in Table 3.

Table 3: Incineration Rates

" "-" lbs/hr

~!%iVGB 1050

VX .700
- , Mustard 1330

Decontamination Solutions 2000

Agent pumped from the intermediate holding tanks is atomized by a
spray nozzle into the primary chamber of the two chamber furnace. The
resul.tant combustion products are further incinerated in the secondary
fume burner. The following incinerator criteria has been established for
the liquid incinerator: 3 .

Table 4: Agent Incinerator Criteria

Primary Chamber Fume Burner

Burner Zone Temperature 2500-3500"F 2500-3500F

Secondary Zone Temperature (avg) 1800-2200*F 20001F

Residence Time 2.0 see .5 sec
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In the design of an agent incinerator, the overriding criteria is

destruction efficiency. Table 5 illustrates the degree of destructicn
required for each agent.

Table 5: Agent Incinerator DestructAon Requirements (200% Excess Air) 0

Required
Agent Discharge Std (!S/23 ) Destruction Efficiency (Z)
GB 0.0003 99.999999

VX 0.00003 99.9999999

H 0.03 99.99995

Disposal of the munitions' explosive and propellant components is -

accomplished by incineration. Energetic material is fed into a deactiva-
tion furnace system. Bursters and rocket propellants are preprocessed
through a mechanical shear. This shear reduces the size of the material
and exposes additional surface area to facilitate controlled combustion
rather than detonation. Fuzes, booster pellets, and supplementary charges
are fed to the furnace intact.

* The deactivation furnace consists of a steel rotary retort kiln, oper-
ated at 1200PF, and a heated discharge conveyor, operated at 1000F.
Residence time of the explosives inside ta retort is approximately 12
minutes - sufficient to allow complete burning of all energetic material.
Upon exiting the retort, the non-combustible components travel on the ONO
heated discharge conveyor for an additional 15 minutes to insure complete '--i I
thermal decontamination of any residual agent. The deactivation furnace
system is capable of processing approximately 500 lbs/hr of explosives.

The exhaust of the deactivation furnace exits throueh a blast attenua-"
tion duct prior to entry inra a secondary fuse burner. The secondary fume
burner has been designed to the same criteria as the liquid incinerator
afterburner. The deactivation furnace room has been designed to provide

-: containment of all fragments, overpressure and agent in the event of a , .
detonation during the incineration process.

* In addition to the agent and explosives, the munition metal parts
constitutes a third category of hazardous waste. Metal-which has been in
contact with liquid agent has been shown to release agent vapors when
subjected to elevated temperatures, even after the metal has been chemi-
cally decontaminated. For this reason, all metal parts are thermally V
decontaminated to a criteria of 1000F for 15 minutes prior to discharge
from the process areas. Since rockets and land mines are processed with-
out removal of their explosives , metal parts from these munitions are
decontaminated in the deactivation furnace system concurrent with inciner-
ation of the energetic material. Metal parts from projectiles, mortars,
and bulk items are processed through a separate metal parts furnace system
for thermal decontamination. This modified roller hearth furnace is
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I- designed to process metal parts through the furnace on reusable 3' x 10'

7., trays with a residence time of approximately 60 minutes. The throughput
rates of this furnace are a function of the munition types, as shown in

• ,-.:.:.Table 6. .' .

* •Table 6: Munition Peak Processing Rates

Munition Type No./Hour LbsiHour (Metal)

105 181 5800

"4.2 178 3200

i 155 90 8100

8" 47 8700

SBombs 2.4 1200

" TCs 1.66 2600

Rockets 60

Mines 72 1

In addition to the decontamination of metal parts, this furnace has
". *: been designed to incinerate a residual agent "heel" of 5% by weight of

the agent fill of each munition. fxhaust gases from the decontamination
chamber of the metal parts furnace are incinerated in a secondary fume
burner.

The fourth furnace system within the demilitarisation facility is the
L dunnage incinerator. This incinerator is designed to burn all process

duAnage including agent contaminated weod, wooden pallets impregnated with
i -PCP preservatives, contaminated protective clothing, and other packaging

materials. The combustion chamber is a refractory lined incinerator oper-
ated at approximately 2000*F. A ram feed processes materials into the
furnace, simultaneously discharging ash from the opposite end. A secon-'
dary fume burner assures complete incineration of all hydrocarbons. The
incinerator has a throughput rate of approximately 1000 lbs/hour of com-
bustible dunnage. Although all furnaces are fired by No. 2 fuel oil, a
substantial portion of the heat input is provided by the combustion S
products. Table 7 shows BTU's/hr from combustion of the waste inputs.
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Table 7: Incineration Combustion Rates

BTU' s/hour

Liquid Incinerator GB 9,580,000
VI 9,331,000
H 9,520,000

Deactivation Furnace Explosives 993,000
Propellant 3,185,000

Dunnage Incinerator Wood 8,0001,000

Each furnace system has an independent pollution abatement system
designed to scrub the products of combustion. Primary products of com-
bustion are shown below.

GD: C0 2 , R20, P205, HF

VX: NOx, P205, S02, C02, H20

Mustard: C02, SO2 , HC1, H20

In addition, impurities in the agents result in trace. quantities of
heavy metals in the furnace exhaust.

Figure 5 illustrates the basic pollution abatement system; similar
systems are utilized for three of the four process furnaces. The incin-
erators have been designed for compliance with applicable RCRA (1C1 and . "
particulate emissions) and Clean Air Act requirements. The exhaust of
the secondary fume burner is drawn through the pollution abatement system
by an induced draft fan. The quench reduces the afterburner exhaust to
approximately 200"7 and results in adLabLtic saturation of the effluent ,...
stream. Eighteen percent caustic solution is used as a quench media to
assure neutralization of any acid gases condensed in the quench. The
high energy venturL is a variable throat venturi with an approximate 40"
WG pressure drop designed to provide 99% efficiency in removal of par- * -.

ticulate larger than 0.5 microns. The counter-flow caustic scrubber uses
stainless steel pall rings to scrub remaining acid gases. Mist el"imi-
atores are used primarily for removal of P2 05 , but also to entrain partic-
ulate not removed by the venturi. The mist eliminators have been
designed with a counterflow acid wash to prevent plugging by small par-
ticulate metal oxides.

Liquid effluent from the pollution abatement system is discarded when
the specific gravity reaches 1.08 - 1.20, depending upon the agent being
processed. Excess water is evaporated from this effluent yielding a
waste salt suitable for landfill. -

While the furnace system is the heart of the demilitarization system,
the control room is the brains. With the excepticn of the muLtion input
and residue removal, the demilitarization operation is totally automated
and controlled from the control room.
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Munition rrocessing Is accomplished by machines designed and built
for specific chemical demilitarisation operations, This equipment
includes: the Rocket Shear Machine for shearing rockets and explosives,
the Projectile/Mortar Disassembly Machine for rsmoving explosive compon-
ants by reversing the assembly process, the Multipurpose Demilitarization
Machine for draining agent from projectiles and mortars, and the Bulk
Drain Station for punching and draining bombs, ton containers, and spray
tanks. Robots are used for munition handling within the process area.
Process Information is continually fed to the control room for computer
analysis. The control room operators are provided with closed circuit
television to facilitate monitoring of the process flow. Additionally,
observation corridors surround the process area, allowing for direct
viewing of these areas, if needed.

Although the demilitarization equipment has been designed to preclude
the requiresont for operators in the process area, personnel entry is
required to affect maintenance or repairs. Maintenance personnel enter-
ing agent process areas are protected from exposure to chemical agents by
the Demilitarization Protective Ensemble shown in Figure 6. This air
supplied protective suit was developed specifically for chemical demli-
tarization operations. In addition to the air supply umbillical, the
suit is provided with a backup self-contained respirator for emergency
egress in the event of a loss of supply air.

In use, the worker is heat-sealed into the disposable chlorinated
polyethelene suit end a helium leak test is performed to insure a com-
plete seal. Personnel entry into toxic areas requires at lea~t two indi-
viduals and visual contact must be maintained betwen the workers in any
one area. Each worker in the protective ensemble can communicate withthe control room and other personuel via an RF communications system.

Normal clothing for workers in the noncontaminated areas of the
facility is cotton coveralls. Each worker carries a protective gas mask
which can be donned in the event of an agent alarm or process upset. The

* differential pressures within the facility have been designed to prevent
migration, of agent Into noncont•ainated work areas. These differential
room pressures are constantly monitored by the control room.

All work areas, the control room, and furnace and filter exhausts are r
continually monitored for agent during operations. The primary agent r
monitor used is the Automated Continuous Agent Monitoring System (ACA14S)
developed for demilitarization operations. The ACAMS ia an on-line auto-
mated gas chromatograph capable of specific identification of the chemi-
cal agents at concentrations less than the allowable work area limits
established by the DA Surgeon General as listed in Table 8.

Table 8: Allowable Work Area Concentrations (Time Weighted Average)

GB .0001 mg/a 3

VX .00001 mg/m3

U ~.003 mg/in3
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As shown in Figure 7, the ACAMS includes a preconcentration tube, a
GC column, and a flame photometric detector. In operation, sample air is
drawn through the preconcentrator tube for a predetermined period. At
the end of this period the sampling is interrupted and the preconcentra-
"tor tube is heated. A counter-flow carrier Sas desorbs any agent accumu-
lated in the preconcentrator. The desorbed sample is drawn through a Gas
Chromatograph column designed to separate the sample constituants prior
to introduction into the flawe photometeric detector. The ACAMS is con-
trolled by an internal microprocessor and provides both an analog and
digital output. The output is displayed locally as well as .transaitted

7 to the control room.
Data from the air monitors provide a permanent record of plant enis-

sions as well as a record of the potential for exposure of personnel to
agents. Additionally, routirs medical examination of plant personnel is
used to monitor indications of agent exposure.

Subsequent to the termination of ocean disposal in 1970, the Army has
disposed of over 15,000,000 pounds of CW agents, The procedures and
equipment developed and being implemented by the Army have demonstrated
that disposal of even the most hazardous waste can be accomplished safety
with minimal impact to the environment.
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SUIIMARY

*N n

Background

Recovery of Explosive 0 incidental to demilitarization of munitions

by a hot water washout technique planned for use at the Western Area
Demilitarization Facility (WADF), results in plating of process piping

and equipment with explosive crystals as the Explosive 0 slurry cools.

The solidification and plating of process equipment by Explosive 0
crystals would create serious operational problems and present a
hazardous condition during dissassembly and repair of equipment.
The Ammunition Equipment Directorate (AED) of Tooele Army Depot, was

tasked by the U.S. Army Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command (AMCCOM)
to develop a process to prevent Explosive 0 from solidifying and plating

onto the surface of process equipment and piping.

In addition, the WADF processes would possibly involve the mixing of
explosive D with traces of other explosives from previous operations,

resulting in a number of associated hazards:

1. Explosive D, and its parent compound, picric acid, corrode
metals, forming picrate salts of those metals. Such salts are -ouch more

sensitive to detonation than the original explosives.

2. Some explosives are compounded or complexed with Explosive D,
producing more sensitive materials.

3. Chemical reactions of Explosive D with other explosives may
generate excess heat, thereby causing a fire hazard.

874
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:Reserch Approach

* Reports of past work in t*e industrial, academic, and military
communities, were searched by AED. This resulted in the followting

AN - selection of methods for further considerations.

1. Suspension in a gelling medium

2. Solid dilution

"3. Solvation
*2 4. Chemical conversion

5. Catalytic conversion
6. Electrolytic reduction

- Laboratory work and analyses indicated that the methods of

* solvation and chemical conversion of Explosive D/water slurry were the
most feasible avenues to follow.

Scope and Parameters

With the direction of the effort determined, the project scope was
* . expanded and redefined by AMCCOM to include the following parameters for

the process and the resulting product:

1. The product must be proven stable for a minimum of three months,

with a one-year stability being desirable.

"2. The product must be combustible, with no hazardous products of
combustion being formed that would be harmful to people or the

* environment, in compliance with EPA regulations.

3. The product and the residue from evaporation of the volatiles in
the product should be no more sensitive to detonation than Yellow D

* .i tsel .
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4. The product and its residue must be compatible with all
materials contacted during processing, transporting, pumping, and

* ~burniing.

* 5. The product must not plate equipment with solid or form any

precipitate during processing or staring, at any natural temperature that
may be encountered.

6. Complete parameters should be provided for the process,
* ~including chem~ical conversion, handling, transportation, storing, and

burning at WADF.

7. A standing operating procedure must be provided.

8. Any undesirable impact on WADF facilities must be minimized.

The chemical conversion process, consisting of a weak base reaction
using nj-butylamine and alcohol, appeared to provide the best results

within the parameters defined. A pilot plant with a maximum~ batch
capacity of 65 los of~ Explosive D was fabricated to test the process and
eval uate the product within the parameters.

The best p7-ocess tested was a reaction of Explosive 0/water slurry
wfth n-butylamine for one to three hours at 700r, producing a brown oily

liquid. Addition of methanol reduceid the viscosity, increasing the

pufnpability of the liquid.

7he resulting product has the following properties, as show~n by

various tests and analysis.

1. The liquid product is stable in storage (no precipuitation or

plating) as demionstrated by observation during 3.5 mo'nth3 of storage.
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2. The liquid product does not detonate in zero gap tests.

3. The solid residue after evaporation of volatiles from 3-week old
"product is approximately 30% less sensitive than TNT or Explosive D.

4. The liquid product can be burned ftn a furnace as a fuel while
producing effluents that are in compliance with EPA regulations.

5. The liquid product, and olid residue after evaporation of
volatiles, are compatible with materials ricommandod for use in

processing, handling, and storage equipment over a temporature raeige of

"-20C to 700C.

6. The liquid product remains liquid and does not plate solids onto

equipment surfaces over a teoperature range of -20OC to 70*C.

M . Independent Eval uations
6-:

"P""catinny Arsenal conducted Independent ev~luati ons of the process,
* - and of the sensitivity of the product. Toxicology tests of reaction

muaterials and the resulting liquid conversion product were conducted by
the U.S. ArgO/ Environmiental Hygiene Agency. The liquid product was

insensitive to detonation and show:ed no more toxicity than the starting
components. Effluent gases from hurning the liquid product were analyzed

by Brigham Young University, showing that NOx was near zero and CO was
about 1%.

Applica ti on

Engineering paramote~rs have been developed by AED for application of
the process to the hot water Explosive D washout system at WADF. The

ruoposed process equipment can be incorporated at WACF wIth minimal

iimpact on existing facilities and equipment.
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Conclusions

This project has been completed with all specified parameters having
been met. The chemical conversion process for Explosive D/water slurry,
developed by AED, produces a stable, insensitive, liquid product that
eliminates the plating problems of Explosive D washout, and burns as a
fuel in compliance with EPA regulations.

Engineering parameters have been developed for the designing of
process equipment that can be installed at WADF with minimal impact on
existing facilities.

Recomendations

It is recommended, if no other ecologically viable methods exit for
the disposal of Explosive D, that this chemical conversion process
be applied at WADF or other demil location for the disposal of Explosive
D/water slurry.

In addition, based on the Explosive D project Just completed at AED,
it is suggested that the following aspects of Explosive D and related
explosives be investigated.

I. The dewatering system must be perfected in WADF equipment before

this final process is applied.

2. A fuel injection system should be developed for the introduction
of the Explosive D conversion product into existing furnaces at WADF.

3. Consideration should be given to the recovery of the ammonia gas
evolved during the chemical conversion process for use in producing a
useful by-product such as fertilizer, or for use in reducing pollutants

in the incineration.
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'4. Further analytical work should be conducted to determine the
potential hazards of metallic impurities found in washed-out Explosive 0,

to identify the dogradation products of the converted Explosive 0 as it
ages, and to elucidate the mechanisms of degradation.

S. The possible conversion of other explosives to fuels should be
investigated on the basis of principles developed in this project.

6. AED could provide consultation on the design of the process
equipment, if this process is used at WADF.

"* 7. Additional in-vitro and in-vivo tests should be conducted to
"" observe the long-range toxicity and mutagenic properties of ammonium
* picrate and the Explosive 0 conversion product.
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IiTRODUCTION

Background

Waste explosives (TNT, RDX, Coup B, Explosive 0, etc.) are

continually generated by the United States Military during the
manufacture of explosives, the loading and assembling of munitions, and

during the demilitarization of unserviceable or obsolete bombs,

projectiles, and other munitions.

The main methods currently employed by the United States Military
for the disposal of waste explosives are: (1) open air detonation, (2)
open air burning, (3) washout, and (4) incineration in specially designed

furnaces.

In the past, such demilitarization procedures were considered as

cost effective and timely methods for the disposal of waste explosives.

-I The once largely manual demilitarization operation of the past was
considered attractive due to inexpensive labor and operating procedures.

This is no longer true with the current high labor cost, and expenses
associated with the safeguarding of operators from undue exposure to

explosives. Futhermore, little consideration was given to potential
environmental effects. Currently, both the government and the public

have come to realize that such disposal methods contribute, however

minutely, to the overall environmental pollution problem.

"In response to the enviromental protection laws wtich have been

enacted, e.g., the Clean Air Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, and Toxic Substances Control Act, the U.S. Navy formulated and

proceeded to construct a waste explosives disposal facility. This

disposal facility, the Western Area Demilitarization Facility (WADF) now

located within the Hawthorne Army Ammunition Plant, Hawthorne, Nevada, is
designed to process small caliber munitions as well as large tonnage

bombs, projectiles, and mines loaded with high explosives such as TNT,
ROX, Coup B, A-3, and Explosive 0.

Sma880
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Demilitarization and Disposal of Explosive D

A survey of the JCAP inventory showed that it large quanti ty of
Explosive D lauded munitions has been marked for demilitarization and

disposal. Accordingly, WADF plans to disposn of over 147,000 pounds of

Explosive D munitions.

The demilitarization and disposal operations for Explosive D

(Yellow D or ammonium picrate) are conducted at WADF in five major
process buildings and facilities. Hereafter in this report the terms

"Explosive D, Yellow D and amnium picrato are used interchangeably.

The munitions are received and unloaded at the Off-Loading Dock
Building, and then transported to the Preparation Building where they are
defuzed and disassembled. The munitions are then transported to the

South Tower of the Washout Building where the explosive is ramoved from
the munitions using the high pressure hot water washout technique. Refer

to Figures 1 for the general layout of WADF.

The Yellow D/water mixture reoved from the munitions is allowed to flow

"by gravity frm the washout chamber or the washout table into a heated
storage tank where the mixture is mechanically stirred. From the storage

tank the explosive slurry is transported to the Bulk Explosive
Preparation Building by driverless transporter.

!-.
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When other explosive/water mixtures such as TNT/water or

TNT-RDX/water (produced by the steamout process in the North Tower) are

delivered to the Bulk Explosive Preparation Building, further processes

are required to maintain appropriate explosive/water ratio and particle

size. The Yellow 0/water mixture, however, when delivered to the

building from the transporters, by-passes these additional processes and

is introduced directly into the slurry tank, from which it is pumped to

the feed tank.

The slurry is pumped to the incineration Facility where it is burned

in two rotary kilns, each of which require approximately 263 gallons of

No. 2 fuel oil for each 1,000 pounds of Yellow D burned.

All aspects of the demilitarization and disposal operations, from

the unloading to the burning, are controlled remotely by operators in the

central building where they are protected from the possibility of

detonations.

Definition of Problems

The Yellow D solution produced in the washout operation co&ts the

process equipment (valves, pumps, drainage system, etc.) with a layer of

explosive solid (see Figure 2). The fouled process equipment must then

be dismantled carefully and cleaned or disposed of by incineration in a

furnace which is specially constructed to handle the

explosive-contaminated equipment.

Process failure is explained by the chemistry of the Yellow D/water

solution. When Yellow 0 is initially washed out of the munitions, it is

partly an aqueous solution and partly a suspension of solid Yellow D.

*i However, during the subsequent operations of transporting, mixing, and

"pumping, the temperature of the solution is lowered through conductive

heat losses, which drives the dissolved solid out of solution and plates

- Yellow D on the equipment. Figure 3 shows this relationship of Yellow 0

"-" solubility with temperature.
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,t.
Furthermore, a number of associated explosion hazards exist from .. '

potential chemical reactions of picrates with other explosives or with

contact materials, as described by the following examples.

1. A small amount of metal and magnetic material, in the form of
chips and powder is present in Yellow D recovered by the wash-out

process. Yellow D and its parent molecule, picric acid corrode many
P metals, forming p1crate salts of those metals. Some such salts are very

sensitive to detonation and are strong enough explosives to detonate wet
TNT or picric acid. Some metals are attacked more readily by picric acid

and others more readily by Yellow 0. Metal oxides and salts react with -.

Yellow 0 more quickly than metals do. Iron, nickel and chromium are

major components of stainless steel. Sodium, potassium, calcium,
magnesium and barium are present in concrete. Copper, zinc, tin and lead

are present in plumbing fixtures and electrical parts. Industrial
literature recommends the use of copper, tin-plated steel, or stainless

steel equipment, because of their relative inertness to attack by picric

acid.1,2,3

2. If equipment is used to handle several kinds of explosives as ' :"

planned at WADF, an additional hazard exists. Some explosives are

compounded or complexed with metals, metal oxides, or with metal salts.
Traces of such residues present in hard to clean parts and in

microfissures of the metal-crystal structure of process equipment can

- lKaye "Encyclopedia of Explosives and Related Items," 8, 9. .7
2Urbanski, "Chemistry and Technology of Explosives."
3Note the extreme sensitivity of the first four items in Table 1.
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* then become exposed to Yellow D in subsequent operations. The products
of such compounding and complexing would be more sensitive than Yellow 0
itself. A sensivity list of some representative picrates is given in ~
Table 1.

3. Yellow D mixed with some other explosives may not only become
more sensitive is mentioned above, but may undergo chemical reaction's___
which would generate heat, thereby causing a fire hazard.

4. Explosive 0 is normally about as sensitive to detonation as TNT. t.
As the ammonium salt of picric acid, Explosivn. 0 has a more sensitive red

form, which exists in crystals which have more than a 1:1 msolar ratio of .
ammonia to picrate. .~
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TABLE 1

Picrate Formation And Sensitlyftty4,5,6

Lead picrate Highly sensitive - about like
mercury fulminAte!

Iro(11)picrate Highly sensitive - about like PETNI
Cobalt picrate Highly sensitive!

Nickel picrate Highly sensitive - between 14F & Tetryll
Chromium p'crate More sensitive than TNT (multiple hydrates

less than INT).
Barium picrate Slightly more sensitive than TNT. -

Copper plerate About as sensitive as TNT, more or less
depending on type of test, forms with
li fficulty

Manganese picrate Slightly more sensitive than TNT.
Zinc picrata Slightly more sensitive than TNT.
Cadmiumn picrate Slightly more sensitive than TNT.
Cilcium picv-ate Slightly more sensitive than TNT.
Magnesium picrate Sensitivity not giveni.
Iron(II) picrate Abcut as sensitive as TNT,.
Picric acid About as sensi'tive as TNT, more or less

depending on type of test.
Sodium picrate Slightly less sensitive than TNT.__
Potassium picrate Slightly less sensitive than TNT.

*Anmmoniumn picrate Slightly less sens~tive than TNT.
Aluminutm picrate Slightly less sensitive than TNT, forms with

difficulty.
Tin picrate Not listed. Tin is inert to picric acid.
Stafifless steel Inert to picric acid. Microscopic crystalline

strL-.ture reactivity to picric acid not given.

4,5 p6See reference 1. 2, 3, and other work of Kaye and Urbasnski.
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-" .:Objective and Limitations

In Seotember 1980, the Amuiitton Equipment Directorate, Tooele Army
D Depot, was tasked by the US AWy Armament Materiel Readiness Command

(AWRCOM) to develop a p"ocess which would eliminate the solidification
and plating of Yellow U on process equipment.

As work progressed, it became apparent that the solvation/conversion

processs of Explosive D/water slurry was the most promisin2 solution to
the problem of solidification and plating of Yellow n. Therefore, the

objective of the project was redefined and expanded to include additional

engineering parameters lis ed below.

1. The Yellow 0 solvation/conversion product, hereafter refered to

as the conversion product, must be proven stable for a period of at least
three months, with a one year stability being desirable.

2. The conversion product must be combustible, and its residue from
.- : evaporation of volatiles should be no more sensitive than Yellow D

itself.

3. Characteristics of the conversion product, and the process

equipment design should assure that emissions from burning comply with
EPA regulations.

4. The conversion product and its residue after the evaporation of

volatiles should be compatible with all the other miateriale contacted
during the processing, transporting, pumping, and handling operations,

regardless of the concentrations experienced in the solvation and

conversion process.
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5. The conversion product must be stable without solidification at
storage temperatures down to -159C (-5*F). The temperature was chosen to
be miuch lower than the observed low uf 80F during 1981-2 at Hawthorne,
Nev,

V,*

6. Under ambient and process temperatures, the conversion product
must nei ther plate-out on the equipment nor form any procipi tate during
any part of the processing or handling operations.

7. Process parameters for the Engineering Effort (pilot plant II)
should be provided.

8. A complete Standing Operating Procedure should be provided.

9. The process developed as a result of this project should not be
so radical in nature that implementatiun wouldI interrupt or alter the
e nisting facilitiss, or depart drastically frcm the basic demoil/dfsposal
conr-ept that has already been adopted at WADF. Rather, the project

should proceed with a plan that will solve the problem3 by utilizing the yVr

existing operational flow and process equipment.
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.Scpe Of Project

The scope of this project expanded as the work progressed to include
the following:

1. A literature search should be carried out to review past work

related to the solvation and conversion reactions of polyrdtro aromatic
compounds such as Yellow I), picric acid, and TNT.

2. Laboratory work should be conducted to verify the results
reported in research literature and to formulate new approaches concering

the solidification problem of Yellow 0.

3. A pilot plant study should be made to gather further

engineering data, and to manufacture sufficent products for sensitivity
*-' and toxicity tests.

4. Combustion tests should be conducted to determine the
combustibilty of the product in existing demilitarization furnace and in
other systems such as steam generating boilers or gas turbine engines.
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Introduction

Based on the objectives outlined within the scope of the original

tasking, a general literature survey was initiated to review what
research and development had al ready been published. This was fol lowed

by the formulation of possible experimental approaches. The laboratory
wor, was conducted at the chemical testing facilities at the munition ,.

Equipment Directorate, Tooele Army Depot, Tooele, Utah and at Brigh•m
Young University, Provo, Utah.

Results of the experimental work indicated that a solvation/conver-
sion method was the most promising approach, in that it gave a final
product which met all the requirements outlined in the project tasking.
This conclusion led to the development of a two-phase pilot plant
engineering study. Both pilot plants, phase I and phase II were designed
and fabricated by the Ammunition Equipment Directorate (AED) and
Installed at the chemical testing facility. The first pilot plant was
designed to process 25 pounds of Yellow D, and the second was a scaled-up :
and more sophisticated version with a 65-pound Yellow D processing

capacity.

Test reactions were conducted to gather data from which engineering
parameters could be developed for application of this project at WADF.
Hazard and safety studies were conducted by appropriate agencies to
ensure the safe handling of the reaction products. To complete the
required task, a burning test of the products was conducted in a simple
furnace designed and fabricated by AED to determine the feasibility of
using the product as fuel. Preliminary effluent gases did not contain
harmful poll utants.
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LITERATURE

Literature Survey

The literature search for information pertinent to the task of this

project was conducted mong military, academic and industrial

publications of past work. No articles dealing directly with the

- specific subjects of solvation, neutralization, or reduction of Explosive

D/water slurry were found. However, many articles, which treated the

behavior of polynitro aromatics having chemical structure similar to that

* "of Explosive D, were helpful in formulating the experimental approaches

1". to be considered.

References which pertain more specifically to reactions of amines

with picric acid and picrates are reviewed later in the weak base

reaction section of the chapter on experimental work. Topics of nitro

and polynitro aromatic compounds in general are reviewed and discussed in

the following order: (1) complexing, (2) reduction, (3) catalytic

hydrogenation, (4) degradation reactions, (5) nucleophilic substitutions,

(6) reaction mechanisms, and (7) summary of literature survey. For

further details of these surveys, see AED Report No. 23-82, Yellow 0

Solvation Conversion Project, Final Report, August, 1982, by Ammunition

Equipment Directorate, Tooele Arny Depot, Tooele, UT
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Summary of Literature Survey

The literature survey showed that polynitroaromatkc compounds do
react with alkalies by nucleophilic displacement and substitution of the

nitro groups, which are the groups responsible for the explosive nature
of such compounds.

Sufficient analytical work was cited to verify that the alkaline

conversion proceeds through ionic transition states such as the

Meisenheimer complex.

The reaction products of nitro compounds and alkali are generally

more soluble in hydroxy and amino solvents than in other common

sol vents.

Even mildly basic alkalies such as organic amines react witN

nitroaromatics to destroy their explosive natur'e by displacement,

substitution, complex formation, ring cleavage, and degradation. "

894
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Introduction

Two basic approaches were taken to solve the disposal problem of

Yellow D/water slurry. Tie first methods considered would alter the
explosive/water mixture physically by adding a solubilizing agent or

_* diluent which would not change the explosive chemically. The second
* method studied would alter the explosive chemically. Chemical

* "conversions of Yellow D would yield a more soluble but less sensitive
product. The conversion product must be easy to transport, safe to burn
in existing rotary kiln furnaces at WADF without producing harmful

- emissions, and must remain in solution even at low temperatures. The six
specific methods that were considered during the experimental work are

- listed below.

1. Suspension Method: Adoitlon of a gelling agent to the Yellow
D/water slurry to keep the Yellow D in suspension, enabling the slurry to

-. be processed and transported without sedimentation and plating-out.

2. Solid Dilution Method: Addition of diatomaceous earth or other
diluting mediums to the Yellow 0/water mixture while hot, to produce a

- slurry with low explosive density or a cake which can be burned safely.

3. Solvation MIethod: Dissolution of Yellow 0/water mixture in an

appropriate organic solvent or a combination of solvents, retaining the
* ,- . fellow 0 in a true solution which can then be transported by pumping it
* through the process system or by using the transport tankers.

4. Chemical Conversion;: Conversion of Yellow 0 into a combustible
Sbut less sensitive product, by a simple chemical reaction to give a

product which can then be dissolved in an appropriate solvent.

;-. 5. Catalytic Hydrogenation: Reduction of Yellow 0 partially or
complet.ely to polyamino compounds, by a catalytic reduztion.
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6. Electrolytic Reduction: Electrolytic reduction of the nitro
groups of Yellow D would be achieved by electrolysis of the explosive :.

dissolved in an appropriate electrolyte.

Suspension Stu&f

Suspension tests were made with hydroxyethylcelltilose gelling agent

-(puchased from Gulf Chemical Co.) to determite whether the gelling action
would inhibit the agglutination of large masses of Yellow D solid, and
prevent Yellow D from plating-out on process equipment.

In the first batch test, ten grams of reclaimed Yellow 0 powder was

added to 30 ml of water and heated until a clear yellow solution was
obtained. One gram of hydroxyethylcellulose was then added to the
solution and stirred vigorously to produce a homogeneous mixture. The
mixture was heated in a water bath for 30 minutes at 75C. The resulting

clear solution was removed from the water oath and allowed to cool to
room temperature. Fine needle shaped crystals began to form slowly
within the solution. Recrystallization was completed in 30 minutes.

In the second experiment, the solution of Yellow O/water/hydroxy-
ethylcellulose was prepared as described in the first test,. To this
solution, 4 grams of n-butylamine and 10 ml of methanol were added. This

second mixture was heated for one hour at 75*. A clear yellow solution
was produced again and allowed to cool. As the mixture cooled to room

temperature, Yellow D crystals did not form immediately. However, when
the product was reexamined on the next day, Yellow D dendrite crystals
had formed on the walls of the reaction flask.

Although the gelling agent did inhibit immediate precipitation of
Yellow 0, the gradual build up of crystals indicated that the suspension '
created by the gelling agent only served to slow down the plating
process. Table 2 suwmarizes the experimental data.
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Solvation Study

* :Solvatlon tests were conducted to select an organic solvent which,
when added to the Yellow D/water mixture, would enhance the solvation
characteristics, and thus alleviate the problem of recrystallization and
the subsequent plating-out of explosive onto the process equipment.

"The first test of this experiment was to find a group of candidate
solvents that would dissolve the dried Yellow D at room temperature (25C).
Mainly three classes of organic solvents were investigated: (a)
hydroxy solvents, (b) amino solvents, (c) hydrocarbons.

The second test was conducted to select the solvent from among the
candidates that would best dissolve the Yellow D/water mixture. A test was
conducted to determine the solubility behavior as a function of mixture
component ratios. Finally, the solutions selected were subjected to zero
degrees Celsius to determine the low temperature stability. The
experimental procedures for each test and their results are discussed
briefly below.

1. Dried Yellow D. Two grams of solvent was added slowly to two
grams of Yellow D in a test tube. The mixture was shaken vigorously, then

". set aside to facilitate the settling of undissolved explosive on the bottom
* of the test tube. The result was inspected visually. This procedure was

repeated until a group of solvents was selected. Fifteen solvents were
"" tried. They were: (a) five hydroxy solvents: methanol, ethanol,

2-propanol, ethylene glycol and glycerin; (b) five amino solvents
tert-butylamine, aniline, n-butylamine, n-hexylamine and isopropylamine;
(c) two different concentrations of acetic acid; (d) one hydroxylamino

*:. solvent: ammonium hydroxide; (e) one carbonyl solvent: acetone; (f) one
sulfoxide solvent: dimethylsulfoxide; and (g) water.
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-Among the solvents tried, amino solvents showed superior solvation

behavior, while dimethylsulfoxide also gave good results. Suprisingly,

aniline showed very weak solubility behavior toward Yellow 0. All hydroxy

solvents gave very little or no dissolution. Results from this first

experiment are summarized in Table 3.
i

2. Yellow D/Water/Amines. Two grams of Yellow D was added to four

grams of water in a test tube which was placed in a water bath. The

* temperature of the water bath was maintained at 95C. When the Yellow D

-. was completely dissolved, the test tube was removed from the water bath

*: and placed in an ice bath. The excess water was pipetted off the top of

the mixture when the recrystallization of Yellow D was completed. Two

grams of amino solvent was then added to the Yellow D/water mixture, which

was shaken vigorously, and set aside. The result was observed and noted.

This procedure was repeated until the best solvent was chosen from the

amino solvents tried. Four amino solvents and dimethlsulfoxide were

tried. Yellow D/water slurry dissolved well in tert-butylamine,

n-butylamine, and isopropylamine, producing clear amber solutions.

However, n-hexylamine gave an amber solution with some emulsification.

Dimethylsulfoxide did not dissolve Yellow D/water slurry completely. The

.-. results are summarized in Table 4.

3. Dried Yellow D/n-butylamine. One-gram to six-gram portions of

"n-butylamine were slowly added to bottles each containing ten grams of

Yellow D powder. The bottles were shaken vigorously, and set aside to

determine an optimum solubility ratio for Yellow D in n-butylamine at 25°C

" (room temperature). Tests showed that six grams of n-butylamine

completely dissolved ten grams of Yellow D powder, producing a clear amber

-, solution.
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4. Yellow D/n-Butylamine/Methanol. An investigation was conducted on

the solubility increase induced by addition of methanol to the Yellow

D/n-butylamine mixture. Yellow D/n-butylamine mixtures were prepared as

described in experiment No. 3. Two to twelve gram portions of methanol were

added to the samples, which were shaken vigorously, and set aside. Results

showed that there was no marked gain in solubility by addition of methanol to

the mixture of Yellow D/n-butylamine.

-5. Yellow D/water/n-but~ylamine. One to three gram portions of Yellow D

and three to seven grabi portions of water were combined at room temperature.

Quantities of 0.37 grams to three grams of n-butylamine were added to the

Yellow D/water mixtures, shaken vigorously, and set aside to observe the
solubility behavior of solutions as a function of the mixture component
ratios. Results showed that a complete solvation of Yellow D/water slurry

was achieved when one part of Yellow D powder was dissolved in three parts of

water and three parts of n-butylamine. In one case, one part of Yellow D was
dissolved in four parts of water and one part of n-butylamine, producing a

single phase solution. When more Yellow D than n-butylamine was used, it
produced a solution with some undissolved solid in test tubes. Thus, tests

indicated that as long as the Yellow D/n-butylamine ratio was maintained at
Sone to one, the solution could dissolve up to four parts of water iwthout

- - - sedimentation. The results of this test are summarized in Table 5.

6. Low Temperature Test. Yellow D/water/n-butylamtine solutions,

similarly prepared as described in experiment 5 above were placed in an ice
bath for one hour to observe the solubility behavior changes caused by the

lowering of temperature. During the lowering of the solution temperature

from 250C to DOC, no recrystallizations were observed and no phase changes

were detected for all samples tested. During the lowering of the solution
temperature from 25°C to O=C, no recrystallizations were observed and no

phase changes were detected for all samples tested. Results of this test are

summarized in Table 6.
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TABLE 3

SOLUBILITY TESTS FOR RECLAIMED DRIED YELLOW D IN VARIOUS SOLVENTS

Test Yellow D Solvent Solvent Wt¶G of Observed
No. Wt (g Name Wt(g) Yellow 0 Sol uk~ility•,

1 3 H2 0 5 37.5 Very slight

2 2 MeOH 5 28.57 Very slight .

3 2 EtOH 5 28.57 Vory sl i ght

4 2 1iPrOH 5 28.57 Very slight

5 3 t-Biftyl ami ne 5 37.5 Complete

6 2 Aniline 5 28.57 Partial

7 3 Isopropylamine 5 37.5 Complete

8 2 NH4 0H (15M) 5 28.57 Partial

9 3.2 n-Butylamine 5 39.02 Complete

"10 n-Hexylamine 5 37.5 Complete

11 2 Acetone 5 28.57 Very slight

12 3.15 DMSO 5 38.65 Complete

13 2 Ethylene 5 28.5Y Very slight
glyc°N'

- .

14 2.2 Glycerin I 28.57 Partial

15 2.1 Acetic 5 28.57 Insoluble
Acid (50%)

16 2.1 Glacial 5 28.57 Insoluble S

Acid acid

Notu: Solubility tests were conducted at 25*C.

Abbreviations: H2G Water
MeOH Methanol
EtOH Ethanol
i-PrOH 2-Propanol
-qH4 0H Aqueous ammonia
DMSO Dimethyl sul foxid.

- ,.
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TABLE 4

SOLIUBILITY TESTS FOR KRSCAU1ED YELLOW 0/WATER SLURMRY IN AKLNY-S

TEST NO. YELLOW 0 pv) 1120 (9mi SOLUEN7 ge OBSSRVAtIOJ

13 5 TIA S Cwiiplete. clear ember solution

2:.2 6 MBA 5Campietp, eovar amber soution

33.5 5 IPA S Complete, clear amber solution

4 3 5 NMA 5 Complete, giore emulsification

5 LIS 5 EtISO S 5te

Abbreviations: TEA tert-Lu tylamine

F~U u-but~ylamaine '

IPA isopropylawine

NILAk n-hexylawine

DXMSO diM~thy1 sulfoxide
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TABLE 5 ':

"SOLUSILITY TESTS FOR YELLOW 01/nDA/H20 NIITURES

TEST 40. YELLOW 0 19m) 420 19M ni,\) OOSERVATION

3 3 Complete, single phase

"2 2 3 2 -omplete. 2 Clhse

3 2.5 3 2 Cooo'ete. 2 phase

3 3 2Compolete. 2 ptase

5 3.S 3 2 Sa'1l inScluble sol Ids, 2 phase

6 1.5 3.S 1.0 Comolete, .ingl* •haser

7 1,5 3.5 1.5 Complete. 2 phase

5 2 3.5 1.5 S.mall insoluble solids, 2 phase

1 1 4 1 Complete, sit;gle phase

11. 4 1 Incomplete, 2 phase

"1 ,5 0.5 Incompleti. 2 Phase

. ,2 2.5 7.1 0.37 1ncomplete, 2 phase

""L3 2.5 7.1 0.87 Incomplete. 2 phase

2.5 7.1 1.V7 Incomplete. 2 phase

'5 2.5 .. 7.5 .s Partial

2 2.5 7.5 2.25 Comol etc

* u- ,-_ r:( .a =i.
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TABLE 6

'S!

il +A+'u+.+ ',. -

IL
IOL.UBILITY TESTS FOR MECLAINCD YELLOW U/nGA/f;2 AT LOW TYqiPEMIATC•R,

SI 11I11 ITY

TEST M. YELLOW 0 190) NZO (I&) MA (wi AT LZ0) ICE BATH (.,-) OGSURVATIOPS

L1 4.5 3 Ckwplete No precipitation Single phase
"2 1.5 4.5 3 Complete go preclpptation Stle phase

2 2 4.5 3 Complete No preciplutlt.on 2 phase

2.5 4.5 3 Cneolete mo precipitation 2 phase

5 3 4.5 3 Complete Wo prtploitatfon I phase

a 1 4.5 2.25 Complete N0o ,wrc~ltatn 2 ph~e .. ,

7 1.5 4.S ?.•?5 Complete No precipitation 2 phase

S2 4.5 2.25 Complete No Druciplitatlon 2P,•ase

2.5 4.3 2.25 Complete t
hi preclpttation 2 phase
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Effectnf at Ambient Temperature

"This test was conducted to observe the room-temperatura effect of aging ok, "

viscosity, recrystallization, sedimentation, and stability of Yellow

D/amine/water/methanol solutions. The solution were prepared by adding amine

to the Yellow D/wt.ter mixture followed by the addi ti on o methanol,

Ouring the addititn of amine to the Yellow D/water mixture, some

evolution of gas was noted indicating that even at room ttmperature the 9

"initial displacement reaction was occuring wherein the ammonium ion was

replhced by an n-butylhmimnium ion. :

When the evolution of ges ceased, methanol was added to the mixture,

producing an amber colored solution. Thereafter, the slow degradation

redction was indicated by the gradual darkening of the solution. Six months

of aging did not change the viscosity of the solution and no

recrystallizations or sodimentctions were detected. A summary of mixing

"ratios and observations is given in 'able 7.
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TABLE 7

AGING STUDY OF YELLOW 0/AGENTS ..

fEST NO. tYLLOW 0 VSA ISO-PA H20 @eON EACAT REACT SOLUBILaTy OS[CRYATION

8-1 30 30 is1 30 27 10/26/1 Complete Solution

"-2 30 20 is 30 * 10/26/81 Complete Solution

0-3 30 is is 30 * 10/26/81 Incomplete Solution

,N.i 10 10 -- - 2/20/82 Complete Viscous
syrup
05/21/82

1-2 S 10 -to 2/20/82 Complete Solution
95/21/82

N-3 S 15is 220/82 Complete Solution
0SM/•82 ...

•. ~~~M-4 3• |1"Z;OS CmIt OU•|n,.
-4 3 12 2 - - 2/20/82 Complete Solution

O5/21/•2

SK-1 5 - 5 - - 5/10/82 Complete Solution
QS/21/82

SK-2 S - 10 - " 5/10/82 Complete Solution

SK-3 S - 15 - 5/10/8 Complete Solution
95/21/82

SX-4 5 - 20 -5/10/8? complete Solution
05/21182

I.
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Strong Base Reduction

-. i.: ,. Strong base reduction of Yellow D was examined to determine the

1 feasibility of producing a compound with increased solubility and lowered

sensitivity. The experiment was conducted using sodium sulfide (NA2 S).
Briefly, ammonium sulfide (NH4) 2 S was also investigated with similar

'results. The reaction reduces the polynitro aromatic Yellow to a more£2:• ;•stable polyamine-substttuted aromatic compound. A simplified overall '

equation for the reduction reaction is given below.

-ON114  o

m " + ~~~~52a+68HeO 50pSO + 6 OH-', .:-"-

N O�1 N N"IH a

%.rmm-,

*" """The reaction was carried out in a 2000-ml three-neck round-bottom
Vol flask equipped with a water-cooled condensor, a thermometer, a mechanical

stirrer, and a heating mantle. Sodium sulfide was dissolved in cold'

water in the flask, and Yellow D was added slowly to the sodium sulfide

solution.

Initially, the reaction was strongly exothermic, but thereafter, the . -

- reaction settled down and continued smoothly to the end. The product was

a dark brown solution which, upon cooling, became a slurry with solids of ""

a definite crystalline form. The dried product was completely soluble in

cold water. Table 8 summarizes the reaction runs, showing various

reaction conditions and reactant concentrations. A run made with
ammonium sulfide was essentially identical to the reaction with sodium

sulfide, but was slightly less vigorous.
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A preliminary impact sensitivity test was conducted on the dried

solids. The test indicated that the dried product was insensitive to

impact. Detailed discussion of this impact test is given later in the

Hazard and Safety section. Test results are suimmarized in Table 9.

Acid/Metal Reduction

A strong acid/metal reduction of Yellow D was Investigated using

1(1) hydrochloric acid/iron, and (2) hypophosphorus acid. A simplified

overall reduction reaction of Yellow D is shown below.

ONH 4  
ONH 4

NOp .,). NOP NHp

4 r + (b ie +GHPO

-,1 "Nor NHP -'

Reaction apparatus employed for this experiment was similar to the
one used in the previous section. Hot water (300 ml) was added to 47

grams of Yellow D in a 1000 ml flask. Then, 104 grams of iron filings

"and 50 ml of hydrochloric acid (6N) were added to the Yellow D/water

mixture. The flask was placed In a water bath which was heated by a

proportional-temperature-controlled heating mantle. The reaction

temperature was maintained at 97*C for one hour. The resulting dark
brown slurry was cooled to room temperature, and filtered to remove

solids. Liquid obtained was noutralized with dilute sodium hydroxide, -

and extracted with ethyl ether to recover the product. Evaporation of

the ether gave a brown oily product interspersed with yellow colored

crystalline solids. Results are summarized in Table 10.
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For the Yollow 0,'hypophosphorus acid reaction, the following
i ,.. procedure was used. !,irst, 2.5 grams of hypaphosphorus acid and

2.3 grams of water were added to a 100-ml round-bottom flask, and as the

mixtit r was swirled, 5 gram of Yellow D was added to the flask. After kA,..

10 minutes of swirling, an additional 1.8 grams of acid was added to

"facilitate further solvation of the Vellow 0.

The solution was heated W 92*C for 3G minutes, and then ve mved

from the water bath and Illowed to cool to room temperature. The

resulting slurry was extracted first with ethyl ether, producing an amber

colored solution. Evaporation of the ether produced rod solids. The

residue from the tlrst extraction was washed with methanol giving a dark

brown solution. When the methanol was evaporated, an oily product was

obtained. Test results are summarized in Table 10.
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TABLE 9

PKELIIJ!ýARY 11-2ACT TESTS FOR STRO• EA.SE REACTION PRCDUC'S

4% 4%

CONDITIONS RESULTS 1), 2)

Lt. TEST YD H10 NatS NaaS I 23 567 910
*k zRUN (g) (gin) (Sm) (.)

N~o.

1 200 200 32.78 8 + 4 +

2 100 150 22.78 11.6 + +. +

3 200 250 16.39 3.5 1 1- 1.

4 200 250 6.24 1.4 + 41- +

N:. 5 C 50 100 48.39 24.4 - " " --- - - - -

6 * staniard - + -I -.-

* ,., J

"* Notes: 1). Positive signs indicate detonation, reaction or burn.

2). Negative signs indicate no detonation, reaction nor burn.

3). Samples were zir dried first, then vacuum-oven dried for
tmo hours at 70CC and -25 psi, producing lumps.

"4). Impact tests were conducted, usi.ng the maxirmuc height of
240 cm.

5). Tests were conducted at Picatinny Arsenal laboratory,
* Dec. 1-11, 1981

"* Explosive D w%,s used as a standard.

YD is Yellow D Explosive.
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Catalyti c Hydroqenation -

A catalytic reduction of Yellow 0, using palladium on finely divided
carbon (from Degusse Corp., Chemical Division), was investigated. The -

overall reduction reaction was similar to the one already outlined in the

two previo'is sections.

A brief discussion of hydrogenation using a bench model Parr

1pparitus is given here, Yellow 0, methanol, and palladium/carbon .
catalyst were charged into a stainless steel hydrogenation vessel.

"Hydrogen gas was supplied from a storage tank. The initial hydrogen
"pressure in the reaction vessel was adjusted to 60 psi. The mixture was

shaken mechanically to induce the hydrogenation of Yellow D until the
pressure in the reaction vessel decreased to less than 20 psi. The

, shaking apparatus was stopped, the hydrogen pressure in the vessel was
* increased again to 60 psi, and the shaking was resumed. This procedure

was repeated until the uptake of hydrogen gas by the reactant ceased.

"The eeacted material was decanted from the vessel and the mixture

., was filtered to recover the product. Table 11 summarizes the results of

this experiment. A simplified hydrogenation/reduction is given in the

following equation.

CH' ¢ , CHIT••T1

N., in C-..."
-C HI CHI

2.Nitro-xykas 2-Amino.*x-ylgne

NMCHOCHI NHCM.-H1
' Not Ft. H. I4 ''

o.4Nitroacetnilide o-Amwnoamtulide
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TABLE 11

SUMMARY OF CATALYTIC HYDROGENATION

*Explosive D Pd/Carbon MeOH Pressure Reaction Time Observed
g)() (ml) (psig) .(minutes) Result

10 0.5 60 60 70 3 Uptakes:
60-32.5 psi
60-34 psi
60-52 psi

5 0.5 60 60 55 2 Uptakes:
60-17 psi-

-60-50 psi

914
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Weak Base Reaction

The solvation study discussed previously, and a subsequent
literature survey showed that n-butylamine was capable of solubilizing r

and desensitizing Yellow 0 throigh (a) format~ion of charge transfer
complexes, (b) nucleophilic substitution reactions, anid (c) irreversible
degradation reactions of Yellow D in amino solution.

Although no specific previous work on the reaction of Yellow 0/water
slurry with n-butylamine has been reported, many pnpers have appeared in

chemical journals on the subject of the reactions of picric acid and
other substituted polynitro aromatic compounds, with various nucleophilic
reagents in ionizing solvents such as methanol and acetonitrile. Some of
the more pertinent papers are reviewed here.

Addition complexes are formed when pi cric acid, styphnic acid,
picrolonic acid, di- and trinitro derivatives of benzene, including
1,3,5-trinitrohenzene and 2,4,6.-trInitroi~oluene (TNT) are reacted with
amines and amino compoundc. These complexed derivatives are generally
more soluble in hydroxylic solvents than are unreacted polynitro aromatic

compounds.4 5

Reactions of di- and trinitrobenzene with several bases of the amine
type have be~en reported bý Lewis and Seat org6. They postulated a

several step reaction mechanism: (a) the direct loss of a hydrogen ion
from one of the hydrogen atoms of the polynitro comipounds, i.e.,

displacement of one of the three hydrogenis of the trinitrot.enzene ring,
or the use of one of these hydrogens to form a hydrogen bond with the

40imroth, Bamberger, Ann. Chem., 438 (1924), 67. --

5Knorr, !bid., 307 (1899), 183.
6Lewls, Seaborlj, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 62 (1940), 2122. ..



base; (b) the direct addition of a base to one of the ring carbons that ..-

is not attdched to a nitro group; (c) the attcchement of the base to one

of the Mitrogens.

One of the sev:eral important structures contributing to the

resonance stAte of m-dinitrobenzene is represented by formula V. To

account for the fact that amuoni3 reacts readily with dinitrobenzene,
Lewis and Seaborg proposed formula VI. This represented inadequately a

complex resonating system with double chelation, in which two hydrogens

"acted as hydrogen bond dono". between nitrogen and oxygen atoms. While

formula V represented a completely planar structure, formula VI did not.

R9

-H 0 0 -N - 0

(v) (VI)

If the energy of double chelation is responsible for the strong -

attachment of ammonia, less neutralization of m-diniLtrobenzene is

expected by similar bases with only one hydrogen donor and much less with

no hydrogen donor in the base. This was found to be the case.

Methylamine, which like ammonia is capable of double chelation, gave a S

color of approximateiy the same quality and intensity of ammonia, but the

two stronger bases, dimethylamine, which is capable of only one

chelation, ,nd triethylamine, in which only nitrogen chelation is

"916
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possible gave no color at all with m-dinitrobenzae.e With
trinltrobenzene, ammonia and the three *mines all produced color
solutions which increased in intensity with lowering of temperature.

Although tri~dtrobenzene was a much stronger acid than
dinit~robenzene, the some effect of single and double chelation was found,
i.e., under similar conditions, the Intensity of the color was least with

triethylamin,2, greater with demethylauiine and still greater with

methylamine and ammnonia.

Lewis arnd Seaborg's experiments indicated that this phenomenon was
* repeated when dinitrcobenzene, ~j-ntrinitrobenzene, trinitrotoluene,

t-initroxVlene or trlnltromesitylene were reacted with ammonia, a primiry
* amine, a secondary amine or a tertiary amine. Thus it was deduced that

trie stability of the colared co~tpounds wias greatly enhanced by chelation,

and especially by doouble chelation in which hydrogens of art alphatic
amine were attacheO to oxygen of the nitro groups.

Picric acid reacts with amines UP, yield molecular compounds
(picrates), wihich usually possess characterictic melting points. Mocst
picrates have a ccmposition of one mole of amine and one mole of pictic

- .acid. The picrates of amines, particularly-of thte more basic amines, are
* generally more stable than the muolecular comuplexes formed between picric

acid and the hydrocarbons.

OH OH 3 NR

NOZ NOp

* - ~917 -



Fyfe and others reported on the reaction pathway in the nucleophi'lic
aromatic substitution reactioni of 2,4,6-trinitrounisole with n-butylamino
in a solvent mixture of dimethylsulfoxide and methanol (50/50). Their
experiment indicated that when excess n-butylamiine was used, the
resulting products were methanol and substituted aniline as shown in
the follIowi ng equatl on. 7

tlud O NO&,j r'40N~ N~ -~.N
~ i+ -N5  - j t CHmkOH

Noe! NO~m NO;*

Furthermore, the second adduct reaction was detected as a sigma
complex from the attack of n-butylamine on~ C-3 of the neutral product.

NH~u.NHBoA

Noe ', Noe NOp NO3

P- Btu NIi H H E3%'5uNH 5
'NHIBLL

NOP Noe

7F'yfe, et al, Can. J. Chei,. Sr, (1977), 1468.
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* °::Barqer and Tutin reported tOat when trinitrotoluene wis raacted with

amino acid boiling in a dilut* alcoholic snlutilin, the amino etid became
attached to the benzkne ring by its amino group in replacement of a

* - reactive ni',ro group which was ellminated. The resulting compound was

N-dinitrotolylamino acid. The overall reaction was shown to proceed as

follows.7

NOP 0

1 N O• -

"NICHCi.HC--41N-4 CH CHP•CN C
"N H CH IH C oI I

,O4 CCQH N W H + AMIV"NO -"

C OH 3
tZ -43  H

7Barger, Blochem. J., 12 (1918), 4029.

r*-7
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tMatsunaga and Usul reported that the reaction cif o-amlrnobenzoic acid
and picric acid was found to produce four different kinds if adducts.
These were a stable yellow salt ().(formed by the proton transfer
from the picric acid to the o-aminobenzoic acid molecule), two red
complexes (consisting of the o-aminobenzoic acid molecule, and its
protonoted ion), and the picrate ion.8

It was shown that ammonia, primary amine, secondary amine, or tertiary
amine would react Avth polynitroaroiiatic compounds producing stable
compounds, consisting of ch~arge transfer complexes and nucleophilic
substituted aciduct compounds.

Because it was found that n-butylamine was an excellent solvation

agent for Yellow D as discussed in the solvation section, it was logical
to use this chemical not only as solvation medium but also as a
desensitizing &gent by reacton of Yellow D with n-butylamine at an
elevated temperature to expedite the solvation/conversion process.

7 8yMatsunaga, Usui, Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn., 53, (1980), 53.

920
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Experimental Procedure for Weak Base Reaction

Yellow D in the form of crystalline ammonium picrate or reclaimed
Yellow D powder was reacted with n-butylamine in a water and methanol

mixture in a round bottom three neck flask. The reaction flask was
equipped with a thermometer and a water cooled reflux condensor. The
heating of the reaction vessel was accomplished by placing the flask in
the water bath on a temperature proportionate controlled hot plate.

The reaction temperatures and times were varied from 25C to 90C
and from 30 minutes to 10 hours respectively. Yellow 0 and n-butylamine
ratios were varied at 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4 by weight in order to

determine the optimum reactant ratio. Also, to simulate the washout

process at WADF, some of the experiments were conducted by first

producing the Yellow D/water slurry.

The general experimental procedure was as follows. Yellow D was
added to water in the flask and was shaken well to produce a uniform

slurry. The color of this slurry was a bright yellow. n-Butylamine was
added it began dissolving some of the Yellow D, producing a light amber

* :colored solution.

The temperature of the mixture was gradually increased to the

refluxing temperature. As soon as the temperature began to rise, a
vigorous evolution of gases was observed, and the solution darkened from

amber to brown. The evolution of gases was completed in approximately 10

minutes. Thereafter the reaction continued smoothly to the end. Figures
4, 5, 6, and 7 illustrate the sequence of the dissolution and conversion.

The reacted material was removed from the water bath and a

- predetermined amount of methanol was added. The product was decanted
into a beaker for cooling. The product was a brown liquid, and had a

* strong amine odor which was due to the excess n-butylamine used. The

mm ,vigorous release of ammonia during the reaction indicated that the

. .: I .;-. . ..
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initial reaction of Yellow 0/water slurry with excess n-butylamine was an
": ammonia/n-butylamine displacement reaction. Thus, the major product in

the brown solution was n-butylammonium picrate. Some degradation product
were detected in the solution at that point. This fact was verified by
gas chromatographic-mass spectrometric analyses. Furthermore,

degradation reactions continue as the conversion product ages, due to the
excess amine environment of the solution. A summary of this experimental

work is given in Table 12.

Summary of Experimental Work

Six experimental methods were considered. Physical methods,
were examined as a means to maintain the explosive in solution during
transport and disposal, whereas chemical methods, employing more

"elaborate techniques of reduction chemistry, modify the explosive
chemically not only to maintain it in solution but to produce a
combustible and non-detonable fuel.

i Two methods were mentioned but not examined experimentally beyond
brief theoretical discussions: A solid dilution method would have mixed
the Yellow D/water mixture with a large amount of diatomaceous earth,
producing a slurry which could be dried, transported, and disposed of
easily by incineration. The dilution of the explosive in a matrix of
inert (silicate) material would allow a relatively safe incineration due
to the low explosive density per unit mass. The main problem with the
solid dilution method lies in handling large volumes of diatomaceous
"earth at the washout stage and removing it at the incineration stage.
The secona method was an electrolytic reduction. The product from the
electrolytic reduction would be similar to the products obtained from the
reduction of Yellow D by strong base, acid/metal, and palladium/carbon.
"The electrolytic reduction of Yellow D and related explosives, is
promising, and could be pursued further at some later date. This method
would require a different facility than that at WADF.

926
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TABLE 12

YELLOW D/n-BUTYLAMINE REACTION SUMMARY

Run YD H2 0 nBA MeOH Temp rime
ho. (g) (g) (g) (() (*C) (hr) Observed Results .

R1 3 1 1 - 75-80 1 a. Dark amber solution •,
b. Upon cooling it solidified
c. Residue dissolved in 25 ml MeOH

R2 2 5 - 85-90 2 a. Vigorous bubbing (NH3 gas)
b. Upon cooling did not solidify -
c. Mixture dissolved in 25 ml MeOH

R3 5 2.5 2.5 - 90 1 a. Dark amber solution
b. Upon cooling it solidified
c. Residue dissolved in 25 ml MeOH

"" KI 20 10 10 20 70-72 1 a. Dark amber solution
b. Air dried to a solid residue

K2 20 10 10 20 75 2 a. Dark amber solution
b. Air dried to a solid residue

KO.5 20 10 10 20 72 0.5 a. Dark amber solution
b. Air dried to a solid residue

K3 20 10 10 20 73 3 a. Dark amber solution
b. Air dried to a solid residue

K7.5 20 10 10 20 73 7.5 a. Dark amber solution
b. No solidification overnight
c. Viscous syrup residue

K27 4 - 4 4 74 27 a. Dark amber solution
b. Upon cooling did not solidify

K1O 20 10 10 20 74 10 a. Dark amber solution
b. Upon cooling did not solidify

16 10 - 60 - 90 2 a. Dark syrupy liquid
b. Air dried 1 week, stayed liquid

X1 5 2.5 ?,.5 - 90 1 a. Dark amber solution
b. Air dried to dark brown solid

with rectangular crystals
c. Dissolved in 25 ml MeOH

""927
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The suspension method using the gelling agent, hydroxyethylcellulose
to prevent precipitation of Yellow 0, appeared promising initially. But

it, only slowed the recrystallization process, and the explosive
eventually plated out. 6

The sodium sulfide reduction and the acid/metal reduction procedures

both gave satisfactory results as to the products obtained. However,
both methods exhibited a process side effect which discouraged further

studies. The strong base reduction using sodium sulfide would have
introduced sulfur pollutants into the product and the combustion

Zffluent. Although the acid concentration would not be excessively high
in the reaction solution, the acid/metal reduction would produce too + 9
caustic an environment for the process equipment and would require an

additional neutral ization process.

The catalytic reduction of Yellow D using the palladium/carbon

catalyst worked well in a Parr hydrogenator. Palladium was chosen as the
catalyst for the hydrogenation because of its recyclability without the

expense of a costly reactivation process. However, palladium recovery
would be costly and time consuming. Thus, although the process had the ,
other desired qualities, the additionai recovery step discouraged further -

i nvesti gati on.

The solvation study produced encouraging results which led to a more

detailed study of the solvation/conversion reaction. Two solvents,
dimethylsulfoxide and n-butylamine were selected from 'he three classes

of organic solvents tested, and were proven useful in solubilizing the
Yellow D/water slurry. Dimethyl sulfoxide, as with sodium sulfide used 0

in the strong base reduction, would introduce sulfur into the process

system and was rejected for that reason.

The second solvent, n-butylamine, exhibited an excellent solvation
characteristic which was enhanced even further by the addition of
methanol. When one part of Yellow D was dissolved in an equal part of

928



nLi-utylamine, the iniltial product was a fluid which gradually darkened as
it aged. Evaporation of the volatiles produced a viscous mixture or
cvyst..lline solids and dark brown liquid.

Reaction of Yellow D with~ n-butylamlne occured in two stages. The
first stage was an amine exchange, which occurred rapidly as evidenced by
thi prompt evolution of ammonia gas (NH3). This lasted for 10 to 20
minutes and was accompanied by an exothermic( 10C) rise in temperature
of the rea*ction mixture. The product of the first býAi ý, *;s the
N-n-butylam~ionium picrate salt.

The rate of the first stage reaction was measured by gas
* chromatography. Samples were taken out of the reaction mixtutv ifter 15
* minutes, 30 minutes, 60 minutes and 120 minutes and refrigerated The

samples were each ehtracted with 10% aq. HCU to bind up the ammnonia and
amine as aqueous salts and preven~t any loss fra." the solution. The

* 15-minute sample contained only 17% of the original amount of ammnonia
held by the Yellow 0, while no ammonia at all was left In the 30-minute,

Nk 7V 60-minute and 120-minute samples. Thus, ýhe ammonia was 85% expelled
after 15 minutes of reaction, and completely replaced by butylamine 7

* within 30 minutes.

The second stage of the reaction was the gradual degradation of
* ~N-n.-butylanutonium picrate in the presence of wat~er, methanol and excess
* ~butyl~mine into a complex mixture of many products. Of several types of

structures that might be expected in the mixture, experimental evidence
for a few of them has been noted, such as picr.c acid, dinitrophenol,
etranitrophenol, quinones, anilines, and ring cleavage products.

929
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The presence of the picric acid moiety remains strong, because 1
stage- 2 of the reaction does not deplete the concentration of the picrate

portion of the mixture very rapidly. However, thne many degradation
products that account for the portion that does decompose, contribute to

solubilizaion of the product.

An analytical study was conducted to detect evidence of sicnilarity
or dl fferepce betwe~en the composi tions of products derived from Yalli 1 0

under variation of reactioti temperature, tiffie, concentration and reactant
ratios. The initial differences that were detected largely disappeared

as the product mixtures aged. The details of this study are given in the
secti.')n on artalytical work.

930-~



ENGINEERING EFFORT

I ntroducti on ,..._...-..

The laboratory tests previously discussed indicated that the

proposed solvation/conversion process was a viable procedure for

alleviating the problem of solidification and plating-out of Yellow 0 at

WADF. A project was then outlined to conduct the process on a larger

scale outside of laboratory conditions. A two-phase pilot plant program .

followed. The first phase had a 25-pound Yellow D process capacity. The
"second phase was a scaled-up version with a 65-pound capacity modified to

* incorporate improvements from the first-phase study. Both phases were

carried out at the chemical reasearch facilities of the Ammunition

Equipment Directorate, Tooele Army Depot, Utah during the period of
September 1981 to June 1982.

Phase I Pilot Plant Study_ _ _

Description of Process EquIpment

The reaction/mixing tank was cylindrical and had a 38-gallon

"c-apQ0 ;ity. It was steam jacketed, with a cone-shaped bottom and a bolted

lid equipped with a hinged access port. The tank was also equipped with

a mechanical stirring apparatus and a dewatering fixture.

The dewatering storage tank wai cylindrical and had on

capacity. It was 23 inches in diameter and ?.3 inches Lai, *,th a

cone-shaped bottom, and was fabricated from 18-gauge 316-sta'nless

steel.

VV
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The produzt storage tank was cylindrical aiid had a 64-gallon

capacity. It was 23 inches in diameter and 36 inches tall, with a
cone-shaped bottom and a hinged lid, and was fabricated from 18-gouge

316-stainless steel.

The hot water tank was cylindrical, and had a 64-gallon capacity.

It was 23 inches in diameter and 36 inches tall, with a cone-shaped
bottom and a hinged lid, and was fabricated from 18-gauge 316-stainless

steel. It had two 10-kw immersion heaters in the bottom.

All pumps which came in contact with the solution were air-driven
Sandpiper 1-inch STI-A stainless steel units of zero to 30-gpm capacity,

with Teflon diaphrams and check valves.

The hot water pump wf~s centrifugal, and driven by a 240-volt motor.

The heat exchanger had a cast-iron shell enclosing 0.25-inch copper

tubes with 7.4 ft2 of heat exchange area.

All piping and valves were polyvinylchoride (PVC).

Figure 8 illustrates the layout of the Phase I Pilot Process

Equ pment.
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Operation Procedure: Phase I Pilot Plant

Hot water was pumped into the mixing tank, followed by Yellow 0
introduced through a top port. The mixture was heated and stirred at

45C (113*F) and then allowed to cool and settle. Excess water was

"removed through plastic tubing with the dowatering pump. n-But~ylamine

Swas added and the mixture was reacted with agitation at 60°C (14010

until total dissolution of the solid was attained. Methanol was added

and the mixture made homogeneous by agItation. The mixture was pumped

Into storage and later introduced into burner for disposal by combustion.

The water (20 gal) for the mixing tank was heated in the dewatering

storage tank to 54C (1290F) by a heat exchanger before introduction into

them mixing tank. A separate source of boiling water fed the primary

side of the heat exchanger. The Yellow 0 was weighed in a plastic bag

and added to the hot water in the mixing tank. The agitator for this

mixture was operated by an air-driven motor. Heat was supplied to the

jdcket of the mixing tank by the circulation of boiling water. The

butyl&uine and methanol were weighed by siphoning them separately into a

. reweighed plastic bottle which was then weighed again and emptied into

the top port of the mixing tank. Phase I Pilot Plant Process Flow Chart

is given in Figure 9.

933
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Phase II Pilot Plant Study, 65-Pound Capacity

Description of Process Equipment

The mixing tank was a 42-gallon jacketed unit with a fiberglass

glove box for its top. The tank and the bottom of the glove box (except
for the open part over the tank) were made of 316-stainless steel. This

- system prevented Yellow D powder from contacting the operators and the
area outside the glove box. A filtered suction line kept the glove box

and tank at a slightly negative pressure. An agitator was powered by an
air-driven motor.

rip

The dewatering storage tank was made of 316-stainless steel and had

a 38-gallon capacity.

The reactor was a cylindrical tank with a tapered bottom-extensicn
for small batch processing. The tapered extension had a 3.4 gallon
capacity and the whole tank had a 67.7-gallon capacity. The reactor was

steam jacketed to provide heat for reaction. The bolted lid had a cold
water Jacket to condense the vapor (other than ammonia) produced during

the reaction. Four vertically spaced thermocouples provided a
.- temperature profile of the reactor during the reaction. Only 304- and

316-stainless steel were used to fabricate the tank.

* . The piping was 2-inch and 1.25-inch 316-stainless steel.

The product transfer pumps were Sandpiper' air-driven diaphragm MPE

71 pumps made of 316-stainless steel, with Tef diaphragms and valves.

935
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The metering umj. were made of stainless steel with Teflon seals

and carbon cylinder sleeves.

The ball valves were manufactured of 316-stainless steel, with

teflon seals, and pneumatically actuated.

The tharmocoup1es were type T, copper-constantan encased In

316-stainless steel.

There were two sight glasses in the system;, one in the dewatering
loop and one in the exit pipe from the reaction tank. They were made of
Pyrex and 316-stainless steel with Teflon gaskets.

All pilot plant components stood in a 304-stainless steel drip pAn

to contain spills.

A remote control room was provided with closed circuit television,

monitoring of all process areas. All three tanks were provided with
thermocouples, which were monitored by a multipoint chart recorder. The

steam jackets were controlled by a Honeywell dial pack attached to

therinocouples and monitored in the control room.

A list of process equipment and capacities is given in Table 13.
Specifications and literature for some of the process equipment is given
in Appendix 0, AED Report 23-82.

9'. ...16
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TABLE 13

Phase II Pilot Plant
Process Equipment

Tank sizes- Reactor ................. 65 gal
•"Mixer .......... 38 gal

Dewatering tank ......... 38 gal

Pipe sizes- Mixer to reactor ........ 2-inch piping

Reactor to storage ...... 2-inch piping
All others ............. .1.25-inch tubing

Pumps- Maximum flow ............ 30 gp

Average flow, 30 psi....12 gpm

Air tupply .............. 40 psi

Average flow rates- Water tank to mixer ..... 15 gpm

Mixer to reactor ......... 9 gpm

"Dewater rate ............ 0.13 gpm

Average he&t transfer rate- Steam to reactor ........ 80 BTU/hrft* F

Steam to miAer .......... 65 BTU/hrftO F
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Operation Procedire, Phase I

Water was premeasured by a marked sight glars in the dewatering

storage tank, and pumped into the mixing tank. Refer to Figure 10 for
the illustration of the Phase II Pilot Plant, and the Figure 11 for the

isometric process equipment layout. The water temperature was raised to

38*C (10*F) in the mixing tank. Yellow D in a plastic bag was removed

from its cardboard shipping box, weighed and placed inside the glove box

on the mixing tank. The glove box was sealed, the bag was opened with

rubber gloves and the Yellow 0 was added to the hot water. The Yellow 0

and water were stirred continually and heated to 60*C (140°F) by

circulation of steam through the Jacket of the mixin9 tank. After 15

minutes the slurry was pumped into the reactor.

The amount of excess water in the slurry was determined and

any excess water was distilled out by introduction of steam through the

Jacket of the reactor. The excess water was collected in the storage

tank until the correct amount was removed from the slurry.

The pre-determined amount of n-butylamine was pumped into the

chemical holding tank by metering pumps. The volume was checked by marks

on the sight glass. The n-butylamine was then allowed to flow in to the

reaction tank by gravity and mixed with the Yellow D/water slurry. The

mixture was heated to complete the reaction under the conditions given in

Table 14. The desired reaction time and temperature were controlled from

the remote control room.

Upon completion of the reaction, a measured amount of methanol was

metered into the chemical holding tank, and gravity fed into the reaction

tank, where it was mixed thoroughly with the reacted material. The

methanol served as a supplemental solvation and combustion medium. The
product was then pumped into a marked storage vessel to await disposal.

See Figure 12 for the Phase II Pilot Plant Process Flow Chart.
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Discussion of Rosults

P1ilot p1lant studies conducted by AED showed that Yell ow D/water
slurry, reacted with n-butylamine and diluted with methanol , gave a

product that could be burned in a furnace as fuel.* Thus the use of
fossil fuel for the disposal of Yellow D was eliminated.

SThe first stage of chemical reaction was the expulsion of mmonia

.fro Yellow D with n-butylamine. This step was conducted with water

"present, but without methanol, which was not added until after the

initial heating period of thre hours at 65C. This was followed by the

* slow degradation of the picrate moiety at ambient storage temperatures.

The weight ratios of reactants were 2:1:2:4 for
Yell ow-D/water/n-butylamine/methanol. Variations from the process

"conditions were tested in order to determine whether any dangers or

difficulties would result from slight deviations or unintentional changes

during production.

No problem is expected with an increase or slight decrease in the

amount of butylamine from the recommended three-fold molar excess.
However, the butylamine is also a solubilization factor, and cannot be

decreased too much without leaving undissolved explosive.

The allowable decrease of amine should be determined. If water is
.i , not present at the start, the initial exothenm is very strong, which

could cause (1) an uncontrolled temperature surge, (2) expulsion of some

--- reaction mixture into the vapor exit line because of the rapid ammonia

evolution, and (3) uncontrollable stirring mechanics. If too much water
is present at the start, the n-butylamine will not dissolve the entire

mixture. With a moderate excess of water during the heated period, two

liquid layers are present, without solid. This is no problem during the

reaction period if the mixture is kept warm and stirred. Changes from

the prescribed initial amount of water do not lead to any danger or
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handling problems if two conditions are satisfied: (1) The methanol is

added within three hours after the end of the heated period, and (2) the

amount of water is not less than half nor more than twice the prescribed

amount.

The methanol increases fluidity, ensures that the components all

stay in solution, and improves the burning behavior of the product. A
delay of several hours at ambient temperature before the additon of

iethanol can result in a viscosity increase of the reaction mixture, with
possible damage to the agitator, and a long delay before the solid can be

*" redissolvod and pumped out. No difficulty results from addition of the

methanol along with the amine, or immediately thereafter at the start of

the reaction, rather than at the end of the heating period.

An increase in the prescribed amount of methanol causes no handling

or safety problem, but the use of only half as much methanol can upset

the smooth flow of fuel Into the burner. It is possible that the amounts

of methanol and n-butylamine can be decreased in a final setup but the

amount will have to be determined with the full scale equipment and final

burner feed system.

The temperature of the stage-1 reaction can be increased about 10C

over prescribed temperature, but above that, too much n-butylamine is
i lost as vapor. A decrease in the reaction temperature has the same

effect as shortening or eliminating the heating period. No serious
difficulty has been observed from elimination of the heating period, or

from heating the mixture longer than three hours. Heating ensures prompt
removal of the ammonia and accelerates the stage-2 degradation. However,

if the heating period is eliminated and other factors are also changed,
which in themselves cause no problem alone, the combined effect could

lead to problems, such as the formation of solids in the mixture. Before
a decreased heating period can be recommended, the burning

characteristics of the resulting product should be investigated.
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Yellow D recovered from munitions by the hot water washout process

contains a small amount (<0.S%) of insoluable residue, composed of
asphaltic tar, magnetic powder, and metal (see analytical section). Most
of this residue is separated by decantation of the product. A line
filter separates the remaining residue.

A process review and evaluation conducted by Dr. N.J. Matsuguma,
ARRADCOI, concurred that the overall solvation/conversion process was a

viable and safe disposal method for the Yellow D/water slurry (see

Appendix E. AED Report 23-82).

Additional information relating to pilot plant studies Phase I and

Phase II are listed below:

Phase I Pilot Plant

1. The proposed conversion process was shown to have reasonable
handl ing requt rfments.

2. A homogeneous liquid product was produced.

3. It was shown that the product could be burned.

Phase II Pilot Plant

1. The maximum batch size was scaled up to 65 pounds of Yellow D.

2. A detailed engineering-level handling procedure was established.
3. Process conditions were improved successively, to establish

ranges of safe variations and to optimize some of the conditions within

those ranges.

4. Toxicology and sensitivity tests were conducted on the product;
no hazards greater than those of the initial components were detected.

5. The preliminary layout for a possible full scale up at WADF was
planned, and the pre-design engineering parameters were calculated.

6. It was confirmed that the product could be burned continuously
within environmental requirements.
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ENGINEERING PARAMETERS

Introduction

The experimental work and the pilot plant effort provide the basis

upon which the engineering parameters are derived. The actual parameter
values are limited by the essential features of the process. The

Explosive D solvation/conversion process gives good results when the

weight ratios of Explosive D, water, n-butylamine and methanol are

2:1:2:4, and the handling procedure fits the following time and
"temperature protocol.

Explosive D and water are reacted at 158"F with n-butylamine, which
i is fed into the mixture gradually over a period of 20 minutes. The

rapidly evolved ammonia Is allowed to exit through a water-cooled

condenser, while the n-butylamine is retained. The condensed liquid
n-butylamine flows back to the reactor. During this period of

ammonia evolution the exothemic heat may have to be controlled by

jacket cooling, after which the jacket will have to be heated again

to maintain 158F for another one to three hours with stirring. The
mixture is cooled to 140*F and then the methanol is introduced as

the mixture continues to cool to ambient temperature. The product
is pumped to storage and allowed to age at least overnight before it
is burned.

As seen below, part of this protocol will require careful adaptation

in the scaled-up equipment.

Maximum Washout Rate

On-site inspection by AED personnel, and conferences with WADF
personnel, provided details concerning potential Explosive 0 washout
production rate. See Appendix K, AED Report 23-82, for explosive
handling quantity and safety distance criteria.

!,-4
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1A,

Two stations in the South Tower of the Washout Building provide for
handling the different sizes of munitions. A single cavity vertical

washout chamber, will process the 8 and 16 projectiles one at a time.
Up to 15 items can be washed out per shift with a resultant washout rate

of up to 2300 pounds of Explosive D. This station uses hot water at

2006F and 80 psi.

The second station is a multi-position turret, on which up to 8

items can be mounted simultaneously, and subjected to either a cold water

jet at 10,000 psi or hot water at 200F and 80 psi. This system can
washout about 360 items up to 6" diameter, producing as much as 4700
pounds of Explosive D per shift.

Thus the Explosive 0 washout rate at maximum capacity is about 4700
pounds per shift, with only one washout station operating at a time.

Realistic Washout Rate

It is expected that the maximum rate will seldom be maintained over
a significant duration, and that very likely only about 3200 pounds

i .(twothirds of the maximum capacity) per shift will be a practical
ongoing high production rate. The four 300-gal reactors planned for the

Explosive D solvation/conversion process will handle 3320 pounds by
processing two batches each per shift. With one batch in each of the

four reactors per shift, they will meet a one-third rate of 1660 pounds
of Explosive D starting material. The FY83 workload on the listed agenda

totals about 147,000 pounds, or approximately 500 pounds per day. (See

Appendix J, AED Report 23-82).

Dewateritng

An average Explosive D/water ratio of 1:7 is expected from the hot

water washout method.. If the process uses 23,240 pounds of hot water to

Siiwashout 3,320 pounds of Explosive D, it would be necessary to remove

21,580 pounds of water from the slurry to produce an Explosive D/water

ratio of 2:1.
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the reactor gradually as the water is distilled out. Steam fed to the
SV.:.., reactor jacket supplies heat for the distillation. Dewatering by

distillation would require approximately 6,300 BTU of heat per pound of

-Explosive 0 processed. Of course, the slurry must be assaed first, to

a calculatiun of the mount of slurry to be fed in, and the final volume of
the dewatered batch.

Amonia Evolution

ODuring the reaction of n-butylamine and Explosive 0/water slurry, a
total of 230 poundsof am06nia gas would be evolved for every 3320 pounds of

Explosive 0 processed. Ammonia could be recovered to produce aqueous

ammonium sulfate fertilizer by neutralization with dilute sulfuric acid. It

:1. would require 3,304 pounds of 20% aqueous sulfuric acid to neutralize 230

pounds of immonia. This would produce 3,534 pounds of 25% aqueous ammonium

sulfate (fertilizer). The ammonia gas could also be used as a reducing agent
in the explosive incinerator to reduce missions of NOx.

Major Process Equipment

The following equipment would be necessary for the proposed Explosive 0

processing at WADF.
i'U-

1. Sulvation/Conversion Reaction Kettles - Each reaction kettle should

be constructed from 316-stainless steel and equipped with a stirring

mechanism and two condensors. The capacity of the reactors should be about

300 gallons each, and four such reactors are needed. See Appendix 0, AED

Report 23-82 Production kettles equipped with jackets for steam heating

and water cooling are the preferred type, similar to those used at the

Hawthorne Ammunition Plant. As discussed in the dewatering process, the

removal of excess water from the Explosive 0 slurry is also accomplished in

the reaction kettles.

"'iU
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"2. Reagent Holding Tanks - Two reagent tanks with a holding capacity of200 gallons each would be located on the second floor of the washout
building. Construction material would be 316-stainless steel.

3. Reagent Storage Tanks - Reagent storage tanks are necessary to store
n-butylamine and methanol. These tanks should be constructed from
316-stainless steel, with a holding capacity of 36,000 gallons total for
methanol and 30,000 gallons total for n-butylamine.

4. Product Storage Tanks - Product storage tanks, with a total capacity
of 24,000 gal, will store the reaction product prior to burning. These tanks
should be constructed from 316-stainless steel. They will be located near

* the incinerators.

5. Pumps - All pumps should be 316-stainless steel air actuated
diaphragm pumps with Teflon diaphragms. The rating of each pump should be

m determined during the pre-design activities.

6. Condensors - Two condensors fabricated from 316-stainless steel, and
preferably of shell and tube type construction are needed for each reactor.
One is to condense the butylmine vapors and one is to condense the water
vapor distilled from the slurry. The rating of these condensors should be
"determined during the pre-engineerong consultations.

Engineering Calculations

:4 The engineering calculations are tabulated into charts for easy
utilization. They are provided to allow quick determination of several
"process parameters which match any chosen amount of Explosive 0 to be handled
per batch. To use the charts, either the desired batch size (weight of
Explosive 0) or the desired reactor size is used as the base criterion, and
the other factors are calculated from column 1 or column 2 respectively.
(See Tables 15, 16, 17).
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TAILK 16

COZY FtC WITS FORt CALCULATION OF

REACTANT A�5�UW�s A�U) TANK SIflS

CaaWatu�t CaatrlaL.'t p.,
uLh� �L�M�L k�4 LumIal

ft.aatar Capasity iO.?136 gal 1.066 gal lUG gal 366 gal
Charge brIusim 60% of Ca.aa�ty *0.5766 guI @. gal 666 gal 246 gal
Weld Walume '0.1441 gal 5.206 gal 36 gui 66 gal
76 Cburge 1.666 p 1.314 p 134 p 411 p
Valet, 1.33 p/gal 6.1066 p 6.flp mp 206 p

6.0606 gal 6.0621 gal U gal 21 gal
fl4�i0ylabe. 6.26 p/gal 1.066 p 1.364 p UI4p 415p

0.1611 gal 6.222 gal 122 gal 6? gal
Mathajul, 6.60 p/gal 2.606 * 2.764 p 2160 p Usp

6.3626 gal 6.41W gal 419 gal 136 gal
*meumla Piaaad 6.0111 p 6.0616 p 16 p 29 p
76 rel Peadugad. 7.6? p/gui 4.431 p 6.122 p 6121 p 1646 p

5.1766 gal 6.866 gal 666 gal 2*0 gal
'S

Pgthaeel Petarlng laik 6.361 gal 6.5 gal US gal 106 gal
�!aVa�al Stu.tg. lanka 4.14.41 gal 4.20 gal 4.20,606 gal 4.6.060 gal
far 1-ball, Gala at
2 Salahue pat Say pat Pea. tat

�1�

�.3utytaelne blarIng 7mb 6.21? gal 6.3 gal �6 gal 16 gal
�.. .�

:-lutvlaulna Itaraga lanka 7.23 gal 4.16 gal 4.16.061 gal 2.6,006 gal
saw 1-?.nth th.ta at
2 Satchaa pat Say get Peastaw
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* TABLE 17

REACTOR SIZE BASED ON EXPLOSIVE PRODUCTION BATCH SIZES

I iM 0 UK* oS IX UMU O,,NTS OF KMT•NS

miwii "- ~ru FU
*WASMIT WATU AFIll TOTAL to

'Alt/SHIT rIAM WA 1400 11I0 ny 2% IIRIY I6 . Nr IgI 4' NewUT""M rm r I "'I• I ' I ' I I I
•suhedsft. 

IN., ft. IN. ft. In.

4.2600 21 4.M6 8.406 18.M 3 2.464 94 10 1 11 5
"".'; .0 6.0IU. --- T I -LU UI--

9.0M 1. . 4jjua 1~w 4 a 1 iii

• on

i.W .M 1.4W *4.1 11.1W 1W

=='•_-- NOTE: 1 .Au 1.&W hetgh of. th ecu sL~ltdt eto es

MU JAW~ 4.j 1Vi

%W 1 49.1 rr. R

*.|!r W 1W 4 Lo. .WJ , S, I Lo,~ .k It

- . 49 JFU ______ a_ a_ I

NOTE: 1. The height of the reactor is limited to six feet or less,
to stand lower than the slurry holding tank, so that the
Explosive D and water mixture can flow from the holding
tank to the reactor by gravity.

2. The Explosive D/water ratio after dewatering is 2:1.

3. The density of the Explosive D/water/nBA/MeOH mixture is
0.92 g/ml (7.67 lb/gal).

4. The above chart gives reactor size for a void volume of 20%.
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Flow Chart and Equipe~nt Layout

A simplified process flow diagram and the equipment layout are shown in
* Figure 13 to help visualize the installation of process equipment and to aid

the subsequent engineering activities.

*COLLECTION
TANKATDTAE

TAANKR~E

YELLOW 0 PROCESS FLOW' DIAGRAM
PRItPAIR90 BY' SOLIM S.W. KWANI, 0 /AE,JUNut 2i,1*82

EXPLOSIVE 0 SOLVATION/CO:NVERSzoN PROC -SS

Fl(7 DL'IGRAM

FIGURE 13
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BURN TEST

"Introduction ':'" -"

One of the objectives of the project was to determine the

feasibility of burning the Yellow 0 conversion product in a furnace as

fuel in complaince with EPA. The tests were conducted in two burners;
the first was a modified tent heater and the second was a Hauk high
pressure oil burner.

Description of Burners

Herman Nelson Heater

The first burner was a converted Herman Nelson tent heater in which

the standard gasoline powered engine was replaced by an electric motor.
There were no controls for fine adjustment of the burner. This prevented

the collection of data, but it did show that the Yellow 0 solution will

burn. The converted Herman Nelson Heater is shown in Figure 14.

. •Hauk High Pressure Oil Burner

The tent heater was later replaced by a larger furnace designed and

fabricated by AED. A schematic of the furnace is shown in Figure 15.
The new design allowed for better control of the burning process and

chdnges in the test parameters.
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Burner. The burner Is a Hauck 530 high-pressure oil burner. It is
controlled by adjusting three parameters.

1. The air control registers.

2. The fuel pressure.

3 The atomizing air prassure.

Pump. The fuel pump is a diaphragm pump which utilizes a teflon
diaphragm to insure inert behavior toward the reaction mixture.

Pilot. The pilot is a Hauck 110A high pressure gas inspirator which

uses propane as a fuel source. It serves as a pilot as well as a
preheater to bring the furnace up to temperature before starting the main

burner.

Refractory. The shell of this furnace consists of a 24" x 24" x 12"

steel case filled with a castable refractory material similar to the A.P.

Green Co. 2400OF grade. The burner is mounted on Hauck burner tiles cast

into the main housing.

Burn Test Procedures

Phase I Burning Test (Yellow D Solution)

Solution Preparation. To prepare a solution of Yellow D for

burning, a mixture was made composed of 340 grams of Yellow D, 150 grams
of water, 180 grams of n-butylamine, and 300 grams of methanol. The

components were added to the flask in the order listed above. Before
adding the methanol, the flask was vigorously agitated to dissolve the

Yellow D. Later, in the feed tank, the solution was diluted to about 18%

by adding another quart of methanol.
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A second solution, used as straight burner fuel, was made from 600

grams of Yellow 0, 200 grams of water, 600 grams of methanol
Smethylalcoho, grams of n-butylamine. The concentration of

•.• .. idYellow D was approxintely 18% for the second test.

Burn Test Procedure. The Herman Nelson burner was set up outside
• 'the AED test site barricade, and started on methanol. A themocouple and

recorder were set up to detect burner activation. The fuel was then

switched made from methanol to Yellow D solution. The Yellow 0 solution
burned as expected with no complication. The solution tank was allowed
to drain completely and then methanol feed was resumed to purge the
burner system.

Phase II Burning Test (Conversion Product)

Five 5 gallons of the reacted Yellow D product was placed into a
fuel storage container equipped with a fuel pump. The phase II burner
system was installed on a concrete apron at the test site. See Figure 16
for the general layout of the burner system.

The burner was preheated with methanol. After the burner was
* -stabilized, the reacted Yellow D product was introduced through the

burner orifice as fuel. During the test, the propane pilot was kept
*2 burning to prevent build-up of the fuel in the burner in case the flame

S.... were to expire or the temperature were to drop low.

Upon completion of the burn tests, the fuel line was purged with
metanol. When the purge was completed, the fuel and the air were
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turned off. The propane pilot was run for several minutes longer to
. nensure that no fuel remained in the burner. This purge was very

important to avoid clogging of the burner head.

During thes burn tests, gas samples were taken and analyzed (See

Effluent Analysis),, and Combustion temperatures were measured at various

locations on the stack.

Monitored Parameters for Burn Test

The parameters iWflttored during the burn test were:

1. Fuel Flow
S2. Atomizing

3. Fuel Pressure
4. Temperatures monitor locations:

a. Burner
b. Flame
c. Two additional stack locations at 6* and 7' heights.

The temperature was monitored by four thermocouples which were
attached to a multipoint chart recorder. See Appendix H, AED Report

"23-82, for burn test details.

Reducing Properties of Yellow D Product And Ammonia

" In unrelated projects we have considered the use of imonia as a
reductive supplement in the demil incineration processes to oppose

formation of NOx stack pollutants. Any reducing gas might be

considered for this purpose. In the process for fuel production from

Yellow D the above principle is applicable at two points.

Ammonia gas is emitted by the process as a side product and could
best be disposed of by its use in any furncae operation to assist in

meeting EPA requirements. Indeed, ammonia is actually a fuel with a heat
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Ammonia gas is mitted by the process as a side product.and could

best be disposed of by its use in any furnace operation to assist in
meting EPA requirements. In fact, ammonia is actually a fuel with a

heat of combustion of 9,600 BTU/pound. NOx is formed from the N2 In

air, as in ordinary boilers and other types of burners. In addition

there is excess NOx from the nitro explosives themselves.a p
If the amuonia produced by this project is disposed of by acid

neutralization, a useful fertilizer results. But the greater advantage

is to use it on-site to accomplish EPA needs that must be provided for

anyway, and to use its energy content simultaneously.

The principle of NOx reduction also applies to the nature of the
amino group of the Yellow 0 product. The solubilizing agent for Yellow D
in this process is n-butylamine, which is also a fuel *by virtue of the

hydrocarbon group as well as the amino group. Both groups are al so

reducing agents and can contribute to the elimination of stack 11 x

which originates both from decomposition of the explosive and from

nitrogen gas in the air.

mI.m

Thus it is expected to achieve low pollutant emission from combustion of

Yellow D product by adjustment of air and fuel feed rates and other

furnace parameters. The burn tests showed that the proper adjustments

.• lowered NOx and NO monitor readings from 500 ppm to less than 5 ppm.

* * Additional adjustments should also allow complete oxidation of CO to

C02 , by manipulation of various factors such as air and fuel injection

"locations.
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Discussion of Results

SThe two objectives, in both Burning Tests, Yellow D conversion
products were used as fuel of EPA compatibility and retention of

solub~lity, were achieved to the extent of demonstrating feasibility.
"Tht 1ting fuel remained fluid and was easily pumped throughout the

-', rea . system and into the burner. If the water content of the fuel
was kept down to the level specified in the process, the fuel burned

smoothly and continuously at proper feed rates, with the absence of

smoke, NOx, and NO. The effluent was clear and colorless. The carbon

monoxide which resulted from these settings was down to 0.84%. No

attempts were made to lower it further while maintaining negligible

Max. The results of Burn Tests are summarized in Tables 18 and 19.
i6
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EFFLUENT ANALYSIS

I ntroducti on

The products from the yellow D conversion process were burned in a

furnace to determine the combustion characteristics (See Burn Test

Section for details). During these burn tests, effluent analyses were
conducted to monitor and determine the combustion by-products and their

concentrations

Test Procedure

Samples of the gaseous effluent from the combustion of reaction
products were taken during two separate on-site burn tests. In the first

of-site test, gas reagent tubes were used to monitor common combustion
products. Gaseous effluent samples were also taken in stainless steel

gas sampling bottles and analyzed by mass spectrometry. During the
second on-site test, the reagent tubes and mass spectrometric methods

were again employed. In addition, an NO-NOx continuous monitor was us-
ed to determine the concentration of NO and NO2 throughout the tests

Stack Probe

A sample probe was inserted near the top of the burner stack. The

location of the probe allowed sufficient mixing to give a representative
effluent sample. Approximately 40 feet of copper and rigid polyethylene

tubing connected the stack probe to the analytical workbench and sampling
apparatus. During the second on-site test, a water trap was added to the

system to collect the water condensing in the tubing.
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* . ~. Sampling Proced.ure

:I

The tubing from the stack probe was connected to a vacuum pump so
Cthat stack effluent was continuously drawn through the tubing and was

introduced into the NO analyzer. Reagent tube samples were taken by
drawling a known amount of stack effl uent through the desired reagent tube
'using a 50 ml syringe. A schematic diagram of the system is shown in
Figure 17. Samples of mass spectrometric analysis wre taken in two

ways. A large (1 gallon ) stainless steel sample bottle was purged first
with stack effluent for 5 to 10 minutes, and filled with the effluent

gases. Smaller bottles (300 cm3) were purged for S minutes and
pressurized with stack effluent to 30-50 psi. The large bottle provided
an ambient pressure sample with no possibility of contamination from the
pump or filters.

Mass Spectrometric Analysis

The stack effluent samples in the stainless steel sample bottles

were analyzed on a Hewlett-Packard 5980A quadruple mass spectrometer.

The bottles were heated to above 100C using heat-tape to ensure that all

water was vaporized. The flow valve was opened to allow a small,

.constant flow of stack effluent to enter the mass spectrometer ionization

chamber and mass analyzer. Ionization was accomplished by electron

, wimpact at 70 eV.

* NO/NOx Monitor

A Thermo-Electron Series 10 NO-N)x monitor was added

to the system during the second on-site test. The monitor was calibrated
using a calibration gas which was 219 ppm NO in N2 gas. It was then

set to give full-scale deflection for a concentration of NOx (i.e., NO

+ N02) of 1000 ppm. The detection limit at this range was 4-o ppm.
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF EFFLUENT ANALYSIS SETUP

FIGURE 17
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"- '.*'Results and Discussion

P1 Reagent tube analysis from test #1 indicated high concentrations of
NO and NO2 . However, mass spectra showed almost no detectable

concentrations of either NO or NO2 . These results seemed
contradictory. The results of the second test, with the continuous NOx

monitor, in line, showed that the burn can be adjusted for minimum NOx
production. In the presence of a reducing amine (n-butylamine) the flame

can be adjusted to the point where the major nitrogen-containing product
of the combustion was nitrogen gas (N2 ) with little or no oxides of

nitrogen produced. However, the reagent tubes indicated that
minimization of the NOx produced a high concentration of carbon

monoxide (CO). During the first effluent analysis the reagent tubes
indicated CO in the percent range by volume. It was noted that CO

concentrations taken during test #2 were in the ppm range rather than the
percent range. The mass spectral samples which were taken during a later

burn, were sampled while the flame was optimized for low NOx
production.

"The mass spectra confirm the analysis of the effluent as containing

primarily C02, CO, N2, 02, H20, and argon. The peak at m/e - 28

could be due to either N2 or CO. The relative abundance ratio of W/e

28 to m/e a 29 indicates a compound containing one carbon. For example,
the abundances from Table II show a m/e 28:29 abundance rlatio of 85:1,

corresponding well to the natural isotopic ratio for C12 :C13 of 100:1.1.
In addition, the mass spectrum of room air shows no peak at m/e = 29.

Thus, the isotopic ratios indicated a substantial percentage of the m/e -
28 peak to be due to CO. The Mass spectral analysis also shows small

peaks at m/e - 58 and m/e 43. These peaks are undoubtedly products of
the combustion and very likely organic compounds, the identity of those

compounds is uncertain.
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"The effluent analysis indicated that the Yellow D/n-butylamine ..- L
reaction product can be burned efficiently, and the flame can be
optimized for low NOx production. However, CO production is at least

0.84% in all burns monitored thus far.

The summary of the results is given in Tables 27 through 31 and
spectra of mass spectrometric analysis is shown in Figures 54 to 56.
See the complete discussion given in Appendix I, AED Report 23-82.
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"HAZARDS AND SAFETY

Introduction

One of the objectives of this project was to convert the Yellow 0 to a
material with sensitivity equal to or less than that of the original
explosive. Therefore, propagation tests were conducted to compare the

sensitivities of the conversion product and unreacted Yellow D.

Preliminary detonation tests were conducted at Tooele Army Depot,
whereas more extensive sensitivity tests, by impact, friction and
electrostatic charge, etc., were carried out by the Energetic Materials
Division, LCWSL, Dover, N.J. A toxicology study was conducted at Edgewood
Animal Testing Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.

* Tooele Army Depot Detonation Tests

1. Detonation Tests for Yellow D Solution

" YelloPreliminary tests were conducted to determine the detonabil ity of

Yellow D solution. Samples were prepared by dissolving the reclaimed Yellow D
in water/n-butylamine solution and diluting with methanol. The compositon
was: 35.3% Yellow D, 35.3% methanol, 17.6% n-butylamine and 11.8% water by

weight.

Test Procedures. Solutions were charged in one-pint Nalgene plastic
"bottles, which were placed in fiber canisters. The space between bottle and
canister was filled with sand. A blasting cap was submerged in each solution,
and detonated by a time fuze. For the control standards, bottles containing
pure yellow D were also detonated. Sample sizes are tabulated in Table 20.
See Figures 18 and 19 for illustrations of samples prepared for the detonation
tests.

"971
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Results. Bottles charged with pure Yellow D solid all exploded, without

"exception, however, no explosions were observed for the bottles charged with .

"Yellow 0 solutions. The detonation forces of the blasting caps destroyed the

plastic bottles and the fiber canisters, but did not ignite or detonate the

solutions. Rather, the solutions were spl&shed over the ground and the

retaining walls.

TABLE 20

SAMPLE SIZES FOR DETONATION TEST

BOTTLE NO. SAMPLE SAMPLE WT.(g)

1 Pure Yellow D 68.5

2 Pure Yellow D 90.0

3 Pure Yellow 0 98.6

4 Yellow D Solution 92.7

5 Yellow 0 Solution 92.9

6 Yellow D Solution 93.5

!ii
.5
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= ,,.-...2. Detonation Tests for Yellow D Solvation/Conversion Product

As each Yellow D conversion run was completed,, samples wor retained for
the detonation tests, which were conducted at Demolition Range Number Two.

_h .. •o r n 1

The samples from runs 13 through 16 of the phase I pilot plant study (1981)•ii~iand samples from runs 1 through 18 of the phase II pilot plant study (1962)

were'tested. Refer to the sumary of these runs and their reaction conditions
given in Tables 21 and 22 in the engineering effort section.

Test Procedure for The Reaction Products. The detonation test was
conducted for the liquid product and also for the solid obtained by evaporating

the volatiles from the liquid product. The samples were charged into 1.25-inch
diameter black-iron pipe, prepared in 3-inch and 5.5-inch lengths. To increase

the sample size for the propagation tests, 3-inch diameter black-iron pipes 12
inches in length were also prepared. All of these pipes were taped closed at

the bottom.

For the 3-inch and 5.5-inch pipes, four tetryl pellets from M21A4

"boosters, totalling 1360 grains of tetryl, were taped on top of the

sample-filled pipes as explosion donors. For the 12-inch pipes, 0.63 pounds of

composition C-4 explosive was packed into a separate section of pipe 3 inches
in diameter and 2 inches high which was taped on top of the product-filled

pipes as the donor.

In the first series of tests, the donors were placed at various gap

distances from the products. in those tests where the gap distance was other
than zero, the separation was provided by stacking pieces of plastic
between the donor and the products. In all of the second series tests, the
donors were placed on top of and in contact with the liquid product (i.e.,
"zero" gap distance). The donors were initiated by A7 non-electric blasting

caps each attached to a timing fuze and a manually-actuated ignitor.
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In order to determine whether propagation occurred between the donor and

the Yellow D conversion product, the samples were placed on steel witness

plates 0.25 inch thick and 10 inches square. The witness plates were

supported by steel perimeter frames designed to allow the plate to deform
downward from the pressure of the detonation.

Liquid Samples . Brown liquid samples were obtained fro each Yellow D
conversion process, and tested for detonation without alterations.

Dried Samples. Dried solid samples were obtained by allowing the

evaporation of volatiles from the liquid product. These solids were loaded

into the pipe fixtures for the propagation tests. Also, as standards for
comparison, one test was made using sand and another using the original

Yellow 0 powder in lieu of the solid or liquid from reactions.

Results. No indications of explosive propagation were detected for the

liquid Yellow D conversion product in any of the phase 11 pilot plant tests.

Reacted Yellow 0 solids caused some deflection of the witness plate whereas

the liquid conversion product samples were only spattered radially away from

the detonation spot "ground zero" without any signs of detonation. Results

of this series of tests showed that the conversion product 0 solids were less

sensitive to detonation from donor propagation than the unreacted explosive,

and the liquid prod,.ct was not susceptible at all. The results are tabulated

in Tables 20 and 21. See Figures 35 through 39 for the detonation test setup

and results. For a complete discussion of detonation tests see appendix G,

AED Report 23-82.
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PHAS I ONVETED TABLE 21

PHAS I ONVETEDYELLOW D CRYSTAL PROPAGATION TEST

DONOR: Four M21A4 Tetryl boosters, 1360 grains total

SAMPLE TEST GAP PIPE WITNESS PLATE
NO. DATE SIZE LENGTH DEFLECTION COMMENTS

.13 1/11/82 0 3 3/4
14 1/13/82 0 3" 1 1/2"
15 1/13/82 0 3" 1 3/32,
16 1/13/82 0 3" Penetration Hole diam 1 3/8"

Sand 1/13/82 0 1/4" Standard for comparison
13 1/13/82 1/2" 5 1/2" 1/8" Pipe recovered, ruptured

14 1/13/82 1/2" 5 1/2" 1 3/32"
is 1/13/82 1/2N 5 1/2" 3/16"
is 1/14/82 1/2" 5 1/2" 1/4"

' 16 1/13/82 1/2" 5 1/2" 1 1/2" Witness Plate, 5/8" crack

14 1/14/82 1/2" 5 1/2" 1/8" Pipe recovered, split
"16 1/13/82 1/2" 5 1/2" 1 7/16

Yellow D 1/14/82 1/2" 5 1/2" 1 1/4" Standard,
16 1/14/82 1 1/2" 5 1/2" none Pipe recovered, no

distortion

9.7
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TABLE 22

PHASE II CONVERTED YELLOW D LIQUID PROPAGATION TEST

DONORS: 5 1/2" Pipe - 4 ea M21A4 Tetryl boosters, 1360 grains total
"12" Pipe - Comp 4, 284 grams (10 oz)

RUN DATE OF SENSITIVITY GAP PIPE PIPE WITNESS

NO. RUN TEST DATE SIZE DIA4 (OD) LENGTH DEFLECTION/PENETRATION
'S 1 4/23/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None

1 4/23/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
f4/23/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4 5 1/2" None
"2 4/26/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
2 4/26/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
2 4/26/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
3 4/27/82 5/24/82 0 1 i/4" 5 1/2" None

3 4/27/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" S 1/2" None
- 3 4/27/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 112" None

4 4/28/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
4 4/28/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
4 4/28/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
5 5/19/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None

S5 5/19/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
' 5 5/19/82 5/24/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None

"::l ::S /48 61/20 /" 5 /"Ns
6 6/14/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
6 6/14/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4 5 1/2 None

6 6/14/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
. 7 6/15/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
i 7 6/15/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
, 7 6/15/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None

8 6/15/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
8 6/15/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None

8 6/15/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
l 9 6/16/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None

9 6/16/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
9 6/16/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
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"TABLE 22 (Cont'd)
PHASE II CONVERTED YELLOW 0 LIQUID PROPAGATION TEST

"DONORS: 5 1/2" Pipe - 4 ea M21A4 Tetryl boosters, 1360 grains total
12" Pipe - Comp 4, 284 grams (10 oz)

, RUN DATE OF SENSITIVITY GAP PIPE PIPE WITNESS
NO. RUN TEST DATE SIZE DIA. (COD) LENGTH DEFLECTION/PENETRATION
10 6/22/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None

10 6/22/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
10 6/22/82 6/17/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
11 6/24/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
11 6/24/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
11 6/24/82 7/21/82 0 3" 5 12" 5/8" Deflection

- 12 6/28/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
12 6/28/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
12 6/28/82 7/21/82 0 3" 12" 1/2" Deflection
13 6/30/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None

. 13 6/30/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
13 6/30/82 7/21/82 0 3 12" 1 1/4" Deflection
14 7/2/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
14 7/2/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
14 7/2/82 7/21/82 0 3" 12" 9/16" Deflection
15 7/6/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
15 7/6/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
"15 7/6/82 7/21/82 0 3" 12" 5/8" Deflection

• 16 7/7/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
, 16 7/7/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None

16 7/7/82 7/21/82 0 3" 12" 3/4" Deflection
17 7/8/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
17 7/8/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
17 7/8/82 7/21/82 0 3" 12" 9/16" Deflection
18 7/10/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None
18 7/10/82 7/21/82 0 1 1/4" 5 1/2" None

. 18 7/10/82 7/21/82 0 3" 12" 7/16" Deflection
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Picatinny Arsenal Sensitivitly Tests

VAn interim status report was provided by Picatinny Laboratory at the
S time of this report. Because the behavior of the reacted Yellow D after

long-term storage is unknown, the final sensitivity tests will be conducted

.* six months later. A complete test report, including the test results on the

aged sample, will be provided in February 1983 as a supplement to this

report.

Sample Preparation

* The tests were conducted on three different samples, two liquid

compositions and one solid (powder) sample. One of the liquid samples
- . contained Yellow D reacted with n-butylamine. The other liquid sample was

, prepared by adding two parts of methanol by volume to one part of the Yellow

• D/water/n-butylamine solution. The solid sample was dried in a vacuum oven

at 55C for 24 hours before testing. The large chunks were crushed and the

S. powder sieved through a 20 mesh sieve to obtain a homogeneous sample.

SType of Test Conducted

The following tests were performed on the samples: (1) impact

"sensitivity, (2) friction sensitivity, (3) electrostatic sensitivity

m- (4) shock sensitivity, (5) differential thermal analysis, (6) explosion

m m temperature. All six tests were made on the powders, and all but explosion
temperature and friction tests were made on the liquids. Table 23 sunmiarizes

the category of sensitivity tests performed on each sample group.

*98
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*4 TABLE 23

SAMPLE GROUPS AND CATEGORY OF
"SENSITIVITY TESTS PERFORMED

SAMPLE I.S. F.S. E.S. S.S. DTA ET

LIQUID A X X X X

-LIQUIO B X X X X

POWDER X X X X X X

NOTE:

Liquid A u Yellow D/water slurry reacted with n-butylamine
" Liquid B - Yellow 0/water slurry reacted with n-butylamine,

and diluted with methanol

Powder - solids obtained from evaporation of volatiles
from reaction product

I.S. = impact sensitivity
F.S. = friction sensitivity

E.S. = electrostatic sensitivity
"S.S. = shock sensitivity

DTA = differential thermal analysis

ET = explosion temperature
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Test Procedures and Results

The impact sensitivity of the powdered sample was determined using

the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL) Type 12 impact tester. The apparatus

uses a 2.5-kg steel drop weight with a 30-mg sample resting on sandpaper

between two steel anvils. Drop heights corresponding to 50% and 10%

probability of initiation were used as measures of impact sensitivity.
The 50% initiation point was determined by means of the Bruceton

up-and-down method. The 10% value was the minimum height, which resulted

in initiation of the sample in at least 1 of 10 trials. The criterion

for initiation in this study was any evidence of burning or detonation
observed during impact or in the post-test examination of the sample.

. : 'The powdered sample showed explosive reactivity, having a 50% drop height

of 147 cm and a 10% value of 90 cm.

A Bureau of Explosives impact apparatus was used to ascertain that

the liquid samples were insensitive to impact. The apparatus consists of
a freefalling, 8-lb. hardened steel weight, a test sample holder, a steel

striker, and a steel anvil.

The drop weight was released from a preselected height and the
impact reaction determined. Insensitivity to impact is considered as

"being no explnsive reaction in 10 trials using the 8-lb weight at 30

Inches. No reaction v:as obtained in 10 trials.

"The friction sensitivity test was conducted using the large-scale

"friction pendulum apparatus developed by ARRAOCOM (formerly called
- .. - Picatinny Arsenal). The apparatus consists of a fixed steel anvil and a

weighted pendulum with a steel shoe. A 7-gram sample was placed on the
* anvil and subjected to a series of glancing blows by the shoe. The

... *sample did not exhibit friction sensitivity. No reaction was obtained in
10 trials.
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The electrostatic sensitivity test was conducto.d using an
* approaching electrode apparatus. No reaction was obtained in 20 trials

- at the 0.25 Joule level (0.02 microfarad capacitor charged to 5000 volts)
with either the powder or liquid samples.

A modified large scale gap test apparatus was used at zero gap to
assess the explosion senstivity of the sample. In this test, the
material was loaded into a 5.5-inch-long steel pipe, with a 1.44 inch

inside diameter and a wall thickness of 0.218 inches. The bottom of the
pipe was closed with plastic tape, A donor (booster) explosive was used

to provide sufficient explosive shock pressure to the test samples. The
donor consisted of two pentolite (50/50 PETN/TNT) pellets, each 2 inches

in diameter and I inch long. It was placed on top of the pipe and

initiated with an electric detonator.

In these tests the criterion for an explosion was any rupture in the
0.375-inch mild-steel witness plate, which was placed at the end of the
steel pipe away from the point of initiation and separated from it by a

spacer 0.063 inches thick. No explosion was reported if the plate was
only distorted. (In standard evaluations the criterion for explosion is

'' formation of a clean hole in the witness plate).

Simultaneous DTA/TGA (weight loss) measurements were o6tained as a

function of temperature with a Mettler TA-2 th3rmoaralyzer at a heating
rate of 10OC/min in static air. The thermogram for the powdered sample
revealed that the material underwent an endothermic reaction followed by
a large exothermic one. The exoth4rm started at 192C and peaked at
241 0C. The liquid composition, n-butylamine/methanol/Explosive D, had
four endotherms (one large endotherm followed by three small ones) and
two small exotherms. The thermogram for the other liquid sample showed

only one large endotherm followed by two small exotherms.
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The explosion temperature test was conducted by immersing a copper
blasting cap containing approximately 40 milligrams of the powdered -.-.

sample to a confined state to a fixed depth in a molten metal bath.
"Time-to-explosion was deteoijined by measuring the time required for the
blasting cap to rupture. The temperature of the 5-second point is
usually reported. The 5-second value for the powdered sample was 279*C.
For comparison purposes, toe 5-second value for TNT is in the range of
339C and 3536C, (The S-second value for Yellow D is not available at
the present time.)

Summar of Test Results

An analy'is of the zero time test data indicated that the liquid
sample• would not present an explosive hazard if subjected to impact, nor
sustain an explosion if subjected to shock. Although the dry powdered

* , sample exhibited explosive reactivity, the test data show that the dry
powder is much less sensitive to shock than Yellow D. The data indicate
that an explosion in the powdered material might be initiated but would
not propagate or sustain a high order detonation if subjected to shock.
Test results are summarized in Table 24. For the detailed discussion of
senstivity Ists, see Appendix F, AED Report 23-82.
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TABLE 24

.2. *./*. -SENSITIVITY DATA FOR DESENSITIZED EXPLOSIVE D

(Zero Time)

Sensitivity Test Rtesults

Powder from Liquid from Liquid from
"n-butyl Om ne/ n-butyl ami no/ n-butyl am noe/
Explcsive 0 Exploeive D Methanol/Exp. D

Impact (ERL, Type 12)
50% firing height (cm) 137

10% firing height (cm) 90

Impact (Bureau of Explosives)

8 lbs at 30 in. No reaction No reaction

Friction

Steel shoe No reaction

Electrostatic
0.25 Joule 0/20 0/20 0/20

Shock (Large Scale Gap) Ruptured plate No reaction No reaction

DTA
"Endothem- onset ('C) 127 23 24

peak (C) 139 100 33

onset (*C) 77

peak (C) 90
onset (MC) 120

peak ('C) 131
onset ('C) 190

peak ('C) 212
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TABLE 24 (Cont'd)

SENSITVITY DATA FOR DESENSITIZED EXPLOSIVE 0 .

(Zero Time)

Sensitivity Test Results

Powder from Liquid from Liquid from

n-butyl ami nei n-butylami ne/ n_-butyl ami ne/

Explosive D Explosive 0 Methanol/Exp. D

Exotherm - onset (*C) 192 162 217
peak ('C) 241 232 235

onset ('C) 270 277
peak (MC) 364 335

TGA (weight loss)

onset ('C) 175 30 23

10% ('C) 229

Explosion Temperature M')

5-sec 279
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il , ."oxicology

I'

A preliminary toxicity study was conducted at Aberdeen Proving
Grounds. These tests have indicated a toxicity level for Yellow D of

approximately one hundreth as much as predicted by Gosselin (see
Leference on page 2 of toxicity study plan). The approximate lethal dose

for a 150-pound person would be about 1/2 pound of Yellow 0 conversion
product, or between 1/2 ounce and 1/2 pound of Yellow D.

Besides toxicity tests on the Yellow D conversion product and its
reactants (methanol, n-butylamine and ammonium picrate), other related

tests were also performed. These were: skin and eye sensitivity;
approximate lethal dose; LO 50 by dermal, oral and intraperitoneal

administration; allergenic s3nsitization. The results suggest that direct
skin contact with the product and especially with n-butylamine itself

should be avoided, because of severe skin burns. Continued exposure to

the fumes should also be avoided.

Because of the caustic nature of butylamine and the known toxicity

of methanol (both components of the Yellow D conversion product)

additional tests were conducted to eliminate these factors. This was

done by separating the dissolved solids from the Yellow D product and

running toxicity tests on the resulting mass of mixed solids, without the

presence of methanol or n-butylamine liquids.

Literature values for picric acid itself showed more toxicity than

the preliminary values for ammonium picrate and for the Yellow 0

44 conversion product. The LO 50 tests took up to six weeks because the

approximate lethal dose (ALD) had to be determined first and because the
animals had to be ordered and acclimatized. Allergenic tests were

observed for eight weeks. A summary of toxic doses of Yellow 0 conversion

product is given in Table 25. For the detailed discussion of Toxicology,

see Appendix H, AED Report 23-82.
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M312I 25

5""IA w TOXIC DOM, not 99 SW WI10 ", O TOIC CUCTUTIONS

PICRIC i lI
YO F'JV. ACID PICKAIE IL41TYL110IWI1 14tYMA40L

411 oral 0.9 to 4 (1 i rat (0.005 to 0.01 (g ) hmml I to 3g () human
Or30, (hi ret ft0.6 M (Hi 'at

M .O.Sq wI) rPat

LS 0i (edio
oral 0.7 to17 (irt0.6 to 0.1%q nh M at

Inhalit.4000 No (a) rat

iMLe 0.1 to 0.3g (at cat. rabbit
," oral pit,, ,.

.' ! mltl Irritation 10 mi/24% (a) rabbit

i, QfoglStry of TOXIC Effects of Chei4cal S1usantace,. 1979 (NIOW 0.11, Study Plan pg. 2

b This Sd.

;Predicted by •ss In -wS. pg. 2 of study plan.

•ed 'heck In•dIe.

L0 Apprcal4.3te lathI3l dose fior XVg of body wdijht).
(Ito .oweist 1..t.'. ljoi rep.)rud (Per X9 01i 50dy Ioi~jht).

1O.O .0.•.hal dose (per K9 body teignt) for 50. iurvlval.

i.Co Iethal concentration (Stich -is for vapors).
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Sumay• of Hazard and Safet$ StuI
!I *

r Hazard and safety studies were conducted by Aberdeen Proving Ground
(toxicolgy). Picatinny Arsenal (sensitivity test), and Tooele Army Depot
(preliminary sensitivity test).II

Results from these studies verified that the product from the
reaction of Yellow D/water slurry with n-butylumine is less sensitive

than pure Yellow D when it Is completely dried in a vacuum oven. An
attempt to produce dried material from the product by solar evaporation
failed to get the product completely dry.

The liquid product was totally insensitive to impact, shock and
other sensitivity tests. Further sensitivity tests on aged converted
Yellow 0 are being conducted by Picatinny Arsenal and results will be
provided at a later date.

Toxicology tests detected no more toxicity for the conversion
product than for the reacting components, i.e., Yellow D, n-butylamine
and methanol. Additional test results will be made available from

Aberdeen next year, concerning the long-range toxicity and mutagenic
tests on wmoniu picrate and the converted Explosive 0 mixture.

n '..
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"COCLUSION

General

ARRCON tasked AED to investigate and develop a process which would
n eliminate the solidification and plating of Yellow 0 on the equipment.

A literature review of past military, academic and civil work was
conducted, and six possible research approaches were formulated.

*. Laboratory work was carried out. An approach was chosen from the results

obtained, and pilot plant studies were conducted. The product was
subjected to sensitivity tests, solubility tests, combustion tests,

toxicity tests, and effluent analysis. Briefly, the process consisted of

reacting the Yellow D/water slurry with n-butylamine for one to three
hours at a reaction temperature of 70C (1580F) which produced a slightly
viscous and colored oily substance. At the end of the reaction, methanol

was added to produce a less viscous solution which could be then be

pumped into a furnace to be burned.

* The following conclusions were made from the laboratory work and the
subsequent pilot plant studies. These conclusions are presented here in
the order the subjects were discussed in the section on objectives and

imitations.

Stability

The product has been observed for 3.5 months, and has been stable

during that time, meaning that the fuel is safe to store, is not
explosive in liquid form, and burns well after storage or without
storage. The chromatographic pattern exhibited by the product changes
gradually with time, as the undecomposed picric acid moiety continues to

be degraded. These changes are slow after the initial reaction period;
Sthe chromatrogram after three weeks was nearly the same as after 3.5

months. The explosive character Is due to the nitro groups in the chemical
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structure. The nitro group is continuously decomposing, mainly because

iill rr -of the presence of excess n-butylamine. For details, see Weak Base
"Reaction in the Experimental Work section under Technical Discussions.
Because the change that does occur is due to continued degradation of

picrate and other explosive components, the product sensitivity will be

tested again after one year to compare the detonation sensitivity.

Detonation Sensitivity

"The liquid product does not detonate in zero gap tests. The solid

- residue after evaporation of volatiles is much less sensitive in impact
tests (about 30% less) than Yellow 0 or TNT. If the solid is further

heated in a vacuum for 24 hours at 55% and crushed, the residue remains
less sensitive than Yellow 0 or TNT. See Picatinny sensitivity test

'n results in the Hazards and Safety section for details.

Combustion Effluent Analysis

The flue gas from combustion of the product is clear and colorless.

and contains less than 5 ppm of NO or NOx. Carbon monoxide is about 1%.

See effluent gas analysis in Hazards and Safety section, for detailed
discussion.

Compatibility to Materials in the Handling Equipment

The liquid product and the solid residue after evaporation of

volatiles are compatible with the materials recommended for use in the
handling and storage equipment over a temperature range of -15*C to 70C.
As discussed in this report, some other materials are known to be

especially incompatible with the reagents (n-butylamine and methanol)
used in this process. See process equipment in Pilot Plant Study

I!:section, for detailed discussion.
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The product remains liquid and does not plate solid onto the surface

of equipment over the temperature range -15C to 70C. A saturated

solution of Yellow 0 at any temperature will crystallize out a coating if
that temperature is lowered in the presence of seed crystals. Thus the
lack of saturation was proven for the product by lowering the temperature

in increments with seed crystals added. In each case the seed crystals
dissolved, without initiating further crystallization.

Engineering Parameters

Engineering process parameters are provided in this report based on

data obtained from the pilot plant studies. Details of the engineering
parameters, and handling precautions are given in an earlier section of

this report.

Independent Evaluations

Picatinny Arsenal conducted the sensitivity tests and gave general

approval of the process procedure. The Army Environmental Hygiene
Agency animal testing laboratory supplied the toxicology report. Results

of the chromatographic analysis for effluent gases were reported by the
chromatography laboratory team from Brigham Young University. The

product was insensitive to detonation and no more toxic than the starting
"components. The combustion effluent contained near zero NOx and about

1% carbon monoxide.

Standard Operation Procedure (SOP)

SOP's for the pilot plant study and the burning test were developed
based on the findings of this study. For further details, see AED Report
No. 23-82, Explosive D Solvation/Conversion Project.
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RECOMMENDATION

This report describes a process in which Yellow 0/water slurry is

reacted with n-butylamine and diluted with methanol. The final product

is a non-detonating but burnable fuel. The simplicity and safety of the
conversion and its ability to hold the converted explosive in solution

have been demonstrated.

If no other viable methods exist for disposal of Yellow D, the
chemical conversion process developed by AED should be implemented in

future Yellow D deinl projects.

I.9
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ABSTRACT

A technique for desensitization and conversion of waste Explosive D to a
combustible but non-detonable fuel has been developed. Explosive 0 (ammonium
picrate) was reacted with n-butyllmine at 75*C for one hour, then diluted
with methanol. The resultTng product was burned in a commercial burner,
generating 253,000 8TU/gal of energy. Production rate of processing 65
pounds of Explosive D per hour was achieved.
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Abstract

The Department of Energy (DOE) Munition Assembly Complex, Building 12-64,

located at Pantex, TX, uses the separated bay concept to isolate adjacent bays

from one another. Tests were conducted by the US Army Waterways Experiment

Station (WES) to investigate the possibility of an accidental explosion in one

"bay propagating to an adjacent bay, and to collect data that can be used to

"improve future designs of this type. Tests, simulating an accidental explo-

"sion, were conducted in a full-size donor bay with a partially completed
"adjacent acceptor bay, and in a 1/2-scale donor bay with complete adjacent

acceptor bay, access tunnels, and blast doors.

Data from these tests indicate that the separated bay concept is a cost-

"effective way to insure the safety of adjacent bays in case of an accidental

explosion. Validation of the separated bay concept has resulted in signifi-

cant cost savings for the current expansion project at the DOE Pantex facility,

and should result in more cost-effective designs for similar weapon storage

and assembly facilities in the future.

Introduction

The DOE is planning an expansion program at its weapon assembly facil-

ity at the Pantex plant. The new Assembly Bay Complex is designated as
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Building 12-84. The existing Assembly Bay Complex, known as Building 12-64,

employs a concept used for weapon storage magazines where adjacent individual

bays are separated by earth fill. The distance between adjoining bays is

approximately equal to 2.0 times WI/ 3 , where W is equal to the actual

weight of explosive contained in each bay. The two methods of construction

being considered for Building 12-84 are "common-wall" bays and bays separated

by earth fill similar to the existing Building 12-64. Adjacent bays in the

common wal facility would be separated by heavily reinforced concrete walls

designed using the methods prescribed in Th 5-1300 (Reference 1). High explo-

sive tests were necessary to demonstrate the safety of the separated bay con-

cept before this design could be adopted. These tests and their results are

described in this paper. The tests were sponsored by the Amarillo Area Office

(AAO) of the DOE, and were conducted by WES personnel. The program was moni-

tored by Mason and Hanger--Silas Mason Co., Inc., the operating contractor for

the DOE Pantex plant. The test plan and specifications (Reference 2) were

prepared by Gibbs and Hill/Ammann and Whitney, a joint-venture firm, under

contract to the DOE to design Building 12-84. Detailed descriptions of the

* .'tests, material properties, and test data are given in Reference 3.
Ii 'The purpose of the test program was to verify the adequacy of the earth-

separated bays and unlaced wall reinforcement used in the design of Build-

ing 12-64. Validation of this design concept would allow continued use of

present facilities as well as future construction of separated assembly bays.

The effects of gravity cannot easily be scaled; therefore, in order to

investigate the breakup and fragment distribution of the reinforced concrete

roof, where gravity effects are important, it was necessary to conduct a full-

scale test. Blast pressures and structural response of bays adjacent to an

accidental explosion can, however, be evaluated using smaller, less expensive,

scale models. Thus, the test program was divided into two phases. In Phase I

* the test structures were a full-scale model of a donor bay, in which a high

, .explosive was detonated to represent an accidental explosion, and a partial

acceptor bay, used to evaluate damage to an adjacent assembly bay. In Phase

II the structures were one-half-scale models that included two complete

assembly bays, two partial bays, three air locks, and a retaining wall and

"ramp. Soil was placed as backfill between the donor and acceptor bays. The

soil was selected and placed according to specifications that modeled the

stiffness of the soil at the prototype facility at the Pantex plant.
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Construction Procedures

All tests were conducted at Camp Shelby, MS. A site layout for both

phases of the experiment is shown in Figure 1.

Construction procedures for Phase I followed as closely as possible the
"as-built" design drawings for the existing Building 12-64 at Pantex, TX.

Material properties for reinforcing steel, concrete, and backfill approximated
those used in and around Building 12-64. To reduce cost, the rectangular con-

crete air lock entryway used in the bays at Building 12-64 was replaced with a
9-ft-diameter corrugated metal pipe. The cross-sectional area of the pipe ap-

"proximated the area of the door openings in the Pantex structures. Figures 2,
3, and 4 are plan and elevation views of the Phase I test structures showing

instrumentation and charge placement. A more complete description of the struc-

tures and details of the instrumentation are given in Reference 3. The roof of
the donor bay was designed to hinge upward and vent gases produced by an inter-
nal explosion. The roof was 1.5 ft thick at the walls, tapered to 0.75 ft in

the center, and was covered with 2 ft of soil. Heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (HVAC) ductwork and a roof vent were included in the model.

The acceptor bay structure was one-third of a prototype bay adjacent to
the donor bay. The bay wall facing the donor bay and its HVAC ductwork were

identical to those in Building 12-64. The floor slab was extended and its
footing deepened to minimize relative motion between the two bays.

All structures in Phase II were one-half scale models of the Build-

ing 12-64 structures. There were two complete assembly bays with air locks,
two simulated bay roofs, another air lock, and a retaining wall with a ramp

connecting the three air locks. A plan view of the Phase II structures is

shown in Figure 5. The donor bay is in the center of the figure with the
acceptor bay to the left. Elevation views are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Note

that in Phase II the air locks, including blast doors, are accurate one-half-

scale representations of the prototype Building 12-64 air locks.

The prototype air locks function as entrance tunnels to the bays and are

equipped with two sets of blast doors, one set at the bay entrance and the

other at a bulkhead in the air lock approximately 5 ft from the retaining wall.

For the purposes of the test, the blast doors at the donor and acceptor bay
entrances were assumed to be open and the doors at the bulkheads to be closed.

Thus, the air locks leading to the donor and acceptor bays were equipped with
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model blast doors at the bulkheads near the retaining wall but the bay en-

trances were not equipped with doors. The southernmost air lock differed from

the others in that it had no doors at the bulkhead and the bay entrance was
closed with a 1/2-in.-thick steel plate. This air lock represented a situation

in which the first set of doors at the bulkhead were left open while the second

set of doors at the bay remained closed.

% The three air locks were connected by a retaining wall and ramp struc-

ture as shown in Figures 5 and 7. The wall was connected by rebar dowels to
the footing, the three air locks, and the ramp slab. The roof and west wall
of the ramp were framed with steel S shapes and channels. Both the roof and

wall were covered with 13/16-in.-thick cement-asbestos panels with an addi-

tional layer of corrugated sheet aluminum on the roof.

Two concrete slabs shown in Figure 5 were placed to the east and south
of the donor bay to simulate the roofs of adjacent bays in the prototype

structure.

HVAC ductwork was modeled to evaluate possible blast leakage into the
acceptor bay and to properly model the vent area in the donor bay. The

"penthouse" in which the actual HVAC mechanical equipment was located was

modeled with a concrete slab representing the floor slab of the equipment

room.
A view of the test site showing the Phase I (in the background) and

Phase II (in the foreground) structures just before testing is shown in

Figure 8.

Experimental Procedures

In Phase I, a 300-lb cylinder of PBX 9501 was used as the explosive

charge. The charge weight equaled the explosive weight limit of the bay and 0

was placed near the wall adjacent to the acceptor bay. The center of the
. charge corresponded to the center of a 390-lb sphere of TNT whose surface is

3 ft from the wall and 2 ft from the floor. In Phase II, a 37.5-lb cylinder
of PBX 9501 was placed one-half the distance of the Phase I charge from the

m wall and floor. Using cube-root scaling, the Phase II explosive charge was a
_ one-half-scale version of the Phase I charge. The charges were constructed at

the DOE Pantex plant. Supporting calculations for performance of the PBX 9501

explosive are given in Reference 4.
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"Test Results

* -Phase I

An overall view of the Phase I donor bay immediately after the test is S

shown in Figure 9. The roof slab broke into two major fragments which im-

-. pacted to the east and west of the donor bay. The north wall completely

* separated from the floor and the east and west walls and fell back onto the

bay floor. The east wall was displaced and rotated away from the center of .9

the bay, and the corrugated entrance pipe was destroyed. The south and west

walls suffered much less damage.

The two roof slab fragments, each approximately 9 by 31 ft, impacted

* 104 ft to the east and 102 ft to the west of the bay. Analysis of high-speed

photography revealed that the major roof fragment on the west side of the bay

,- achieved a terminal velocity of 52 fps.

Two other parts of the test structures produced fragments: the concrete

slab covering the entrance pipe, and the HVAC slab. The concrete slab cover-

ing the entrance was fragmented by the explosion and produced fragments with a

typical size of 8 by 4 by 3 in. Fragments from the slab were measured as far " ""

as 365 ft east of the structure. Other fragments were observed at distances

up to 1,200 ft but were not mapped since the slab was used to represent door

"mass, not to provide accurate blast door fragment information. Approximately

one-half of the HVAC slab was broken into fragments. Eleven pieces, each

' weighing more than 50 lb, were thrown as far as 279 ft to the north of the

structure.

Individual fragment locations and fragment grid areas are shown relative

to the Phase I structures in Figure 10. The figure shows the locations of all

fragments which impacted outside of the five grids (E, E', W, w, and W'). The

fragment content within these areas was too dense to produce a legible map.

Grids E, W, and w represent the east and west backfill slopes. Grids E' and

W' were impact areas for the two major roof slab fragments. Details on frag-

ment distribution within the five grids can be found in Reference 3.

The Phase I acceptor bay suffered minor wall cracking and sustained a

rigid body motion. The largest crack in the wall was approximately 0.04 in.

". wide and was located 13 ft from the east wall and 11.5 ft from the floor. The

crack pattern for the entire wall is shown in Figure 11. With the exception

of the area in the four grid squares near the center of the wall, the cracks
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were of hairline width. Rigid body displacement of the acceptor bay war

3.63 in. away from the donor bay with a rotation of 0.7-deg. The maximum per-

manent deflection of the acceptor bay wall was approximately 0.6 in.

Phase IT

Figure 12 shows a poattest view of the Phase II donor bay. The roof

disengaged during the test, with the east half separating and becoming a

missile while the west half remained attached to the bay. In general, the

north and south walls were the most heavily damaged, with extensive cracking

and rotation near the corners in addition to spalling at the base of each

wall. The east and west walls exhibited relatively minor vertical cracking

but were also spalled near the base.

The roof separated in the center and opened in accordance with its de-

"sign philosophy. Three planes of failure developed in the roof, all along a

north-south axis. These failure planes included the center line of the roof

where there was no reinforcement and the intersection of the roof with the

east and west walls. The east half of the roof completely separated from the
bay, while the west half remained attached to the bay and was folded over to

the west side (Figure 12). Since fragment distribution from this one-half

scale test does not scale, it is not discussed here. Details are available in

Reference 3.

Damage to the Phase II acceptor bay was primarily limited to the south

wall cracking shown in Figure 13. Most of the cracks shown were of hairline

width. The maximum permanent deflection on the south wall was approximately

0.6 in., and rigid body displacement was about 0.8 in. away from the donor bay.

Significant damage occurred to the donor bay air lock and to the exterior

ramp. All other appurtenant structures were either undamaged or suffered very

* minor damage. An overall posttest view of the ramp and Phase II structure is

shown in Figure 14. All of the cemesto board on the walls, and virtually all

. ., of it on the roof, were destroyed during the test. The bulkhead, doorframe,

and blast doors were completely removed from the donor bay air lock. In both

phases, most of the venting took place through the air lock, not through the

roof. The relatively massive roof was too slow to open, and the blast door

"bulkheads and blast doors became major fragment hazards.
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Costt Evaluation

Just prior to completion of this test program, a facility consisting of

seven assembly bays, a linear accelerator bay, and a support area was con-

structed at the DOE Pantex plant. The bays were designed with common back apd

side walls using structural design methods from TH 5-1300 (Reference 1) with

allowable support rotations of 2 deg. The roof and air lock doors were de-

signed for controlled venting, as they are in the earth-separated bay design.

Based on actual bid prices, the estimated cost per typical bay for common wall

construction is $1.2 million.

After completion of this test program, two additional facilities were

designed and are presently under construction. One of these facilities con-

sists of 11 assembly bays, a linear accelerator bay, and a support area. The

other consists of 9 assembly bays and a support area. The bays were designed

with earth-separated bays using results from this test program. Based on

actual bid prices, the estimated cost per typical bay for an earth-separated

bay is $0.7 million. Thus, the separated bay design resulted in a reduction

in cost per bay of $0.5 million, or 40 percent.

There are pertinent factors which should be considered in this cost

evaluation. Competition among contractors was keener when the earth-separated

bays were bid. The prevailing interest rates were higher when the common-wall

bays were bid. These factors indicate that the actual cost reduction is less

than indicated above. Nonetheless, it is obvious that a significant cost re-

duction has been achieved and that the cost of the test program has been offset

"* manyfold by the cost savings achieved on the facilities currently under
construction.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The earth-separated bay configuration is a cost-effective design for

munition handiing facilities. Cost savings of approximately 40 percent were

realized compared to common-wall designs for the same accidental explosion

threat.

*: Ground shock, airblast, and structural response imparted to bays sur-

,I ". rounding a bay in which an accidental explosion occurs are well within accept-

"able levels. However, significant fragments were produced from the donor bay
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• ,roof, blast doors, and the reinforced concrete bulkhead supporting the blast

doors. Therefore, some design changes are recommended for any new facilities

"to be constructed.

The design of new facilities can correct the problems identified in

Building 12-64 with relatively minor modifications. The roof steel shauld be

modified by mtking the principal reinforcement continucus in each part of the

roof and including vertical stirrups to prevent the reinforcement from pulling

out of the roof slab, thus preventing the disengagement of the roof. Since

much of the early venting occurs through the air lock, enlargement of blast

doors would allow quicker venting of the donor bay and, thus, less impulse on

* the roof and walls. The reinforced concrete bulkheads supporting the blast

door assembly should be redesigned or eliminated to prevent failure and, thus,

prevent the fragment hazard they cause when they fail. A wall, berm, or frag-

ment trap should be included to stop fragments projected through the air lock.

* The reinforcing steel details at the corners of the bay could be improved to

decrease structural damage and motion and, thus, reduce loads transmitted

*B through the soil to adjoining bays.

There are a few construction features used for the existing Building 12-

64 Complex that will not, or should not, be used in any new construction.

Rebar mats should not be welded because welding reduces rebar ductility.

* lGrade-40 rebars are no longer generally available for construction; using

Grade-60 bars will result in a stronger structure and less structural damage

in case of an accidental explosion. There should be no rebar laps in the roof

because the large roof rotations will cause failure at the laps. Use of a

noncohesive sand backfill material between the bays should be continued in any

new construction because this material rapidly attenuates soil stress. In

general, the separated bay concept has been validated, and is strongly recom-

mended for new construction.
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE CONTAINMENT CAPABILITY
OF A STEEL LINED CONCRETE MAGAZINE

Louis A. Becker

David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center
Bethesda, Maryland

ABSTRACT

The David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center operates
a small explosives range at its Bethesda, Maryland site. The site at Beth-
esda is so small that explosive storage cannot comply with current Explosive
Safety Quantity Distance (ESQD) arc requirements and therefore explosive
storage requires a waiver of the ESQD requirements. Long range plans for
the Center include several new buildings within 1250 feet of the explosives
magazines. These sites were not approved as they were inside the ESQD arc.
Safety requirements allow a considerable arc reduction if evidence exists to
show that a rmiagazine accident will be contained. This paper describes a
test program which shows that the Center's magazines can be modified to con-
tain an accidental mass detonation of a fully loaded magazine, As a result
of this work, approval for a reduced arc has been given. This means that
"site approval for all new building at the Center is no longer tied to
the explosive safety arc.

INTRODUCTION

The David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center conducts
research on naval ships and high performance vehicles. This research is
"conducted at two principle sites (one at Bethesda, Maryland and one at Ann-
apolis, Maryland) and at several detachments located throughout the country.
A portion of the research deals with the response of vehicles to explosive
loads. Most of this work is done by the detachment located in the Norfolk
Naval Shipyard, but a limited amount is also done on a small range at the
Bethesda site. That small range is the subject of this paper.
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THE PROBLEM

The site at Bethesda is made up of about 180 acres located in Montgomery
County, Maryland. It is on the banks of the Potomac River just north of the
District of Columbia. When dedicated in 1939 it was in a remote area of the
County and the thought of an explosives range was very plausible. The range
has a large test pond for underwater explosives testing, a research pit for
for limited air blast work and a storage magazine. When built, the area con-
formed to all current safety standards and was located in a remote part of

*| the site.

As the years went by, new buildings were erected at Bethesda. Some of
these were placed reasonably close to the explosives test area but still
"safely outside the prevailing safety arcs. In the mid 1970's, a dramatic
increase in the required safety arc was made, resulting in a new safety arc
"which encompassed several existing buildings, see Figure 1. This posed a

MAC AMT NWUMM~h

• , • r . -o #. . .

P~llET SU all

Afl;•'Z7

Figure 1 - Bethesda, Maryland Site Plan

minor problem for the Center in that it was necessary to obtain a waiver
to permit storage of explosives closer than 1250 feet from an inhabited
building. Part of the terms of the waiver reduced the storage limits to
100 pounds of high explosives and limited the individual shot size to
three pounds. These limitations have caused the Center very few problems.
Because of the waiver, no new construction is allowed inside the 1250
foot ESQD circle, however. Long range plans at the Center call for the
siting of several new buildings inside the present ESQD circle and therefore
this new construction limitation does cause the Center some problems.
The building sites included in these long range plans are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Future Building Sites at Bethesda

THE SOLUTION

The best solution to the dilemma of how to site new construction
to conform to the master plan without giving up the explosives testing
capability is contained in the safety regulations themselves. These re-
gulations state that distances less than 1250 feet may be used as an ESQD

.. arc if the explosive items stored weigh less than 50 pounds per magazine
and evidence exists to prove that each magazine will contain all blast
fragments and debris, should an accident occur.

The arrangement of the storage magazines at Bethesda is shown in
Figure 3. There are five reinforced concrete boxes, each four feet high

SECTION A-A R~ "r W M " *NI" gU "
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Figure 3 dMagazine Arrangement at Bethesda
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and three feet square. Each magazine is separated from its neighbors
by five and one half feet of conpacted fill. The top, bottom, and rear
"of each magazine is also covered with compacted fill. The front of each
magazine has a sliding door made of wood clad with sheet steel. The doors
are designed to blow off immediately in case of an accidental explosion.
A wall in front of the doors is designed to stop the flight of the doors
as well as to deflect the blast upwards in case of accident. The limits
for each magazine were, 50 pounds of high explosives in magazines 1 and 5,
3000 detonators in magazine 3, and miscellaneous Class C material in mag-
azines 2 and 4.

The future test needs of the Center were examined and it was decided
"that these needs could be met if a limit of twenty five pounds of high
explosives was assigned to magazines 1, 3, and 5. This would require
storage of all Class C material in magazine 2 and all detonators in mag-
azine 4. With this change in mind the magazines were analyzed to see
what effect a 25 pound blast would have on the magazines. Preliminary
examination showed that the dirt cover would be sufficient on three sides
for containment but that, even with the door blowing completely off immed-
iately after the explosion, the dirt cover on top of the magazine is too
thin to prevent failure of the roof. This failure would result in a shower
of rock, dirt, and concrete pieces for a considerable distance. Further
analysis indicated that the problem could be solved by adding a one inch
steel liner inside the magazine, installing a blasting mat on top of the
magazine and adding two feet of dirt to the top of the magazine. Prelimin-
ary discussions with the safety people from the Naval Sea Systems Command
indicated that they would recommend use of a lesser arc if we could demon-
strate containment of an accidental explosion in a magazine modified as
just described.

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

.* To demonstrate containment, an experimental program was conducted
at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds in June 1982. As already stated, calcul-
ations indicated that a one inch liner inside the magazine would contain
a 25 pound blast. Since numerous assumptions had to be made during the
calculations, it was decided to increasc. the liner to two inches. The

-*|l liner was constructed of two inch medium steel plates welded together
at the corners. It was designed to fit snugly inside the magazine. Fig-
ure 4 shows the liner that was used.
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Figure ~4 -Magazine Liners

The angles shown in the figure were used to hold the steel clad
door in place. The door used in the test was identical to the actual
doors and provided the same blast resistance, but in the interest of cost,
no attempt was made to to have the door slide. The door was mearly bolted
in place for the test program. In addition to the steel box, a six inch
thick concrete slab, three foot by four foot was cast. The slab was not
reinforced except for some temperature steel and some handling hooks. The
slab was set on top of the steel box to simulate the top of the concrete
magazine. It must be realized that this arrangement is much weaker than
the reinforced concrete box which forms the actual magazine, so this test
is more severe than if the actual magazine had been used.

The steel box with the concrete slab on top was set up on a range
at Aberdeen. Dirt wa3 piled up at least three feet around the box, but
was not compacted. A blasting mat was placed over the top of the box.
One problem existed with the test set up. In the actual magazine modif-
ication the blasting mat will lay on a grating with a retaining plate
along the front edge. Thus it will be possible to get the full dirt
coverage up to the front edge of the magazine. In these tests however
there was no such retaining plate available to keep the dirt in place
and therefore dirt fell away from the front edge of the box. This re-
sulted in less than full earth cover on the front edge of the box and
therefore produced a more severe test condition than in the actual mag-
azine. This test set up is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 -Test Area Before the Shot

Since the magazine storage limit will be 25 pounds of high explo-
sives, a 25 pound pentolite cylinder was Used for the tests. It was
placed eight inches above the floor of the steel box on a plywood table.
A J-2 detonator was placed in the charge and the wooden door was set in
place. The test results were recorded using two motion picture camaras
running at 2000 frames per second.

Detonation of the 25 pound pentolite cylinder produced a large fire
ball which destroyed the door and blew some dirt from mi~und near the
front of the box. This would probably not have occurred if a retaining
plate and the full earth cover had been used. In addition, examination
of the movie film showed two objects leaving the fire ball. We believe
these were parts of the door that were not consumed by the fire ball.
This was confirmed by a post test check of the area near the test site.
Two pieces of plywood from the door were picked up. Nothing else was
found during the post test area check, and nothing else could be seen
leaving the test area in the movies. The two pieces of wood were not
considered a problem because the grating and blasting mat would have
contained the door pieces, had the blast occurred in the magazine.

After the shot the area around the box was carefully examined.
All the dirt was still on the mound, except for the small amount in the
front that was just discussed. The dirt on the mound appeared undis-
turbed. There was no evidence that anything had breached the dirt mound.
The concrete slab had failed and pieces of concrete were found on the
ground in front of the steel box. All the concrete was confined to an
area within 25 feet of the front of the box as shown in Figure 6. The
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Figure 6 - Test Area After the Shot

entire steel box remained inside the dirt mound. The dirt did not appear
disturbed in any direction a foot or more from the box. The plates that

made up the box were all in tact although some of the welds had broken.
This is shown in Figure 7. The test area in front of the box was care-
fully checked for debris but none was found except for the two pieces
of the door already discussed.

"pL

!S

Figure 7 - Magazine Liner After the Shot
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ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION

Based on these tests, a request for reduction of the required ESQD
arc at the Center was sent to the Naval Sea Systems Command. Before
approving this reque~st, NAVSEA felt the need for an independent analysis
of the magazine problem. This analysis was done by Mr. W. A. Keenan of
the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory at Port Hueneme. In his analysis
"Mr. Keenan calculated the reflected shock impluse and the gas impulse.
The results of these calculations are shown in Table 1. Using these re-
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Table 1 - Impulse Calculations

sults, the dynamic response of the box was then calculated and compared
Go the deflections that would be expected at failure of the box. This
comparison is shown in Table 2. The results of the analysis show that
the roof was very near failure and the sides of the box should have fail-
ed. These calculations are consistant with the field results. As a re-
sult of this study, it was recommended that the steel liners be made
slightly smaller than the concrete magazine so that the steel box could

deflect without striking the concrete, thus reducing the dimage to the
concrete and producing less concrete debris and rubble. This recommend-
ation has been incorporated into the magazine modification.

i-,
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Table 2- Dynamic Response of the Box

FINAL DISPOSITION

A3 a result of this program, a reduction of the ESQD arc at the
David Taylor Nava] Ship Research andDevelopment Center has been approved
by the Departinent. of Defense Explosives Safety Board pending completion

.'-. of tne magazinie modificvtions described in this paper. Those modifications
have been complet~ed and we are now operating under the new arc. We are
very pleased1 with the outcome of this program and its effect's on our A l
operations. However the real reason for sharing it with you is that it
provide an experimentally verified data point of a very simple structure
ý--h can be used to check any future magazine respon'ie programs that

a.,c developed.
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ABSTRACT FOR THE

TWENTY-FIRST EXPLOSIVE SAFETY SEMINAR

"Structural Design for Blast-Containment Facilities"

by

J. T. Baylot, S. A. Kiger, J. W. Ball

US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
Vicksburg, Mississippi

A 1/4-scale structural model was designed to represent a maintenance

bay in a large munitions storage complex. Following construction, the model

structure was tested by detonating a high explosive inside it, simulating

the accidental detonation of a stored weapon. Two tests were conducted on

the model. The model survived the first test with only minor structural

damage. Before the second test, the inside of the maintenance bay model was

coated with a sealant which was at least partially combustible. The burning

of this combustible material produced a significant increase in the quasi-

static gas pressure inside the maintenance bay and caused structural failure

in the second test. These data indicate that the structural design used in

this test is adequate to contain an accidental explosion. However, an added

factor of safety could be obtained by strengthening the corner reinforcement

detail where the maintenance bay roof connects to the walls.
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN FOR BLAST-CONTAINMENT FACILITIES

by

J. T. Baylot, S. A. Kiger, J. W. Ball

US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station
Vicksburg, Mississippi

Introduction

"In large weapon-handling facilities it is often necessary to have a

maintenance room which would contain the effects of an accidental high-
explosive (HE) detonation. If chemical, biological, or nuclear weapons are

being maintained it is extremely important that these contaminants not be

allowed to escape to the atmosphere or into other parts of the storage facil-
ity. In order to contain these contaminants, the structure must be designed

elastically or to sustain only minor structural damage during an accidental

detonation.

"A containment structure can be designed using very conservative design

procedures; however, such a structure would be relatively expensive. A more 4Z7
economical structure can be designed using a less conservative design proce-

dure. The design of the structure can then be verified by testing a scale

"model.

Scope

An adequate, but not overly conservative design for a blast containment

reinforced concrete structure is described. This structure represents a wea-

pons maintenance bay and will contain the blast pressure and late-time gas

pressure from the detonation of 256 lb of TNT. Verification tests (Refer-

en-e 1) were conducted on the 1/4-scale structural model shown in Figure 1.

Results of two internal blast tests and three static pressure tests are

discussed.

Structurai Design

Since a 1/4-scale model was constructed and tested, all design calcu-

lations will be for the model. Detailed design calculations are provided in

Reference I. To obtain approximate protitype dimensions, times, forces,
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pressures, and charge weights, multiply by 4, 4, 16, 1, and 64, respectively.

Note that gravity effects (weights) are not accurately scaled in the model.

However, the added strcsses due to gravity in the prototype will help hold

the structure together during an internal explosion. Thus, results from the

model tests will be design conservative. All calculations are for dynamic

loads only; dead and live load effects are not included.

The structural model was designed to contain the effects of the in-

ternal detonation of a 4-lb TNT sphere. A 20-percent safety factor on charge

weight was used for design calculation purposes. This gives a design charge

weight of 4.8 lb. The design location for the center of the charge was

7.5 in. above the floor and the charge could be located no closer than

1.61 ft from any of the four walls. Each structural element was designed for

the worst possible charge location for that element.

The structure was designed to resist the airblast pressure from the

detonation plus the gas pressure caused by combustion byproducts and heating

the air in the room. The peak gas pressure is a function of the ratio of

the charge weight to the volume of the room. This pressure was determined

from the Suppressive Shields Handbook (Reference 2). For a charge weight-
3to-volume ratio of 0.005 lb/ft , a gas pressure of 46 psi was determined.

Since the maintenance bay is completely enclosed, the gas pressure

will not vent; Lherefore, its duration is long compared to the period of the

structural elements. Thus, the structure was designed to withstand both the

impulsive blast pressure and static gas pressure of 46 psi.

The blast loads on the end walls and roof of the structure were com-

puted for several different charge locations. The average blast impulse

load on the end wall for each location used was 421 psi-msec, and the aver-

age blast impulse load on the roof slab for each location was 188 psi-msec.

Blast loads were calculated using the computer code described in Reference 3

and are the average impulse loads on the element being analyzed. These loads

include the effects of reflections off of the other walls, roof, and floor.

Duration and pressure associated with the blast impulses were computed

using the procedures from TM 5-1300 (Reference 4). The duration of this pres-

sure pulse is given by:
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o (tAF - (tA)A + 1.5 (to)F (1)

where

to = Duration associated with blast impulse

(tA)F = Arrival time of blast at point on wall (roof) farthest from
charge

(tA)A = Arrival time of blast at point on wall (roof) nearest to charge

(t")F = Positive phase duration of pressure pulse at point on wall
(roof) farthest from charge

(tA)F, (tA)A, and (to)F were determined from Figure 4-12 in TM 5-1300

(Reference 4).

The duration of the blast pulse for the end wall was calculated based

on a charge location 7.5 in. above the floor and 1.61 ft away from the center

of the length of the end wall. For the roof slab, the charge location was at

the center of the room 7.5 in. off of the floor.

The blast pressure durations for the end wall and roof slab were 3.00

and 7.28 msec, respectively. The peak pressure associated with the impulse

was approximated by:

p =21 (2)
t
0

The average peak blast pressures for the end wall and roof slab were

281 and 52 psi, respectively. It was assumed that the gas pressure would

build up to its peak value by the time the blast pressure decreased to that

value, as shown in Figures 2 and 3 for the end wall and roof slab,

respectively.

Once the loadings were determined, a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF)

model was used to analyze each element. The end wall is supported at the

roof and floor and another support is provided by the collar (Figure 1) 3 ft

above the floor. This collar represents the roof of the remainder of the

building which would be at a lower height. The maintenance bay is taller to

provide room for overhead cranes. The end wall was analyzed as a one-way slab

spanning between the floor and the collar. The roof slab was analyzed as a

two-way slab. The same general procedure was used to analyze the end wall and
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" roof slab. References 5 and 6 were used in this analysis.

".*' Once the structural elements were properly designed to provide flex-

ural and shear resistance, a layer of reinforcement steel was provided at the

center of the roof, walls, and floor to carry the net tensile forces generated

.' by the internal explosion. Details of the design calculations are given in

Reference 1.

Test Structure

The one-quarter scale model structure is shown in Figure 1. The walls,

"roof, and floor of this structure are 9 in. thick and contain three layers of

reinforcement in each direction. Reinforcement steel ratios for the struc-

tural elements are shown in Table 1, and reinforcement steel placement is

shown in Figure 4. Also summarized in Table I are the shear steel ratios in

each structural element. Since the structure was subjected to an internal

detonation, the corners were designed to resist an opening moment. The diag-

onal bars shown in Figure 4, sheet 6, were designed to increase the opening

moment capacity of the corner between the floor and the wall slab. Similar

bars were provided at wall-to-wall corners and wall-to-roof corners.

Test Descriptions

Two HE tests and three static pressure tests were conducted on this

model structure. The test configuration and instrumentation layout for the

first HE test aý'e shown in Figure 5. The inside surfaces of the structure

were coated with a polyurethane sealant following Test 1 and prior to Test 2.

The test layout for Test 2 was the same as for Test 1 except that the charge

was placed opposite the center of the length of the back wall instead of in

"the corner.

Static air pressure tests were conducted before HE Test 1, after HE

Test 1, and after application of the polyurethane sealant. Air was pumped

into the structure until a pressure of 10 psi was reached inside. The pres-

sure was then monitored as the air leaked out to obtain a record of the leak-

age rate at a reference static pressure of 10 psi. This helped to evaluate

the amount of structural damage from HE Test 1.

Test Results

In HE Test 1, there was very little damage to the maintenance bay model.

There was a small crack on the top of the roof near the center of tfe short
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span and running in the long-span direction. On the inside of the structure,

the cold joint between each of the four walls and the roof had opened slightly;

however, no crack could be seen at the cold joint from the outside of the

structure.

Two blast pressure gages were placed on the floor of the model to moni-

tor the gas pressure buildup. One gage registered a peak gas pressure of ap-

proximately 37 psi and the other about 39 psi. These values compare well with

the predicted gas pressure of 41 psi for a 4-lb TNT charge in this volume. A

Bourdon gage mounted to the door of the structure was used to monitor very

late time pressure inside the structure after the test. Approxicately 2 min-

utes after the test, the pressure in the structure was about 2 psi on the

Bourdon gage. Calculations indicate that the heat in the air will be ab-

sorbed by the concrete quickly enough to cause this decrease in pressure in

a time reasonably near 2 minutes.

Static air pressure tests were conducted before and after HE Test 1.

Figure 6 shows soap bubbles caused by escaping air during the pressure test

after HE Test 1. These bubbles highlight extremely small (barely visible)

cracks which extended through the roof of the structure. The large crack

near the center of the roof did not leak because it did not extend through

the thickness of the roof. Results of static air pressure tests before and

after HE Test 1 are shown in Figure 7. These tests indicate that the struc-

ture was not airtight even before testing and that damage sustained by the

structure during the detonation approximately doubled the leakage rate.

A polyurethane sealant was applied to the inside surfaces of the struc-

ture in an attempt to make the structure airtight. Figure 7 shows the results

of the air pressure test after application of the sealant. Although the seal-

ant did not stop the leakage, it did significantly decrease the rate.

A second HE test was conducted on the model after application of the

sealant. During HE Test 2, escaping gas was heard and smoke was observed

escaping from the structure along the joint between the back wall and the roof

slab. This area was the most severely damaged area of the structure. The

sand backfill above this area was blown away and pieces of concrete were found

behind the structure. Damage to the joint between the back wall and roof is

shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 9 is a photograph of the damaged joint taken from inside the

"structure. As shown in Figure 9, the 90-degree beads at the bottoms of many
"of the stirrups in the roof slab were straightened out. Figure 9 also shows

the inside surface of the sealant, which was charred.

No. 3 diagonal bars were located along the joints between the walls and

roof slab on a 7-in. spacing. These bars were provided to prevent the joints

from opening during the test. The placement of these bars is similar to the

placement of the bars between the walls and floor slab, as shown in Figure 4.

Twenty-two of the diagonal bars in the joint between the back wall and the

roof slab failed during the test. The inside of the cold joint between the

roof slab and each of the walls was opened by the internal pressure. The

permanent deflection of the center of the roof was 8.25 in. There was no

damage to the floor slab or the portion of the wall beneath the collar.

Blast pressure gages indicated a rise to an initial gas pressure of

approximately 45 psi and most of the gages indicated that the pressure was

beginning to rise significantly between I and 1.5 seconds. These records in-

dicate that the maximum gas pressure inside the room was approximately 150 psi.

Burning of the sealant apparently caused an immediate increase in gas pressure

above that caused by the HE, and the gas pressure gradually increased as more

of the sealant burned. The failure seems to have occurred late in time when

the pressure was much higher than the 46-psi design pressure.

"Conclusions

These tests indicate that the maintenance bay can withstand an internal

detonation of 256 lb of TNT with only minor damage. A polyurethane sealant

applied to the inside of the structure did a good job of sealing it; however,

the sealant burned, causing an increase in gas pressure resulting in a fail-

ure of the corner between the roof slab and the back wall. The tests demon-

strated the need for minimizing the amount of combustible materials in a con-

tainmenit facility. The corner detail could be modified so that he corner

strength more nearly matches the roof slab strength t providt an aided factor

of safety in the design.
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Table 1

Steel Ratios in Maintenance Bay Model

Type of Steel Direction Location Roof Walls* Floor
Reinforcing Short Inside face 0.0038 0.0038 0.0038

ii•? bars*! brsCenter 0.0069 0.0038 0.0069

Outside face 0.0069 0.0038 0.0069

Long Inside face 0.0038 0.0017 0.0038

Center 0.0069 0.0038 0.0069

Outside face 0.0069 0.0017 0.0069

Stirrups Near supports 0.0040 0.0050 0.0040

Near center 0.0020 0.0040 0.0020

Note: Ratios are based on an effective depth of 8.31 inches.
*Excludes area near the door.
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Figure 2. Pressure-time history on end wall of maintenance bay
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Figure 3. Pressure-time history on roof of maintenance bay
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Figure 8. Outside view of damaged roof after Test 2. Note damage

at edge of roof and crack in concrete at corner

Figure 9. Interior view of roof edge following sealant and loose
concrete removed after Test 2
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FRAGMENT HAZARD INVESTIGATION PROGRAM

QD CRITERIA FOR 155MM PROJECTILES

W. 0. Smith

Naval Surface Weapons Center

Dahlgren, Virginia

INTRODUCTION

The DeDartment of Defense Explosives Safety Board (DDESB) is conducting
a continuing program to evaluate the fragment hazards produced by the acci-
dental detonation of stored munitions. In support of this effort, the Naval

* Surface Weapons Center was funded to conduct the Fragment Hazard Investigation
Program. The purpose of the program is to provide the DDESB with fragmenta-
tion data to improve or to substantiate the quantity-distance (QD) standards
for the safe and efficient storage of stacked munitions. The current program
uses near-field fragment characterization data in conjunction with far-field
collection data to predict far-field fragment density. The ultimate goal is
to provide a methodology for the determination of QD standards for all hazard
classifications. The hazard classification under investigation in this paper
is the Mass-Detonating Hazard Materials (Class 1, Division 1).

The major effort of this program to date has been focused on the mass-
- . detonating Army M107 155mm (TNT loaded) projectile. Close-in arena and far-
.. .field collection tests of various projectile and pallet stacking configura-

tions have been conducted concurrent with supporting analytical studies.
Fragmentation data were generated on projectile clusters which simultaneously
detonate1 2 and on those which detonate by means of natural conmnunication. 3

Far-field collection tests were conducted on large stacks (up to 36 pallets)
of projectiles at the White Sands Missile Range. 4 A methodology was developed
based on the entire set of test data which accurately predicted the total far-
field fragment density. However, the assumptions used to develop the method-
ology were found to limit its usefulness in calculating the hazardous portion

'Ramsey, R. T., et al, "Fragment Hazard Investigation Program", Minutes of
18th DOD explosives Safety Board Seminar, September 1978.

2Ramsey, R. T., et al, "Fragment Hazard Investigation Program", NSWC Technical
Report, TR-3664, October 1978.

3Powell, J. G., et al, "Fragment Hazard Investigation Program (Large-Scale
Detonation Tests", Minutes of 19th DOD Explosives Safety Board Seminar,
September 1980.

4Powell, J. G., et al, "Fragment Hazard Investigation Program Natural Communi-

cation Detonation of 155mm Projectiles", NSWC Technical Report TR 81-54, July
1981.
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of the far-field distribution. This limitation was overcome by the develop-
ment of a fragmentation computer model' which uses the fragmentation charac-
teristics obtained from arena tests to predict far-field fragment hazards.

This paper presents the results of the test and analysis effort accom-
plished to validate the computer model for pallets of 155mm projectiles.

--i MODEL VALIDATION

Test Program

- ' Review of the fragmentationdata developed on single pallets of projec-
tiles and the large-scale multiple pallet detonation tests conducted at WSMR

* indicated that add'tlonal small-scale fragmentation arenas were required.
These tests consisted of the detonation by means of natural communication of
two pallets of projectiles. The projectiles were positioned horizontally as
shown in Figure 1. The velocity and presented area of all fragments weighing
more than 300 grains were obtained between polar angles 0*.110 .

Prediction of Far-Field Fragment Density

. The computer model and the two pallet tests data were used to generate
* •predictions of the total far-field fragment density for the 16 pallet and 36

pallet stack configurations tested at WSMR. Figures 2 and 3 present a com-
parison of the minimum and maximum fragment density predicted by the model
(20 replications) and the test data for three 100 collection zones. The
plots show that the model adequately bounds the test data for both stack
configurations. This indicates that the model and the small-scale arena data
can be used to generateQD criteria for stacks of 155mm projectiles.

QD CRITERIA

The computer model calculates the QD curve based upon hazard criteria
provided as input. 5  The curve is presented as the number of projectiles
required in the stack face to just exceed the established criteria. Figure 4
presents the QD curve for 155mm projectiles usina the current DDESB definition
of one hazardous fragment (kinetic energy = 58 ft Ib) per 600 sq ft. Shown
for comparison is the current Class 1 Division 1 QD criteria (40 WJ3) for the

* •16 pallet and 36 pallet tests at WSMR. It can be seen that the computer model
indicates that the current criteria underestimates the fragment hazard for

* *; munitions stored in the open.

5McCleskey, F. R., "Fragmentation Hazard Computer Model", Minutes of 21st DOD
Explosives Safety Board Seminar, August 1984.
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The results of this study indicate the that the computer model is an
accurate, flexible method of determining the fragment hazards for stacks of
155mm projectiles. The model will be. validated for another mass-detonating

* munitions (general purpose bombs) and will be modified to allow the computa-
tion of fragment hazards for non-mass detonating anmnunition (Class 1, Division
2) during FY 85.
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FRAGMENTATION HAZARD

" COMPUTER MODEL

BY

SFRANK MCCLESKEY

Naval Surface Weapons Center

Dahlgren, Virginia 22448

Autovon 249-8836

Commercial 703-663-8836

This model provides a method for establishing the fragment hazard produced
by the mass-detonation of ammunition stacks stored in the open. Fragmentation
characteristics used as input to the model are derived from small-scale arena

• ,• tests. In the case of 155mu projectiles, for example, the small-scale test
may consist of one or more pallets positioned and detonated to yield a represen-
tative sample of an entire stack.

Hazardous fragmentation is defined by the Explosive Safety Board as follows:

i .-. 1. Fragment kinetic energy of at least 58 ft-lbs.

2. Hazardous fragment density of at least one fragment per 600 square
feet.

The hazardous fragment density criterion is equivalent to a hit probability
of .01 given that the presented area of a man is six square feet.

The unique feature of the model lies in the fact that a complete trajectory
is calculated for each fragment recovered in the small-scale arena tests. This
procedure requires a great amount of calculations which are made practical by
modern high speed computers.

Past tests have demonstrated that virtually all the fragmentation going
down-range is produced by the ordnance (projectiles, bombs, etc.) on the face
of the stack pointing toward the target area. Fragmentation from the ordnance
in the interior of the stack is, for the most part, contained within the stack.
When a stack is detonated, fragment Jets are produced between adjacent items on
"the face of the stack. The width of the jet is dependent on the method of stack
initiation. When all units are detonated simultaneously, the jet is typically
10 degrees wide. If only one or two donor units are initially detonated, the
jet width is more typically 20 degrees. Stack detonation by donor units is
called natural communication and all current testing uses this technique.

The jets produced between adjacent units are called interaction areas. The
greatest fragment densities and highest velocities are produced within the inter-
action areas. For safety purposes, the fragmentation characteristics of the

44
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interaction areas are used for input to the computer model. The interaction
areas overlap at relatively short distances down-range and their effects can
therefore be added to represent the cumulative effect of large ammunition

i stacks.

Figure 1 shows the essential elements of the model. Since interaction
areas overlap at relatively short distances down-range, all fragments are
assumed to emanate from a vertical line at the center of the stack. The
height of the vertical line is made consistent with the typical stack height
of the ordnAnce under consideration. The height at which an individual
fragment originates is randomly selected within the program. A pie-shaped
sector is used to simulate the down-range hazard volume. A hazardous fragment
is only of concern when its trajectory lies within this pie-shaped hazard
volume. The height of the sector is equal to the height of the man selected.
The angular width of the sector is 10 degrees. This value has been selected
to match the 10 degree sector width used in the fragment pickup from full-
scale tests. In this way, one can compare the program predictions with
actual test data to gauge the validity of the simulation model. The sector
is divided into 100 feet segments from 0 to 4800 feet. All calculations
of fragment numbers, fragment density, etc. are made in terms of these 100-
feet segments. Later in the simulation, the results in each 100-feet segment
may be combined to yield results for 200, 300 and 400 feet increments. This
helps to produce smooth curves for final plotting. If results are plotted
every 100 feet, a pronounced saw-toothed plot is usually produced.

Figure 2 shows a more detailed picture of a fragment trajectory. Wind is
included as a two aimensional velocity vector having both a range and cross-

i : range component. There is no vertical component to the wind vector. The wind,
therfore, is always contained in a horizontal plane. The vertical position for
the origin of the fragment trajectory is selected randomly from a range of
heights typical of the stack heights for the ordnance under consideration. The

I . trajectory is calculated using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine. Calculations
are made in three dimensions with the effects of wind included. The Runge-Kutta
routine requires initial conditions for fragment velocity and elevation angle
which are obtained from fragment arena tests. Each point in the trajectory is
calculated from the conditions existing at the previous point. The calculations
continue until impact; at which time, the impact velocity and angle are deter-
"mined. The impact velocity, together with the known fragment mass, are used to
determine the kinetic energy. The impact kinetic energy is compared with a
kinetic energy criterion to determine whether the fragment is hazardous. The
impact angle is used in subsequent density and probability of hit calculations.
Range, cross-range and distance are computed for hazard distance calculations.
Currently, the initial fragment velocity vector is constrained to the vertical
XY plane. However, since the model uses a true three dimensinal routine, there
is complete three dimensional freedom for establishing initial conditions.
Trajectory calculations are made for each fragment recovered in the small-scale
test.

A tailwind has three effects on hazard conditions--all bad. First, a tail-
wind will increase the range of the fragments. Second, it will increase the
impact velocity of the fragments thereby increasing their lethality. Third, a
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tailwind will decrease the angle of impact thereby increasing thee presented area
of the man which increases the probability of hit. The increased range due to
a tailwind is approximately equal to the time of flight multiplied by the wind
"speed. In the far range where the time of flight is approximately 10 seconds,
a tailwind speed of 50 feet per second will result in a range increase of about
500 feet.

Figure 3 shows the two types of trajectories considered in the model. The
normal, or non-ricochet, trajectory has been considered above. The ricochet
trajectory is a more recent addition to the model. It is based on experiments
conducted by BRL, Aberdeen in the late 1960's (reference 1). In both types
of trajectories, the points at which the fragment enters and leaves the hazard
volume are accurately calculated. This permits the hazard to be definitely

- .. associated with the proper distance increment. When a fragment impacts the
ground, its impact angle is compared with a critical ricochet angle to deter
mine whether the fragment will ricochet. The critical ricochet angle is
dependent on the type of soil. Once it is determined that the fragment will
ricochet, the ricochet angle and velocity are determined from the incident
angle and velocity together with the effect of the soil type. Since all the
dynamic characteristics of the fragment are known at each point calculated in
the Runge-Kutta routine, all fragment hazard characteristics can be calculated
at each point. When more than one point is contained in a distance increment,
averages are used to determine the hazard characteristics for the distance
increment.

Figure 4 shows how hazard density and hazard probability of hit are
calculated. Since the trajectories are calculated point by point, the distance

.increment of the hazard volume through which the fragment passes can be deter-
"mined. The fragment mass and velocity are known at each point and, therefore,
it can be determined whether the fragment possesses sufficient kinetic energy
to exceed the hazardous kinetic energy criterion. After the fragment has been
determined to be hazardous, the presented areas of the man and of the total
volume of the distance increment can be calculated in the plane perpendicular
to the fragment trajectory. This can be done because the trajectory angle

-. with respects to the horizontal plane is calculated at each point along the
trajectory. Once the presented areas of the man and of the total volume of the.
distance increment are known, the density and probability of hit can be calcu-
lated using the formulas shown on Figure 4. The number of hazardous fragments
(N ) is based on the data from arena tests using appropriate scaling techniques.
Note that the man is depicted as a rectangular parallelepiped.

The model is run as a Monte Carlo program. Simply stated, this means that
the values for certain variables are randomly selected for each trajectory
calculation. The five variables which are randomly selected are:

1. Height of the .trajectory origin

2. Initial fragment velocity

3. Initial fragment elevation angle

4. Drag coefficient

5. Soil constant for ricochet
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The random values are selected within the known or assumed ranges of
uncertainty for each variable. Once the appropriate values have been selected
for the variables, trajectories are calculated for the entire set of fragments
recovered from the small-scale arena test. The entire procedure is repeated
(replicated) using different random values for the variables. In effect, each
replication is a simulation of a full-scale test. The values of the output
variables vary from replication to replication because of the random values
used for the input variables for each replication. During each replication,
data are saved for hazard calculations as a functionof distance increments.
In the program, 100 feet distance increments are used. Sufficient replications
are made to permit density and probability of hit to settle near stable averages.
Once these near stable averages are obtained, the number of rounds needed to
Just exceed the density and probability of hit criteria are calculated as a
function of distance increment. These are the final data to be used in
establishing the fragment hazard posed by the ammunition under consideration.
The model includes methods for presenting the data at 100, 200, 300 and 400
feet distance increments. One of these increments will usuually produce rela-
tively smooth data for plotting. With a 100 feet increment, the final data
are usually quite saw-toothed. Since the model includes the effects of wind,
the program can be run at various wind speeds, and the effect of wind noted.

Table 1 shows typical fragmentation input data. Each fragment recovered
from the arena test has its own set of data. Usually all fragments less than
300 grains are eliminated. The small fragments are of little concern for the
far ranges which are of most importance in establishing fragment hazards. The
recovery polar zone is listed for each fragment. In the program, an angle is
randomly selected between the polar zone limits to establish a distinct eleva-tion angle for the fragment. The fragment weight is an exact number for each

fragment and is not randomized. The initial velocity is an average for the
polar zone in question. A random velocity about the average is picked toaccount for the uncertainty in velocity measurement. The A/M (average presented
area to mass ratio) is an exact number for each fragment. This quantity enters
the drag calculations. The area ratio (maximum to minimum fragment presented

area) is used to establish the subsonic drag coefficient. The use of this
ratio eliminates about one quarter of the uncertainty associated with the sub-
sonic drag coefficient. Transonic and supersonic drag coefficients are esta-
blished form the subsonic drag coefficient.

There are two basic outputs: Number of Final Ground Impacts versus Distance
Increment and Hazard Distance versus Number of Rounds.

Table 2 shows the Number of Final Groud Impacts versus Distance Increment.
Values for the minimum, average and maximum number of fragments are shown for
each distance increment. The data apply to a 10 degree azimuth sector which is
often used in the fragment pickup from full-scale tests. The data in Table 2
are used to compare the predicted and actual number of fragments picked up in
the full-scale tests. This provides a check on the validity of the model.
Each replication of the program will usually produce a different number of
final ground impacts. After all replications are completed, the minimum,
average and maximum numbers can be determined.
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Table 3 shows the final output used to establish the hazard curves. The-'... example shows a distance increment of 200 feet. The hazard distances are
selected at the midpoints of the hazard increments so that the data are ready
for plotting. Minimum, 90th percentile, average and maximum number of units
required are shown, These numbers represent the required number of projectiles
needed to just ex'- a hazard density of one fragment per 600 square feet.
The Explosive Saft ,rd currently specifies the use of 90th percentile
quantities for haa - urves. The 999999 entries indicate that there were no
"hazardous fragments in the distance increment. The fewer the number of pro-
"jectiles required, the more hazardous the condition. A similar table is also
output for the hazardous probability of hit criterion.

Figure 5 shows an example plot of the final data for use in a safety
"manual. Note the steep rise and subsequent asymtotic behavior. Unlike hazardous
blast radii, the fragmentation hazardous distance has an upper bound. This
upper bound is equal to maximum fragment range obtained in the series of repli-
cations. No matter how many projectiles are anthe face of the stack, the maximum
range of the fragments constrains the upper bound.

"The computer model provides a flexible tool for predicting the fragment
"hazards of open storage ammunition. Unlike analytical approaches, the Monte
Carlo technique has the inherent capability of considering the multidimensional
problem posed by fragmentation hazards. Future considerations are also more
easily incorporated in a Monte Carlo model. In summary, the essential character-
stics of the model are as follows:

:.- - Individual 3-D fragment trajectories

- 2-0 wind (horizontal plane)

- 4th order Runge-Kutta trajectory calculations

- Incorporates a 3-D man

- Can use different hazard criteria

- Air density and sound speed a function of altitude

- Drag coefficient a function of the maximum to minimum fragment

area ratio

- Predicts distribution of final impacts in the ground plane

- Predicts hazard distance curves for:

Hazard density criterion

Hazard probability of hit criterion

- Includes fragment ricochet
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.• ."BLAST AND FRAGMENT LOADING ON CONTAINMENT STRUCTURES"

;*.,': .a -A MANUAL OVERVIEW

By

M. G. Whitney
G. J. Friesenhahn

Southwest Research Institute
San Antonio, Texas

ABSTRACT

* A manual was prepared to aid the government in designing an explosion

* . containment structure (ECS) to be used for the demilitarization of chemical

.... : munitions. Other manuals are available for the prediction of blast and frag-

ment loadings; however, these are directed toward bare eacplosives and con-

ventional muuitions. Chemical munitions combine the non-ideal effects of

casing, chemical agent around the charge, and non-spherical zharge shape.

This vianual was prepared to direct the user on the procedures to be followed

to predict the blast and fragment loading from chemical mutiitions. Specifi-

cally, the loadings are those to be used in the design of an ECS in a demil-

itarization facility. During the preparation of this manual, tests were

performed at NSWC, Dahlgren, Virginia, to supplement the very limited pre-

vious data base for both blast and fragments and to confirm the applicabil-

"ity of the prediction procedures presented here. The munitions tested are

those planned for demilitarization at Johnston Island (JI); however, the

"manual is written to be general for all chemical munitions and demilitari-

.. zation facilities.
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INTRODUCTION

A variety of manuals are available for determination of blast and frag-

ment loads applied to structures when a high explosive material detonates

inside an enclosure. The prediction methodologies presented in these manuals

are applicable to a wide variety of explosive sources. In addition to the

"wealth of information collected on high explosive materials alone, numerous

investigations into the blast and fragmentation properties of munitions which

"contain high explosives have been conducted, quantified, and included in the

"technical manuals. In the past, munitions which contained a large part of

"their total weights as high explosive material were or primary interest to

hazards researchers and weapons designers. These munitions often are designed

to produce a dangerous blast field and project high velocity fragments. Chem-

ical weapons have different characteristics. The explosives inside chemical

. weapons serve only to rupture the casing and disperse the chemical agent. The

generation of a dangerous blast field or projection of hazardous fragmentation

by chemical weapons has never been a design goal. Thus, extensive testing to

characterize these parameters has, in the past, never been pursued and no sig-

nificant data base has been developed from which to quantify the blast and

fragmentation of chemical weapons. Consequently, It was unknown whether exist-

ing manuals which present prediction methodologies based on data for bare

explosives and conventional munitions could be used with confidence to quantify

the hazards associated with the detonation of chemical munitions. This uncer-

tainty conflicts with the confidence one desires in explosion containment

* structure (ECS) design and was the reason for developing a manual aimed speci-

fically at chemical munitions.

During the preparation of this manual, tests were performed at the Naval

Surface Weapons Center (NSWC) to supplement the very limited previous data

base for both blast and fragment data and to confirm the applicability of

the prediction procedures presented herein. Beyond this, the prediction

methodologies are applied to a variety of ECS configurations, and conceptual

designs of several containment structures are compared.

The manual is organized into two voluems. Volume I includes the chap-

ters presented below. In the chapters, numerous calculations are referenced

to support conclusions, These calculations, along with concept design cal- ""

, -. culations are included in Volume II. Reference is made throughout the manual
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1 Introduction

.• .2 Fragmentation

3 Blast and Frag~ment Load Estimation Procedures

4 ECS Loading

5 Evaluation of ECS Configurations

6 Candidate ECS Conceptual Designs

This manual develops techniques which are general in nature and can be

applied to a variety of chemical demil facilities. However, the majority

of the analysis and related testing is very applicable to the Johnson Atoll

Chemical Agent Disposal System (JACADS) the design of which is currently

under development. Blast and fragment loads used in the design of this system

are predicted using the subject manual. This work was completed under the

technical direction of the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Matercals Agency

(USATHAMA) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Huntsville Division (USAEDH)
undC tmber DACA87-81-C-O099. Copies of this manual should be
requested through these organizntions.

Chapter 2 rFraeentation

• " u .This chapter contains the following subjects:

:-n :-•1) Empirical prediction models for conventional (nonchemical) munitions.

S2) A review of current published literature and data pertaining to
3 Blchemical munition fragmentation studies.

3) Application of predaction models to specific chemical munitions.

6) Canrio o r didateon ECS Coeneptudaltesgn

T5) Estimates of the worst case fragment threat, based on analysis of

aple NSWC arena test data, for the M426 projectile, M55 rocket, and M23

::::R :':mine.

othA considerable amount of work has been done to develop analytical models
Chfor predicting the fragmentation characteristics of conventional munitions

"loaded with high explosives (HE). However, all typical prediction models
qassume the thrhe HE is in intimate cons wall or case.

To our knowledge, very little work had been done to develop fragmentation
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prediction models for munitions where HE is separated from the munition wall

; by a chemical agent, or other fluid. The purpose of this chapter was to fill

this gap and to identify "worst came" fragments of specific chemical weapons.

The following parameters must be known of a fragment at impact to dater-

mine the relative damage potential to a given target: velocity mass, shape,

orientation, and material properties. Standard prediction methodologies

exist for the calculation of fragment velocity and mass distributions for

conventional cased munitions. These methodologies were adapted to chemical

munitions by including the mass of the chemical agent and burster wall in

.'• the computational procedures. Use of the modified procedures was compared

to test data collected during preparation of this manual and some data that

existed previously.

The reader is cautioned several times in the manual that one should

choose test data, if available and of good quality, to make his determination

of the worst case fragment emanating from the detonation of a given chemical

munition, over the results obtained from the analytical procedures. This

suggestion is based on a literature review of arena test data on the M122,

M426, M55, and M23 chemical munitions, and on arena testa conducted by

NSWC, Reference 1. The data base was very limited, except for the M121

projectile. The data base for the M426 projectile and M55 rocket were verv

limited, and no test data were available for the M423 mine.

Due to the limited data base, additional arena tests were conducted It
NSWC. The test program was divided into two phases. The purpose of Phas,

was to determine:

a) Fragmentation patterns

"b) Orientation of munitions and velocity screens for Phase II tests.

c) Location of fragment recovery bundles for Phase II tests.

" The test setup for Phase I included 360 of steel witness plates and camer.1

coverage. The Phase II tests were the actual arena tests. Three rounds

each of the M426 projectile, the M55 rocket, and the M23 mine were detonat,.

to generate fragment dispersion into the wallboard recovery media. Frag-

S.ments were recovered and weighed after the third shot for each type muniti,,:,.

The munition orientation and wallboard locations are illustrated in Figurts

1 through 3. Blast measurements at the locations identified in Figures 2

and 3 were made to provide blast data. Each wallboard was divided into fiv,
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zones, as illustrated in Figure 4. Velocity screens were placed at various

zone locations on the wallboard recovery media in an attempt to relate

recovered fragments to the measured velocities. Of course, more than one

fragment penetrated each screen, but this still resulted in a method of

identifying groups of fragments to a velocity.

The modified analytical procedure for prediction of fragment mass and

velocity distributions agreed reasonably well with test d4ta for chemical

munitions of regular, simple geometry such as the M122 and M426 projectile.

"These computations did not correlate as well, however, with the M55 rocket

or M23 mine arena test data. The M55 rocket and M23 mine both had more

"* complex geometries, and the rocket was cased of aluminum instead of steel,

and the mine had assymetrical charge positions. The fragment breakup pattern

of chemical munitions was similar to that obtained from bursting pressure

vessels, fragments having great variability in shape.

A safety factor is commonly used to determine blast loads for design

of blast-resistant structures. A typical safety factor is to increase the

effective charge weight by 25 percent. It is recommended that a safety

factor not be used in fragmentation calculations, regardless of whether the

worst case fragment is analytically or experimentally determined because

the criteria for selection of worst case f igment and penetration calcula-

tions are conservative; hence, a built in safety factor is obtained.

Chapter 3 - Blast and Fragment Load Estimation Procedures

A review of existing manuals and documents concerned with air blast

loading and fragmentation loading (penetration capability) is provided to

direct the user to additional background information. The first responsi-

bility of the chapter is to give blast prediction techniques. A general

discussion of air blast phenomenology and scaling is presented along with

prediction curves for air blast loading. As examples Figures 5 and 6 can

be used to determine blast pressure and specific impulse at scaled distances

about a plate surface.

* In Chapter 3 the effects of non-ideal blast effects of chemical weapons

is analyzed. These include

- Casing about the charge

A. Agent about the charge
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S.. . . . ...

ia Shape (cylindrical, large L/D)
ii ,..:.,",o Type of explosive

7 -The data collected during the NSWC testing was analyzed and compared with pre-

dictions from air blast curves to determine the best proceoure to use.

SThis chapter includes detailed discussion about the effects of confine-

mert on blast loading. This is an important feature as, the chemical weapons

will be demiled inside a containment chamber. Finally, a detailed working

procedure is given to direct the user in applications.

The second responsibility of Chapter 3 is to provide the designer with

the means to predict fragment penetration, perforation, and spall for the

worst case fragments identified in Chapter 2. Penetration equations are for

*t fragments into both steel and concrete targets. The limits of applicability

of each technique are tabulated for velocity, shape, and material.

Chapter 4 - ECS Loading

In Chapter 4 the blast and fragmentation lcading prediction procedures
detailed in Chapter 3 are applied to various structural containment shapes.

These include the following:

o Rectangular chamber

"o Horizontal cylinder chamber

i o Vertical cylinder chamber

* Spherical chamber

Blast loads on the following structural elements were predicted to provide

the designer example calculations to follow in applications.

"o Roof slabs

* Walls slabs

o Ring sections

* End caps

o Spherical elements

"e Doors

A. - The fragment penetration equations in Chapter 3 were applied to both

steel and concrete materials. The results of both blast and fragmentation

_loads are summarized along with detailed calculations in Volume I1 of the
"manual.
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* Sq Chapter 5 - Evaluation of ExplIosion containment Structure Confjgzurations

-* ,There are many possible configurations and materials of construction

for the explosive containmcnt structure (ECS) or chambers. These ir, de,

- a) Horizontal steel cylinder or arch

, ', b) Horizontal reinforced concrete cylinder or arch with or without

rteel liner

c) Vertical steel cylinder

d) Vertical reinforced concrete cylinder with or without steel

liner

e) Reinforced concrete rectangular chamber with or without steel

liner

% f) Spherical steel chamber

g) Double-walled steel structure with concrete filler - Rectangular

"configuration

These configurations were examined and compared based upon the follow-

ing:

e Structural Integrity

*. e Size Requirements

e Constructability

- The advantages and disadvantages of each configuration were listed and three

"ECS concepts were chosen for a more detailed evaluation inch six. An over-

view of some of the more important aspects are listed below.

Structural Integrity - A discussion of example existing explosion containment

structures, both steel and concrete, is presented in the manual. Many of

these structures have been explosion tested or are routinely subjected to

internal explosions at research laboratories, References 2 through 12.

The conclusion was that structural integrity with containment could be

achieved, and analytical methods are available to accomplish this, for any

of the configurations.

Size requirements - The ECS configurations must be large enough to surround

the work envelope necessary for equipment and work space. The work envelope

is sized by the equipment and operational room around these equipment. For

purposes of the manual a rectangular work envelope of 25W x 27L x 16H feet

was chosen. This is a representative example of an ECR work envelope; actual
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sizes for a specific demil system may vary. Rectangular configurations fit

this shape exactly; sphere, cylinder, and arch shapes do not. As an example,

a sphere would have a 40 foot diametar to fit around the work envelope. A

discussion on how the different configurations shapes for containmeut chambers

would fit into the entire demil facility was made. Rectangular shapes adapt

* to a demil facility made of box-shaped rooms with flat floors. This allows

door entry without drops, steps, or false floors in the containment chamber.

Horizontal cylinders and arch shapes are less desirable from this standpoint,

but much more desirable than vertical cylinders and spherical shapes.

Constructability - Fragment perforation has led to very thick vail steel struc-
tures, much thicker than typical pressure vessels. This fact and the size

of the steel configurations would require field erection rather than being

built elsewhere and shipped. The steel thickness are such that considerable

"* labor is involved including full penetration welds. Reinforced concrete

Sthicknesses pose no special construction problems. Flat surface forming is

* preferred over curved; however, it is possible to construct the concrete cylln-

',drical and arch configurations. The location of doors on the various con-

figurations Identified can lead to problems such as designed for curved sur-

faces and the presence of stress concentrations about door openings in the

containment shell. Door penetrations on flat surfaces are preferred as is

found with the rectangular and horizontal cylinder shapes (on end walls).

A comparison of the various configurations is provided in Table 1. 1
was determined that none of the curved structures (arch, cylinders, spher.

were suitable for containment of an explosion involving the chemical weap

understudy. The following concepts were chosen for further study.

%J

eReinforced concrete rectangular chamber
"" Steel rectangular chamber

* Double-walled steel framework rectangular chamber

* with concrete fill.

Chapter 6 - Candidate ECS Conceptual Designs

The three designs chosen in Chapter 5 were analyzed in detail in thi,

chapter. Construction considerations are discussed along with design meth,'

Sriand allowable design deflections. A surmary of the three designs is provi

with a complete accounting of all design analysis provided in Volume II. ,
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ni "~ ,,.designs were taken far enough in detail to provide material quantity survey

and cost comparisons.

Conclusions - A manual was deve] ,ped that provides the designer the capabil-

- ity to predict blast and fragmentation loadings from chemical weapons.

Development of possible containment chambers concepts was provided,
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2*.* SPARROW (7M4) HAZARDS TEST PROGRAM
Dr. Jerry M. Ward, Joseph 6. Powell, Jr.,

Phillip J. Peckham and Michael M. Swtsdak, Jr.
Naval Surface Weapons Center

V •White oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

and

Everett A. Long, Jr.
Naval Weapons Center k.China Lake, California 93555

"ABSTRACT

This test program was conducted to 1) determine the sympathetic
detonation propagation characteristics for the warhead and the rocket motor
components of the SPARROW (71) weapon and 2) establish fragment and airblast
hazard environments for the warhead. Test results are compared with

" "- predictions. Sympathetic detonation propagation results for United States Air
Force handling configurations are discussed. Specifically, nose-to-tail
missile stacking orientations, which align warhead and rocket motor sections,
are shown to be a means for limiting propagation of sympathetic detonation.
Fragment and atrblast hazard ranges for the warhead are presented.

BACKGROUND

The Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC) previously conducted a Quantity-
, Distance (Q-D) study for handling operations Involving the SPARROW (AIM/RIM-

7M) with the WAU-17/B (EX 114 MOD 1) warhead.' This analytical study
," determined the likelihood of sympathetic detonation and hence the Maximum

Credible Event (MCE) for the SPARROW weapon system for Navy pier and ship
configurations. It also determined the acceptable hazard ranges for blast and
fragment effects for the various scenario MCE's. The results of that study
indicated that, when handling 11 or fewer missiles, the SPARROW missile with
the WAU-17/B warhead did not constitute a hazard for the Navy in pierside and
"shipboard transportation/handling configurations beyond a range of 152 m'
(500 ft). ""

Subsequent Air Force evaluation of the general airblast/fragment hazards
", for the various MCE's indicated that the SPARROW (AIM-7M) with the WAU-17/B

warhead could be a significant problem for handling and storage at Air Force
bases. Hence, the Naval Surface Weapons Center and the Naval Weapons Center
(NWC) were tasked to determine, by testing, the hazards associated with the
SPARROW (7M) for various Air Force shipping and handling scenarios,,* ...

*This task was performed under Project Order Document Number N0001984P04827P
for the Air-to-Air Missile Systems Project Office for SPARROW (PMA-259B,
"LTCOL R. Hudkins, USAF), Naval Air Systems Conmmand.

A9i-
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OBJECTIVES

The specific objectives of the program were:

1. Determine sympathetic detonation propagation characteristics for the
• * WAU-17/B warhead and the NK 58 rocket motor components of the SPARROW (7M)

weapon system for the USAF CNU-305 shipping container, munitions transport
trailer, and proposed high density rack configurations.

2. Establish the fragment and airbalst hazard ranges for the WAU-17/B
warhead. Compare these test results with theoretically predicted values.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The test program was conducted at two test sites. The sympathetic
detonation propagation tests were conducted at NSWC, Dahlgren, VA, Laboratory,
and the warhead fragment recovery tests were conducted at NWC, China Lake, CA.

Propagation Test Setup

The six warhead/rocket motor configurations used for the ten sympathetic
detonation tests are shown in Figure 1. The order of the tests is: 1A, 1B,

1 i 2A, 2B, 6A, 68, 4A, 4B, 8A, and 9A. The order of the tests was dependent on
the outcome of the acceptor responses (detonation/non-detonation) The test
logic was provided by Eglin AFB (AD/SES) and Norton AFB (AFISC/SEV) to address
specific Air Force Handling/storage configurations. Only the test sequence as
conducted here will be discussed.

Predictions. Estimates of close-in shock/fragment environments were
preparie In order to predict the acceptor rocket motor/warhead response for
the propagation tests. Tle Naval Explosives Safety Improvement Program
"(NESIP) technology base 2 , was used to perform these close-in explosion
environment estimates and acceptor responses. Methods (and results) for
estimating close-in SPARROW WAU-17/B airblast/fragment environments are
given in reference 1. Estimates of the card gap values for the NOL Large

* Scale Gap Test were used as threshold values for evaluating detonation
*I :response to shock (direct shock and fragment impact) for the acceptor

propellant and explosive.

II Field Setup. Churchill Section, Explosion Experimental Area, Pumpkin
Neck, gahlgren aboratory was prepared as the test site. Surveys were made
to establish locations for ground zero, airbiast gages, and cameras. Base
(ground) plates were positioned at ground zero. All warheads and rocket
motors were aligned in a horizontal orientation relative to ground zero. A
donor Warhead was detonated for all events using modified SPARROW S & A

! devices.

"Witness Plates. Thick (1-2 inches) steel plates were aligned with the
i acceptor components for determining detonation/non-detonation responses for

the acceptors. A holing of the witness plate over the dimension of the
acceptor indicates a detonation response.
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Airblast. Airblast data were recorded using twelve gages (six gage
positions) Tor the first eight tests and six gages at the three far gage
positions for the last two tests. PCB Piezotronics Model ST-7 and Celesco
Model LC-33 transducers were used.

Photographic Coverage. The explosion events were recorded using 44,000
pictures/second HYGAH, 5,M000 frames/second FASTAX and 400/24 frames/second
LOCAM cameras. The HYCAM data films were used to determine detonation/non-
detonation response for the acceptors. An observation of the white "first
light" indicates donor/acceptor detonation.

Weather. Barometric pressure, temperature, and wind speed/direction at
* test site/time were recorded.

As indicated above, several indicators were employed for establishing the
detonation/non-detonation response of the acceptor rocket motors/warheads.
Several of these indicators were useful immediately following the test: (1)
post-test observation of ground zero vicinity - evidence of acceptor debris,
(2) damage to witness plates, and (3) quick look at airblast data printouts.
The acceptor responses were further confirmed by analysis of the HYCAI data
"films available within one-to-two days following the test and by a detailed
interpretation of the airblast data which followed within about a month of

-. test completion.

A brief description of each test configuration follows (refer to Fig. 1).

Tests 1A and 1B. These tests were calibration shots for the airblast
instrumentation. For each of these tests a single warhead was detonated.

n : Tests 2A and 2B. These tests addressed the concept of limiting
sympathetic aetonation propagation by orienting the missiles in a nose-to-tail
configuration, which aligns warhead and rocket motor sections side by side.
An acceptor W 58 rocket motor was positioned between donor and acceptor
warheads for this test. The spacing between test itemu is an average value
for spacing encountered in the USAF CNU-305 shipping container.

Tests 6A and 6B. These tests had a nose-to-tail configuration similar to
tests 2A and 28. However, in these tests the spacing between the acceptorl * rocket motor and the donor and acceptor warheads corresponds to spacings
encountered with the USAF munitions transport trailer and the proposed high-
density rack.

Tests 4A and 48. These tests addressed the propagation of sympathetic
detonation between warheads aligned in separate USAF CNU-305 shipping

. -* containers positioned side by side. The spacing between the donor and
acceptor warhead is typical of side-by-side spacings for these containers.

I The four aluminum plates simulate (materials, spacings and minimum
thicknesses) the two double side-wall thicknesses for the shipping containers.

Test 8A. This test addressed the propagation of sympathetic detonation
between warheads aligned side by side at separation distances representative
of missile spacings on the USAF munitions transport trailer and the proposed
high-density rack.
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Test 9A. This test addressed the popagation of sympathetic detonation
between warheads aligned in separate USAF CNU-305 shipping containers stacked
vertically. The donor warhead position was selected as shown in Fig. 1 In
order to direct any interaction jet formed between the donor warhead and the
adjacent warhead (Al) tuwards the second acceptor warhead (A2). The
horizontal spacing between the donor warhead and Al is the close-missile
spacing in the USAF CNU-305 shipping container. The vertical separation
corresponds to the missile spacing for vertical stacking of the shipping
containers. The two aluminum plates simulate (materials, spacings and
thicknesses) the single wall construction for the top and bottom walls of the
shipping containers.

Fragment Recovery Test Setup

of"a The test configuration for the warhead fragment recovery tests consisted
"of a 300 sector prepared for, fragment collection over the range increment 120-
1200 m (400-4000 ft). Each of the warheads (tested separately) was positioned
(horizontally) at a height of 610 mmi (24 in) above a steel ground plate.

Predictions. Analytical fragment hazard results discussed in reference 1

were used as predictions for the fragment recovery test.

Field Setup. The fragment recovery tests were conducted at Barricade 3,
"Area RI, (warhead Test Branch, Naval Weapons Center, China Lake.) The test
site was prepared (cleared/rolled) and surveyed. A large base (ground) plate
"was positioned at ground zero. The warhead was detonated for all events using
modified SPARROW S & A devices.

t-• Airblast. Airblast data were recorded using six gages (three gage
positions)-for each test. PCB Model 102 piezoelectric transducers were used.

Photographic Coverage. The explosion events were documented using half-
frame PHOTEC and full-frame FASTAX cameras.

Weather. Barometric pressure, temperature, and wind speed/direction at
test site/time were recorded.

Fragment Recovery Operation. The recovery area was swept once for
fragments following the three single warhead detonations. Fragments were
identified (marked) and surveyed in place.

SYMPATHETIC DETONATION

A brief description of each test result follows (refer to Fig. 1).

Tests 1A and lB. Base (ground) plate indicated proper fragment
formation/ejection. This result is repeated for all subsequent tests. Data
films indicated he donor warheads detonated. Airblast data correlated well

bewen hots 0.95between= 0.95, r is the correlation coefficient).

4-.
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Tests 2A and 28. Burning propellant and explosive as well as acceptor
• warhead and rocket iotor debris were scattered around ground zero. High speed

film data and witness plates indicated that only the donor warhead detonated
and that the acceptors violently reacted. Airblast data indicated that the
acceptor reactions contributed signif cantly to the energy release. Airblast
data correlated well between shots (r( = 0.95).

Tests 6A and 6B. Burning propellant and rocket motor case debris were
scattered around ground zero. The acceptor warheads were translated intact.
The acceptor warhead impact locations were within three meters of each other
for the two tests. High speed film data and witness plates indicated that
only the donor warhead detonated and the acceptor rocket motor violently
reacted. Airblast data correlated well between shots (r- 0.97).

Tests 4A and 4B. Acceptor warhead case debris were scattered around
ground zero. High speed film data and witness plates indicated that the donor
warhead detonated and that the acceptor warhead violently reacted. Airblast
data indicated that the acceptor warhead enev release was insignificant.
Airblast data correlated well between shots (r = 0.95).

Test BA. No evidence of acceptor warhead case debris was located at the
test site. High speed film data and the witness plate indicated that both the
donor and the acceptor warheads detonated. Airblast data indicated that the

- acceptor warhead contributed significantly to the energy release.

Test 9A. No evidence of debris from either of the two acceptor warheads
was located at the test site. The high speed data film clearly indicated that
the donor warhead and the acceptor warhead Al detonated. Less clear
indication for detonation was noted in the film for acceptor A2, although the

* "first light" was observed. The witness plate indicated that the donor and
both acceptors detonated, The airblast data indicated an energy release
equivalent to three warhead detonations.

Propagation. Table 1 lists the configurations tested and gives a
comparison between the predicted and experimental results for sympathetic

* detonation. The only surprise produced by the test results is for test
configuration 4. The prediction for fragment impact-induced shock (42 kbars)
greatly exceeds the estimated threshold for detonation (17 kbars) for the
warhead explosive. In fact, the fragment impact-induced shock pressures for
configuration 4 and configuration 9 (which did exhibit sympathetic detonation
propagation for acceptor A2) are comparable. There are obviously other
effects, such as fragment deflections and multiple plate interactions, that
are coming into play here that are not accounted for in the simple prediction
model emiployed.

AIRBLAST HAZARD

The airblast data were collected at two different test sites: NWC, China
Lake, CA and NSWC, Dahlgren, VA. The NWC data consisted of three bare warhead
shots, whereas the NSWC data •ontained t•o base warhead shots. Both sets of
data correlated quite well (r = 0.95, r'is the correlation coefficient).
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All of the airblast data at both test sites indicated that the fragments were
"still out ahead of the shockwave for all gage positions (overpressures down
to •4 kPa (0.6 psi)). This was evidenced by the fact that the blastwave .
records are preceded by signals produced by the shockwaves produced by the ,.."
supersonic fragments. This result indicates that the shockwave energy -...
associated with the fragments does not contribute to the blastwave out tu
these overpressure levels.

The airblast hazard range is defined as that distance from ground zero at ,
which the overpressure level is 6,9 kPa (1.0 psi). The test data indicate ... "
that the airblast hazard range extends out to 34 m (110 ft) for a single
SPARROW WAU-17/B warhead.

Airblast predictions were originally computed using the UTE (Unified
Theory of Explosions) model.' These calculations included the effects of the
warhead case mass, ground reflection factor for surface burst, and TNT
equivalence for the base explosive based on airblast data taken from Reference
6. The cylindrical slope of the warhead with the 6ssociated length/diameter
ratio effects and height of burst contributions were not included because they
should not be impor ant at the pressure regime (distances) of interest. The
original predictioni indicates that the airblast hazard range extends out to ,
55 m (180 ft) for a single SPARROW WAU-17/B warhead. This result over-
estimates the test result by 60%, not an acceptable prediction.

The difference between the measured and the predicted data is
attributable to the effect/treatment of the case fragments. For example, the -.

UTE model works well for the MK 82 bombs, airblast data and predictions ' .
correlate well, see reference 7. The Wt 82 airblast records do not provide
any indication that the fragments are out ahead of the blastwave below
overpressures of 70 to 140 kPa (10-20 psi). The UTE model assumes that the
fragment energy is fed back into the main shockwave, which appears to be the
case for MK 82 but not true for SPARROW. Modifications to the UTE model to
account for absense of the fragment contribution to tne main blastwave provide -
a revised prediction of 35 m (115 ft) for the airblast hazard range; a very

close comparison with the SPARROW test value of 34 m.

The difficulty in providing reasonable airblast hazard range predictions .--.
comes from the uncertainty of (not) including the case fragment contributions
to the main blast wave without test data. The conservative approach is to _

include the case fragment effects and risk overestimating the magnitude of the
airblast hazard range.

Table 2 compares the numbers of warheads required to exceed 6.9 kPa (1.0
psi) at selected ranges• These results are obtained by using the expression
of the form N : (RN/R1) 3  _

where N = number of warheads
RN = airhlast hazard range for N warheads
R, = airblast hazard range for one warhead.
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Table 2 Airblast Hazard Range Results.

Number of warheads that just satisfy airblast ,
hazard criterion at specified range

Hazard Range Original Revised Test
m(ft) Prediction Prediction Data

91 (30C) 5 18 21

52 (500) 22 82 94
,..

213 (700) 59 226 258

305 (1000) 121 658 752 '

1381 (1250) 335 1284 1468

FRAGMENT HAZARD

The fragment recovery test program was conducted at NWC, China Lake, CA
to verify/extend/update fragment hazard predictions presented in reference 1.
Three single bare warheads were detonated. A single recovery operation was
conducted after the three detonations.

A thorough survey of the recovery area yielded an adequate fraction of
the fragments produced to define the fragment hazard range.* All collected
Sfragments were identified, surveyed in place, weighed, and shipped to NSWC,
Dahlgren, VA to have fragment presented area measurements made on anshpeto..
icosohedron gage. aemaumnsaeo

The survey data provided the areal distributions of the fragments in the ,..
recovery area. The fragment mass and area measurements provided average
values and distributions for these parameters to be used in trajectory
calculations. The drag coefficient used for the SPARROW fragments was the
variable drag coefficient (with Mach number) for shell fragments given in
reference 8. Warhead arena data provided the initial velocit.ies and ejection
angles.

Trajectory calculations (Program TRAJ - Reference (2)) were used to A"
m evaluate the energies of the SPARROW fragments at their surveyed impact

locations. Those surveyed fragments that were evaluated to have impact
energies greater than or equal to 80 J were assessed to be hazardous. Those
surveyed fragments with imoact energies less than 80 J were assessed to be
non-hazardous. In this way, separate areal distributions were developed for -

,*The fragmnt azardcriterion requires that these be less than one hazardous
fragment per 55.7 m2 (600 ft4). A fragment is considered hazardous when it
has an impact energy of 80 J (58 ft-lb) or greater. The fragment hazard
range is defined as that range beyond which the fragment hazard criterion is
satisfied.
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hazardous and non-hazardous fragments. The fragment hazard range was
" determined from the areal distribution for hazardous fragments. The results

indicate that the SPARROW fragments are not hazardous beyond 490 m (1600 ft).
At this range 59 radially aligned warheads are required to contribute their
share of fragments (without interaction effects) in order to exceed the
hazardous fragment areal density criterion.

Original predictions for the fragment hazard range using trajectory
calculations based on limited arena data indicated that the SPARROW fragments
were hazardous all the way out to the computed maximum range of 1070 m (3500
ft). The fragment survey data showed that the computed maxim u range based on
the limited arena data was in error. The original predictions also indicated
"that only twelve or more radially aligned warheads (neglecting fragment
interactions from separate warheads) were required to exceed the hazardous
fragment areal density criterion at 1070 m.

The limited arena data used for the original predictions were updated
with the fragmant characterization results obtained from-the present test
program. Basically, a single value for the parameter CDA/m (where C? - drag
"coeff, cient, A .- average drag area, and m - fragment mass) used for the
original predictions was replaced with separate definitions for C A and m.
Using the updated input values for these parameters, revised predyctions were
made using the same methods employed for the original prediction (described in
Appendix A of reference 1). The revised prediction gave the following result:
"52 radially aligned warheads are required to exceed the hazardous fragment
areal density criterion at 490 m. The revised prediction compares quite
favorably with the test result. The two predictions and the test result are
summarized in Table 3 below.

"*2 Table 3 Fragment Hazard Range Comparisons
Original Revised Test

Prediction Prediction Result

Warheads Required 12 52 59

Fragment Hazard Range, m (ft) 1070(3500) 490(1600) 490(1600)

The test result indicates that 10% more warheads satisfy the hazardous
"'- fragment areal density criterion at 490 m than the revised prediction.

Table 4 provides hazard range estimates* for numbers of warheads less than
the critical value 59 (the test value). The maximum fragment hazard range is
490 m for any number of warheads 59 or greater.

"*These results (rough estimates) are based on cylindrical divergence
(including the beam spray) using straight line trajectories to areal
densities.
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S "'FINAL COMNENTS

Replicate test shots provided quite similar results for airblast data and
acceptor warhead/rocket motor responses. The revised airblast prediction
model calculations compare quite well with the SPARROW airblast. data.

i r. -• For nose-to-tail missile stacking configurations, in which warheads are
aligned side by side with rocket motors, detonation did not propagate to
acceptor rocket motors and warheads. For the warhead-to-rocket-motor spacing
representing separation distances Inside the USAF CNU-305 shipping container,

- .the violence of the acceptor rocket motor and warhead reaction does contribute
significantly to airblast (Tests 2A and 28). For the warhead-to-rocket-motor
spacing corresponding to the USAF munitions transport trailer and the proposed
high density rack separation distances, the acceptor rocket motor reaction

I ."does not contribute significantly to the airblast and the acceptor warhead
remains intact (Tests 6A and 6B).

For side-by-side warheads, detonation did not propagate to an acceptor
/ . warhead in the test simulation corresponding to an adjacent USAF CNU-305

shipping container (Tests 4A and 48). This test result was not predicted by
the model. The four thin aluminum plates are a candidate minimal shield for
inhibiting sympathetic detonation between warheads aligoed side by side.
Detonation did propagate in the test configuration simulating adjacent
acceptor warheads either within or in an upper/lower USAF CNU-305 shipping
container (Test 9A). Detonation did propagate to an adjacent acceptor warhead
at a distance corresponding to the separation distances in the USAF munitions

! .transport trailer and in the proposed high density rack design (Test 8A). It
should be noted that the conclusions for a non-propagation test response are
based on two consecutive non-propagation test responses that agree with the
simplistic predictive model (except for the surprising Tests 4A and 4B
"results).

The far-field fragment collection conducted on this program has pointed
up several deficiencies in the methodology of using Nnear-field" arena test
data to describe the far field fragments. These deficiencies include:

/(1) The dependence on an average value of C A/M (as determined
.( d r

from arena data) Is not adequate for deriving fragment input conditions for
trajectory calculations.

(2) The recovered fragments indicate a much larger dispersion with
- •respect to azimuth angle than the beam spray angle determined from arena data

would indicate. Thus beam spray angle (and associated ejection angles) as
i * reported from arena test results cannot be used to define limits for fragment

impact locations in the far field.

The standard airblast prediction techniques overestimate airblast ranges
because of the manner in which they handle fragment energies. For weapons,
such as SPARROW, the fragnments remain ahead of the shockwave out to low

- -- pressures.
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K!,::.. The maximum hazard range for one WAU-17/B warhead is 34 m (110 ft) for
airblast and 45 m (145 ft) for fragments. The maximum fragment hazard range
is 490 m (1600 ft) for 59 or more warheads. Fifty-nine warheads exceed the
airblast hazard criterion at 131 m (430 ft). At 490 m, more than 3077
warheads are required to exceed the airblast hazard criterion. The hazard
raflge (490 m) for the SPARROW WAU-17/B warhead is controlled by the fragment
hazard criterion (and not the airblast) for 59 or more warheads (up to
3077). Above 3077 warheads, the hazard range is controlled by airblast.
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Novel Approaches to Demilitarizing Burstered Chemical Munitions

Introduction: '

The US Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency (USATHANA) research and
development effort will provide an integrated system to demilitarize the
chemical munitions stockpile. The chemical stockpile Includes mines, rockets,
bombs, agent containers and projectiles (Fig 1) in varying numbers at several
storage sites. The munitions containing explosives, which are of concern in
this research and development program are the projectiles. The demilitarization
of burstered projectiles is being studied in terms of single items and as

*• palletized or boxed munitions.

Technical Approach:

The purpose of a seven year effort is to develop an inherently safe system
which will provide at least a thirty percent savings in the cost of
demilitarizing the chemical stockpile when compared to present technology (Fig
2). The present technology is called the baseline and is based primarily on
reversing the assembly process.

The cost of demilitarization with baseline technology will be compared to
that of new technology over the life of the demilitarization operation; this is
called life cycle cost (Fig 3). The life cycle costs based on actual per site
inventories include facility costs, capital costs, operational costs and for the
R&D technologies a one time development cost. Each of the items include costs
pertaining to safety considerations. The life cycle costs are used not only
to compare competing technologies but to optimize systems throughput size and
configurations. The life cycle costs will ultimately determine the
demilitarization system configuration.

toThe R&D effort Is presently in the prototype phase (Fig 4). During Phase I,
two systems emerged for further study in Phase II: fracture of cryogenically
cooled munitions (Fig 5) and penetration and access of munitions by thermite or
explosively propelled projectiles (HAC, Fig 6).

Discussion of Cryogenic Fracture:

The cryo-fracture pretreatment (Fig 7) embrittles the steel allowing it to
shatter with reduced applied force. The cryo-pretreatment also freezes the
agent, which helps contain the agent and limits agent contamination.

As envisioned, the munitions are fractured by a press creating an unconfined
feed to a rotary kiln furnace (Fig 8). The furnace deactivates the explosive,
incinerates the agent and detoxifies the metal.

Robotics are used in the unpack/repack operations to minimize human contact
with leaking munitions (Fig 9). The munitions may be reconfigured from their
storage configuration to racks which can be placed in a bath of liquid nitrogen
(Fig 10). The robot for this operation is a gantry overhead robot. The
munitions placement in the cryo-bath is computer controlled. The computer keeps
track of where a rack is located, how long it has been cooling and turns control
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of harvesting the rack over to a second gantry robot upon completion of the
cooling time required for the munition type.

The harvested munitions are placed in an airlock where they can be reached
by a pedestal robot (Fig 11). This pick and place robot removes the munitions
from the rack in the airlock and places them in the tooling of the press.

The tooling for fracturing the munitions is within an explosive containment
'4. and is different for each munition configuration (Fig 12). The explosive

containment texture consists of two sections, the top fitting over the bottom
section (Fig 13). The explosive containment protects the press from the
possible blast pressure and shell fragmentation of a detonation. An impulse
plate assembly containing crushable honeycomb material protects the piston from
the blast. When both halves of the chamber are together the munition has been
fractured, insuring a fail safe process. The fragments fall through a chute to
the furnace.

A remote maintenance capability will be designed into the cryogenic
equipment. This is achieved by modularizing the production equipment, so that
maintenance can be accomplished by the robots. Remote maintenance will reduce
manned entries into toxic and explosive areas.

Discussion of Heat Ativated Chemicals:

I -. th The term HAC is an acronym from heat activated chemical and refers to the
early concept of initiating thermite using the heat of the furnace (Fig 14),
the object being to unconfine the agent cavity of the munitions inside a

,' furnace. Because of their flexibility, explosively formed projectiles (shaped
charges) replaced thermite as the means of accessing the chemical munitions (Fig

The HAC process, as presently envisioned (Fig 14), is an integrated system
using robotics to place a HAC Kit on the munition pallets or boxes. This
increases the safety of handling potential leaking munitions and explosives. If
life cycle cost analysts suggests the need to disassemble pallets, the robot
will perform this function. The Kit will have an interrupt between the primary

1 ,charge, i.e. blasting cap, and the explosive train, i.e., priinacord thus
affording the same safety as a fuze. The munitions will pass through an airlock
to a chamber in an explosive containment room (ECR). The explosive circuit

""/ will be completed after the chamber is sealed, and the train initiated. The
agent will be drained to an agent incinerator, the explosive will be deactivated

* and the metal parts decontaminated.

Variations on the above scenario are being studied (Fig 16). One variation
would substitute chemical deactivation and decontamination for thermal decon.
In another variation, the burster in the projectile can be missed by
explosively propelled projectiles and, after chemical decon of the agent cavity,

*the burster is removed by conventional means. The options are driven by safety
considerations. To insure the equal safety of each option, cost penalties are

.. i incorporated into the life cycle costs based on failure analysis trees. The
life cycle cost studies will eventually determine the ultimate HAC concept,
hence the system with inherent safety features.
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r, Hazard Analysis:

Hazards analysis for the cryogenic fracture and the Heat Activated Chemical
Demil Systems is an integral part of the program. The design contractor has

. completed a preliminary hazards analysis on both demil systems and is continuing
to provide detailed analysis to support the systems analysis and life cycle cost
efforts. An independent contractor is also performing hazards analysis studies
in support of the project.

The hazards analysis contributes directly to the design of the processes by
providing a comparison of the design options to increase the safety and
availability of a system.

'" A functional flow diagram of the process is developed (Fig 18) and indices
are established for the individual process steps. The possible events for these
indices are tabulated on a form (Fig 19). The events are assigned a severity
and a probability, based upon system data. These factors determine the risk
category. At this point a preliminary risk profile can be developed to
graphically represent the risks for comparison to other systems (Fig 20).

*i A fault tree for each major event is created to describe the steps leading
to that event (Fig 21). The event can be the result of a single fault (or) or
the result of a combination of faults (and). To make a system safe, a
combination of safeguards in the form of redundancy are added to require
multiple faults leading to an event (Fig 22).

To provide a quantitative representation of the fault tree, a computer
reduction is made based on the probability of the individual faults. By
graphically depicting the cumulative probability of the event versus frequency
of occurrence, the increased safety of the options can be compared (Fig 23).
The further apart two options are the greater the effects of the redundancy,

*] hence the greater reduction in frequency the greater the return on the
investment.

Progress to Date:

The cryogenic system has completed testing through bench scale design of
Phase II (See Fig 4). A press is able to fracture burstered projectile casings.
Work with simulant explosives showed pressures exerted on the explosives should
pose no unsafe condition (Fig 24). Tests on burstered munitions have confirmed
the press design.

A prototype intergrated system has been constructed at GA Technologies (Fig
25). This test bed incorporates an unpack robot, cryogenic bath, pick and place
robot and a press. The integrated system will provide throughput data on
simulant rounds, and assist in identification of unanticipated failure modes.

The robotic systems data can be used for HAC systems analysis.

The initial HAC tests successfully demonstrated the repeatability and
controlability of explosively propelled projectiles (EPZ) in accessing agent
cavities (Fig 26).
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The objective to penetrate burster wells and bursters with Ep2 ,s was studied
from several aspects (Fig 27). The Held's Effect predicts the detonation of

""*% exRlosives as a function of velocity and projectile diameters in shaped charges
(V0D). Tests thus far have verified that bursters do not detonate from shock
initiation.

An acctlerated thermal burn is initiated by the EP2 s. The limits of the

various EP41s on the various munitions were systematically established.
5-J

The effects of casing unconfinement on burster detonation (drained

projectiles) and thermal burns were also characterized.

Two examples of the early burster tests are shown in Figures 28 through 32.
"Figure 28 shows a large shaped charge 20.5 grams RDX firing into a mortar of one
"forth of an inch wall thickness. Figure 29 shows that the primary explosive in
the fuze has detonated but not the secondary explosive in the munition. A
second charge penetrating through the burster started a burn, which in this
tetryl burster continued to completion. Figure 32 shows a simular event in a
105mm projectile.

Test with a single 20.5 gram charges directly hitting the burster perforated
the casing and the bursters but the explosive was not completely consumed.

Tests results on cast Comp B bursters were different from those of pressed
tetryl or tetrytol. The Comp B bursters have a larger diameter than bursters of
tetryl or tetrytol. Comp B bursters when penetrated by shaped charge jets many

S "times burned violently unconfining the burster well (see Figure 33). It was
*1W, observed that the explosive in the unburned bursters was pulverized.

Tests were done in an improvised furnace with confined bursters in
unconfined projectile casings. Longitudinal movement of the burster well as
well as its expansion was noted (see Figure 34). It was concluded that the
rapid burns were the worst case for operational design, although the facility
"would contain a detonation. Secondly, the increased surface area fractured
explosive as well as the pressure increase the burning rate.

Future Plans:

After the integrated cryogenic tests, the press will be relocated to a test
site capable of explosive testing. The press will fracture a statistical number
of cryogenically cooled bursters. The explosive containment will be challenged
after the parametric statistical tests to verify the design.

The HAC test will attempt to reduce the concept options by January 1985. A
prototype chamber will be built and prototype kits on simulant munitions will be
tested summer 1985.

In summary, it is felt the present concepts provide greater safety in
handling agent and explosives than the current processes.

Also testing to date continues to demonstrate the potential to design these
processes without risk of explosive detonation in either system.
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FAULT TREE AiNLYSIS OF SEX FIML

(INITIATIG EVENT 47 FUNM HASTE rC DIAGRAM)

CASE DESCRIPTION

I Assumed no redundancy wad poor
detection system; all slngle point
failures

""I Additional Instrumentation saysm to

detect agent release; no redundancy
in mechanical/electrical ampo mts

,II Multiple redundancles In containment,

instrumentation, power scurce and
signal to control r
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COMPLEXITIES OF LEAD AZIDE
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1. G EEAL..

a. Lead azide, Pb(N ),Is an explosive salt of hydrazoic acid, HN,
having a molecular weighi 9f 291.258. It is very seitive to Impact,
friction, heat, and electrical discharge. Its soluability is less than
12 in cold water and nearly zero in amonium hydroxide solution, ether,
acetone, or ethanol, but it is quite soluable in heated, strongly acid
or strongly alkaline solutions. When dry, it does not corrode most metals,
however, in the presence of moisture, gold, silver, copper, mercury, tin,
and zinc, all form extremely sensitive and dangerous azides.

b. Pure lead azide occurs as colorless needle-like crystals. Breaking
these crystals is believed to initiate detonation. Military-use lead
azide is white to tan with crystals less than 0.1. long to minimize
sensitivity. It is approximately 92% pure, having about 4% lead hydroxide
(a manufacturing by-product), 32 dextrin (a binder), and 12 trace
impurities.

2. ACCUMULATION. Vietnam-era Jungle warfare fostered the development of
munitions using relatively enormous quantities of lead azide. Their
sensitivity to detonation caused a reluctance among many users to deploy
them, resulting in a stockpile of both munitions and bulk lead atide.
The winding down of hostilities left a vast supply and an extremely small
demand. Mounting environmental regulations limited most open-air
detonations to emergency destruction of immediately hazardous munitions.
All munitions were eventually destroyed, leaving the stockpile of bulk
lead azide in deteriorating 55-gallon drums.

3. STORAGE. Long-term 3torage of lead azide presents some problems.
Primarily, its extreme sensitivity when dry necessitates under water
storage. Next, if the water freezes, spontaneous detonation occurs,
presumably due to ice crystal formation breaking lead azide crystals.
Addition of ethanol to the water is therefore necessary to make a non-
freezing mixture. Periodic surveillance is then required both visually
to assure adequate liquid level and testing to determine if ethanol
evaporation has reduced antifreeze properties. Finally, the steel 55-gallon
packing and storage drum has a limited life due to rust-through, which
eventually results in leakage of the ethanol-water mix.

4. DISPOSAL RESEARCH. Early attempts to sell the stockpiled lead azide
were fruitless, so the search for the best nonpolluting disposal method
began. Lead azide can be converted to less sensitive or nonexplosive
substances in many ways. There are also problems with each method. Some
of the better known disposal methods are:

a. Lead azide can be dissolved in 10% sodium hydroxide forming toxic
lead hydroxide and the extremely insensitive but highly toxic sodium azide.
This is very time consuming and produces large quantities of hazardous
chemically active waste residues which can later react to form sensitive
explosive compounds.
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4.

44a t b. Dissolving lead aside in a solution of ammonium acetate and
S' ""potassium or sodium bichromate forms toxic lead chromate. A sensitive

explosive sludge may also form. Again, hazardous waste residues are a

c. Lead aside dissolved in a solution of sodium nitrite is destroyed
by adding 36Z nitric acid or glacial acetic acid while stirring. This is
an extremely bulky method resulting in approximately 65 gallons of hazardous
waste per pound of lead aside destroyed. Rapid heat production by this
complete reaction can be hazardous, so addition of acid must be slow. The
added severe hazard of hydrazoic acid also exists. Hydrazoic acid is both
a highly sensitive 0 explosive and extremely toxic. Since its boiling point
is about 37 C (99 F), hydrazoic acid is also very volatile, creating

' additional serious containment problems.

d. Lead aside dissolved in ammonium acetate solution receives sodium
nitrite, is stirred, and then receives glacial acetic acid while stirring.
This also forms large quantities of hazardous wastes. It can only be done
"in small quantities, is slow, and risks forming hydrazoic acid.

"e. Often preferred, a solution of 20-25Z ceric ammonium nitrate
* decomposes lead aside, producing a gas in the reaction, a good indicator

of reaction completion when the bubbling stops. Only small quantities may
be reacted at one time due to possibility of a violent reaction. Chemicals
for the process are expensive.

NOTE: The first five methods were devised for destruction of small quantities
of lead aside.

f. Heating lead aside to 240-2500 C (464•4820 F) results in escape
"of nitrogen and deposit of metallic lead residue. Since the reaction is

%! exothermic (releases heat), it is difficult to avoid reaching temperatures
0 0

of 340-350 C (644-662 F) at which explosion occurs. This method was
never even documented as an alternative, presumably due to its obvious
hazards.

"g. In the late 1960s, electrolytic decomposition of lead azide dis-
solved in sodium hydroxide was developed. This appeared to be a very
attractive alternative due to its low chemical cost, nonpolluting nature,
and production of marketable chemical lead.

5. PRODUCTION.

a. The electrolytic process was experimentally pursued and scaled up
to approach production capacity. Many hazards of the process (electrical,
"fire, explosion, chemical, toxicity, heat, handling, etc.) were recognized
and countermeasures established during the initial process development.
An in-depth 163-page hazards analysis was produced, including 64 pages of
risk-tree analysis, with a major effort necessarily devoted to fire and
explosion hazards.

b. An industrial hygiene study by USAEHA recognized hydrazoic acid
AfA_ as a matter of grave concern in the process. In an acid solution, aside
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ions combine with acidic hydrogen ions to form hydrazoic acid, a sensitive
explosive and also being a potently toxic vapor, immediately permiates its
surroundings with Its hazards when evolved. To abate the hydrazoic acid
problem, airline respirators were put into service, except for certain
intermittent operations which required the mobility afforded by a cartridge
respirator. An exhaust hood with shrouds was installed to contain allpossible air contaminants. Physiological monitoring of workers provided a
positive indicator of any exposure. Despite the protective measures,physiological monitoring indicated significant over exposure to azides.
Sorbent filter air monitoring in the work bay tested positive for azides
beyond acceptable limits. To specifically isolate hydrazoic acid as a
problem, an industrial hygiene survey of the air was taken again using a
sorbent filter to capture the gaseous hydrazoic acid vapor, however, this
time, a prefilter was used to capture particulates. No hydrazoic acid was
found, proving that it was sodium azide in particulate form that had been
transferred due to inadequate housekeeping and poor personal hygiene to
insides of masks, hands, faces, and personal articles where it was absorbed
and ingested by workers. A vigorous program of housekeeping, personal
hygiene, and mask cleaning eliminated the problem. This is just one example
of many serious problems which can occur when details are overlooked.
Emphasis placed on hydrazoic acid overshadowed other problems. In reality,
since hydrazoic acid can only be produced in an acid solution, the stronglyalkaline electrolytic solution could not have produced it. This resulted

*in time and effort wasted attempting to "kill an already dead rat" while
the real problem ran unchecked.

c. Sludge formation was noted early in the development of the process,
but received little attention. Not until early in the production phase
when electrical arcing occurred as sludge buildup on the tank bottom reached
the plating electrodes did it become a concern. Consisting primarily oflead hydroxide, it was then generally considered a nuisance which must be
periodically removed. Gradually, the sludge, being stored in 55-gallon
drums, accumulated. Attempts to dispose of the sludge as normal hazardous
waste met with problems. It could not be certified free of explosives
without being incinerated. Incineration was out of the question because of
pollution, cost, and other technical considerations. Without certification,
it could not be accepted by hazardous waste sites. To complicate matters,
the caustic nature of the sludge accelerated aging of the storage drums.
Occasional leakers fostered visions of famous photographs showing rusted-out
drums leaking toxic wastes into our waterways. Such fears prompted moving
the sludge from open storage to inside storage. Later, it was all repacked
into new steel 55-gallon drums with polyethylene liners to await finaldisposal. Again, this is an example of a minor nuisance which became a
major problem.

d. One other problem was never considered and in fact did not surface
until a few months ago. Over the years, pieces of iron pipe, wood, gloves,
nails, and various other trash accumulated under the electrolysis buildingramps. Among them were a few items with brass or copper parts lying partly
buried in the damp, sandy soil over the years. This apparently resulted in
a reaction between the brass and the sodium azide which had been hosed out
of work bays by the daily washdowns during production. Extremely sensitive
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copper azd was thus produced. A loud, though not extremely dangerous,
explosion occurred when encountered by personnel, prompting an intense
investigation revealing more explosive items (chromed brassbuckle, one-
inch hPse with brass coupling, and a three-inch piece of copper cable).
The area was cleaned up, debris flashed, and the building permanently
marked not to be used for high explosives operations. The important point
is, any place that has ever been used for processing initiating explosives

3 should be investigated to assure that a similar problem does not exist.
Such a precaution may prevent some future investigating team from coming
to a wrong conclusion after they sift through the remains around some big
smoking hole.

6. CONCLUSION. A plethora of problems were overcome, such as implementation
""f respiratory program requirements, OSHA lead standard requirements,

personnel monitoring requirements, hazards of hydrogen gas generated,
grounding and bonding requirements, work area humidity tolerances, conductive
and nonstatic work clothes, and many others covered in hazard analyses,
SOPs, other studies, and actual operation countermeasures. The future value
of the lead azide electrolysis project lies in its example which should
reawaken us to problems which can so easily occur. It should inspire us to

.- avoid oversights when implementing new technology, but not needlessly thwarting
progress when problems can be solved.

7. UPDATE.

a. The electrolysis project was halted after approximately half the
stockpile was destroyed. The remaining drums in storage began leaking more
frequently due to corrosion and were finally repacked, giving them another
10 to 15 years before they will need repacking again. A commercial concern
is currently interested in procuring the remaining stockpile of bulk lead

% , azide from the Army.

b. The sludge remains stored in polyethylene lined drums. Processes
are underway to contract for its disposal.
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PURPOSE

This paper presents several possible yield-line failure mechanisms
and the corresponding equations for the ultimate flexural resiltance of
a slab with a door when subjected to a uniform pressure. The equations
are limited to rectangular slabs with openings and are the beginning of
an effort at the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory to develop a tor- .
prehensive design procedure for rectangular slabs subjected to blast
loads.

BACKGROUND

Blast design within the Department of Defense is currently performed
using procedures outlined in the Tri-Services manual 'Structures to
Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions' (NAVFAC P-397). The ultimate
flexural resistance of reinforced concrete slabs is determined using the
yield-line analysis method. The P-397 manual presents charts and equations
for determining the ultimate flexural resistance, r , of rectangular
slabs restrained by a variety of support conditions. The yield-line
principles used in deriving these equations are presented so derivations
of equations for more complex applications can be performed by th. user.

A very common structural element encountered by the blast designer
is a wall with a door. No guidance is presented in P-397 on how tof
analyze such a slab. The door opening interrupts the continuity of the
steel reinforcement and can significantly weaken the slab. Further,
dynamic response of the door over the opening transmits a line load
along tho perimeter of the opening. This line load further reduces the
load capacity of the slab.

Common practice among design engineers at present is to reinforce
the door opening with pillasters and a lintel beam. This in effect ..

subdivides the slab into sections that are much easier to analyze. The
pillasters and lintel beam are normally designed to resist the door load
and provide nondeflecting support.

These simplifications can at times unnecessarily increase construc-
tion costs and may result in over-conservative designs. A yield-line
analysis that considers the slab to act as a unit can aid in developing •
a design that utilizes the construction materials much more efficiently.
Further, the analysis procedure provides a basis for judging the need
for pillasters.

Several possible failure mechanisms for slabs with openings have
been identified and the appropriate equations derived to calculate r

u

TECHNICAL APPROACH

The design equations were derived using the equilibrium method of
the yield-line analysis technique. An equation is derived to calculate
r for each sector of the assumed failure mechanism. This equation is
oV the form

I•N + •H=ruAc + qc2 + Vc (1)

-- N -..-P '.t .1 2 3

*..... ......
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where IsN - sum of the ultim-te unit resisting moments acting along

the yield-lines of negative moments (supports)
* Ip = sum of the ultimate unit resisting moments acting along

IP the yield-lines of positive moment (interior failure
lines) ~7

r = ultimate unit resistance of the sector;' ru

q = nodal force or concentrated point load applied to the
*' sector

"V = line load applied to the sector
* A = area of the sector

ns , c1 = distance from the centroid of the uniform load to the line
of rotation of the sector

c = distance from the point load to the line of rotation of the
- sector

"= distance from the centroid of the line load to the line of
rotation of the sector

The ultimate unit moment capacities are determined as outlined in NAVFAC
P-397. The variables in these equations define the exact locations of
the yield-lines. The r of the entire slab is determined when a specific
location of yield-lines is identified that yields the same ru for each
sector. Figure 1 illustrates a typical yield line failure mechanism for
a rectangular slab. ... ".

Twisting moments and shear forces that occur along the yield-lines :.
introduce imbalances in the equalibrium equations for each sector. The
imbalance should be taken into account by using nodal forces at the
intersections of yield-lines with each other and with free, unsupported
edges, e.g., perimeter of door opening. In many instances the nodal
forces in adjacent sectors cancel each other out. In the development of
the design equations presented here, nodal forces are only required when
a positive yield-line intersects a free edge at an angle other than 90
degrees. The concept of nodal forces is not presented Reference 1. The .
equation for the nodal force that acts at the intersection of a yield-
line with a free edge is

•M cot (2) (:2
py

where a is, the angle of intersection of the yield-line with the free ---
" edge (a < 90 degrees), and M is the ultimate unit moment capacity of

the slab in a direction normVY to the free edge. The nodal force is
•A "treatid as a point load that acts upward in the obtuse angle and down

"ward .n the acute angle (Figure 2).
The horizontal and vertical line loads around the door opening are

: .•. determined from a yield line analysis of the door. The total external
line load applied to the door frame is obtained as outlined in NAVFAC
P-397 by calculating the shear force along the edge of the door and
applying a 2/3 reduction factor in the corners. The average line load
along the edge is computed and assumed to act as a uniform load as
shown in Figure 3.
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The equations are presented in a general form which allows for ,',.
different moment capacities In the x (horizontal) and y (vertical)
directions. Positive and negative moment capacities of the slab are
constrained to be the same in both diractions, i.e., tand be* d The line loading along the edge of an opening is

.Mform along the length of each edge, but the horizontal line load may
differ from the vertical line load.

A two-thirds reduction In moment capacity on all yield-lines extending
into corners is assumed as per NAVFAC P-397. This reduction extends
along the yield-line from the corner midway to the intersection of a
second yield-line or a free edge.

To illustrate how the equations wer~e obtained, the derivation of
the design equations for the yield-line pattern #1 (Figure 4) is shown
below.

L
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lib - Quation for Sector 1

12'1MH f{ -) L- eH-id) + H-d ) /2=d

- 144r, 2

;m-'i~~~ 2 v•+2/

72f

Equation for Sector 2

!44r f(H-d) .+ (L-f-.)(H-d) - + e(H-d) T

2 ( + 2M~ (*f)+ 2Hl(L-e-f) . 2 H, (t)M+2f e

M (6-f-e)

r :v

2 72(H-d) 2(3L-2f-2e)

Equation for Sector 3 3 K(d/e)

144riii e,. ' " -"' " . b )- ( ( b (t2)] + V ; b

+Vb (b5) 2 2(MH 4 () 2~!y + (d- )

H, 2 -2 % -

lilijH-a (!-2±J q b

V2

2d - 12;- -6 3Vb+6V ab(1dHb a) V( e

14 noe + 2 -b 3b 2J
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Equation for Sector 4 ':.

S* F

+ V (Lb) (b)a 2 (1. M)I + 2M ( + 2N,(L-b-f) + q,/b

2M 2 (6L-f-6b) + 61H - 3Vv (e

S144d2 (3L - 2f - 2e -

RESULTS

The selected failure mechanisms and the corresponding design equations
for computing r are showm in Figures 4 through 15. The critical failure.- ]=...mechanism for a given slab in the one that yields the lowest value for

r. The recommended method of solution is to vary combinations of x, y,
and z until r of each sector is identical. This often requires several
trial solutions. Further, several mechanisms must be tried to determine... .

which is the most critical. If a set of equations fail to converge,
then that mechanism is not valid for that particular case.

FUTURE WORK

Additional failure mechanisms for rectangular slabs with openings
will be documented and included with this collection as they are identi
fied. Design equations for the ultimate shears associated with these
failure mechanisms will be derived. To enable the design engineer to
predict dynamic response of the slab to blast loads, a method will be
developed to calculate the stiffness and natural period of the slab.
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DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF

ASSEMBLY BAY AND ASSEMBLY CELL. COMPLEXES

"Norval Dobbs, Samuel Weissman and Michael Dede
Amaann & Whitney Consulting Engineers

Thomas Costabile, Gibbs & Hill, Inc.

ABSTRACT

As part of the overall modernization and expansion of the Pantex
Plant, Amarillo, Texas, the Department of Energy engaged the Joint Venture
of Gibbs & Hill/Amann & Whitney to design new Assembly. Bay and Assembly
Cell Complexes. As part of this design, the firm was required to develop
and design modified Assembly Bay and Assembly Cell Structures based on the
results of previously performed structural/explosive tests of similar
structures. Both of these structures will be used for the assembly and
inspection of components of explosive/hazardous items. This paper
describes the analysis and design of the protective features of the
facilities.
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DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF ASSEMBLY BAY
AND ASSEMBLY CELL COMPLEXES

introduction

Design of the new Assembly/W80 Surge and Nuclear Weapons Stockpile
Improvement (WSI) Facilities consists of a complete Architectural/
Engineering presentation of each area which includes architectural, civil.
structural, electrical/electronic, fire protection, mechanical HVAC,
plumbing and p1ptng, radiological, and safety siting as required. However,
this paper will deal primarily with the blast resistant structural and
radiological aspects of the facilities design and,, in particular, the
design of the Assembly Bays and the Assembly Cells.

For this paper, the overall facility can be subdivided into three
major sections (Fig. 1). namely: (1) Assembly/W80 Surve Bay Complex, (2)
NWSI Bay Complex, and (3) combined Assembly/W8O Surge and NWSI Assembly
Cell Complex. Each of these three areas is further divided into its
component buildings as described below.

The Assembly/W80 Surge Bay complex includes the following areas;
eleven (11) Assembly Bays, Linac Bay, Control and Film Process Rooms, Data
Collection Room, Break Area, Mechanical and Electrical Rooms, four (4)
Combustible Storage Rooms, Non-Combustible Storage Room and Secondary
Electrical Room. All areas of the Assembly/W80 Surge Area are enclosed by
a covered corridor around the periphery of the complex. .'-

The NWSI Bay Complex is separated into the following areas; nine (9)
Assembly Bays, Break Area, Mechanical and Electrical Rooms, four (4)
Combustible Storge Rooms, Non-Combustible Storage Room, and Secondary
Electrical Room. As in the case of the Assembly/W80 Surge Area all areas
of the NWSI are enclosed by a covered corridor.

The Assembly Cell complex is divided into four Assembly Cells, Service
Area, two (2) Mechanical/Electrical Areas and two (2) inconnecting ramps;
one to the Assembly/WSO Surve Complex and one to NWSI Complex.

Since the subdivisions of the NWSI Bay Complex is very similar to the
Assembly/W80 Surge Complex, this paper is limited only to tihe latter and
"this area is referred to as the Assembly Bay Complex.

Assembly Bay Complex

General

The explosive quantities in this complex are located in each of the
eleven Assembly Bays and the Linac Bay. The quantity of explosive in each
bay is equivalent to 390 pounds of TNT. No other areas of the complex
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"contain explosives. However, these other areas, except for the Storage
area, house personnel and/or equipment which are required for the facility
operation. These other areas have been designed as acceptor structures for
a potential explosion in any one of the bays. Each bay contains operatingS. -. personnel which will also require protection from an explosion in one of

the adjoining bays. The hazard classification, of both the Assembly and
Linac Bays, as defined in DOE Order 6430 (Ref. 1) is Class II cased
explosion, specifies that personnel can be subjected to overpressures equal
to or less than 15 psi.

Assembly and Linac Bays

l All concrete elements and the structural steel blast doors of each
Assembly Bay (Fig. 2) are designed to resist the blast and fragment effects
produced by an explosion in an adjoining donor bay. The internal pressures
within each bay, produced by an external explosion (explosion in a donor
bay), will be less than the 15-psi criteria previously stated,

Each Assembly Bay is separated from an adjoining bay and the other
buildings of the complex by a 13ft.-6in. layer of sand. The concrete walls
and entrances of each bay will be severely damaged by an internal
explosion, but will remain intact (Fig. 3). The amount of damage has been
demonstrated by the results of both full and model scale tests (Ref. 2) of
similar structures (Building 12-64 at Pantex).

l ,. The roof and doors are designed to be dislodged by the internal
explosive effects and, thereby, relieve the internal pressures associated
with the gas and temperature buildup produced by the accumulation of the .
p articles of the explosion within the structure (Fig. 4). Al though the
blast doors and roof panel will not remain intact, their dislodgement is
accomplished in a controlled manner. Wide flange structural steel members
are embedded in the concrete roof and floor of the corridor adjacent to
each door and this will prevent the blast doors from being projected away
from the immediate vicinity of the donor bay. The roof of each bay is I
attached only at the front wall of the bay. In the event of an internal
explosion, the roof will rotate above its point of connection and impact
the earth cover over the entrance. The roof slab is designed not to
disengage or to break up upon impact with the earth cover. The hinge point
is formed by the lacing reinforcement which extends from the front wall
into the roof slab (Fig. 5). The remainder of the structure is constructed
of plain reinforced concrete. Fragments or missiles formed by the breakup
of equipment will be trapped within the structure. The movement of the
roof is very slow (several seconds to fully open), therefore, the internal

.- fragments will overtake and impact the inner surface of the roof and be
stopped. Fragments passing through the interlock area will be very low
flying objects. These latter fragments will either impact the wide flange .
barrier or impact the ground immediately outside the bay corridor. High-
speed missiles formed by the breakup of equipment in the donor bay will not
penetrate the concrete walls and separating sand into the adjoining
acceptor bays.-'71;
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The Linac Bay is designed in a manner similar to the Assembly Bays.
As a result of an explosion the roof of the Linac BAY will rotate and
impact the earth mound adjacent to the bay area. The blast doors will be
projected outward, but their flight will be limited by their impact against
the reinforced concrete wall of an adjoining complex (Fig.1).

Design for Blast Overpressures

Except for the Storage Areas, the surrounding corridor and the Fan
Rooms above the Bay entrance, ell sections of the Assembly Bay Complex will
withstand the blast overpressures resulting from an explosion in a donor
bay of the complex or an adjoining facility. Table 1 lists the blast
overpressures which are generated within the donor bay as well as the blast
loads acting on the exterior of the acceptor, strucitures. The design

* -- precludes explosive propagation from bay to bay and prevents severe iftJury
to personnel who are in occupied areas other than the bay In which the
"accident occurs.

Figure 6 illustrates predicted incident overpressure contouri produced
Sby an explosion within one of the protential donor bays. Development of
the contours assumes that the major flow of the internal blast pressures,
in a given donor bay, is through the building entranco rather than through
the movable overhead roof slab. This phenomenon has been observed in the
tests previously mentioned. To some extent, these contours account for the
"local dispersion effects of the blast overpressures. The blast pressures
are amplified due to the shock front being diffused by the steel fragent
shields located adjacent to the donor bay's blast doors. These efIects
tend to increase the incident blast overpressures acting on structures

* adjoining the donor structure.

"It ray be notred from Figure 6 that those areas within the Assembly Bay
Complex imediately adjacent to the donor bay are subjected to over-
pressures greater than 15 psi. As previously mentioned, corridors around
the complex as well as interconnecting ramps between complexes, Storage
Areas and Ote Fan Rooms may fail due to the blast overpressures produced by
an explosion in one of the bays. These facitlties are considered as
unoccupied and therefore, their collapse Is acceptable.

Design for Blast-Induced Missiles

The occupied areas of the Assembly Bay Complex are protected from
blast-induced missiles produced by the collapse of a donor structure.
According to the safety criteria previously cited, the penetration of
acceptor areas by; (a) primary or secondary fragments formed by the breakup
o, the explosive casing or equipment in the donor bay, (b) secondary
missiles fnmed by the breakup of the donor structure, or (c) the
generation of missiles within the acceptor structure by blast-induced
motions or spalling of the acceptor structure interior, is considered as an
acceptor building collapse. These criteria are extremely severe and
therefore, in order to meet these criteria, formation of missiles of any
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kind within an acceptor structure must be totally eliminated. Missiles
formed within the donor structure as well as the missiles for which the
acceptor structure has been designed to resist is listed in Table 2.

Secondary fragments formed from the breakup of equipment cannot escape
dfrom the donor bay. The structural steel fragment shields in front of the
donor bay blast door will restrict the debris path of all large fragments
and most small fragments through those openings. The small fragments which
may pass between the structural steel wide flange sections will be low
flying and will impact the ground surface immdiately outside the
structure. The slow movement of the roof slab will restrict secondary
fragments from being projected overhead. Also, the thickness of the
conc.rete and the sand fill between the donor and acceptor bays prevent
high-speed fragments ,fro• perforating the acceptor bay. Results of the
previously mentioned blast tests indicated that spalling of the donor wall
of an acceptor bay will not occur due to an explosion in the adjoining
donor bay.

The aize of secondary concrete fragments produced by an explosion inone of the adjoining complexes is controlled. The size of each fragment is
1 foot square by 5 feet long. They are produced by the breakup of a donor
bay roof. The roof of each occupied area of the complex is designed to
resist the impect forces of the above fragments. An explosion in one of
the other adjoining complexes will produce missile hazards no worse than
those mentioned above.

Assembly Cell Complex

General

The explosives in the Assembly Cell Complex are located in each of the
four Assembly Cells. The explosive quantity in each cell is equivalent to
550 pounds of TNT. The Service Area outside the four Cells and the
Equipsent Rooms are considered to be unoccupied areas and, therefore, do
not require protection from an explosion, either in one of the cells oradjoining complexes. These latter buildings do not contain exlosives.
The hazard classification is as defined in DOE Order 6430 (Ref. 1) in each
Assembly Cell as Class II uncased where total protection must be provided
for personnel located exterior of a donor structure.

Assembly Cell

Except for the Entrance Corridor (Fig. 7), all concrete elements and
the blast doors of each Assembly Cell are designed to resist the blast
overpressures and fragment effects produced by an explosion in the Assembly
Room. The concrete elements and blast doors are also designed to provide
full protection for occupants from the blast overpressures and fragment
"effects of an explosion in adjoining donor cells or bays. The internaloverpressure within each cell, produced by an external explosion, will be
less than the 15 psi cited in the previously mentioned safety criteria.
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Each Assembly Cell consists ot an Assembly Room, where all explosive
operations are performed; Tooling, Inert Parts, and Nuclear Material (SMM)
Staging Rooms; Mechanical Room; and Equipment and Personnel Air Locks. The
Equipment Air Lock is formed by two blast doors which seal the equipment
entrance-way. The Personnel Entrance is protected by a structural steel
revolving type blast door. Located within the Mechanical Room roof slab
are three blast valves. These blast valves, each of which is positioned in
either the air intake or exhaust ducts, will be closed by the blast
overpressures produced by an internal explosion. The blast valves will
remain closed after an explosion. The need for the blast valves is
predicated by the internal blast overpressures which are produced by the"fall-back" of the gravel as described below.

The above areas have been designed to sustain the effects of an
internal explosion. Pressure leakage will occur through the gravel above
the Assembly Room (Fig. 8). Leakage will also occur through other openings
including the ventilation intake and exhaust openings (prior to blast valve
closure) as well as through small gaps around the blast doors. However, as

"*t shown from the recently performed tests of the Gravel Gertie (Ref. 3), the
leakage pressures will be minimal.

An explosion can only occur in the Assembly Room where all hazardous
operations are performed. For design purposes, the surface of the
explosive has been assumed to be positioned at least three feet clear from
the Assembly Room wall and two feet clear above the floor. Although the
wall of the Assembly Room is designed to sustain relatively heavy damage,
this one-foot thick wall in combination with the earth fill, will resist
the blast load and will remain intact. The gravel fill above the Assembly
Room wall will be projected upward due to the blast and thereby pressure
"venting" the structure. This gravel will capture the major portion of the
radioactive particles and prevent their escape to atmosphere. After the
gravel has reached its maximum altitude due to the blast, it will "fall
back" into the Assembly Room and thereby minimize any residual escape of
contaminated particles through the opening above the Assembly Room.

Areas outside the Assembly Room (Staging Area) are designed to
minimize through-cracking of the concrete walls. The concrete elements of
the Staging Area utilized single leg stirrups to resist the high shear
stresses produced by the internal blast loads. The concrete elements in
combination with the earth-fill around the structure will prevent pressure
leakage to the exterior.

Since the concrete portions of the structure are designed to minimize
overpressure leakage to the exterior, the blast doors are also designed to
resist the internal effects of the blast and fragments as well as to .."
"prevent major overpressure leakage to the exterior. The two blast doors -'

which are used to seal the equipment entrance are mechanically and
electrically interlocked to assure that at least one opening is sealed at
all times. The personnel entrance is sealed with a revolving blast door.
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"Since- sthed bladoors of both the equipment and personnel entrances
S;are required to be operated manually and a step at the bottom of the doorwas not permitted, a complete seal around the closed blast doors cannot be

"maintained. Sao pressure leakage will occur below the equipment doors and
around the personnel door. The gaps around the doors have been limited to
one-quarter inch below the equipment door,, and one-half inch above and
below and one-eighth of an inch along the sides of the personnel door. A
small amount of radioactive particles will be carried to the exterior of
the cell around the blast doors. However, these particles will be
contained by the Service Area which will essentially remain intact after a

*i detonation in the cell.

All electrical and mechanical penetrations through the concrete
surfaces are protected from pressure leakage. Openings for HVAC equipment
"are protected by blast valves. In addition to preventing initial shock and
"gas pressure leakage, the valves will also prevent leakage of low level
long duration pressures caused by *fall back of the gravel fill. Other

* ,penetrations such as miscellaneous piping and conduit penetrations near the
blast doors will provide leakage that will be relatively small or non-
existent because of the pipe length to diameter ratios, the short duration
of the shock loads, and/or blockage by liquid in the pipes or wires
connected to equipment outside the cell.

The design blast overpressures and the structure response to these
blast loads are listed in Table 3 while the design parameters for missiles
are listed in Table 4.

Design for Blast Overpressure

Design of an Assembly Cell for internal explosions was described
previously. This section deals with the design of the Cell for external
overpressures.

Each cell is designed to withstand blast overpressures originating
from an explosion in an adjoining cell or other surrounding explosive
facilities.

The design of each cell precludes explosive propagation from cell to
cell or from adjoining facilities to a cell. Personnel who are in occupied
"areas other than the cell where the accident occurs are protected from
severe blast injury. Therefore, the cell design meets the safety criteria
of limiting pressure exposure to personnel of 15 psi or less.

The predicted leakage overpressures through the gravel which are
produced by an explosion within a donor cell, are very low. This was
demonstrated in the Gravel Gertie blast tests which reported no significant
pressure increase exterior of the structure (Ref. 3). These leakage
overpressures will decrease rapidly with distance. Overpressures somewhat
less than one psi may be expected to be acting on the Service Area due to
an explosion in the cell.
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Exterior overpressures produced by a donor bay in either of the two
adjoining Acceptor Bay Complexes are illustrated in Figure 6. As seen the

. largest incident overpressure acting on any cell is 3 psi or less.
Therefore, leakage pressures into any one cell will be less than the 15 psi
design criteria. On the other hand, the Service Area and Mechanical Rooms
are not designed for blast overpressures. These areas of the Assembly Coll
complex may be expected to be severely damaged b a detonation In one of
the bays of the Assembly Bay Complex. However, Othese areas are unoccupied
and blast protection is not required.

] •Design for Blast-Induced Missiles

The occupied areas of the Assembly Cell complex are the four Assembly
Cells. Protection for the personnel located in these aLrgas is required.

Secondary fragments formed by the breakup of equipment within a donor
cell cannot escape from the donor structure. Fragments formed in the
Assembly Room are confined by the overhead gravel and the concrete wall in
combination with the sand fill around the structure. Fragments which are
projected out the openin¶ between the Staging Area and Assembly Room will
impact the concrete wall located directly in front of the opening.
Fragments which ricochet off the concrete walls and roof will be greatly
reduced in velocity before reaching the blast doors. The thicknesses of

. . the structural steel blast doors at the entrances are sufficient to resist
penetration by the reduced velocity fragments.

If the explosion occurs within a donor bay of the Assembly Bay Complex
(Assembly/WOO Surge Bay Complex), debris are formed by the dislodgment of
the blast doors. In most cases, the flight of these debris is restricted
by the fragment shields. However, in the case of the bay adjoining the
crossover ramp between the Assembly Bay and Cell Complexes, this protection
is not afforded. Blast doors from this bay will be projected outward at an
initial velocity of 189 fps. The weight of each leaf is approximately 1055
pounds. The impact force produced by each door at a cell will be equal to
643,000 foot pounds. The blast door will strike the earth mound covering
the cells. The magnitude of the impact force of any of the blast doors is
not sufficient to penetrate the concrete of the Assembly Cell nor will they
impact any of the blast doors.

In the event of an explosion in one of the bays whose roof will fail
under controlled fragmentation, one or more of the 1-foot square by 5-foot
long concrete missiles will impact one or more of the cells. The impact
velocity is 97 fps. The exterior concrete of each cell is designed to

N resist this impact force while the penetration of one of the fragments into
the overhead gravel will be 22 inches which is significantly less than the
21 -foot depth of the gravel.
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Tablo 3

STRUCTURE RESPONSE ANJD DESIGN BLAST LOADS
(ASSEMBLY CELL COMPLEX)

Assembly Service Mech/Elect
Designation Cells Area Rooms

Hazard Classification Class II N/A N/A
Uncased

Building Contents (1) P,E&E E E

Donor Structure

Material of Const'n (2) RC&G SS SS

Structural Response (3) PC N/A N/A

Avg. Wall Overpressure (psi)1250 N/A N/A

Gas Overpressure (psi) 125 N/A N/A

Support Rotation (degrees) 5 N/A N/A

Acceptor Structure

Roof Overpressure (psi) 3.5 3.5 <3.5

Source of Explosion Bldg 12-G4 Bldg 12-64 Bldg 12-99

Personnel Protection Yes No No

Equipment Protection Yes No No

Explosive Protection Yes No No
S

Structural Response (3) PC C C

(1) P, E & E - Personnel, equipment and explosive
E - Equipment only

(2) RC&G - Reinforced Concrete and Gravel,
SS - Structural Steel

(3) PC - Partial containment, C - collapse

N/A- not applicable

. . . -..... ,. .

*.* ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



Table 4

DESIGN FOR MISSILES
(ASSEMBLY CELL COMPLEX)

Assembly Service Maech/Elect
Des ±gnation Cell Area Rooms '

Hazard C3assification Class II N/A N/A
Uncased

Building Contents (1) P, E &E E E

Donor Structure 
.

Bldg.~~~ Misl Ms oe./ /

Bldg. Hissile Mass None N/A N/A

Equip. MIssile Mass 3'" x 4" x 4" N/A N/A

Zquip. Missile Vel. 3250 N/A N/A

~77 Acceptor Stricture

."Conc. Frag. Mass (lbs) (2) 750 750 750

Conc.. Frag. Vel. (fps) 97 97 97

*Str. Response (3) ND C C L
Steel Frag. Mass (lbs) 1055 1055 1055

Steel Frag. Vel. (fps) 189 189 189

Structural Response ND C C

(1) P, E & E - Personnel, Equipment and Explosive
E - Equipmenti

(2) Concrete fragment 1 'xl 'x5' (from roof of existing Bldg 12-84)
(3) ND -No damage, C - Collapse

N/A -not applicable .
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"BLAST-INDUCED MISSILE DESIGN

(AsSEMBLY BAY COMPLEX)

ACCEPTOR BAY COLLAPSE CRITERIA

PRIMARY OR SECONDARY FRAGMENTS FORMED IN
DONOR BAY CANNOT PENETRATE INTO ACCEPTOR BAY

SECONDARY FRAGMENTS FORMED BY BREAKUP OF DONOR
BAY CANNOT PENETRATE INTO ACCEPTOR BAYS

.* GENERATION OF MISSILES IN ACCEPTOR BAY DUE
EITHER To CONCRETE SPALLING OR SHOCK MOTION
DISPLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT Is NOT PERMITTED

'* ACCEPTOR BAY DESIGN

*' ESCAPE OF PRIMARY OR SECONDARY MILLILES ARE
PREVENTED BY ROOF SLAB AND FRAGMENT SHIELD

CONCRETE AND EARTH FILL THICKNESS WILL RESIST
FRAGMENT PENETRATION

EXPLOSIVE TESTS INDICATE CONCRETE SPALLING
OF ACCEPTOR BAYS WILL NOT OCCUR

EQUIPMENT SUPPORTS IN ACCEPTOR BAYS ARE DESIGNED
To RESIST STRUCTURE MOTIONS

..- BAY ROOF CAN RESIST IMPACT FORCE OF A CONCRETE
FRAGMENT (1 FOOT SQUARE By 5 FEET LONG)

"1189



REVISION OF THE DESIGN MANUAL

"STRUCTURES TO RESIST THE EFFECTS OF ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSIONS.

"(4IN 5-1300, NAVFAC P-397, AFU 88-22) -

Joseph Caltagitrone, Angelo Castellano, ARDC --

Michael Dede, Norval Dobbs, Anann £ Whitney

.- .-

ABSTRACT ..

Procedures for structures designed to resist the effects of HE type
explosions are presently available in the Trn-Service Design Manual
"Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions" (TM 5-1300, NAVFAC

P-397, AFM 88-22). However, these procedures are limited to reinforced
concrete structures. Since its original publication, a considerable amount of
data has been generated which brought about the requirement to revise existing
"procedures in the manual and incorporate new data. This paper describes the
format of the revised manual and provides a discussion on the contents of each
of the six volumes, including the improvements made to the existing manual.
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*WSTRUCTURES TO RESIST THE EFFECTS OF ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSIONS
(TM 5-1300, NAIYFAC P-397, AFI4 88-22)

I NTRODUCTION

Inittal guidance In the highly specialized and complex field of 2
protective design against. detonation effects produced by HE or similar type * ~.
explosives and/or explosive like materials -,vas furnished in 1969 when the
Aesign manual "Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental Explosions"

5(Ref . 'A) was published as a Tni-Service V~anual. However, this Manual was
limitod pirimarily to the design of reihfov-ced concrete structures. Since its
orig~nal publication, a considerable amount of data has been generated. This
data forr.ied a basis for the development of design criteria for new materials
as weil as updating the design criteria for reinforced concrete. This new
criteria along with additional data on blast parameters has necessitated a
rvision to the Manual.

The revision to "Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental
* .Explosions" is divided into six volumes 'fig. 1):

Volume I - Introduction
Volume 11 - Blatt, Fragment, and Shock Loads
Volume III - Principles of Dynamic Analysis
Volume IV - Reinforced Concrete Desiqn
Volume V - StructurAl Steel Design

-* .Volume VI - Special Considerations in Explosive ,facilily
Design

The matarial contained in each nf these vol-imes sill be drscribed later ir, 5*S9U

this paper.

In addition, repositories which contain computer programs that Pore consistent.
with the procedures and techniques contained ini t'ý ne's, Marxual are .,eing
established at a specific location for each of the three armed services.
Limited nunibev of copies of the prgrm will be available from each
repository upon request. The individual programs will be idnticela ec
repository. The~e progra3ms will be continuously updated or revised as
reqoiired.

VOLUME CONTENTZ

Volume I - ?ntrodtirtici

U"Thge data convtained in Yc•Iume I will essen~tially consist of an expanded
discussiorn of tie tcopic6 presently contained in Chapter 1,2 and 3 of the
present verison ot the Manual Mtg. 2). Specific items which are coverad
include: backyrotind for the Hatiaual, scope and fusrmat, safety &actor and
accuracy, descriptic'n of an explosive prutective s.;,stem, protection
cateqo ~ies, and accepio sun~itivity. Regareing the latter there will be an
extensive increase in cata regarding s~icl ar.4as as humar tolcrance to both
blast overpress,.res ane shock, explosive inftiatic,n b~y fregments ayid equipment
toleranccs to shiock loads.
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;•: Volume I I -Blasts Fragment and Shock Loads
As the title indicates, this volume is divided into three main sections

(fig. 3); that is, (1) blast loads acting on protective structures which are
"produced by the impact of the blast pressure outout of the explosion, (2)

I primary and secondary fragments associated with the breakup of the explosive
casing and equipment in close proximity to the detonation, and (3) shock loads..
which are associated with the protective structure motions casued by the
impact of the blast overpressures and/or ground motion.

Blast Loads - Blast loads are divided Into three main categories -
depending on the confinement of the explosion (fig. 4), namely; unconfined

Sexplosions, vented explosions and confined explosions. Blast parameters,
which are associated with these various loadings, are presented. These
parameters are based on the most recent data available.

Blast loads associated with unconfined explosions are further divided
into free air burst loads, air burst loads and surface burst loads. These
loading conditions are usually applicable to the design of shelter type
structures which are subjected lirectly to the blast output of the explosion.

Vented explosions refer to those detonations which occur next to a
barricade or some other obstruction or within a cubicle type structures which
permits total venting of the explosive effects. Loadings associated with
vented explosions are classified as exterior (or leakage) pressure loads or
interior (or high) pressures. Exterior pressure loads are usually involved iA
"the design of shelter structures, while interior pressures are required to
design the protective structure close to the explosion source. Because of the
"relatively large venting effects of the structure, the duration of the
internal loads are generally short (on the order of milliseconds).

Blast loadings corresponding to confined explosions are similar to those
of vented explosions except that additional long duration loadings will occur
"within the containing structure. These latter loads are referred to as quasi-
static or gas pressures and are produced by the accumulation of the gaseous
products of detonation as well as the temperature rise within the confining
structure. The magnitude of the gas pressures are presented to determine the
magnitude and duration of the shock pressures, as well as the duration of the
gas pressures as a function of building frangibility.

In addition, procedures are available for determining blast loads acting
on rectangular shelter type structures as well as for determining leakage into
shelter type structures.

Fragments - Fragment generation from explosions consist of primary
fragments formed by the fragmentation of the explosive casing or container and
secondary fragments formed by the break up of equipment (machinery, small
tools, piping, lumber, etc.) located in the general vicinity of the
expl osi ons.

Procedures, for primary fragments are presented for determining
fragmentation patterns and weight of the largest fragment resulting from a

1 191
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high-order detonation as well as the initial velocity of the frament. In
addition, procedures are presented for determining variation of fragment -:- '.
velocity with distance away from the explosion. , ?

As previously mentioned secondary fragments are missiles formed by the
breakup of equipment or other elements located in the vicinity of an explo-
sion. Procedures are available for determining fragment velocities for btth '..*; :-
unconstrained and constrained fragments. Also presented are methods fordetermining distance which secondary fragments will be projected as well as
impact velocities and fragment distribution.

Shock Loads - The blast loading effects are the governing factor in
selecting the structural configurations of buildings adjoining an explosion.
However, structure motions produced by the blast can be a significant con-
sideration in determining the overall blast resistant capabilities of the
adjoining buildings. This is particularly true where personnel and/or equip-
ment are located in the acceptor structure.

When an exploslon occurs close to or on the ground, shock waves are
transmitted through the air and ground. The movement of acceptor structures
associated with the shock transmitted through the ground is referred to as
ground-shock-motion while movement of the structure caused by the shock wave
in the air is called air-blast-motion.

Ground shock motions may be subdivided into ground induced motion and air yinduced motions. Ground induced motions are caused by the shock wave which is
transmitted directly through the ground from the explosion to the acceptor
building in question while the air-induced-motions are associated with effects .'-.
which are induced Into the ground by the blast wave on the ground surface. • i"m.-

The effects of the air-and- ground-inducod motions may or may not be additive
depending on the arrival time of the individual waves at the building in
question. Ground shock effects are associated with both the vertical and
horizontal motions of the ground.

When the shock wave, which Is travelling along the ground, impinges on an
acceptor structure, the transient effects of the air blast across the struc-
ture will cause unbalanced loads to be formed on the structure and thereby
produce a sliding effect between the structure and the ground. This is refer-
red to as air-blast motion. The motion of the building relative to the ground
is a function of the restraint between building and ground., When a building
is constructed on a foundation slab, the only restraint is afforded by the
friction which will be developed between the slab and ground. Depending on
the magnitude of the unbalanced force on the building, sliding may or may not
occur. For example, when the building requires a deep foundation, the
restraint between the building and the ground will be such that the movement
of the building will be the same as that of the ground. The predominant
effect of air-blast-motion is the horizontal move'ent o• the building. The
vertical movement due to air-blast-wiotion wil have minimal effects on the
structure.

Procedures are presented for determining the m.tions caused by ground
shock and air blast effects are well as the interaction of both effects. Also, - -
procedures are prested for +. eterining shock spectra which my e used for evaluation of
stcture motions as well as the design of shock isolation systns.
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Volume III - Principles of Dynamic Anal sis
Data on principles of dynamic analysis as presented in the existing :,.,•,

Manual has been extensively supplemented and expanded to cover a more complete

range of possible structural response situations. Data for determining iA-.-

resistance-deflection functions and crack line locations has been
si nificantly increased in the new Manual as compared to the present Manual.
Th s data expansion has been extended to include the determination of elastic
and elasto-plastic moment and deflection coefficients for various support and
loading conditions including both one-and two-way elements as well as flat
slabs.

"As in the present Manual, the new Manual utilizes the single-degree-of-
freedom method to represent the motions of the actual structure subjected to
blast loads. The utilization of the single-degree-of-freedom method requires
the establishment of dynamic design or transformation factors. Procedures for
determining these factors, which include the load, mass and resistance factors
or as an alternative the load-mass factors, are presented. Transformation
factors are presented for one way members having variable loadings while load-
mass factors are presented for various two-way spanning elements.

Two design charts are presented in the present Manual for determining
structure response to blast overpressures. One chart pertains to structure
response to direct loading while the second is used to determine rebound
forces. The number of design charts furnished in the new Manual has been
increased to 216 and covers maximum elastic response to triangular loads,
rectangular loads, gradually applied loads, triangular pulse loads and
sinusoidal loadings. The new charts also cover maximum response to elasto-
plastic systems including triangular loads, rectangular loads, gradually
applied loads, triangular pulse loads and bilinear-triangular loads as well as
rebound forces.

"In addition to the expanded section on design charts the new Manual
"contains procedures for performing numerical integration means of analyses. ."," "
These analyses include both the average-acceleration-method as well as the
acceleration-impulse-extrapolation-method. Procedures are presented for
including damping in a system as well as for analyzing two-degree-of-freedom
systems.

S"The analyses performed by either the chart method or numerical
integration are generally applied to the analysis of structures that respond
to either the peak pressure or the pressure-time history of the blast .1 "
environment. However, some elements can be considered as responding only to -
the impulse (area under the pressure-time curve) of the blast loads. Design
procedures are available in the new Manual to analyze these systems.

The outline of the contents of Volume III is listed in Figure 5.

Volume IV - Reinforced Concrete Design.

hasThe technical data in the volume for the design of concrete structures
has been greatly expanded from the previous edition (fig. 6). Not only has
the existing data been expanded, a considerable amount of new data has been
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added. This additional data will facilitate the design of more cost effective
structures by eliminating conservativeness resulting from a lack of data.

The existing Manual is concerned primarily with the design of laced
reinforced concrete walls to resist the effects of close-in detonations. Some
data is included for the design of slabs to resist the blast effects of
intermediate &,Ad far range explosions. A well informed indivioual could adapt
and expand this considerable amont of data to other design problem. This new
vol•ws includes new design procedures to enable the not so nfomed individual
to prepare realistic and cost effective designs.

The new edition of the Manual provides a better estimate of the dynamic
capacity of both the concrete and reinforcing steel than the present Manual.
Based on recent research and testing, the dynamic increase factors for both
concrete and reinforcing steel are presented as a function of the actual
response of the structural elements as well as the values needed for design.
In addition, the static yield strength of the reinforcement is increased 10
percent beyond the minimum specified by the ASTM to account for the actual
strength steel that is furnished by the steel producers. Finally, the shear
capacity of concrete elements as presented in the current Manual has proved to
be conservative. Therefore, the new edition deletes the capacity reduction
factor applied to the shear capacity of concrete.

The design for close-in blast effects is concerned primarily with the
design of laced concrete elements. Laced concrete walls can be designed for
deflections ranging from small to larger to incipient failure conditions and
beyond to the design of post-failure fragments. However, for small
deflections (less than 2 degrees support rotation) procedures have been .
included for the design of slabs reinforced with single-leg stirrups rather
than lacing. This type of shear reinforcement will greatly simplify
construction and should result in considerable cost savings.

Conventionally reinforced concrete elements were not extensively treated
in the existing Manual. Only a limited amount of data was presented for the
"design of one and two-way elements. This new edition greatly expands this
data to include design procedures for slabs and walls of various support
conditions, as well as design procedures and deflection criteria for beams and
both interior and exterior columns. The design of slabs include not only one
and two-way slabs of various support conditions but also includes the design
of flat slabs. Also, when support conditions permit, tension membrane action
of the slabs is incorporated in the design. The inclusion of this membrane
actions permits the slab to attain relatively large deflections at reduced
strength and thereby resulting in substantial cost savings. -

The structural design for brittle mode response contains most of the data
from the previous Manual. However, prediction curves for the occurrence of
spalling of concrete is included. These curves will more realistically
predict the need for costly structural steel spall plates. In addition, the ___

structural behavior to primary and secondary fragment impact is expanded.

The new edition of the Manual contains a chapter on foundation design.
The data presented will enable the designer to predict the gross motion of -
structures subject to overturning. The structure motion is based on rigid
body motion to predict soil-structure interaction.
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*] q' The last portion of this volume greatly expands the detailing procedures
"i . presently incorporated in the Manual, The existing Manual rovides details

for lacmd construction. These details are expanded to include information
acquired from numerous construction projects. Detailing procedures are
provided for conventionally reinforced concrete, elements incorporating either
single leg stirrups or lacing, flat slabs, beams columns and foundations.

- h. Volume V - Structural Steel Design

The mechanical properties of structrual steel elements are presented in
this volume along with recommended dynamic design stresses and acceptable

m maximum displacement, and plastic deformations (fig. 7) within the broad range
* -of steel presently available. The structural steels for plastic design

covered by the AISC Specifications are reviewed with regard to their uses in
protective structures subjected to blast loads. The effects of rapidly
applied dynamic loads on the mechanical properties of steel as a structural
material are considered and these effects are related to the response of the
component elements of steel structures. Design concepts for blast resistant
steel structures are discussed in detail in order to provide the designer of
modern explosive facilities with an overall understanding of the modes of
failure of steel structures.

Procedures are presented for the design of beams and plates. These
design procedures include design for flexure, shear and local buckling of
elements including web crippling and lateral bracing. Procedures are
presented for columns and beam-columns (columns with axial and lateral load),

* blast doors and cold-formed steel panels.

A method for performing preliminary blast load design of structural steel
frames is presented. This analysis requires the determination of the flexural
"eapcacities of individual members. The analytical procedures can consider
both single and multi-bay arrangements for both rigid and braced frames.
Based on the results of the preliminary anaiysis, a final frame analysis can
be performed. Several computer programs are available to perform a
step-by-step numerical integration of the frames.

"-' A section is also provided which outlines methods of detailing
connections for structural steel.

The data presented so far pertains to steel structures subjected to
intermediate or low pressure ranges. Data is also presented for structural
steel which is located very close to the explosion where fracture design is
required.

"Volume VI - Special Considerations in Explosive Facili Design

This volume is divided into nine subsections, namely: (1) masonry design,
(2) precast concrete design, (3) special provisions for pre-en gineered
buildings, (4) suppressive shielding, (5) blast resistant windows, (6) design
loads for underground structures, (7) earth-covered arch-type magazines, (8)
blast valves (9) shock isolation systems (fig. 8). Each one of these
subsections is independent of one another and, therefore, could have been
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placed in separate volumes. However,, because the shortness of each section .

and in some cases incompleteness because of the reference to other Manuals, it '-"
was desired to combine these sections into one volume.

Masonry oe4sgn - This section describes the procedures for design of
masonry walls sujected to blast overpressures. Methods are included for
construction of blast resistant masonry walls. Included in the design
procedures are methods for calculating the ultimate strength of masonry walls
as well as resistant-deflection functions. Design criteria is presented for
allowable deflections. N;.

Precast Concrete Design - Described in this section are the procedures -

used for design of precast ements subjected to blast overpressures. Methods
are included for construction of precast concrete slabs, beams and columns.
The design procedures include methods for calculating ultimate resistance and
resistance-deflection functions as well as deflection criteria. Procedures
are presented for analyzing precast elements.

SSpecial Provisions for Pre-Engineered Buildin gs - Standard pre-engineered

buildings are usually designed for conventional loas (live, snow, wind loads,
etc.). Blast resistant pre-engineered buildings are also designed in the same
manner as standard structures. However, conventional loadings, which are used :.
for blast resistant design must be somewhat larger than conventional loadings
to compensate for the effects of the blast los. This section presents the
magnitude of these larger conventional loads as well as present details of
both the main frame members and foundations which must be incorporated into
the building design. Also presented is a recomimended specification for pro-
engineered buildings which are to be hardened. -

Suppressive Shielding - Presented is a summary of design and construction
procedu-•ees hic areoiu lined in the design Manual, titled "Suppressive
Shields - Structural Design and Analysis Handbook"(HNDM 1110-1-2). This
section describes the application of suppressive shielding as well as design
criteria and procedures. Methods of designing equipment penetrations through
walls as well as blast doors to be used with suppressive shielding are
discussed.

Blast Resistant Windows - Historically, explosion effects have produced
alrbone gqThss frapen ti-iom failed windows which are a risk to life and
property. Guidelines are presented for the design, evaluation and
certification of windows to safely survive a prescribed blast environment.
Design criteria is presented for both glazing and window frames. The design
procedures include a series of design charts for both the glazing and frames.

Design Loads for Underground Structures - This section is a summary of

the data presented In the design Manual, Fundamentals of Protective Design
for Conventional Weapons" (TM5-855-1). The data contained in this Manual
pertains primarily to effects produced by explosions on or below the ground
surface and the blast pressures they produce on below ground structures.
Procedures are presented for evaluating blast loads acting on the structure
surface as well as structure motions caused by explosions.

Earth-Covered Arch-Ty Magazines - This section deals with typical
earthK-coveied: gmaiihie iCh are used for storage of explosives. Included are
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requirements frboth metali arch and reinforced concrete arch magazines
including semicircular and oval types. Discussed are the investigations
performed in connection with magazines, design procedures, construction and

* .: standard designs.

it. beenShock Isolation Systems - Data presented for shock isolation systems has
been greatly expanded from that given in the present Manual. The data given
in the present Manual is basically qualitative rather than quantitative.
Although a full discussion of the subject is beyond the scope of the Manual,
an introduction to isolation system design is presented. Included are various
methods of achieving shock isolation for both equipment and personnel.
Typical designs for equipment supports are presented.

Blast Valves - This section discusses several types of blast valves that
are ailable commercially, including sand filters, hardened louvers and
poppet valves. Also presented are the advantages and disadvantages of blast-
actuated vs remote-actuated blast valves, the effect of plenum chambers, and a
sample set of specifications for the design, testing and installation of a
poppet valve.
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PEACEKEEPER QUANTITY-DISTANCE VERIFICATION PROGRAM
PART I

ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR
QUANTITY-DISTANCE EVALUATION OF

PEACEKEEPER MISSILES IN MINUTEMAN SILOS

Lt Steven F. Mattern
3Ballistic Missile Office

System Safety Division (AWS)
Norton Air Force Base, CA 92409

"ABSTRACT

An analytical and experimental progr-nm was conducted for the purpose of establish-

"ing quantity-distance (Q-D) criteria associated with an explosion of a Peacekeeper missile

in an operational Minuteman silo. The experimental program consisted of the detonation
"of high explosive charges within 1/10- and 1/4-scale models of a Minuteman silo , and a

*I 1000-lb TNT calibration test. Measurements were made of airblast overpressures and

fragment dispersion characteristics. The airblast measurements were highly successful
* with all of the pressure channels recording and providing good data. Color-coded

structural fragments were evaluated in terms of dimension, weight, number, and location
. 2 for the purpose of the Q-D analysis.

- INTRODUCTION

This paper is Part I of a two-part summary of the Peacekeeper Quantity-Distance
Verification Program briefed at the 21st DOD Explosive Safety Seminar. Part II is a

description of the technical and analytical investigations performed to support the

program (Reference 1). Additional information is contained in the final report of the Q-D p

"* study (Reference 2).

BACKGROUND

Upon the decision of President Reagan to base 100 Peacekeeper missiles in the

"Minuteman 319th and 400th Strategic Missile Squadrons of Wing V at F. E. Warren Air
Force Base, Wyoming, it became necessary to consider the implications of ar accidental

"explosion of a Peacekeeper missile in an underground Minuteman silo. For planning
purposes, the Department of the Air Force Inspector General established a Q-D estimate

- of 1750 feet from inhabited buildings (IBs). As a result, the Peacekeeper Program
. Marnagement Directive (PMD) No. 0075 (13)/64312F/L 1215, section 3a(l)(bXr), dated 14

September 1983, directs Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) to "Verify through analysis

and testing, the Q-D criteria established by HQ USAF/IG lor planning purp,.ses for
_ .- Peacekeeper in Minuteman silos."
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The Ballistic Missile Office (BMO) System Safety Division (AWS) developed a

Quantity- Distance Program Plan which established a test and analysis approach to :

confirm the safety separation distances for IB based upon requirements specified in Air

Force Regulation (AFR) 127-100. These requirements are the determination of the

ground range for essentially a peak overpressure level of I psi in comparison with the

"ground range for a hazard fragment density of one fragment per 600 sq ft having an

impact energy of 38 ft-lb or greater as associated with an in-silo explosion of a full-scale

missile or equivalent TNT charge. A net explosive weight (NEW) of 202,000 lb TNT

equivalence for the Peacekeeper missile was used in the test and analysis program as a

conservative upper bound which assumes full order sympathetic detonation of progressive

stages following the initiation of Stage Ill. This NEW had been derived by multiplying the

weight of all DOT Class 1.3 propellants (Stages I and II) by a factor of 1.20 and DOT

Class 1.1 (Stage I11) by 1.25, and taking a total sum.

OB3ECTIVES

The principle objective of the Quantity-Distance Verification Program was to verify

the adequacy of 1750 ft 1B as the Q-D for an explosion associated with a Peacekeeper

"missile within the Minuteman silo. This objective would be accomplished in the following

• , - two-fold manner:

a) Test Program. The objectives of the test program were:

* To provide experimental data as a basis for the verification of a Q-D
value of 1750 ft.

"- To evaluate the applicability of subscale testing toward full-scale testing
events.

* To obtain airblast measurements for scale model tests.

• To obtain debris/ejecta distribution data with respect co distance due to
an explosion within a scale model silo.

b) Analytical Program. The objectives of the analysis program were:

9 To develop analytical models to permit predictions of airblast and
debris/ejecta phenomenology associated w"t'; Wcdle model tests.

• To establish procedures for scaling test data.

* To evaluate scale model test data for the purpose of the verification of
Q-D criteria for a full-scale event.

* To establish modified Q-D in case 1750 ft proves inadequate.
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-t IllPROGRAM DEFINITION

I .iConsiderations were directed toward establishing a minimum test program adequate

for verifying the Q-D criteria. The tests are briefly outlined as follows:

a) Two 1/10-scale tests of steel structures scaled to volume and mass of a
Minuteman Wing V silo; explosive charge consisting of 202 lb of TNT; blast
measurements only.

b) One 1/4-s :ale tes-c of reinforced concrete structure with detailed representa-
"tion of a Minuteman Wing V silo; explosive charge consisting of 3156 lb of
TNT; blast and debris/ejecta measurements.

c) One 1000-lb TNT surface tangent sphere as a calibration shot; blast measure-
"ments only.

In the analysis program, attention was focused principally on three aspects; airblast

phenomena, structural fragmentation characteristics, and debris scaling procedures. The

airblast analytical model was calibrated by means of a calculation for a rigid silo

configuration similar to an analysis by S-Cubed of Albuquerque for DNA, and an analytical

determination of the blast effects associated with a selected previous experiment for

correlation with empirical results. Test predictions were developed for the airblast and

fragment distributions associated with the scale model tests. An evaluation was

performed of the Q-D corresponding to a full-scale operational event.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

"The Peacekeeper Quantity-Distance Verification Program was sponsored by the

Ballistic Missile Office (BMO/AWS) of the Air Force Systems Command, Norton Air Force

. Base, California. Technical assistance was furnished by two divisions of the TRW Defense

Systems Group, namely, the Ballistic Missile Division, San Bernardino, California, and

* .- Systems Engineering and Development Division, Space Park, Redondo Beach, California.

The Test Program zonductor and integrating contractor was the Structures Labora-

tory of the U.S. Army Engineers, Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Structural

"Mechanics Division (SMD), Vicksburg, Mississippi. Technical and field support was

furnished to SMD by WES Explosion Effects Division (EED), and WES Geomechanics

"Division (GD), Vicksburg, Mississippi, Field Command Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA),

Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, and Denver

Research Institute, Denver, Colorado.

"The Analytical Program was performed by TRW Defense Systems Group, Redondo

.* Beach, California.
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* *~ Figure I depicts the management structure of the Peacekeeper Quantity-Distance

a. Verif ication Program.

TEST DESCRIPTION

-a.The Q-D tests (QDTs) were conducted at the Permanent High Explosive Test Site
(PHETS), White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. Although alternative sites were
considered, the PHETS North Park area was selected due to its relative flatness and area :

of cleared real estate. It also possessed a water table of approximately 130 ft in depth so
* that interference with the test beds was of no concern.

PJO PROGRAM MANAGER-
IMAJ J.U6. HAMMOND j .

TRW ASSISTANT PROGRAM
MANAGER
ft. W. HARRIS

SMO PROJECT OFFICER
LT S. F. MATTERN

TEST PROGRAM CONDOUCTOR/ ANLTCAL PROGRAM AND
INTEGRAING CTECHNICRA L SUPPORT

WES PROGRAM MANAGER MANALYTCA PRORA
I. E. ALBRITTON 4 MANAUGERL

IDNA FIELD COMMAND DRI
MAJ M. EVINRUDE J. WISOTSKI

* [ ~~~SMR IWSG* [ 0. L. MEADOWS J. S. ZELASKO J

WES/ EED
L. K. DAVIS

Figure 1. Management Structure
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Test Articles

One-quarter scale construction drawings were prepared and furnished to WES/SMD by

TRW for the construction of the 1/4-scale test structure. Additional schematic drawings

were furnished for the fabrication of two 1/10-scale steel structures to be utilized in

i * QDT-I and -2. All test articles were constructed at the WES/SMD lab facilities at

Vicksburg, Mississippi and later transported to White Sands Missile Range for use in the -

2 _ :: QDT tests. , ..

One-Tenth-Scale Structure. The two 1/10-scale structures were a volumetric

representation of the Minuteman silo, constructed of steel plate with an overall length of

8 ft 2-3/4 in. In addition, the volume and configuration of the launcher equipment room

(LER) was modeled so the airblast exiting the structure would be correctly simulated. ,

Each structure consisted of a launch tube (LT), LER, and closure (Figure 2). Two

2'.7" DIA.

NATIVE

MATERIAL

RECOMPACTED
NATIVE MATERIAL

C.G.

179# PENTOLITE
CHARGE

(8.7" DIA 50")

DIA
*'. S *•

' 4-1/2' I 4-1/2'

S S •Figure 2. One-Tenth Scale Test Article and Test Bed Configuration
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.] complete 1/10-scale tests were performed to evaluate reproducibility and to provide a
.* !!statistical data base for scaling evaluation of airblast results of the 1/4-scale test. .

One-Quwter-Scaie Structre. The 1/4-scale Minuteman model consisted of three
structures: the LT, LER, and closure (Figure 3). The LT was an axisymmetric reinforced

concrete structure having an internal diameter of 3 ft and an overall length of 16 ft 6 in.

The addition of an lnw steel liner extended the overall length to I1 ft 9 In. The LER was
an asymmetric reinforced concrete structure with an inner steel liner having an internal

i -- diameter of 6 ft 3 in. and an overall length of 8 ft 1-1/2 in. The asymmetry was due to
* i• Tthe personnel access hatch (PAH) included in the LER. The closure was constructed from
"*i reinforced concrete in a pie pan container with a depth of 10.5 in. A 2-1/2-in. concrete

layer representing the upgrade to Wing V was placed on top of the closure and LER. It
• nshould be noted that all QDT testing was accomplished with the closure in place.

To aid in the identification of fragments, the test article was divided into regions
shown in Figure 4. Each region, during construction, was color-coded by adding concrete

dye to the concrete mix. This color-coding allowed for the determination of the regionsr
of the structure that represented the source of the debris collected at various locations

after the test.

Explosive Charges. The explosive charges selected for the tests were Pentolite 50/50
(energy density 13% greater than TNT) due to a higher reliability than TNT. The specified

179-lb charges for the 1/10-scale silo tests were cast in a single integral cyiinder made
from 16-gage steel plate to simulate the canister of the Peacekeeper missile. The
charges had a well in the center of the top of the cylinder to place the detonator. Charge
detonation was 0.4 ft below the top, which corresponded to the scaled depth of the center
of gravity (cg) of Stage I11. Each charge was 50 in. in length and 8.7 in. in diameter. For
each 1/10-scale test, the charge was suspended by a harness and cables in the LT with the
center of gravity of the charge was 58.2 in. below the ground surface. The charge cg,
depicted in Figure 2, represents the cg depth for the Peacekeeper missile propellants.

The specified 2,790-lb charge for the 1/4-scale test was cast in a single integral
cylinder made from 1/8-inch thick steel plate. The charge had a well point in the center
top of the container in which to place a detonator for firing. Charge detonation was 1 ft
below the top, and charge dimensions were 125 in. in length and 21.8 in. in diameter. The

charge was also suspended by a harness and cables with its center of gravity at a distance

of 159 in. below the ground surface (Figure 5).
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Site Layout. As noted previously, QDT-I, -2, and -3 were conducted at the PHETS,

North Park area of White Sands Missile Range (Figure 6). Site preparation was

accomplished as follows:

a) Field Preparation. The layout of the two 1/10-scale tests consisted of
utilizing the same ground zero (GZ) with two 350-ft radial lines cleared 900
apart, 100 ft in width (Figure 6). An 8-ft 2-3/4-in. hole, 9-ft sq was
"excavated at the GZ and the structure lowered into place. The backfill
"(native material) was compacted in 6-in. lifts to achieve the desired density.
The QDT-1 site was reconstituted after the test in preparation for QDT-2.

The instrumentation layout for the 1/4-scale test depicted inFigure7 shows
the three radials which were cleared 1200 apart out to 1750 ft. The radials
were cleared 100 ft in width out to 1000 ft and 50 ft in width from 1000 ft to
1750 ft. Circumferential radials, 25 ft in width, were also cleared at the
400-and 1000-ft range, 300 on each side of the 0, 120, and 2400 radials. The
test bed excavation, indicated in Figure 5, included an open pit which was
80 ft by 80 ft wide by 20 ft deep, with the sides having a one-to-one slope.
The final excavation was a 10 x 10 x 5 ft deep inner bed, making a total depth
of excavation of 25 ft. The LT was lowered into place and native material
was used to backfill in 2-ft lifts up to 12 ft. Simulated Wing V backfill was
then utilized and compacted to the required density up to the 15-ft 6-in.
level. Here the LT liner extension was welded into place and the LER
lowered into position with the PAH aligned to the northeast (1200 radial).
Backfill of simulated Wing V material continued to the 21-ft 6-in, level where
the track footing for the closure was installed and the three tracks grouted
into place. Backfill to ground surface was then completed.

b) Backfill Characteristics. QDT-I and -2 utilized the native materials exca-

-* vated fron the site for backfill, whereas QDT-3 was backfilled initially with
native materials and then finally with material that simulated that of Wing V
native soils of Wyoming and Nebraska. The WES/Geomechanics Division
analyzed core drillings of each of the 100 Wing V sites of interest and
provided a gradation curve which was used to blend materials to acceptable
limits to match that of Wing V. Once the backfill material had been blended
and was on site, bag samples were obtained from every 100 cu yd delivered,
for the purpose of several soil properties tests including uniaxial strain tests
up to 1 kbar as well as triaxial tests. Figure 8 shows the Q-D simulated
backfill within the acceptable limits established by the gradation specifica-
tion curves provided by WES/GD. In addition, a mixture of 3/4-in. particles
up to 12 in. were added to the blended material and represented 1/2% of the
total mass of simulated material.

c) Alrblast Instrumentation. The airblast instrumentation for each 1/10-scale
"test consisted of Kulite sensors along the centers of two radial lines
extending from GZ at 900 separation. There were 15 gages on each radial
(total of 60 gages for QDT- I and -2) extending over a range of 17 ft out to
530 ft from ground zero (Table 1).

Test QDT-3 and the calibration shot each had 45 channels of Kulite airblast
Sgages located along the centerlines of three radials extending from GZ at
1200 separation. There were 15 gages on each radial extending over ranges

iC -of 42 ft out to 1320 ft (Table 2).
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Table 1. Alrblast Instrumentation Table 2. Airblast Instrumentation
Locations for 1/10-Scale Locations for 1/4-Scale - "-

Tests on Each Radial Test on Each Radial

Distance Distance
Gage from GZ Gage from GZ
No. (ft) No. (ft)

BPI 17 BPI. 42

BP2 30 BP2 78

BP3 44 BP3 It0

BP4 52 BP4 130

BP5 65 BP5 160

BP6 82 BP6 200

BP7 100 BP7 250

BP8 130 BP8 325

BP9 160 BP9 400

BPIo 200 BPIo 500

BPI 1 245 BPI 1 610

BP12 295 BPI2 740

BP13 350 BP13 880

BPI4 430 BPI4 1080

BP15 530 BP15 1320

d) Passive Measurements. The passive measurements included the following
activities:

1) Seeded Ejecta. In order to determine the origin of natural missiles
impacting beyond the continuous ejecta region, the backfill and in-situ
soil in the expected crater area was seeded with artificial missiles along
the northeast radial. Two types of artificial missile3 were used. One-inch
cubes of colored plastic, each stamped with an identification number,
were placed in vertical sand columns. Aluminum cubes measuring 1, 2, 4, .
and 8 in. on a side, each containing identification numbers, were buried at
15 locations along the northeast radial, before and during placement of
backfill soil around the silo. Each cluster contained sixteen 1-in., eight
2-in., four 4-in., and two 2-in. cubes.

2) Plastic Witness Sheets. Plastic sheets measuring approximately 10 x 10 ft 9
in area (100 sq ft) were installed on the ground surface at selected
locations in all ejecta/debris survey areas for use in determining missile
impact densities. They were spaced in groups of three at intervals of
125 ft out to a range of 1000 ft, and then placed in pairs at intervals of
250 ft out to a range of 1750 ft. In addition, collector sheets were
located at 100 intervals around each survey ring.
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3) Ground Survey. Immediately after the test, a survey was made of --
ejecta/ciebris fragmtnts located on witness sheets, lying within the three
survey sectors and two circumferential rings to reco,-d location, color,
weight, and number. The search for seeded missiles was concentrated In K&?
the survey sectors and circumferential rings. The survey of structural
debris was limited to fragments having a maximum dimension of at leastL
1/2 in. .Ki

e) Photography. Video and Hulcher film photography were obtained for the two
1/10-scale test , whereas QDT-3 had both documentary photography and ,

high-speed motion pActure photography. The camera coverage for QDT- 34
included the initial rise and growth of the crater mound, early trajectories of
material thrown out by the detonation and impact of eiecta/debris pieces.
beyond the continuous ejecta field. Table 3 describes the camera coverage
and locations. Figure 9 depicts camera stations and field of view for each
camera.

Table 3. Camnera Requirements for Peacekeeper Ovme-Qtarter--Scale Te.ý-

AlmISM NWbrinps oma HV Rt Point
Camera FOy o~raine Remo- Ezposm Time RagX

NO. __ __________ Purpose Format _______ Rae lt S Elevation

1 3714 Initial silo Fastax 11 25' x 33' 6000 2"0 0.1 0.6 0 X 8'
breakup (ambient) 16mm VNF

2 3715 Initial ejecta Photosonic "5'~x 375' 64.0 4", 0.1 30 0 Xc 150'
par imeters 70mm VNF

3 3716 Initial ejecta Photosonic 750' x 750' 60.0 8" 0.1 30 3 X 300'.
parameters 70mm VNF

4 3717 Ejecta impact Photosonic 190' x 180' 60.5 2"0 0.1 15 80'S it 80' ,
parameters 70mm VNFI

5 3718 Ejecta impact Photoson ic I801 x 180' 64.0 2"1 0.1 I5 80'NE x 80'
parameters 70mnm VN'T

6 3719 Ejecta impact Photosonic ISO' x IS0' 63.9 2" 0.1 15 250'S x 80'
parameters 70mm VNF

7 3720 Ejecta impart Photosonic 180' X 180' 62.3 2"t 0.1 I5 420'S x 80'
parameters 70mm V NF

8 3721 Initial silo Nycam 25' x 33' 6000 2"1 0.05 0.6 0 X 8'
16mm IR EKTA

9 -- Ejecta. impact Locam 150' x 200' 48 - 0.1 45 SGZ
along 00 radial 16mm VNF

10 3712 Ejecta impact Photosonic 180' x 180' 63.0 2"1 0.1 15 5901S X 80'
parameters 70mm

11 3723 Ejecta impact Phorosonic 180' x 180' 61.0 2"1 0.1 15 760'S x 80'
parameters 70mm VNF

--2 Ejecta impact Locam 150' x 200' 48 - 0.1 45 SGZ
along 1200 radial 16mm VNF

13 3725 Ejecta impact Photosonic 180' x 180' 63.4 2"' 0.1 15 250'NE x80
parameters 70mm VNF 0
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TEST RESULTS

The schedule for the Q-D test program was as follows.,

Test Date
QDT- 26 2anuary 1984

QDT-2 01 Febtuary 1984
QDT-3 29 March 1984

Calibration 07 March 1984-

Airblast Measurements

The airbiast measurements were highly successfui. All of the 150 pressure channels
recorded and provided good data. The original test program incorporated only two 1/10-
scale tests and the 1/4-scale te!~t. During the course of the test events, it became
apparent that the resulting peak overpressurf levels were censiderabiy iower than had
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rI originally been anticipated. Therefore, it was considered advisable to conduct a
S-calibration shot in order to evaluate the reliability of the sensors and recording equipment:

as a total integrated system.

One-Tenth Scale Tests

The actual explosive charges for the 1/10-scale QDT-l and -2 tests consisted of

"172 lb of Pentolite 50/50. A brief summary is given in Table 4 of the peak pressure,

positive duration, and arrivel time data as a function of range.

The surface wind velocities as measured in close proximity to the instrumentation

trailer were essentially zero at shot time for both tests, with measurements of meteor-

ological conditions indicating wind velocities increasing with altitude up to the order of

several miles per hour at heights of about 200 ft for QDT-I and 1000 ft for QDT-2.

The average crater dimensions for QDT- I were 12.9 ft radius and 8.3 ft deep,

whereas the corresponding dimensions for QDT-2 were 12.3 ft radius and 7.6 ft deep.

None of the QDT- 1 test structures were observed within the apparent crater. However, a

piece of the QDT-2 launch tube remained in the crater after the explosion.

* •:•"One-Quarter Scale Test __

The actual explosive charge for the 1/4-scale QDT-3 test consisted of 2685 lb of

Pentolite 50/50. A summary of the peak pressure, positive duration, and arrival time as a

function of range is shown in Table 5. Surface wind velocity as measured near the

instrumentation trailer at shot time was 10 mph in a direction of 1100 azimuth relative to --.

True North. The average crater dimensions were 23.7 ft radius and 10.0 ft depth. Upon

inspecting the crater, it was apparent that none of the strcture remained in the test bed.

It appeared that c.ripfc:ie detonation of the explosive charge had occurred.

Calibration Shot

The QDT-3 calibration shot consisted of a tangent sphere of 1017 lb of TNT located

at the GZ of the QDT-3 test bed which had been reccrnskituted prior to the calib-_,i.

test. A summary of peak overpressure, positive duration, and arrival tinie u-'_ iss

presented in Table 6. Wind velocity at ground surface was approximately I mph at ý.!ro

time.
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Table 5. QDT-3 Alrblakt Test Results

, kRdia! NE Radial NW Radial

Range P"e Poative Arrival Peek Positive Arrival Ptak Positive Arrival
0(fr" Ptesvwt Duratio Time Presure Duration Time remsure Duration Time

(Psi) (Alsec) (Maec) (WOi (anC) (misc) (Pei) (misc) (misc)

42 13.8 11.9 20 13.1 13.8 22 11.4 11.8 24

* .78 6.68 15.7 45 5.17 15.7 49 6.25 15.7 49

110 3.53 19.7 70 3.32 21.6 74 4.07 20.7 66

130 3.06 21.6 85 2.78 23.6 91 2.82 21.6 9316 2, 11 22. 116, , ,
16 .02 23.6 112 1.83 24.6 16 1.96 2. 1

200 1.14 23.6 10 1.16 25.6 149 1.71 23.6 149

250 1.21 27.8 189 0.94 27.6 193 1.09 24.6 191

325 0.S7 31.5 258 0.66 29.5 260 0.64 25.6 258

400 0.57 33.5 324 0.46 31.5 324 0.60 27.6 324

500 0.4i 35.4 414 0.45 33.5 416 0.50 29.5 416

6 61G 0.28 37.4 514 0.27 35.4 514 0.28 31.5 510

740 0.23 39.4 631 0.20 36.4 630 0.33 32.5 626

S8RO 0.17 41.3 758 0.16 37.4 756 0.26 34.4 741

1080 0.12 43.3 941 0.12 38.4 935 0.21 36.4 918

1320 0.0 45.3 1158 0.11 39.4 1141 0.19 37.4 1143

Structural Debris

Table 7 presents a summary of the number of concrete fragments located within the

South, Northeast, and Northwest radials from ranges of 125 to 1000 ft. No fragments

were observed within the respective radials for ranges of 1000 to 1750 ft.

It was originilly assumed that the proposed distribution of debris collector pads of

10 x 10 '.t dimension would yield sufficient data for analysis of the QDT-3 results and

scaling to a full-scale event, However, immediately following collection of zhe witness

sheet data, it became apparent that the observed total of 853 fragments would be

inadequate to afford a reasonable data base for the statistical analysis. It was estimated

"that this number of fragments represented perhaps less than 1% of the total number

expected for an event of this nature. It would appear that application of small sample

statistics would have been required which was considered unsatisfactory for the purpose
intended.
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Table 6. Calibration Shot Airblast Test Results

S Radial NE Radial NW Radial ,.

Range Peak Positive Arrival Peak Positive Arrival Pek Positive Arrival(feet) Pressure Duration Time Pressure Duration Time Pressure Duration Time(psi) (msec) (mWec) (ps) (moec) (msec) (sii) nuec) (msec)

42 89.0 16.7 5.9 91 ---- ---- 78 15.7 7.9
78 17.3 18.7 25.9 16 18.7 23.9 16ý5 18.7 25.9

110 8.5 23.6 47.9 8 25.6 47.9 8.8 23.6 47.9
130 6.4 27.6 62 6.3 29.5 62. 6.2 28.5 63.9
160 4.3 30.5 85.9 3.7 31.5 85 3.8 30.5 85.9

"200 2.5 32.5 120 2.7 33.5 120 3.6 33.5 120
250 2.8 36.4 162 2.1 36.4 162 2.14 36.4 160
325 1.8 41.3 226 1.34 40.4 226 1.05 40.4 224
400 1.09 44.3 294 0.93 43.3 290 1.05 42.3 290
500 0.78 47.2 382 0.75 45.3 380 0.71 44.3 378

610 0.62 49.2 480 0.54 48.2 476 0.55 48.2 476
740 0.46 51.2 598 0.40 50.2 592 0.47 51.2 592
880 0.38 53.1 724 0.33 52.2 718 0.37 53.1 718

1080 0.285 55.1 904 0.26 55.1 898 0.26 56.1 898
:1:m 1320 0.195 57.1 1122 0.27 57.1 1114 0.21 58.1 1114

A second debris collection effort was initiated covering specific regions of
50 x 57.5 ft dimension (area of 2875 sq ft) located on the right of the centerline of the
cleared areas of the three radials. An additional group of 424 fragments were recorded by
this means. At this stage, the total of 1277 fragments was still considered inadequate.

As a third collection effort, the entire left segments of the three radials were covered,
wherever possible, which yielded another increment of 3455 fragments. The total of 4732
fragments was then considered to be a reasonable statistical sample.

The total collection area covered in the process was about 190,000 sq ft, which

represented 6.2% of the circumferential area between radii bf 125 and 1000 ft. To a first '-

order extent, assuming azimuthal symmetry, it is estimated that a total of 4732/0.062, or

76,300 fragments, were projected within the ranges covered by the debris collection.

A considerable data reduction effort was instituted toward determining a set of
debris characteristics in relation dimensions, weight, and color for a large fraction of the
fragments collected.
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Artificial Missiles

The post-shot survey data indicated that the longest range missile was an 8-in. cube

originally in a cluster buried 0.5 ft, at a range of 6 ft from GZ, which traveled to range of

340 ft from GZ. While many of the longer-range missiles may have rolled a short distance

after impact, the cubic shape of the missiles was selected (In part) to minimize roll, so

the surveyed positions of the missiles should not be much more than their ballistic travel

distances. The influence of missile size on mean deposition range was evident for those

missiles originally located near the surface or close to the silo. The smaller cubes tended

to have shorter mean ranges than larger cubes in the same cluster due to air drag effects.

"* More information on the artificial missiles can be found in the final report (Reference 2).

Soil Ejecta

The soil ejecta attributed to the backfill gradations were limited principally to ranges

of the order of 200 to 300 ft. Results of this nature appear reasonable based on the

* relatively low launch velocities and launch angles associated with the explosion configur-

ation.

Strain Gages

Of the 16 strain gages originally positioned in the main QDT-3 structure, 15 recorded

during the test. Because strain gages cannot accurately record strains of more than about

5%, the only information gleaned from the resulting records was the times at which

certain events might have occurred. The failure times of the entire set of strain gages

were found to be within a range of 0.7 to 2.1 ms.

Technical Photography

Of the 13 motion picture cameras installed to photograph debris ejection or impact,

12 operated successfully. The camera which failed to operate was the one installed to

obtain high-speed closeup IR photography of the initial venting of the explosion.

Unfortunately, the initial silo breakup designed to be captured by the camera with frame

* . speed of about 6000 frames/sec, using normal film, was largely obscured by the emerging

fireball. Other cameras provided excellent coverage of the early velocities and angles of

. large fragments immediately following exit from the expanding dust cloud.

Since the impact ranges of silo debris along the radial survey areas could not be

"predicted exactly, camera coverage was extended to a range of 510 ft along the northeast
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radial and 680 ft on the south radial. Excellent photographs were obtained of the terminal

balist.cs of debris impacting out to a range of about 600 ft.

A sequence of photographs of the QDT-3 explosion is shown in Figure 10 with a

designation of the ,respective times. The dust cloud reached a maximum diameter of

about 100 ft in approximately 0.3 sec, and a maximum height of about 300 ft within a

period of L.S sec.

O
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PEACEKEEPER QUANTITY-DISTANCE VERIFICATION PROGRAM
PART H

- -' TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF QUANTITY-DISTANCE CRITERIA
FOR PEACEKEEPER MISSILES IN MINUTEMAN SILOS

Dr. Benjamin Sussholz
TRW Defense Systems Group
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

ABSTRACT

A summary is presented of the results of an analytical and experimental program

directed toward verification of the quantity-distance criteria associated with an acci-

*f dental explosion of a Peacekeeper missile in a Minuteman silo. Evaluation of airblast

scaling characteristics corresponding to 1/10- and 1/4-scale model tests indicated the

applicability of cube-root scaling for in-silo explosions. Structural debris from a 1/4-scale

test of a Minuteman silo were analyzed for fragment dimensions, shape factors, and
density variation with range. Procedures for debris scaling from the 1/4-scale test data

_ to a full-scale event were developed consisting of a statistical simulation technique and a

- trajectory limitation approach. Scaling evaluations were performed to determine

appropriate quantity-distance values for airblast and fragment hazards corresponding to a

"full-scale event.

INTRODUCTION

An analytical and experimental program was conducted for the purpose of establish-

ing quantity-distance (Q-D) estimates associated with an explosion of a Peacekeeper

"missile in an operational Minuteman silo. Aspects of the Peacekeeper Quantity-Distance

"Verification Program, such as background, program definition, program management, test
description and test results are discussed in Part I of a two paper presentation (Refer-

ence 1). Results of the analytical and experimental evaluations are summarized in the
present paper as Part II. A detailed discussion of the entire program is presented in the

final report of the study (Reference 2).

The experimental program consisted of the detonation of high explosive charges
within 1/10- and 1/4-scale models of a Minuteman silo. The analytical program was

oriented toward evaluation of the scale model test data, development of scaling

procedures and establishing Q-D ranges for the airblast and hazardous fragment
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phenomena corresponding to a full scale event. The principal objective of the study as

noted in Part I was to verify the adequacy of 1750 feet as the quantity-distance for the

Peacekeeper system.

The evaluation of Q-D estimates was governed by the following basic criteria:

Airblast - Peak overpressure level of I psi.

Fragments - bensity of 1 per 600 sq ft with impact energy of 58 ft-lb or greater.

AIRBLAST PHENOMENA

An analytical effort was initiated to determine the airblast characteristics associated

with in-silo explosions corresponding to the 1/10-scale tests, QDT-I and QDT-2, and the

1/4-scale test, QDT-3. Computations were performed with the CSQ II hydrocode

developed by Sandia Laboratories/Albuquerque which can treat detonation of high

explosives such as Pentolite and TNT. Equations-of-state for high explosives, and other

materials including soil, concrete, and air, are available in the code. Results of the

calculations incorporated response characteristics of the silo structure and surrounding

soil.

Estimates were established of the internal blast loading history which were applied

toward a structural fragmentation analysis. Calculations of energy distribution as a

function of time indicated that the energy in the Pentolite charge had been reduced by

"* K about 65% within a period of approximately 6 msec, with predominant absorption by the

concrete and soil in relatively equal proportions with only a few percent being transferred
to the air. Results for calculations of the closure-on and closure-off configurations were

similar. Within this time frame, the silo launch tube had expanded to about eight times

its original volume.

It is of interest to note that detailed comparisons of the overpressure contours for

the 1/10- and 1/4-scale calculations for the closure-on configuration indicated excellent

agreement in overpressure amplitude and spatial extent, where the 1/10-scale time and

• -distance parameters were scaled by a factor of 2.5 to afford a common frame of

reference.

Although the 1/4-scale test was conducted with the closure on, the detaile~d analysis
: I Iof the overpressure distribution out to the I psi level was performed for the closure-off

configuration. The reason for this approach was that certain difficulties developed in the .0
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analysis of the surface venting process for the closure-on configuration due to limitations

on the gas diffusion characteristics through mixed cells, i.e., zones in the mesh where gas

and solids are both present. The ciosure-off configuration did not present these

difficulties and, as stated above, produced results in substantial agreement with the -

closure-on configuration.

Because of a computational time constraint, the calculation for the 1/10-scale was

terminated at t = 2.4 msec after detonation. The computer running time was such that it 9

appeared advisable to revert to the 1/4-scale calculations prior to completion of the
* - •1/10-scale analysis. The objective was to ensure adequate time for development of a

* pretest prediction of the ground range to a peak overpressure of I psi for the 1/4-scale

test.

As far as can be judged from the analytical results covering the extent of parallel

calculations for the 1/10-scale and 1/4-scale cases and evaluation of the nature of the

computer program, it appears reasonable to conclude that cube root scaling would be
inherent in applications to any scale level.

Pretest predictions for the 1/4-scale test indicated that a peak overpressure of I psi

would occur at a ground range of 202 feet. hA.

"DEBRIS SCALING METHODOLOGY

Significant aspects related to development of a debris scaling methodology are

* assiciated with fragment properties such as number, size distribution, shape factors, drag
coefficients, density variation and impact energies. In addition, specification is required

of equations of motion to permit determination of fragment propagation character istics.

Impact Energy Considerations "

For the full-scale quantity-distance estimates, it is required that the fragment
density not exceed ! per 600 sq ft for fragments with impact energies equal to or greater

than 58 ft-lb, Assuming ballistic trajectories, calculations were made for fragn ents of

' -.. various sizes in, order to determine a lower bound in principal fragment dimension which .
" *•"would exhibit an impact energy of 58 ft-lb or greater for a broad spectrum of launch

velocities and launch angles.
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The equations of motion were as follows:

I CDpaA fNf7 2j
" -g 2  v

SCDPa A 17 2

"2 PcV /

where y vertical component of motion

x horizontal component of motion

g = acceleration due to gravity

CD = fragment drag coefficient

" Pa density of air

Pc = density of concrete

A = fragment cross-sectional area during flight

V fragment volume

* o,',•.•As a frame of reference for fragment parameters during the pretest analyses, the .. '*-

results of the Distant Runner Test Program (Reference 3) were assumed as applicable.

Event 5 of the program involved the simultaneous detonation of 48 Mark 82 bombs

(explosive weight of 9168 pounds TRITONAL) inside a full scale, reinforced, concrete-

Shardened aircraft shelter of approximately 185,000 cu ft volume. The concrete debris

data were evaluated as to shape and number/size/weight distributions. The shape factor

relating the debris weight with a length dimension (or an area) was found to be B = 0.44

for the function:

M BpcL 3 = Bpc A3 / 2

where the drag area is assumed equal to L2. The ratio of area to volume is therefore
given by:

A I
V - BL - 0.44L
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This value for A/V was substituted into the equations of motion such that ballistic
trajectories were dependent on only two variables, namely, principal fragment dimension

L and drag coefficient CD.

The debris analysis for Distant Runner was limited to fragments with weights equal

to or greater than 0.3 pound, which corresponds to a value for L of 2 inches. It was of

interest to determine whether this size limitation for full-scale debris distributions woiild

also be applicable for the range of velocities and angles under consideration in the present

study.

A comparative plot is shown in Figure 1 of impact energy versus maximum range for

fragment lengths of 1.75, 2.00, and 2.25 inches subjected to launch velocities ranging from

100 to 900 ft/sec and launch angles from 5 to 95 degrees with respect to the horizontal.

These curves correspond to a drag coefficient of 0.5. For a fragment size of 2.25 inches,

most of the contours correspond to impact energies greater than 53 ft-lb. A similar set of

contours for a drag coefficient of 1.0 indicate that the minimum fragment length would

be 2.50 inches.

It is estimated that the drag coefficients for the broad spectrum of expected

fragment shapes and tumbling characteristics would generally fall between the values of

0.5 and 1.0. Therefore, it appears reasonable to conclude that limiting the full-scale

fragment lengths to 2 inches and greater would assure that exceedance of the impact

energy criterion of 58 ft-lb would automatically be satisfied and would not require any

further consideration. Based on the assumption of geometric scaling, the fragment

measurements associated with the 1/4-scale test were limited to principal dimensions of

"1/2-inch and greater. In addition, a lower bound to fragment weight was assumed to be

0.3/64 = .0047 lb or 2 gin, where 0.3 lb corresponds to a 2-inch fragment and 2 gm to a

1/2-inch fragment.

One requirement of the analytical program was to develop a theoretical debris

scaling model which would relate results from the one-quarter scale QDT-3 data to the

required full-scale debris distribution estimates. Two approaches were developed, one

governed by a statistical simulation technique, and the other by a trajectory limitation

technique. These methods appeared to offer independent procedures toward establishing

"reasonable bounds for full-scale debris criteria. A description of the two methods follows.
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Figure I. Fragment Size Limitation for Impact Fwnergy Criterion, (Continued)

Statistical Simulation Method

The procedures associated with the statistical simulation technique are illustrated in

Figure 2. The basic steps are summarized as follows:

* Estimate fragment length categories, size gradient, and total number.

*a Establish a band of launch velocities and launch angles of interest and identify
appropriate probability factors for various combinations of velocity i.•nd angle.

a Compute maximum fragment ranges based on ballistic trajectories for respec-
tive length categories, launch parameters, shape factors, and drag coeffi-
cienti,

* 1Determine the number of fragments in each length ca, tgory b.y the summation
of weight factors associated with the specific velocity and angle combinations.

* Tabulate the maximum ranges for each individual length category within
progressive range segments of equal increments.

* Assess the total number cf fragments in each range segment by application of
the designated weight factors.
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a: . Calculate the fragment density distribution as a function of range.

"R Repeat set of calculations for each length category for a fragment dimension
. "of 4L.

E Evaluate the debris scaling factor (DSP) which is determined as the ratio of
ranges for a debris density of I fragment per 600 sq ft for the L and 4L cases
(scaling approach A of Table 0).

* The statistical simulation method was applied to 12 different cases In order to

evaluate the sensitivity of the debris scaling criteria to variations In various parameters.

Assumptions for the respective cases and associated analytical results are shown In

Table 1.

For launch velocity and angle combinations, two types of distributions were assumed,

namely:

1) Uniform Distribution - Equal probability of occurrence of any combination of
velocity and angle values from the set of Vo = 100 to 1000 ft/sec, in
Increments of 100 ft/sec, and 0o = 45 to 85 degrees from the horizontal, in
Increments of 5 degrees.

ll 2) Skewed Distribution - Weighted probability of occurrence of velocity and angle
S• .combinations as shown in Panel 3 of Figure 2.

*Jr •'•With reference to the drag coefficients, a value of either 0.5 or 1.0 was applied. For
• ",the number gradient parameter, a range of values of 3/8, 1/2, and 2/3 was covered, which

. corresponds to a measure of the relative occurrence frequency for successive length

1 .. categories such as L and L + 1/4-inch.

1 . Three scaling approaches were applied as denoted by A, B, and C in Table ;. For

,. 1. scaling approach A, a ratio was taken of the 1/4-scale and full-scale ranges in each case

corresponding to a debris density of 1 per 600 sq ft.

.* .The procedure 'for scaling approach B was to determine by trial and error a debris

density for the 1/4-scale case designated by X2 , such that if the associated range is

"multiplied by A the result would be the same as the full-scale range for a density of I per
600 sq ft.

; The third technique, designated as scaling approach C, consists essentially of

determining the range for the 1/4-scale analysis where the fragment density is 16, and
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multiplying this range by J"I or 4 to determine a full-scale range corresponding to a
density of I per 600 sq ft. This approach Is related to standard procedures of geometric
scaling which Is readily recognlted as conservative since the drag effects are non-linear

as the fragment sizes are scaled by a factor of 4.

The purpose of evaluating the relative merits of scaling approaches A and B was to

determine whether either method reflected a parameter that was relatively Insensitive to
the broad varlatlons In analytical assumptions. The standard deviation of the values for
approach A was about 6% from the mean, whereas, for approach B, the standard deviation

*was approximately 12%. It appears that approach A Is somewhat more favorable and,

therefore, was selected as one of the methods for Icallng the 1/4-scale test results.

As a representative example, the analytical results for Case I I are shown in Figure 3.

"For a density of I per 600 sq ft, the calculated 1/4-scale and full-scale ranges are 750 and
1310 feet, respectively. The associated debris scaling factor for scaling approach A is,

"therefore, 1310/750 or 1.73. For the case of scaling approach B, the 1/4-scale range for a

* density of 4.5 per 600 sq ft, where X2 4.59, Is 616 feet. Multiplying this range by a

X value of 2.12, one finds 616 x 2.12 = 1307 feet, or estentally equivalent to the

analytical result of 1310 feet. The full-scale range obtained by scaling approach C is 2016
"feet, which Is 53% greater than the calculated range, Indicating a high degree of

conservatism by this type of approximation.

The parameters corresponding to Case 11 were a reasonable representation of the
b debris characteristics associated with the 1/4-scale test, and, therefore, a debris scaling

factor of 1.75 was assumed for the quantity-distance scaling evaluation.

During the course of the study, a comprehensive effort was initiated to determine

appropriate drag coefficients for the fragments of Interest. High speed photography for
the 1/4-scale test indicated substantial tumbling among fragments of all sizes. A

literature survey yielded considerable data for drag effects associated with constant

cros-.-sectional areas for bodies of various shapes; however, there appeared to be no

s ,:information regarding tumbling fragments. Discussions with several sources indicated a

' consensus that the drag effect for a tumbling fragment was most probably comparable to
that of a sphere. Therefore, for the purpose cf the study an assumption was made to

- apply scale factors based on a drag coefficient of 0.5 toward development of Q-D

estimates.
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Trajectry Umitatlon Tedctlque

The trajectory limitation technique for debris scaling Is based on an evaluation of the

"ratio of the maximum ranges of fragments of various 1/4-scale dimensions and corre-

sponding full-scale dimensions for similar launch parameters.

The initial approach in development of the method considered determination of a

range multiplication factor for each of the respective length categories and scaling the

1/4-scale range for each fragment to its appropriate full scale range. After converting all

of the QDT-3 debris data in this manner, an analysis could be performed to determine the

full-scale range for a fragment density of 1 per 600 sq ft.

A family of coartours is shown in Figure 4 representing the results of ballistic

trajectory calculations for launch velocities of 200 to 1000 ft/sec and lauwch angles of 3

to 85 degrees associated with several fragment lengths. These curves were developed on

the basis of the QDT-3 shape factors after evaluation of the test data. A pretest set of

"curves based on the Distant Runner shape factor were applied initially toward develop-

S •. ment of the trajectory limitation method. The rationale is similar although the scaling

parameters are different for the two shape factors.

In Figure 4(a) the abscissa scale indicates the maximum range RI for a I-inch

fragment, and the ordinate scale represents the ratio R4/RI of maximum ranges for 4-

inch and 1-inch fragments when subjected to the same set of launch parameters. A

ra4 .similar family of contours is depicted in Figure 4(b) for comparison of the response

characteristics of 2-inch and S-inch fragments. For these calculations, the drag

coefficient was assumed to be 0.5.

With reference to Figure 4(a), it appears that, encompassing all launch parameters,

i an upper bound in scaling from ranges for 1-inch fragments to ranges for 4-inch fragments

"would be to multiply the 1/4-scale ranges by a factor of 2.24. In essence, application to

QDT-3 would mean multiplying the range observed for each I-inch fragment by this factor

in order to establish the appropriate range for a corresponding 4-Inch fragment from a

*i full-scale event. The value of 2.24 was selected for X since A2 has an integral value of 5

for the 1/4-scale density per 600 sq ft. For the case of scaling from 2-inch to 8-inch

fragments, the associated range multiplication factor corresponding to an upper bound

criterion is also approximately 2.24 as determined from the curves presented in Figure

"4(b).
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Table 2 presents an evaluation of R4L/RL for various lengths corresponding to a drag

: v'.:<., coefficient of 0.5. It appears that a single value of about 2.24 would encompass all cases

" of Interest and establish an upper bound for a spectrum of launch velocities up to 1000

ft/sec. Based on the convergence of the contours In Figure 4, the value of 2.24 would be

applicable within a few percent to higher velocities.

Table 2. Upper Bound Range Multiplication Factors

Fragment Length
(In.)

1/4 Scale Full scale

0.30 2 2.36

0.75 3 2.24

1.00 4 2.22

1.50 6 2.21
. 2.00 8 2.18

Average 2.24

For the application of a single range multiplication factor covering all fragment

dimensions of Interest, a considerable simplification occurs In the scaling of QDT-3 data

to full scale. The procedure in this event Is to consider 2.24 as equal to A , as defined for

the statistical simulation method. Determine the range for the QDT-3 debris density
*- distribution corresponding to a density of 5 fragments for 600 sq ft, and multiply this

range by 2.24 to obtain the required full-scale range for a density of I per 600 sq ft.

Figure 5 illustrates the set of procedures associated with the trajectory limitation

method. A representative scaling example Is shown in Panel 3 for the case of A = 2.
Since the area increases by a factor of 4 as the range is doubled, It Is necessary that the
1/4-scale density be 4 per 600 sq ft to result In a full scale density of I per 600 sq ft.

TEST DATA ANALYSIS

The quantity-distance test (QDT) program consisted of two 1/10-scale and one 1/4-

scale tests. A net explosive weight of 202,000 pounds of TNT was assumed for the
S"-Peacekeeper missile propellants. The specified Pentolite charge weights for QDTo I and

QDT-2, the two 1/10-scale tests, were equivalent to 202,000/(10)3 or 202 pounds of TNT.
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Figure 5. Debris Scalirj Procedures for
Trajectory Limitation Method

For QDT-3, the 1/4-scale test, the Pentolite charge was equivalent to 202,000/(4)3 or

3156 pounds of TNT. Blast measurements were made on all tests, whereas debris/ejecta

data were acquired only for the lI'4-scale test.

A comparative plot of peak overpressures versus range is presented in Figure 6(a) for

the following data:

a Average values of QDT-I and QDT-.2 peak overpressures with associated
ranges scaled to QDT-3 ranges by multiplication by the scale factor of 2.5.

* QDT-3 test results.

* QDT-3 analytical prediction.

It is evident that cube root scaling of peak airblast overpressure is readily applicable

between the 1/10-scale and 1/4-scale events. This conclusion is substantiated for other

aiiblast parameters such as positive duration and arrival time by the data comparisons
presented in Figure 6(b). Comparison of airblast waveforms on the basis of scaled time

and range also indicated good agreement.
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Although the analytical curve Is somewhat lower than the test data, the agreement Is

considered good, since it was anticipated that the predicted peak overpressures would be,.,

lower due to a rounding of the sharp shock front caused by the computer zoning process

inherent in th finite element method. The analytical curve predicted a ground range of
202 feet for an overpressure level of I psi. The QDT-3 data in Figure 4(a) Indicates a

ground range of 270 feet for the same overpressure of 1 psi.

The blast pressure data for QDT-3, plotted in Figure 7(a), indicates a divergence at

the lower pressure levels among the data from the NW radial as compared to the results

for the S and NE radials. Thi3 effect is attributable to the wind bias at surface elevation.

The wind velocity was about 10 mph downwind as the airblast wave propagated along the

NW radial, and thereby enhanced the pressure amplitude, whereas for the S and NE
radials, the wind velocity was about 5 mph in a direction opposite to blast propagation

causing a pressure reduction.

At shot times, the ambient pressures at the test sites were generally about 12.5 psi.
The average elevation of the 100 'Wing V Peacekeeper sites of interest is about 5100 feet,

which is quite comparable to the test site elevation of approximately 4900 feet.
Therefore, it was concluded that the test data would be directly applicable to an

"operational event without requiring a correction factor for ambient pressure differences.

A calibration shot consisting of a surface burst of a 1000-pound tangent sphere was
conducted for the purpose of evaluating the reliability of the QDT sensors and recorders

as a total integrated system. This test was conducted at the same ground zero as QDT-3;
permitting utilization of the same blast gage array. Excellent agreement Is observed
between the recorded blast data and the pretest predictions (solid curve) as shown in

Figure 7(b).

A comparison is shown in Figure 7(b) of the curve for the 1000 pound TNT surface
burst and the contour obtained in Figure 7(a) from the QDT-3 test results. The two

curves are parallel for pressure levels of 10 psi and less, indicating that one can

approximate the QDT- 3 contour by means of a surface burst of an equivalent TNT charge.
47 • Based on cube root scaling, the equivalent charge is estimated to be given by

1000 (270/422)3 262 pounds. The actual QDT-3 test charge was determined to be 2685

"pounds of Pentolite with a TNT equivalence of 3034 pounds. Therefore, the relative blast

efficiency of the QDT-3 explosion as compared to a surface burst was 262/3034, or 8.6%.

.6%
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SoU Eefct

Fragments resulting from an In-silo explosion Include structural debris and soil

ejecta. Basic sources of soil ejecta are boulders, rocks, and pebbles, Inherently
characterlstl: of the Minuteman Wing V sites of Interest, and large earth clumps that may

evolvt as a result of the natural cementation and cohesiveness of the soil particulate.

Backfill specifications for the 1/4 scale test site were based on a direct simulation of

soil conditions at operational sites using gradations, density and stress-strain properties.
SSince the precise soil coheslvity representative of media surrounding Wing V silos could

not be reproduced, estimates of size, number, and trajector•es, as related to large earth

clumps, were developed primarily on the basis of an analytical evaluation.

Test results Indicated that the soil ejecta attributed to the backfill material were

limited principally to ranges of the order of 300 feet or less. Results af this nature
appear reasonable based on the relatively low ejecta launch velocities (< 250 ft/sec) and

launch angles (SO degrees) associated with the explosion configurations.

I The gradations of the Q-D soil were interided to be similar to the operational site

characxeristics and, therefore, the ejecta sizes should be the same for the full-scale event :,• ,

as compared to the QDT-3 distribution, with the number of ejecta in each size category
being enhanced by a factor of 64 for conservation of mass. Since the maximum QDT-3

*/ range for the ejecta was about 300 feet, a range of approximately 300 feet was evaluted

for a density of I per 600 sq ft for the full-scale in-silo explosion with higher fragment

densities at closer ranges. This conclusion is predicated on the assumption that the launch

velocities and launch angles are similar between the 1/4-scale and full-scale events. It
appears, therefore, that soil ejecta will not be of major significance toward quantity-

distance considerations.

With reference to the possible occurrence of large earth clumps due to the natural

cohesiveness of the soil particulate, an upper bound evaluation indicated that, for a full-
scale explosion, the range to a fragment density of I per 600 sq ft, was estimated to be
approximately 1600 feet. The analysis associated with this result was based on the
assumption that 10% of the soil fractured like rock. The value of 10% is considered to be

highly conservative, perhaps by an order of magnitude, and was applied for the purpose of
determining an upper bound estimate of safe distance for earth clump3 for comparison
with the ground range of 1750 feet of Interest. It appears reasonable to conclude that the
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Impact of earth clumps in the evaluation of quantity-distance for a full-scale event is

-negligible.

Structural Debris

"As a frame of reference for Ohe following anelysis, Table 3 presents a summary of the

a. number of concrete fi agments located within the S, •ME, and NWV radials from ranges of

125 to 1000 feet. This set of data is also presented In Part I as part of the test results.

The variation of QDT-3 debris density with azimuth at a range of 400 feet Is plotted

in Figure 8. It is quite evident that the density distribution is approximately skew

"symmetric in the direction of the NW radial due to the effect of the wind velocities at

shot time. The surface wind velocity was 10 mph in an azimuth direction of 110 degrees

relative to true North.

In, consideration of the impact on drag effects, a question of particular significance Is

the nature of the shape factors for the QDT-3 fragment distribution. As noted earlier the

§2 drag effects are dependent on the ratio A/V in the equations of motion.

Since photographic data indicated that tumbling was quite typical for most frag-

ments, an average cross-sectional area was assumed to be given by the following relation:

"IL

A = (LIL2 +LIL3 +L2L3)

where L1 is the principal dimension and L2 and L3 are the other two dimensions measured

orthogonally. The area shape factor was designated as 03 and defined by:

The volume of the fragment was determined by the weight divided by the density of
coticrete. The volume shape factor was designated as a and defined by:

"Ia

V*1
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As a representative example, the mass distribution for 796 one-inch fragments
C(L 1 I in.) is plotted In Figure 9. The average volume shape factor, p, is determined to
be 0.17. This value Is significantly lower than the uniform value of 0.44 for all fragment
lengths reported for the Distant Runner test data (Reference 3). The average QDT-3
weight for a 1-inch fragment was 6.5 gm, whereas a value of 16.7 gm would correspond to
the Distant Runner shape factor.

110

60-

150
30 

I

30-

20

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is
FRAGMENT WEIGHT (GRAMS)

Figure 9. QDT-3 Mass Distribution for I-Inch Structural Fragments

Similar evaluations were performed for fragments of other principal lengths. The

data were analyzed to determine the variation of shape factors a and I) with length. A
plot is shown in Figure 10 of a and av/0 as a function of principal fragment dimension L.

Over the range of fragment lengths of 1/2 inch to 8 inches, the value of a//i decreased 4.

.4i--P
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from 0.44 to 0.17. In the equatjon of motion, the factor A/V would be represented by
I /(o P)X. Therefore, the drag of an 8-inch fragment would be reduced only by a factor
of about 6, relative to drag for a 1/2-inch fragment, as compared to a reduction by a
factor of 16 for the case of constant shape factor. The higher drag effects for larger
fragments result In lower maximum ranges In the analysis for a full-acaie event.

A possible explanation for the difference between the QUT-3 "n Dista&nt Runner
share factors is that more forceful shattering effects occurred on the reinforced concrete
during QDT.3 where the charge density relative to test volume was about 12. lb/cu ft as
compared to the Distant Runner density of 0.05 lb/cu ft or a ratio of about 230. The
QDT-3 Internal piessure lovels on various structural elements were of the order of
thousands of psi and greater, whereas the Distant Runner levels were in the range of tens
of Pjsi. The highly nonllnear reflection coefficients for shock waves contributed to a
greater Onhancemunt of the loading effects during QDT-3.

E stimates were establ'shed of the debris density per 600 sq ft a, a function of range
for the composite set of data covering the S, NE, and FM radials and for the NW radial
separately. The estimate for only the NW radial datU constitutes an' assumption that this
extreme distribution is representative of the total area In all directions and, therefore,
corresponds essentially to a conservative upper bound value. A plot of the density data
for fragments with principal dimension 2 1/2 inch is presented in Figure I I as a function
of range, with the following exponential functions developed on the basis of a least

• squakues fit.

6.3 (1 R

S, NE, and NW radials: NI/ 4 = 812

• " i '-7 .6 l - 9

NW radial only-, NI/ 4  . ( 96)

where NI/ 4 is the QDT-3 number of fragments per 600 sq ft and R is the range in feet.
The range corresponding to a density of I per 6C0 sq ft is 812 feet for the first relation

and 8% feet for the second relation.

A structural fragmentation analysis was performed which yielded estimates of the
fragment distribution for the QDT-3 test. There was good correlation between predic-
tions and test results for both small and large fragments. For the case of small fragments

- -.4 . _4....
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a density of I per 600 sq ft was predicted at a range of 721 ft. Evaluation of the test data

Indicated the range to be 812 ft.

Evaluation of QDT-3 results indicated that most small fragments appeared to come
from Interstices between the large fragments at the time they separated, with relatively
small contributions from surface spalling and scabbing. Sizes of the small fragments were
related to the rebar spacing and aggregate size. As an upper bound for the scaling of
small fragments, it was estimated that, due to the impact of strain rate scaling, the
number of fragments, No, observed for QDT-3 may be doubled with geometric scaling of
each fragment dimension by a factor of 4.

QUANTITY-DISTANCE EVALUATION

Airbiasi.

Results of the data analyses indicate that cube root scaling for alrblast effects is
readily a&plicable over the domain of the 1/10-scale and 1/4-scale experiments. The
analytical predictions for the QDT-3 test were in agreement with the experimental
results, with the associated computer model inherently reflecting cube root scaling for
"events of any scale magnitude. As far as can be judged from analytical and experimental

'. results of the present study, it appears reasonable to conclude that the cube root law
would be applicable for scaling of the data from the small scale tests to a full-scale
event. The ground range to I psi for QDT-3 was 270 feet, it is, therefore, estimated that
the quantity-distance for airblast overpressure would be 4 x 270 feet or 1080 feet for a
full-scale explosion.

The predicted alrblast pressure distribution was based on a closure-off analysis
whereas QDT-3 was a closure-on experiment. The good agreement between analytical and

l .test data appears to Indicate a high proba bility that the presence or lack of the closure
"would yield similar airblast results for a full-scale event. It appears reasonable to
conclude that the major causes for the lower ground ranges of the present study, as

ii compared to early estimates, may be attributed to the energy loss to the flexible walls
! i and surrounding mediumt and to the reduction in early gas pressures by expansion into the

LER cavity at the top of the silo launch tube.

Structwal Debris

Scaling of the QDT-3 data for the S, NE, and NW radials by the statistical simulation
* 1.~method is represented by the plot of Figure 12(a). For a constant value of No, the full-

scale range to a density of 1 per 600 sq ft is estimated as 812 feet (1/4-scale range)
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mrnultiplied by 1.75 resulting In a value of 1421 feet. As an upper bound, the fuil-scale
range corresponding to a total ftagment number of 2 No Is 901 feet multiplied by 1.75 or
1577 feet.

A similar evaluation based on the trajectory limitation method Is shown by the plot of
Figure 12(b). For a fragment total of No, the 1/4-scale range for a density of 5 per 600 sq
ft is 604 feet, so that the full-scale range to a density of I per 600 sq ft is, therefore, 604 x
2.24 = 1353 feet. For the case of 2 No, the full-scale range is 694 x 2.24 = 1554 feet.

The preceding results correspond to scaling of the QDT-3 data on the basis of the
debris distribution for thi S, NE, and NW radials. The same set of calculations was

performed for the data based only op the debris distribution for the NW radial as a means
* of establishing upper limits to the full-scale ranges.

A summary of the scaling evaluations is presented in Table 4. It is recognized that
there are various uncertainties associated with each full-scale. range In addition to
relative degrees of conservatism. It appears reasonable to assume that the average of all
of the values, including the highly conservativep represents an upper bound of the required

.. quantity-distance estimate. This average value, as given In Tabie 4, is 1567 feet.

Table 4. Full-Scale Quantity-Distance Estimates for Structural Debris

I Full
Debris Total Fragments QDT-3 Scale
Scaling QDT-3 Fragment per 9OO Range Scale Range
Method Radials Number ft' (ft) Factor (ft)

Statistical S, NE, NW No 1 812 1.75 1421
Simulation

2No 1 901 1.75 1577

NW No 1 896 1.75 1568

2No 1 977 1.73 1710

Trijectory S, NE, NW No 3 604 2.24 1353
Limitation

2No 5 694 2.24 1554

NW No 3 706 2.24 1581

2No 5 790 2.24 1770

Average
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

.,I

Results of the study are briefly summarized as follows:

e Airblast

1) The alrblast data for the 1/10-scale and 1/4-scale tests verified appli-
cability of cube root scaling.

2) Excellent agreement between test data and prediCteons for the calibration
shot validated the reliability of the alrblast measurements.

3) Analytical predictions for the 1/4-scale test were In agreement with test
data.

4) The ground range to a peak pressure level of I psi for the 1/4-scale test
was determined to be 270 feet with a corresponding full-scale value
estimated as 1080 feet.

* Soil Ejecta

I) The ejecta distribution for the l/4-scale test extended out to relatively
limited ranges.

2) The Impact of ejecta on quantity-distance considerations was considered
to be negligible.

e Structural Debris

1) There was good correlation between predictions of structural fragmenta-
tion and test results.

2) Geometric scaling of fragment dimensions was considered applicable to a
full-scale event.

3) An increase in total fragment number by a factor of two was estimated as
an upper limit for a full-scale explosion.

4) An upper bound of the required quantity-distance was determined to be
1567 feet.

It is readily apparent that structural debris is the governing hazard as related to
determining quantity-distance criteria. Based on the analytical and experimental results

of the present study, it is concluded that the adequacy of 1750 feet for the quantity-

distance for the Peacekeeper system has been verified.
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ADDENDUM

During a presentation to the Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board
(DDESB) In 3uly 1994 regarding results of the Peacekeeper Quality-Distance Ver|ficatlon
Program, an Interest was expressed in determining the sensitivity of the Q-D estimates to
variations in the drag coefficient parameter from 0.5 to 1.0. An evaluation was
performed indicating that the average fuli-scale range corresponding to a drag coefficient

of 1.0 was 1644 feet, which is a factor of only 4.9% greater than the value of 1567 feet

established for a drag coefficient of 0.50. Details of the analyses are presented in the
"following discussion.

A comparison is shown in Table A-I of the upper bound range multiplication factors
that were developed on the basis of the trajectory limitation approach for drag

coefficients of 0.5 and 1.0. The average value of 2.29 determined for a CD of 1.0 is a
factor of 2.2% greater than the value of 2.24 associated with a CD of 0.50. •.. -

Table A-I. Upper Bound Range Multiplication Factors for CD = 0., and 1.0

.4Fragment Length RIhL/RL
* (in.)

1/4 Scale Full Scale Co= 0.5 CD =.0

"0.50 2 2.36 2.41

0.75 3 2.24 2.28

1.00 4 2.22 2.26
1.50 6 2.21 2.25

2.00 8 2.18 2.23

Average 2.24 2.29

A calculation was performed for Case 13 based on the statistical simulation tech-
nique with the following assumptions: (a) skewed distribution for launch velocities and
angles, (b) QDT-3 shape factors, (c) fragment size gradient of 2/3, and (d) drag coefficient
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of 1.0. These parameters are similar to those of Case 11 In the study except that the drag

--. , coefficient is 1.0 instead of G.5. Results of the analysis for Case 13 are presented In
"*" Table A-2 In comparison with the associated data for the other 12 cases.

The. debris scaling factor based on the ratio of full-seale range to 1/4-scale range at a

density of I per 600 sq ft was evaluated to be 1.90 for Case 13 as compared to 1.75 for

- .Case 1, or an enhancement by about 8.6% for an Increase In CE from 0.5 to 1.0.

Tables A-3 and A-4 present Q-D estimates based on CD values of 0.5 and 1.0,

t- respectively. The average full-scale range for CD = 0.5 was determined to be 1567 feet,

whereas the corresponding value for CD = 1.0 was evaluated as 1644 feet. The difference

- of 4.9% indicates that (-D estimates are relatively insensitive to drag coefficient

parameters.

*1.-
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Taile A-3. Full-Scake Quantity-aista Estm ,,mates-.7 -/'- Based an a Drag Coefficient of 0.5 - -,-,

'a,. I-.Full
TDebis Total Fragments QDT. 3 scale

Scaling Fragment 1per M0 Range Scal RA
- NMeth~od iRadkb 'mber u2 (f t) Factor (' .

Statistical S, NE, NW No 1 812 1.75 1421
Simulation

2No 1 901 1.75 1577

NW No 1 896 1.75 1568

2No 1 977 1.75 1710

Trajectory So NE, NW No 5 604 2.2. 1353
Limitation 'oJ64 .. 3

________ 2N o 5 694 2.24 1554

NW No 5 706 2.24 1581

2No 5 790 2.24 1770

Average _ 1567

' .4.: - . .,, . .

• Table A-4. Full-Scale Qiantliy-Distance. Estimates
Based on a Drag Coefficient of 1.0

Debris Total Fragments Q[IT-3 scale
Scaling QDT-3 Fragment per 600 Rnge Scale Rarge
Method Radials Number ft2  (fte Factor (ft.)

"Statistical S, NE, NW No 1 812 1.90 1543
Simulation

2No 1 901 1.90 1712

NW No 1 896 1.90 1702

S2No 1 977 1.90 1856

"Trajectory S, NE, NW No 5.24 598 2.29 1369
Limitation

2N0  5.24 688 2.29 1575

NW No 5.24 701 2.29 1605

'"._ _2No 5.24 782 2.29 1791

. Average 1644
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V. .M T.XIMIL U

This report was developed in support of the Chemical Researoh and Developo nt
Center (CRDW) Muiiary Construo•ion, Army (MCA) Program and the CRDC Minor
Construotion Progrsm. Althoug It addrsses man of the health and safety
aspects ot a safety programn for renovation or' demolition ot faoilities
oontaminated with obenioal agent, this publication cannot be all
encompasing. 3upplementary and/or specifio guidanoe in owtained in the
selected references.
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1. Introduotion. The requiremnts for developing and implementing a system
safety program are contained in MIL STD 882B, System Safety Program
Requirements, 30 Mar 1984. This system safety program was used to develop the
safety requirements for renovation and demolition of facilities.

The principle objective of a safety program for renovation and demolition
operations with facilities contaminated with chemical agent is to insure
safety, consistent with mission requirements, is incorporated into the
operations. All hazards that may be encountered during the operations must be
identified, evaluated and eliminated or controlled to an aooeptable level.

This report outlines the major health and safety oonsiderations that maust be
addressed during the renovation or demolition of a chemical agent contaminated
faoility.

These safety provisions were developed by analyziag the renovation and
depolition operations to identify potential hazardous conditions. Pertinent
standards, specifications, regulations, training manuals, field manuals, and
other related documents were reviewed to assist in specifying operational
requirements. The general operational safety requirements were to:

a. Eliminate identified hazards.

t• b. Control or minimize the hazards to personnel, equipment, or facilities
that cannot be avoided or eliminated.

o. Isolate hazardous substances and operations from other activities,
personnel and areas.

d. Avoid undue exposure of personnel to physiological and psyoholog-oal
stresses which might cause error or mishap.

e. Consider alternate approaches to minimize hazards that cannot be
eliminated. Such approaches include protective clothing, equipment and
devices.

f. Design operation to minimize risk created by human error.

g. Include warnings and caution notes for hazardous operations and
provide instructions and distinctive markings on hazardous components,
equipment, or raoilities for personnel protection when the hazard cannot be
eliminated.

*: 2. DISCUSSION.

2.1 Extent of Contamination

The areas of the f&oilitiSe and pieces of equipment located in
facilities that are potentially contaminated with chemical agent must be
identified. Preliminary information on the extent and type of contaminant can

*•. be obtained from historical records of facility use. Atmospheric monitoring
can be performed to confirm the presenoe or absence of ohemical agent.

1270
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2.2 Hazards Information.

The hazards information on chemical agents that may be encountered when
working in contaminated or potentially contaminated areas must be provided to
the workers. Chemical agents are grouped according to their use, their
physiological actions and their physical and chemical properties. Permissible
Exposure Limits (PELs) and Time Weighted Averages (TWA) have been established
for some chemical agents. Personnel working in these areas shall not -'
intentionally be exposed to concentrations exceeding the time weighted ""
averages.

2.3 Work Zones.

The cardinal principlo to be observed in any location or operation
involving toxic materials is to limit the exposure to a minimum number of
"personnel for a minimum time, to a minimum amount of the hazardous material
consistent with safe and efficient operations.

Work zones and support areas should be established to contain
contamination within the smallest area possible and to protect workers and
other personnel from exposure to contaminants. Appropriate personal
prot.c tive equipment shall be required for all persons for the area or zone in
which he or she is working. These work areas must be clearly defined and
access limited to only authorized personnel who have received appropriate"safety training.

Contaminated areas and equipment (rooms, cubicles, hoods, ductwork)
must be identified by a sufficient number of hazard signs or markings. The
signs must indicate the presence of chemical agent and stipulate that entry
into the structure or areas is restricted to authorized personnel. These
signs/markingb must be prominently placed on all structures, in all areas and
on all equipment which is contaminated. These signs/markings must remain in
place until complete decontamination has been certified.

2.4 Personnel Protective Practices.

A personnel protective practice training program for employees engaged
in these operations must be established. All employees must receive training,
prior to the beginning of these operations, in the following:

a. Information about the effects of the agents and recognition of

expo.ure symptoms.

b. First-aid and self-aid procedures.

"c. Hazards involved in the operation.

d. Emergency procedures.

"e. Operating procedure to include safety requirements.

f. Personnel decontamination procedures.

'* 1271
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All employees should also take part in an on-going program of instruction
w•iah will include:

a. Techniques of wearing, adjusting, and oaring for the protective
clothing.

b. Use of first aid equipment.

a. Recognition of signs and symptoms of agent exposure.

d. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation, first-aid and self-aid.

e. Emergenoy procedures.

f. Decontamination procedures.

"2.5 Protective clothing.

If the chemical agent hazard in the facility cannot be eliminated,
alternate approaches such as protective clothing and equipment may be used to
"minimize the hazards to personnel. The protective clothing selected must be
capable of protecting personnel from chemical agent oontaminttion which may be
present in each area. Therefore, the type of protective clothing must be
determined for each operation based on the hazards expected to be encountered.

The US Army Materiel Command (AMC) provides guidance in selecting the
appropriate protective clothing in AMC Safety Regulations for th specific
chemical agent. If military type classified protective clothing is selected
to provide protection from chemical agent contamination, it must be worn,
handled, decontaminated, laundered, inspected, maintained, tested, stored and
issued in accordance with all regulations, technical manuals (The), and field
manuals (FMs) and other ralated documents on the equipment. A separate area
should be established where protective clothing will be laundered, inspected,
"tested and issued. Specific testing apparatus, such as the Q79A1 leak tester
may be required to be used to leak test item of protective clothing.

If respiratory protection in required for certain operations, a
program for selection, use, inspection, testing, and maintenance that complies
with TB Med 502 must be established. This program must include:

a. Selection of the appropriate respirator for the conditions of
employment,

b. Fitting and training the wearer in the use and care of the device and
the means by which it gives protection,

c. Establishing a faoility for the issue, testing, and organizational
maintenance of serviceable respiratory protective equipment in acoordance with
the current supply and maintenance guidance for the equipment.

2.6 Workplace atmospheric monitoring.

A workplace atmospheric monitoring program to monitor worker exposure
to potential chemical agent contamination must be established. A Quality
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"Control Program must also be established to ensure the results are accurate.

Where feasible, monitoring of work areas where unprotected personnel
perform duties will be accomplished with equipment that has the capability to
detect and alarm at low level concentrations (usually the TWA) of the chemical
agent.

"Detailed records of the results of monitoring in support of operations
will be collected daily, and will be maintained as permanent files (40 years)
at the installation. Monitoring records will be identified by date, time,
type of agent, and physical location, and will also include a daily record of
personnel entering the building/area.

"2.7 Decontamination and Disposal.

All material demolished and removed must be decontaminated. Methods
and levels of decontamination are contained in regulations, THa and FMs
depending on the chemical agent contamination present. Areas that are
expeoted or known to be contaminated should be decontaminated, and certified ,.

by the user to the xxx level of decontamination. -

"Appropriate tests must be used to assign a level of decontamination.
"The levels of decontamination may be:

"or "X" - A single "X" indicates the level of decontamination is unknown

or is contaminated to the extent that vapor concentrations from the contained
" item exceeds a certain concentration.

"XXX" - Three "X's" indicates that the item has been surface
'a,. decontaminated by locally approved procedures, contained, and that appropriate

tests or monitoring has verified that vapor concentrations above a certain
concentration do not exist.

"XXXXX" - Five X's (5X) indicates that the item is clean and may be
released from Government control without precaution and restriction. This
level must be certified by the Commander's designated representative.

Specific forms and/or physical markings should be used to identify
decontaminated equipment, materials and facilities.

Prior to release of contaminated facilities for non-related
operations, the facilities must be certified to the 3X level of
decontamination.

2.8 Medical and First-Aid Requirements.

Medical support including personnel, facilities, equipment and
services for the treatment of chemical agent exposures must be provided. This a.

"medical support must include:

"a. Preplacement, periodic, and termination medical evaluations for
"er,ch person who is to work with chemical agent contaminated material and -

equipment. The scope of the medical examination, and frequency of periodic ",-
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tests, such as blood oholinesterase) are speoitiad by the USA Health Services
Command and the AMC Surgeon General.

b. Observation at the end of each working day of eaoh person working
in a chemical agent contaminated area, for evidence of possible exposure to
chemical agent.

'a._. Emergency response equipment must be immediately available at the
* location where operations are conducted. This equipment should include:

a. a vehicle that can be used as an ambulance,

b. a communioations system which can be used to summon aid,

o. appropriate decontamination materials,

d. a supply of clean water for decontamination purposes,

e. appropriate first aid equipment, instructions, and supplies.

All personnel engaged in these operations must be furnished a medical
identification card (a bracelet is optional). Personnel may be requested to
carry this information on their person during off-duty hours. A system must
be established to ensure appropriate response during non-duty hours foremergency medical information, advice, or assistance.

2.9 Equipment and tools.

All tools and equipment used in disassembly, handling or disposal of
chemical agent contaminated material must be identified by a permanent marking
system that cannot be removed during chemical agent operations,
decontamination, or maintenance. These items must be stored separately from
tools that have not been used in chemical agent operations. These tools and
equipment must not be released from Government control unless they are
decontaminated to the 5X level.

Records must be maintained li3ting all equipment that was used in
chemical agent operations and is placed on stand by ti.tatus, removed, and
saved for future operations, or is converted to use in other operations.
These records must identify the contaminating agent(s), the decontamination
process used, and the methods and results of analyses ised to confirm the

* effectiveness of the decontamination.

2.10 Job Hazard Analysis.

A job hazard analysis should be conducted for all chemical agent
operations and revised whenever there is a change in production, process or
control measure. A written record of the job hazard analysis should be made
and maintained as a permanent record. Results of the ana;.Lysis should be used
to develop the safety requirements for the operation.
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2.11 Standing Operating Procedures.

Standing operating procedures (SOP) for operations with contaninated
equipment mand facilities must be dsveloped, and approved by the Cowmnig
Officer of the installation before operations begin. The SOP shouli inulude:

a. step-by-step instruotinn to perform the work,

b. safety requirements,

o. personal protective olothing and equipment,

d. personnel limits.

The SOP must be posted at the work site. No deviation fro~m this
procedure is permitted without approval of the Commanding Officer.

2.12 Hazardous Area Work Permits.

,I,'

* A hazardous area work permit system may be Used to apply the health
Sand safety controls for operations. This permit system can identify:

a. the nature of the operations,

b. the extent and location of the ohemical agent contamination,

a. all applicable safeguards,

r d. all medical/first aid requiremenU for the job, and,

e. the nales of all medically cleared personnel who will be performing
the operations.

2.13 Safety Inspection of Worksite.

The renovation and demolition operation worksite must be inspected at
least annually. More frequent inspeotioio should be made for operations
involving special hazards. The Standard Army Safety and Occupational Health
Inspection procedurs3, which were established by the Department of the Army$
must be followed. These inspections Must be conducted by qualified military
or civilian safety and health professionals. Written reports of the results

- of these inspections, ciin hazards, safety management deficiencies, and
recommending corrective action(s) Must be kept.

2.14 Accident Investigation and Reporting.

All atcidents reoaultieg in injury, occupational illness, or property
damage must be investigated, analyzed, reported, and/or recorded.

Chemical accidents and incidents must be reported telephonically
within three hours of detection. A follow-up electrically transmitted message
must be sent no later than 24 hours after the accident or incident. The
following information is required in this report:K 1275
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Date and Time of Event,

Looation,

Quantity and type ot weapon(s) or oontainer(s) and chemical agent(s),

I% Description of property damage and personnel casualties,

Type of carrier, if one is involved,

Type uf operation,

Description of the event,

Whether a weapon or container burned, detonated (to what degree), or
was exposed to fire,

Details of an existing chemical hazard or oontaminattion, or
explanation of cirouastanoes/oonditions requiring emergency disposal,

Condition of chemioal weapon or oonbainer,

Whether a news release was given to the media,

Measures taken to ensure oafety and security,

Any other pertinent information, including cause factors, if known, 13
decision making process for determining the necessary corrective or emergency
action, and any possible political implications,

Corrective actions recommended, or method of disposal and earliest

date which disposal will be accomplished, if appropriate,

Asiustance required.

".5,,. 3. CONCLUSION:

A project to renovate or demolish facilities contaminated with chemical
agent must ens.Are that safety is incorporated into the operations. This
report outlined these major health and safety considerations.

* -. 1276
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DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL DECONTAMINATION TECHNIQUES
"FOR CHEMICAL AGENTS (GB, VX, HO),

CONTAMINATED FACILITIES
Contract DAAK11 -81 -C-)1O1

Edward R. Zamejc and Eugene J. Mezey
Battelle Columbus Laboratories

wi th
UNITEO STATES ARMY

Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency
Project Officer, Andy P. Roach

1.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the United States Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency's
* -ll (USATHAMAI) mandates is tn develop new, improved and cost effective procedures

for the decontamination of facilities utilized for chemical warfare agent
;l -•:.'• (GB, HO and VX) manufacturinV, or testiig. Facilitias of concern include the

contaminated buildings dnderground and ab'ive gound storage tanks, reaction
". .., vessels, sumps, piping and other operationally related strkictures.

l.1 Scop of Vork

Facility decontamination involven decontamination nf the expnsed
surfaces of the mnaterial as well as agent which has peneti-ated the surfa':es
into cracks, pores or crevices. The only currently apprevej method of decop-
taminating materials involves maintaining the materials at a temperature of
1000 F for a period of 15 minutes.* Materials exposed to 5vch co,,ditions are
described as having been decontaminated to the SX condition ond hre defined as

* OARCOM-R 385-102 "Safety Regulation for Chemical Agents GO and VX", May"" 15s, 1981.

DARCO9-R 385-31 "Safety Regulations for Chemical Agents H, HN, and HT",
April 1979.
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, , suitab~e for unrestricted use by non-qualified government or private users.
The expense and time required to accomplish such a decontamination scenerlo

for useful buildings would be immense. As such, alternative novel decon-

tamination concepts which Would not require dismantling of a contaminated
ifcility and which would result in a 5X decontamination status (or its

equivalent) without incineration represents a potentially large cost savings

to the Gover.ment.

1.2 The 5X ON)i lemma"

A dilaoma in the identification of any novel, non-incineration de-

contamination concept arises because of the fact th&t the desired level of

decontsmination specified is defined as the 5X condition. Since the 5X

"condition is an operational r~ther than an analytical definition, it does not
"provide a means to analytically evaluate the relative efficacy of novel decon-

tamination concepts either in the preliminary screening or in subsequent
laboratory testing. In fact, there apprears to be little experimental docu-

mentation that the 5X condition actually accomplishes total decontamination,
although our study indicates that such a conclusion is appropriate at least in

the case of surface decontamination. So that we might have a more tangible

criterion upon which we could evaluate novel decoitaminatlon concepts, we

elected (in agreement with USATHAMA) to define the reduction of contamination
to a level below that detectable by state-of-the-art analytical techniques*

as constituting a successful decontamination.

1.3 Program Outline

The program tr tievelop novel decontamination concepts is divided

into three phases.
* Phase 1. Identify, rank order and select concepts for laboratory

evaluation (Completed).
- Phase 2. Experimentally validate selected concepts and recommend a

concept(s) for field studies (In progress).
o Phase 3. Implement concept(s) on pilot-scale demonstration in the

field (Future).

* See Federal Register Vol. 45, No. 209, pg. 71304, para. 644.519.
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The results from the first phase and progress made during the second
*": phase are briefly discussed in the following sections.

-2.0 PHASE

*, In Phase 1, Ideas were systematically developed into concepts for

decontaminating buildings and equipment. The 56 concepts, categorized into
non-destructure thermal methods, chemical methods, extractive methods and

abrasive removal methods, are listed in Table 1. These concepts were defined

and evaluated in relation to the following criteria:

* Safety
Se Damage to Building

e Penetration Depth

0 Applicability to Complex Surfaces

o Operating Cost

" Capital Cost
* Waste Treatment/Recovery Cost

', Destruction Efficiency

The concepts were rank ordered and ieveral of the most promising

concepts were selected for a preliminary engineering/economic analysis.

Finally, eight concepts were selected for further evaluation in Phase 2.

"These were:
e Hot Gases

: Freon 113 Vapor Circulation

* Steam
e Flashblast

e NH3 Gas

, MEA

o OPAB

, NH3/Steam
t3
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TABLE 1. COEPTS FO AENT DECOTAMTIO

44 4

,-• L !,CHEMICAL PHYSICAL/ETe MlgTI

,:.OCTYL PYRIDINIUM 4.ALDOXIME BROMIDE ((]PAll) SURFACTANTS*,•i2 TABLSECIPPABO COATET A

Co- VAPOR CIRCULATION
4 i .SUPEATROPICAL BLEA:H (SIR) SOLVENT CIRCULATION

ALL PURPOSE DECONTA1INANT (APD) SUPERCRITICAL FLUIDS
MO0NOETHANOLAMINE ULTRASONIC EXTRACTION
GAMMHA RADIATION
NITRIC ACID
"AMMONIUM HYDROXIDE PHYSICAL/ABRASIVE
HYPOCHLORITES
DANC HYDRI.LASTING
GASEOUS AMINES ACID ETCH
CHLORINE SANOBLASTING
STEAM DEMOLITION
"AMMONIA/STEAM VACU-BLAST ING

'' ' PERCHLORYL FLUORIDE CRYOGENICS
GERMAN EMULSION SCARIFICATION
HYDROXAMIC ACIDS ELECTROPOLISNING
SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION DRILL AND SPALL
DIMETHYLSULFOXIDE
MACROCYCLIC ETHERS
PROPIONYL FLUORIDE THERM4AL
PHENOLS/rCATECHGLS
CARB3NATE/BICARSONATE SOLUTIONS FLASHBLASTING
CHLORITE SOLUTIONS HOT PLASMA
CHLORINE DIOXIDE MICROWAVE HEATING
NITROGEN TETROXIDE FLAMING
BORON TRIFLUORIDE HOT GASES
OZONE SOLVENT SOAK/BURN
"SULFUR DICHLORIDE INFRARED HEATING
UV/OZONE CARBON DIOXIDE LASER
ULTRASONIC DECOMPOSITION ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE CONTACT HEATING
COPPER LIGANDS
VANADIUM CATALYZED HYDROLYSIS
ANTHRANILIC ACID-SILVER COMPLEXATION
MAGNESIUM HYDROXIDE IMPREGNATED ALUMINA
COMPLEXATIOM WITH MOLYBDENUM LIGAND
PTRBORATES
MICROBIAL DEGRADATION
PERMANGANATE SOLUTIONS
ENZYME PROTEINS

* •SODIUM SULFIDE
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J iiIn Phase 2, which is ongoing, knowledge gaps relating to the appli-

cation of the eight most promising concepts are being addressed through
- ~ laboratory evaluation.

"3.1 Preliminary Evaluation of Five Chi•ical

- Decontlmination Concepts

4.. "A preliminary evaluation of the five chemical decontamination

concepts (i.e., stem, NH3 , MEA, OPAS and NH3 /stem) was performed in

, laboratory glassware. The results, shown In Table 2, indicate that stea and
*-OPAB were the most effective decontaminants and, as such, were selected for

e further evaluation in coupon decontamination tests. Products from the

reactions are being characterized.

3.2 Coupon Decontamination Tests

* Coupon decontamination tests involve decontamination of painted and

Sunpainted mild steel and stainless steel coupons spiked with a known amount of
'"GB, VX or HD. The tests were performed in a chamer which allowed contalnmnt

- of the coupons and sampling of the effluents during implementation of the

decontamination treatment. Results of the tests using unpainted stainless

i steel coupons are shown in Table 3. The results indicate that the hot gas and

steam concepts were effective in decontaminating the MD, GB and VX contami-
• nated coupons to residual levels below the detectable limit. Although

residual agent remained on the coupons following decontamination with OPAB,

extrapolation of the results suggest that decontamination to below the
" "- detectable limit can be achieved if more OPAB is applied. Thus, the hot gas,

OPAB and steam concepts were selected for further evaluation on painted stain-

i vless steel, painted and unpainted mild steel. Preliminary results of these

tests suggest that the hot-gas and steam concepts were successful in decon-

tamination of the coupons spiked with 66, HO or VX to below the detectable

limit. Work is in progress in determining the decontamination effectiveness

-. 4 of OPAB.
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3.3 Current Efforts

In addition to the OPAS decontamination tests, currant efforts
include determining the interaction between concrete and the agents. Because
of its inherent basicity, concrete may cause decomposition of the agents. As
such, contaminated unpainted concrete may not have to be decontaminated after
an Interval of time after the last exposure.

Also, an engineering/economic analysis of the application of the
hot gas, steam and OPAB concepts to model structures representative of Army

installations, is in progress. Based on the laboratory results and the
engineering/economic analysis, a concept(s) will be selected for field

evaluation in Phase 3.

4.0 PHASE 3

In Phase 3, the concept(s) selected from Phase 2 will be further

developed and then implemented In pilot scale tests at a selected site. A
contaminated room, for example, will be sampled, decontaminated and sampled
again to determine the effectiveness of the concept. Key concerns in deter-

. mmining the effectiveness of the concept include:
e Sampling methodology

@ Analytical methodology

. Validated verification of decontamination

e Level of contamination following treatment (i.e., below
detectable limit vs. nX)

S• Data base requirements for full-scale implementation.

l 5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Novel decontamination techniques for facilities are being developed

through laboratory and engineering evaluations. One or more concepts will be
selected for pilot-scale testing at a field sitt.
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"r�* DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL DECONTAMINATION TECHNIQUES
, .- :<. FFOR EXPLOSIVE CONTAMINATED FACILITIES

Contract DAAK11-81-C-0101

Herman P. Benecke, David R. Hopper

and Eugene J. Mezey

Battelle,Columbus Laboratories

with

UNITED STATES ARMY
TOXIC AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AGENCY

Project Officer: Andy P. Roach

1.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the United States Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials
Agency's (USATHAMA) mandates is to restore contaminated Army facilities which
have been used for manufacturing, loading, packing and storing explosives so
"that these facilities can be removed or reclaimed for alternate use.
Explosive contaminants of concern include TNT, 2,4-DNT, 2,6-DNT, HMX, ROX,
Tetryl and other explosives manufactured and used by the Army. Facilities to
be addressed include the bui lding production equipment, above and underground
storage tanks, wastewater/sludge sumps ventilation ducts, conduits and
related explosive/munition production. The decontamination involves the re-

moval of explosives from exposed surfaces of the materials as well as explo-
sives that have penetrated porous media, cracks, and expansion joints. Site
inspections have been performed and the contaminated structures include a

wide range of concrete and wood frame structures.

1.1 The 5X Dilemma

The desired level of decontamination to be achieved is "5X" which is
defined as "permitting unrestricted use of the previously contaminated siteor material". The 5X level of decontamination is also defined as being

"-l--"1285
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exposed to a temperature of 1000 F for 15 minutes. Since the 5X conidition has
an operational rather than an analyt~cal definition, it does not provide a
Smeans to evaluate the relative efficacy of novel decontamination concepts.

The only method currently being used to decontaminate building facilities is
to torch (or flame) structural components in order to burn the explosive
materials. However, no experimental documentation exists that indicates that
flaming actually accomplishes total decontamination, although our study

indicates that this conclusion is warranted in the case of surface decon-
.:i • :, ~tam ination. ."

1.2 Program Outline

The decontamination of buildings by flaming is only partially
effective and is a very expensive technique. Thus, the objective of this
program was to define and evaluate a novel decontamination method which would

achieve the 5X criteria.
" " To implement this objective the program was divided into three

phases:

' Phase 1. Identify, rank order, and select novel

decontamination and inerting concepts for laboratory

I evaluations (Completed)
. Phase 2. Experimentally validate selected concepts

and recommend a concept(s) for field study (In
Progress).

.* Phase 3. Implement concept(s) on pilot-scale decor-

tamination process in the field. (Future)

2.0 PHASE 1 STUDIES ,..

The first activity performed was the identification of potential

decontamination and inerting methods. This was performed by performing the .
following tasks:

-I Literature reviews

* Idea generation sessions
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S.... * Compilation of a computerized data base cataloging, storage and

retrieval system.

These tasks resulted in the generation of potential decontamination concepts

which are listed in Table 1 in the general categories of thermal, extractive,

abrasive, chemical and inerting methods.

All concepts were evaluated by applying the following evaluation

criteria: safety, damage to building, penetration depth, applicability to

"complex surfaces, operating costs, capital costs, and waste treatment/

recovery costs. Further criteria which were utilized to chemical decon-

tamination concepts were mass transfer and destruction efficiency ratings.

Those concepts which were selected for evaluation in Phase.2

studies are shown in Table 2.

3.0 PHASE 2 STUDIES

3.1 Enhanced Aqueous Solubilization of Explosives

Each of the three chemical concepts that were tested in these

studies are compatible with and typically performed in aqueous based solvent

systems. However, each of the six target explosives have very low solubility

(about 0.01 percent or lower) in water. Those additives which were screened

for their potential enhancement of the aqueous solubilities of explosvies

included the following materials:

e Cosolvents: dimethylsul~foxide (DMSO), dimethyl-

formamide (DMF), and acetone

"* Surfactants: nonionic, cationic, anionic, and

* Lspeciality surfactants

e Complexing Agents: diethanolamine and 4-hydro-

xyethylpiperazine

The aqueous cosolvents DMSO and DMF at concentrations of 30 percent

or higher were judged most suitable for use as decontamination or extraction

solvent systems.
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TABLE 1. CONCEPTS EVALUATED IN PHASE I

Thermal Abrasive

Hot Gases Vacu.-Blast
Radiant (Infrared) Heating Hydroblasting
Flaming Acid Etch/Neutralization
Microwaves Sandblasting
Burning to Ground Scarification
Flashblasting Demolition
Electrical Resistance Contact Heating Cryogenics
Solvent Soak/Controlled Burning Ultrasonic Extraction
CO Laser Electropol Ishing
Hoi Plasma Drill and Spall

Extraction Chemical

Steam Cleaning - External Radical Initiated Decomposition
Surfactants Base Initiated Decomposition
$trippable Coating Reduction with Sodium Borohydride
Vapor Phase Solvent Extraction Reductive Cleavage
Steam Cleaning - Manual Microbial Degradation
Solvent Circulation (FREON) DS2 Decomposition
Supercritical Fluids Gamma Radiation

Sulfur Based Reduction
Reactive Amines

*" Ultraviolet Light/Hydrogen Peroxide
- " Molten Reactant Systems

Active Metals and Acids
Nucleophi lic Displacement
Ozone Oxidation
Ascorbate Reduction
Solid State Hydrogen

Inerting

Inerting by Solubilization
Inerting by Denitration
Formation of Water Soluble Derivatives
Desensitization by Water
Desensitization by Steaming
Desensitization with Reductants
Desensitization with Stabilizer Coatings
Decomposition with Reactive Amines
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TABLE 2. SELECTED DECONTAMINATION CONCEPTS

Decortaminatl on *~''

Thermal Extraction Chemical.

Hot Gases Vapor Condensation Radical Initiated

Solvent Extraction Base !nitiated

Reduction (Sulfur basid)

Explosives Inertinq

Salubi llzation

Water Treatment**
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i3.2 Presereenng of Chemical Decontamination Concepts
, - ..... _ _..... , . ... • . *. .. , '-,

, . *.~. tt ",o .-.".,

The decontamination effectiveness of solutions of sodium hydroxide,

sodium sulfide, sodium disulfide, and Fenton's Reagent (catalyzed oxidation) , ;V

towards explosives in aqueous DMS0 and OMF solutions were determined. The
variables studied with 2,4-ONT, TNT and ROX were water to solvent ratio,

temperature and reagent concentrations. Preliminary product identification

studies were performed by using gas chromatography coupled with mass spectro-'•'• ~~scopy (GC/MS). Sodium sulfide was the most effective decontaminant for a~ll.. •'•

three explosives but was rejected because of the toxic nature of the reaction

products (2,4-damino-6-nitrotoluene from TNT; 2,4-diaminotoluene and nitro-
hydroxylaminotoluene from 2,4.-DNT; and N-nitro-N' ,N"-bis(hydroxylamino)

hexahydrotriazine from RDX). ¾-''*

The most ac~cepta~le chemical decontamination concept for explosives

was judged to be solutions of sodium hydroxide in aqueous DMSO (30 or

75 percent DMSO). Preliminary product analysis by GC/MS studies indicated

that the major type of products from the decontamination of TNT and 2,4-DNT

with sodium hydroxide resulted from the displacement of nitro groups by hy-

droxide or DMSO anions, the oxidation of methyl groups to carboxylate groups

and the dimerization (and subsequent oxidation) to dibenzyl and stilbene L.At-

derivatives. The major products of RDX and sodium hydroxide are volatile

gases and inorganic ions but there was evidence of minor yields of POX

structural isomers.

It should be stressed that structural assignments based on GC/MS

analysis are speculative in nature and do not confirm the structure of a

compound. Mary GC peaks were not identified. Any polymeric material (which

has been reported from the reaction between TNT and sodium hydroxide) or other

non-volatile products would not be detected by the GC/MS method. Furthermore,

under the GCUMS conditions employed, some products may undergo thermal decom-

position. Therefore, further analytical efforts are required to confirm the

nature of these decontamination products. '.:.' <
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3.3 Stainless Steel and Concrete Decuntaminatlon Results

•_.,_3.3.1 Analytical Recovertes .

Tect results indicate that ccnsistently high recovery of explosives p.
can be obtcined from stainless steel. However the recovery from con,•rete is
inconsistent and dependent upon the initial explosives concentrations. This
interference may be due to a combination of mass transter and complexation

*/ effects as well as the induction of chemical reactions. To confirm adequate
.-m:: removal of explosives from concrete surfaces, a more detailed study of this

phenomenon is required.

3.3.2 Hot Gases

Tests have Indicatd that elevating the temperature of stainless

steel, mild steel, and concrete surfaces (both painted and unpainted) to 500 F
*i and maintaining that temperature for 1 hour will remove greater than

99.9 percent of any of the six explosives from all six surfaces which were
contaminated. This removal occurs through a combination of volatilization
and decomposition pathways.

"3.3.3 Chemical Concepts

The results of the solution chemistry studies have been success-
- fully translated to building materials. Decontamination of stainless steel

and concrete coupons has been effected by spraying them with O.1N sodium
hydroxide aqueous DMSO solutions.

3.4 FUTURE PHASE 2 EFFORTS

3.4.1 Cimbinatior of Chemicdl And Thermal Methods

* *..~ Pretreatment of explosives spiked coupons with sodium hydroxide

solutions (in aqueous DMSO) will be studied to determine if thermal decon-
tamination of explosives will be aided by combining these two approaches.
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3.4.2 Engineerin(J Anal sis

The resultt of the Phase I site survey and the experimental sub-
tasks of Phase 11 will be Incorporated into an engineering/economic analysis
of the most promising candidate concepts. This analysis will be the basis for
the fin~il recommendations of concepts to be pursued in Phase 3.

4.0 PHASE 3 r

In Phase 3, the concept(s) seleý:ted from Phase 2 will be imp'e.

merited in pilot scale tests at a field site. Contaminated rooms will be
sampled, deccntaminated arnd sampled again to determine the effectiveness of -,

the concept. Key concerns in determining the effectiveness of the concept
include:

* Sampling methodology
* Analytical methodology

9 Validate verification of decontamination
s Level of contamination fullowiny treatment (i.e., below detect-

able limit vs. 5X)
a Data base requirements for full-scale implementation.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Novel decontamination tech~niques for facilities are bein~g developeO
through laboratory and engineering evaluiations. A concept(s) will be
selected for- pilot-scale testing at a field site.
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"IINTRODUCTION4

ROF Bridgwater is an explosives manufacturing plant dedicated to
the production of high explosives and composite propellants.

This paper outlines the systematic approach which is followed by
Il •ROF Bridgvater when major work involving the demolition of building

structures and floors, or the repair of large items of equipment,
takes place in areas where explosives have been manufactured or
handled. Some examples of special techniques which have been used

The procedures consist essentially of 6 steps:

"1. Acquiring preliminary information about the area where the work
is to be done.

2. Conducting a work survey.

3. Deciding what preliminary precautions are required.

4. Deciding what precautions must be taken whilst the work is in
., progress.

5. Preparing the paperwork.

"6. Doing the work and recording how it was done.
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I. ProliminarY Information

The previous history of production work carried out in the area is
researched as far an possible so that the nature of potential
hazards can be adequately determined. For example, a number of
buildings on the Composite Propellant Section were originally used
for tetryl manufacture and this explosive still manifests itself

today even though some 40 years have passed since production ceased.
Explosives made n-owadays at Bridgwater include RDX, HNX, TNT, 104I5I

From this review of the previous history of the building the possible

explosive hazards which might be encountered cani be assessed and
listed. 1

2. Work Survey T.

A thorough survey is made of the area where the work is to be done.
This is carried out by the Head of Section in conjunction with
representatives from the Engineering and Safety departments and any
other personnel he judges can contribute suitable expertise relating
to the Job or area in question.

The main purpose of the survey is to examine the area in order to
decide exactly how the work is to 'be done, who is to do it and what
safety features mu~st be incorporated. Matters such as remote
control of certain operations or the use of other special techniques
are considered at this stage.

If production operations have been performed under wet conditions,
the most likely areas where explosives could have accumulated would1 '
be at or near floor level. Drains and gullies are examined very
closely and particular note is taken whenever faults such as cracks
in brick, mortar, tiles or asphalted areas are evident.

in 'dry' buildings, particular attention is paid to the possibility
.4-. of explosive dust accumulations. Meticulous examination of all

crevices, cracks, girders, stairways and ledges is made at all
levels within the building, from floor to ceiling.

4.3. Preliminary Precautions

In the light of the information obtained from the previous history
review and the work survey, the Head of Section then decides what
preliminary precautions must be taken.

These might include:

a. Thorough cleaning by water and/or steaming, with scrubbing,
-~~ followed by close inspection by a chemist. The entire .

building and equipment should be scrupulously checked for 5L
freedom from visible si'gns of explosive.

b. Chemical, thermal or other treatment. For example,
arrangements might be made to flood the area to be worked on
for some hours beforehand using sandbags or other devices to
retain the water.
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c. Testing for the presence of explosives. This may be
done on site, or samples and swabs can be checked in the

, "laboratory.

, . d. The use of compatible paint strippers. Structures which
have been painted merit special attention, particularly where
it can be seen that nuts and bolts have been painted over.

When considering these matters, the Head of Section may wish to seek

advice or information from people who have previously dealt with
similar situations, either at Bridgwater or elsewhere. He could
make use of library facilities to consult reports covering
demolition and decontamination procedures. He might also consider
whether there may be a case for heat treatment in situ - an
example of this will be given later.

4. Precautions to be Taken Whilst Work is ini Proqeus

Particular attention is paid to the supervision and personal
-. !protection of those doing the work.

The concept of the stand-by or stand-over is used at Bridgwater.
When a person is instructed to stand-by, he is required to be

* " present in the building at all times the work is proceeding. To
stand-over means that the job demands especially close attention
and that there are no circumstances in which it can be left at any
time while work is in progress. A person can stand-over only one
job at a time.

A production worker who is appointed to stand-by or over work must
"have satisfactorily completed a formal training course. On each " "' •
occasion that he is selected to act as a stand-by he is issued
with written general instructions defining his responsibilities.
He is also given in writing any instructions specific to the job
in hand. He must not permit work to start unless a fully
authorised precautions certificate is present in the work areas.
He must ensure that all tradesmen, contractors and other personnel
involved are fully aware of the precautions stipulated on the
certificate and that these precautions are fully observed at all
times. He also has full authority to stop the work if at any time
he is not satisfied that it can proceed safely.

Heads of Section must consider carefully the level of stand-by
appointed in relation to the work to be done. For work involving .

* lmajor demolition operations it will almost certainly be necessary
to appoint a Foreman or Chemist to stand-by, or even stand-over,
certain activities.

The protective clothing and equipment to be worn, including boots,
goggles and visor, helmet, gloves, masks, ear defenders etc, are
detailed precisely. If there is considered to be any danger of
flying masonry becoming a hazard the wearing of additional body
protection such as a flak-jacket is specified and complete
protection of the head and eyes will be mandatory. Wherever
possible, protective barriers are also employed. The stand-by
must wear the same level of protection specified for the personnel
actually carrying out the work.
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The number of people preseot ir, the work area is kept to an absolute
minimum at all timss. No other work of a'q sort. is perm.4tted to
,take lace when demolition is in progress.

- Whenever possible non-ferrous tools are used. Ferrous tools are
permitted only if absolutely essential and their use is strictly
controlled.

All items, structures and materials within areas which are concernad
in the manufacture ox handling of explo3iVes are considered to be
"contaminated until -oved otherwise. (Proved means that the itcuas
have been raised to a eomperature In excess of that necessary ts
ensure completi destruction of the explosive concerned). This

* assumption is made eo Matter how thorough the cleaning has been
and even if negative results have beea obtained on samples or swabs
tested in the laboratory. Under these circumstances whenever
drills, chisels or similar tools are being uned a continuous stream
of water is directed on to the area where the tool is being applied.
It is NOT considered sufficient simply to wet the area prior to work
conmen•-T•g or to state on the precaution3 certificate that running
water is to be at hand - the work area must be continuously soaked.
Consideration must be given to carrying out demolition wor in"
stages. A sequence such as cleaning-inspection-testing-part
demowlition-furthor cleaning-inspection-testing-further part
demolition may well be appropriate.

The use of paint strippers has been mentioned previously,
particularly on nuts and bolts which have been painted. Threaded
areas are always treated with caution and subjected to thorough
cleansing. When undoirV nuts and bolts the use of excessive force

* .* is avoided and such work is always done under running water.

The adoption of good-kclsekeeping procedures with frequent removal .

of rubble away from the work area is always highly desirable. ,-
Debris must be considered as contaminated with explosive andarrangements are made to treat it an an open fire.

5. Paperwork

Precautions certificates, special tool passes, fire permits and
other necessary paperwork are prepared, authorised and displayed
in accordance with the Director's instructisis. Particular care
is taken to ensure that the work to be done is defined clearly and
precisely and that the precautions stipulated are comprehensive and
unambiguous. 4.'*;4'

6. Record of Details for Future Reference

A record is kept of procedural details of major demolition work
with particular emphasis being given to the precautioiaa'y measures
adopted. Wherever possible, photographs are included in the
record. This information is published as a Bridgwater Technical
Note and thus becomes available for reference by those who will be
faced with similar work in the future. All sections retain for

-4 .-. immediate consultation a loose leaf folder containing such reports.
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Summary

Guidance notes detaiJling the procedires given in this paper are :: % i
S•." issuad to all Heads of Section who may have to deal with major ... ½ :,

structural cha4ge in explosive buildings. The point is stressed,
however, that each case will have its own special features and
must be assessed on its own morits. For work to proceed safety
constant vigilance end attention to detail must be exercised at
all times. .".m 5' •!'"*4

*4
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¾ ANNEX 'A'

EXPLOSIVE DEMOLITION TECHNIQUES
Z'

S1. Iftroduction

In early 1983, during the demolition by conventional means of a
glazed brick partition wall in a process building, a small
detonation occurred injuring a contractor. The building had been
"used for many years as an RDX boiling, oiling and waxing house and,
although the surface of the wall had been cleaned, checked and

*. wetted, it is suspected that a small amount of RDX had penetrated
the mortar between the bricks.

It was, therefore, decided to find out whether the demolition of

C• the wall could be completed using explosives engineering methods.
The Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment was asked
for advice and their Explosives Ordnance Branch visited the Factory.
They reported that explosive demolition was a suitable method to
"complete the work and they agreed to undertake it and in addition
"to train a number of the Bridgwater staff in the technique.

2. Preparation on Site

"- The remains of the partition wall were thoroughly hosed and then
submerged in water held by sand-bags for 48 hours. The wall was of
single thickness of glazed brick and extended 4J bricks deep into

... the building, being 2 bricks high for half its length and single
brick high for the remainder. 3 samples of mortar scrapings were
taken from exposed surfaces and these were checked in the
laboratory for RDX content - only a minute trace was indicated
(Diagram 1).

The following precautions were taken to prevent extraneous damage:

a. To prevent damage from propelled debris a barricade of
... sand-bags was positioned around the remains of the partition

wall.

"b. Adjacent surfaces were protected from surface damage by
covering with a double layer of hardboard.

c. All windows and doors were opened to reduce over-pressure.
Panes of glass from a window immediately above the work site
were removed.

d. Consideration was also given to removing some light
fittings but it was finally decided to leave them. The
nearest was 10 metres from the work site.

3. Explosive Engineering Procedures

3.1 Safety Procedure

•! •a. The number of persons directly involved in the
charge laying operation was kept to a minimum.
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b. A prohibited area within 80 metres of the wprk site
was designated. Security of this area was maintained by
the Factory Fira Brigade.

- c. The firing post was situated about 75 metres from the
work site. The Firing Officer was solely in charge of
operations.

d. Factory personnel were warned generally of explosions
within the factory due to demolition work by announcements
over the public address system. Additionally, before each
individual firing a warning in the immediate work area was
given by sounding the 2-tone siren of the Fire Brigade
control vehicle stationed on the prohibited area perimeter.

3.2 Charges, Detonators and Firing System

The charges used were made up from J" thick strips of SX2 cut
from sheets made in the factory. The strips were laid on I"
aluminium angle in the general configuration shown in
Diagram 2. The individual weights and length of charge varied

*• according to the break-up of brickwork the Firing Officer
considered it was advisable to produce at each firing.

The detonator used for each charge was on L2AI. Generally this
was placed on the apex of the charge and held in position by a
plastic top hat device shown in Diagram 2.

Firing was carried out using 'Shrike' electronic ignition
equipment sited 75 metres from the firing area and connected
to the detonator by firing cable.

3.3 Method of Laying Charges

Charges were laid by the Firing Officer where required to give
the desired effect. Direct contact with the brickwork or
indirect contact using a wooden stand-off were utilised
according to circumtstances. The charge was attached to the

* firing site by adhesive tape.

3.4 Demolition of Partition Wall

The requirement was to remove the remains of the partition wall
and provide a rebate of about 25 mm below the floor surface.
The method employed was to use a number of small charges and
remove the wall incrementally. Small charges were used to avoid
over-pressure in the building.

Debris was retained by the sand-bag enclosure, although a small
amount of dust and small fragments were noted up to about 8
metres from the work site. After each firing, debris was
removed and the area was brushed and hosed. A sample taken
after the first firing was checked for RDX content - a figure
of less than 0.01% RDX was reported. While removing portions
of brick the charge was generally in direct contact; when
providing the rebate into the floor the charge was stood off
using wooden blocks. A total of 15 charges was used to
complete the work.
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"4. Assessment of Finished Results

-4 The work was satisfactorily completed. It was noted that following
the firing of one incremental charge during the cutting of the
recess into the flooring, the Firing Officer reported that the damage
to the concrete sub-strata was probably caused by shock waves from
earlier firings but it does not rule out the possibility that
"additional trapped explosives had been detonated during that firing.

5. Acknowledgement
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ANNEX 'B'

HEAT TREATMENT OF THE TNT NITRATION UNIT PRIOR TO REPAIRS
INVOLVING GRINDING AND WELDING _

1. Introduction

After completion of a production run in April 1982, inspection of
the TNT Nitration Unit revealed a hole at one end of the vessel L
and also defects in some welds in the area.

Because of the large size of this unit (it measures 9.6 metres long
x 1.3 metres wide x 1.4 metres high and weighs about 3.75 tonnes)
its removal from the building for heat treatment in the proving oven
(the normal Bridgwater procedure) was considered impracticable. It
was, therefore, decided that heat treatment of the relevant areas of
the unit in situ was the only alternative. At first it was
envisaged that this would be achieved by heating all welds in the
area to be repaired to a temperature of at least 400°C (indicated
by temperature sensitive paint) using a remotely operated oxy-
acetylene torch.

It soom became apparent, however, that there would be major problems
in this approach - possible local overheating of welds leading to
structural changes in the steel and also the drawback that only the
welds (a small proportion of the total compartment area) would have
been proved. A better method of heat treatment was sought.

In 1980 a firm had been employed to stress relieve a welding repair
to the manhole of an ammonia storage vessel by subjecting it to an
accurately programmed heating/cooling cycle with the aid of
electrically heated pads. The firm was contacted again and after
inspecting drawings of the TNT unit, agreed to carry out heat
treatment of the area requiring repair.

2. Procedure

a. Preliminary Preparations

All steam pipes, delivery pipes, handrails, a stirrer and coil
and the drowning flap mechanism were removed from the area,
which was then thoroughly cleaned by a combination of steaming,
hot water washing and scrubbing until free of TNT as detected
by test solution.

Other areas in the region of the TNT unit were cleared free of
visible r'xplosive and all vessels including the other
compartil:iL ts of the unit were filled with water.

b. Description o. leat Treat-ant Sstem Used

A vertical bulkhead consisting of a wire grid covered with
mineral wool insulation material ('Rock Wool') was installed
in the unit to isolate the main section of the vessel from
the area to be treated.
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.4

6 electric heaters were positioned au shown in Figure 1 and
spaced from the unit by firebricks. The heaters were secured
in position by steel wire or, in the case of the 2 heaters
under the floor of the unit, supported by scaffolding poles.
The heaters were rated for a naximum of 13.2 Kva each (55 amps
at 240 volts) and were wired in a 'star' configuration, 2 heaters
being connected in series to each phase of the 3 phase supply.
5 thermocouples were positioned on the basis, of their proximity

to the areas which were to be repaired. Another thermocouple
was placed to measure the temperature of the area which, if any,

• - would be the coolest of the region under treatment, achievement
of the specified temperature at this position being an assurance
that all areas had attained or exceeded this temperature.

The thermocouples were spot welded to steel plates which were
then placed in contact with the unit itself. (For maximum
accuzacy, the preferred technique is to weld the thermocouples
"direct to the unit but this was concidered to be too hazardous).

.. As a further check on the whole region, surfaces and welds were
"spotted with a temperature sensitive paint which changes from
green to pink after 10 minutes heating at 4100C and tablets
having a melting point of 3990C were phased randomly in the area.

* When all the heaters, thermocouples and associated wires and
* cables were positioned, the sides, top and bottom of the unit

were covered with 'Rock Wool'. In addition 2 heavy insulation
mats were placed on top of the unit.

C. Heat Treatment

. -4 ' The required programme was to allow the temperature to rise to
300 0 C uncontrolled and then to increase the temperature at a
rate of 150°C per hour to the range 425*C to 450°C. The
temperature was maintained in this range for 2 hours after
which the heaters were switched off and the unit allowed to

*" cool in still air.

All heating controls and temperature recording equipment were
positioned outside the mound of the building and nobody was
permitted within the building whilst the work was in progress.

4. Assessment

"The recording chart showed that the required temperature programme
had been met. Inspection of the unit revealed the spots of
temperature sensitive paint had all changed colour. All tablets
placed in the treated region had fused.

". -Apart from the inevitabie he� �staining there was no damage to the
unit as a result of this heat treatment.

Repairs were carried out successfully.
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ANNEX 'C'

"DEMO.LTION OF BUILDING 2/46A ON THE RDX SECTION

1. Introduction

Building 3/48A had pzeviously been used for 2 mzjor activities;
ahell breakdown in the i1mmediate post war years and RDX/TNT
'cracking and pgcxing for the past 30 years. The refurbished
building is required for an RDX/TNT mixing and pelleting plant.

"2. Preliminary Techniques

2.1 Test Solution

A test solution of sodium hydroxide in methanol and acetone was
Ysed to determine the extent of contamination. The test
solution develops a red colour in contact with TNT. Contamination

-~ was found in the paint lpyers and at many points where dust had
nettled.

The whole building was thoroughly hosed by the Fire Brigade to
remove dust.

2.2 Paint Remover

-" Pipework on the drench system, ducting on the air removal system
""-,nd nuts and bolts were contaminated. These areas were treated
with an approvead paint remover before dismantling with non-
ferrcus tools.

2.3 Dust Under the Asphalt Floor

There was evidence to suggest that explosive dust had penetrated
X between the asphalt floor and the concrete base. The floor area

was segregated, sand-baggeO and ilooded with water. The asphalt
was lifted with a non-ferrous pick before being removed to the
burning ground for disposal.

3. Ma.or Demolition

3.1 Clerestory Concreted Poof Beam

Breaking out the concrete from the RSJ was commenced using non-
ferrour tools under running water. This proved expensive in

- terms of both tooling and time. Repeated tests did not indicate
the presence of explosive contamination so the tooling was
"changed to steel although retaining the running water. No
problems were encountered thereafter and this part of the
demolition was completed on time.

3.2 Girders

When the concrete cladding had been removed from the girders
they were cut up using an oxy-acetylene torch. The following
precautions were taken:
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a. The girders were thoroughly hosed down and cleaned.

b. The area on the beams where cutting was to occur was
test solution checked.

c. The floor was sand-bagged and flooded to quench the
sparks from cutting.

t.

The cutting was completed without problems.

3.3 Floor Over the Undergrouned Ducts

Underground ducts had been fitted to supply ventilation air to
the building. The relatively thin duct covering was broken out
using steel tooling on hand-held compressed air jack hammers
with running water applied to the tool tip and with the duct
flooded.

3.4 Main Floor

The technique here was to use a remotely controlled large
hydraulic hammer with steel tooling and copious running water.

The operator sits in a protected cab some 3 to 5 metres remote
from the hammer point, a safer option than the traditional hand-
held jack hammer. The procedure dealt with 0.38 metres
thickness of concrete and an area of 40 square metres was
cleared in 6 hours.

3.5 Walls

It had been intended to retain most of the walls and re-use them
in the new building. However, it was eventually established
that the building had no piled foundations and the decision was
taken to demolish and rebuild. The walls were pulled inwards

i by the back actor shovel, drenched with water and broken up
before removal.
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EFFECTS OF CAR§ON MONOXIDE ON PERSONNEL

New weapons and the vehicles on which they mount have and will continue to

become increasingly complex. These weapons are potentially more demanding, and

challenges need to be addressed. One important challenge is the need to accurately

monitor and control the amount of toxic substances, generated by weapon systems, that

may endanger the soldiers who will operate the systems.

* Toxic fumes generated from various sources can have debilitating effects on the

efficiency of occupants and operators of vehicles and ground equipment. The

* insidious nature of these effects underscores the necessity for detecting, measuring,

and eliminating these hazards to the extent possible. The overall problem that must

2 ~be addressed is the potential exposure of soldiers to carbon monoxide (CO). Ammonia

(KH3 ), oxides of sulfur (SO2), oxides of nitrogen (NO02, lead fumes (Pb), and other

harmnful substances. The exposures are likely to be relatively intense (above present ~

Federal standards for occupational exposure), brief (I hour or less), and rapidly

repeated (as often as six times daily for periods as long as 14 days). Such

exposures may occur when soldiers are trained to use various weapon systems or while

in combat (ref 16).

While exposures to emissions from ammunition propellants may be encountered by

soldiers in a variety of operational settings, the US Army's concern about the

potentially harmful effects of various air pollutants has focused on exposures in

various armored vehicles. Armored crewmen are vulnerable to the adverse effects of

exposure to the toxicants mentioned because of the closely confined and sometimes

poorly ventilated space inside the vehicles, and because of the proximity of

* personnel to the emission sources (ref 16).
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Carbon monoxide (CO) is an invisible, odorless gas which gives no warning to its k.. .-•:••

- - victims, although it is sometimes mixed with other more obvious gases. CO is one of

the most dangerous industrial hazards and one of the most wide-spread. Approximately

2,000 persona die each year as a result of exposure to CO. At least 10,000 workers

"suffer from exposu.ze to harmful levels of CO and those who experience milder effects

number in the millions (ref 3). There is also good reason to believe that many

cases, both fatal and nonfatal, go unreported or are incorrectly diagnosed each year.

Motor vehicles account for 60 percent of all CO emissions annually. A lethal

concentration of CO :an be reached in a closed garage within 10 minutes.

Concentrations of 25 parts per million (ppm) are commonly encountered on expressweys

in major metropolitan areas. During weather inversions, concentration could reach as ,. .

high as 100 ppm (ref 23).The nonindustrial segment of the population moet exposed to .

"CO are tobacco smokers.

In 1973, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (XIOSH)

recommended a standard for CO exposure specifying an 8-hour time-weighted average

(TWA) of 35 ppm with a ceiling value of 200 ppm. The recommended standard was

designed for the safety and health of workers performing a normal 8-hour day, 40-hour

week assignment; it was not designed for the population at large. The recommended

* --:• TWA standard of 35 ppm CO is based on a carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) level of 5 percent,

- the amoutt of COHb that a person engaged in sedentary activity would be exre ted co

.*m ! ..- inhale in 8 hours during continuous exposure. he ceiling concentration of 200 ppm

"is based upon the restriction of employees to noncontinuoas exposurer to CO above 35

ppm which would not be expected to significantly alter their level of COHb. The

m m-recommended standard does not take into consideration the smoking habits of workers

, - .. since the level of COHb in chronic cigarette smokers has generally been found to be

At*,. o - °. •
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in the 4 to 5 percent range before CO exposure.

As of this date, the NIOSH standard has not been adopted by bhe Occupational

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). The OSHA standard (29CFRI9i0.16o0(a)),

based on a COlib leiel of about 6 Ferz-ent, specifies a 50 ppm TWA for a& 8-hour period

(ref 6). No ceiliug level i6 specified i•a thls standard.

MIL-STD-1472C (ref 15) states "...that carbon monoxide in personnel areas shall

be reduced to the lowest level feasible. Personnel shall not be exposed to

concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO) in excess of values which shall result in

carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) levels in their blood greater than the folloving

percentages: 5 percent CO~fb (all system design objectives and aviation system

perforvance limits); 10 percent COHb (all other system performarce limits) ... "

While it is recognized that toxic gases, such as nitrogendioxide (NO2), sulphur

dioxide (SO 2 ), and other dangerous substances, can affect the health of personnel,

this investigation was confined to the study of carbon monoxide.

The informction contained in chis report was developed through a search of

existing Availaole literature on the subject of CO and from data collected during

toxic gas testing conducted at APG (ref 27). The APG instrumentation used to collect

toxic gas data, discuRsed in this report, is housed in a mobile van and consists of

four MIA LIRA 202 carbon monoxide analyzers, four HNU 200 ammonia analyzers, one TECO

Model 14 nitrogen dioxide analyzer, and one TECO Model 40 sulfur dioxide analyzer.

The electrical output from each analyzer is amrplified and recorded on a paper chart

by means of two SOLTEX Model tRA-62, 6-pen recorders. The average CO concentration is

mouitored by the instruments and the COHb level is then calculated by an in-line
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updated so that it will have the capability to monitor vehicles on the move. An in-

line computer will calculate and record TWA and COHb levels instantly.

The collected information from this investigatinn was combined and analyzed to

"determine the problems confronting personnel who would be exposed to the measured

concentrations of CO. Analytical models obtained from the investigation were used to

i develop hypothetical situations that would represent real-world conditions. The

"information was also used by APG to determine requirements and specifications to

S.,update monitoring equipment used to measure CO during tests of weapons systems.

The first subjective sign of CO intoxication in a healthy subject can be in the

- form of a headache when the COHb level in the subject's blood reaches 10 to 20

"" "- percent. If exposure continues, symptoms may progress to dizziness, nausea, a

feeling of weakness, mental confusion, impaired vision, and an awareness of

. palpitations and breathing difficulties before collapsing. The major effect of CO is

J due to its ability to impair oxygen transport by the blood, thus resulting in hypoxia

- (ref 1). Normally, oxygen from the lungs is carried through the body by the blood's

hemoglobin. But when CO is inhaled, the hemoglobin (Hb) grabs the poison first,

, ignoring the availble oxygen. Without oxygen passing through the bloodstream, the

victim suffocates. At lower levelm, the CO still takes over part of the oxygen-

carrying capability of the blood. CO is a safety hazard as well as a health hazard.

* A person suffering from CO intoxication is likely to cause accidents, possibly

injuring himself and others, while performing military functions such as operating

vehicles, mechanical/electrical equipment, or weapon systems.

The affinity of Rb for CO is about 200 to 300 times as great as oxygen. The

affinity constant (M) can be expressed as the number of moles of oxygen which must be
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present vith each mole of CO in order to maintain an equilibrium saturation of Hb.

The combination of Hb with CO forms a compound known as COHb. A normal male has

about 15 grams of Hb per 100 ml of blood and each gram of lib is capable of carrying

1.34 ml of oxygen. This results in the transport of 20 ml of oxygen per 100 ml of

*: : blood which represents a maximum oxyhemoglobin (libO ) of C.2 ml per ml of blood
7 2 max

(ref 16). Because the Rb binding sites have a preference for CO, the lHbO

concentration is always less than (HoO2  by a value of (COHb) (ref 16). The
2max

* relationship between the partial p;.essures of oxygen and CO in the lungs and their

* combinations with Rb can be expressed by the equation:

P X M/P COHbiO Hb
Co 02 2

where K::4.

Pco and P 02 Partial pressures of CO and 02, respectively
con0

M Affinity constant of CO fort Hb

As with many other gases, the degree of harm from CO is a product of

"concentration (ppm) multiplied by the length of exposure (time). For a healthy

"nonsmoking male doing a sedentary type of activity (work effort - 1), the

relationships in Table I have been proposed as a rough guide in estimacing effects of

"exposure to CO (ref 12). However, if the work effort was to be increased to a

Smoderate work level (work effort - 4) the level, of COHb would increase to dangerous

levels (see column 1) in Table 1.
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The exposure of 600 ppm-hour would cause the COHb level to rise dangerously to

approximately 40 percent. In fact, the safe exposure would have to be less than 150

ppm-hour. It is obvious then that the OHSA standard of 50 ppm, TWA for 8 hours would

not be valid when a 400 ppm-hour exposure is permitted for personnel who are working

at moderate levels.

In the real world of toxic gas exposures, the amount of CO contaminating the

atmosphere will not necessarily be constant. It is unlikely that a given

concentration, say 50 ppm, can be measured steadily for a period of 8 hours.

Measurements of CO and other toxic gases during testing at APG vary from a point near

zero and rise steadily until a maximum peak is reached and then fall steadily when

the source of CO has been removed. The scenario can be described by the typical

exposure concentration curve in Figure 1 (ref 9).
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The area undet the curve represents the average concettration of CO over a

period of time. The greater the number of points used, the gteater the degree of

accuracy in calculating the area. The area is calculated as follows:

h = 0.25 minute

A - 0.25/3 (0 + 26 + 4 900 + 2,600 + 1,600 + 600 • 300 +

2 (2,600 + 2,100 + 1,200 + 400 Y 3 ,080ppm

The COHb level for a perion, exposed to this concentration for a period of 2.5

minu - ard doing lovel 4 type of activity, wculd be approximately 11.58%. This " "

person ..-ula considered over-,:rsee and some action to prevent or reduce this

exposure would need to be taken. It hbs .zs been recognized that when a person

performs exercise or work during CO inhalation, OIL,- L4a-4-1,,• work #me before

exhaustion will be reduced, depending both on COHb and cxercise levels. Two

important parameters to be considered are the diffusion rate (D ) of CO through the
L

lungs (ml/min) and the ventilation rate (V ) (ml/min). The following assumptions
a

listed in Table 2 have been made for various levels of activity (ref 15). -
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The rate at which the blood becomes saturated with CO is therefore directly

proportional to cardiac output. Consequently, a person working vigorously will note

the onset of. symptoms aid signs much more quickly than one who is sedentary or at

"res .(i.e., a person running around in a building seeking an escape route from a fire

will he overcome more quickly than will someone sloeping (ref 15).

In 1965, Coburn at al (CFK) (ref 1) published a definitive study an the role of

endogenous CO production rate, pulmonary CO diffusing capacity, and other recognized

"variables. The CFK equation was later tested by Stewart et al (ref 1) and Peterson

and Stewart (ref 1) in experiments with human volunteers. It was concluded that the

ability of the CFK equation to predict the effects of CO exposure on blood COHb

leveis was astonishingly good in normal young adult males (ref 1). This equation was

later used in a number of studies, one of which was published by NIOSH in 1972,

recommending a standard for occupational exposure to CO. The standard has not yet

been adopted by OSHA; however, the CFK equation as published by NIOSH has been used

extensively in various Government standards to predict levels of COlb resulting from

CO exposure. COlb saturatione obtained during experimental human exposure to CO by

Stewart et &I (ref 19) are imposed on the theoretical absorption curves (fig. 2).

The results of the comparisons showed that the experimental data fit the CFK (ref 5)

model very well.
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CFT aujstjo-a. The CFK equation (ref 18) has become a model for estimating changed in

CO~b concentration in the blood. The equation once integrated takes the following

form:

(COHb ]FCo 02~ 
________

2 1- ___l____

[O2HbjlM ~ DL VA J o b(O2Hb] L+ 71

- e DL VA
[CoHb]OPCO 2  F P B -PHl

[O2Hb]M V DL VA

I- mJm

has been rearranged for programming as follows:

KCinar -1316 ((AC -VCOB +aa (VCOB -AD)]

whereA E2b

B -. L+ PL

DL VA

C * COb -COHb concentration (ml CO/mi blood) at time t.

D [COI~bjO "background" C01ib (mil CO/mi blood) at time -0.

V CO Rate of endogenous CO production (mi/mmn)COitA

ae

V blood volume

PC 02 PO2  in capillaries (mm Hg)

(O2Hb] oxyhemoglobin conc. (" l/m0 blood)

h b ra CO/a affinity for Hb

".J•

13-2 2

m -



"' ."''i-,CFK Equation Continued

Va venti~lation rate (ml/min)

.].,DL 30 ml/min-mmHg

"'i V~~CO -0.007 ml/min

Vb 5,500 ml

Pc - 02 100 mm Hg

(0 2Hb) :0.2 ml/ml blood

M =218

P b -760 mm of mercury

-- 32



The empirical equation in MIL-STD-759A (ref 10) used to predict the rise in CO~b

in humans vas also derived from the CFl equation and was transformed as follows:

%CO239b t/39 (07B +CO /1316)

% CObt %COHb 0  e+28aB 
. P

where

%COHb Predicted COlb

%COHb - Initial COHb
0

t - Exposure in minutes

COppm - CO exposure in parts per million

B lI/D + (Pb 47) V

L a

* ABSORPTION OF CARBON MONO.XIDE

As levels of COlib increase, the proportion of absorbed CO decreases due to an

increase in the average back pressure of CO in the blood of the 'Lung

capillaries. Theoretically, the rate of CO uptake would be proportional to the

difference between alveolar CO partial pressure (P and the average back
CO

pressure of CO in the blood of lung capillaries. Both values rise during the

course of exposure. The back pressure rises slowly at first and then rapidly

as Hb saturation increases. As the saturation increases, alveo:La-: P rises
CO

because progressively less CO is extracted by the blood from the inspired air;

when equilibrium between P COin the capillaries and the alveoli is reached,

absorption ceases (ref 1). Figure 3 shown the COlib for restiir,,& edults

exposed to consta~nt concentration~s of CO of 10, 50, and 100 ppmn for 30 hours
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*When the CO exposure is terminated, the level of CO~b wili fall to itt pre-expoeure

level. The zrafe of excretion is assumed to be equal to approximatal1y 25O-uiviute

biological half-life.

PPM
20 ABSORPTION 100

10-s

10

* .. 6

13-'S
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It is therefore apparent that unless the partial pressures of CO and 02 are

taken into cons.ieratiou$ the CIK equacion would not show that a level of

equilibrium has been reached.

. •Wnile the Stewart tects showed that the experimental data fit the CFK equation

very well, those data c:mpared to the modified CFK equation showed that the

level of CO1b may overpredict (ref 23). Therefore, because of the variables

that mnst be considered when calculating COHb levels with the CFK equation, the

* resu~ts are sometimes questionable. Furthermore, MIL-STD-1472C and

. ..MIL-HDBK-759A have recognized the difficulty in obtaining actual blood COHb

levels in the operational environme.nt. A method using breath alveolar CO

concentrations of test subjects was demonstrated by Stewart, et al (ref 6).

The accuracy and simplicity of this techinique has opened a practical field

method for the rapid estimation of blood COHb levels in occupational groups

(ref 6).

"- The Stewart methodology does not address CO exposure profiles. It estimates

the blood COHb levels resulting from the summation of previous CO exposures (ref

"6). Thus, this method is ideally suited to the biological monitoring program

in the operational setting.

* Elimination of CO. Most of the CO is eliminated unchanged through the lungs

and is similiar in many ways to absorption. Elimination is rapid at first, but

the last traces are eliminated very siowly. CO is eliminated exponentially; so

it is useful to discuss the elimination rate in terms of biological half-life.

The normal elimination of CO is quite slow because of its greater affinity for

nb than that of oxygen. The rate of excretion of CO can be calculated with the
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CFK equation. The value of COlb0 in equation (7) would be the highest COibt

level following the exposure, and the CO~b would be the level to which it

falls following a given time period. The rate of excretion using equation (7)

*is based on a biological half-life of 250 minutes for a healthly person at rest

in an atmosphere of fresh air (free of contaminants). It is interesting to

note that the biological half-life can be reduced by administering 100 percent

oxygen by a tight fitting mask. The biological half-life is thus reduced to

approximately 80 minutes. The biological half-life can be further reduced to

about 24 minutes by administering 100 percent oxygen in a hyerbaric setting

* of 3 atomospheres ýof pressure (ref 22).

* ~~It is also interesting to note that the function e -t29B in equation (7)

-ta/V bB
is equal to e b from equation (6). Both of these terms represent the

decay of COHb. Consequently, both the terms are equal to the decay equation

used to measure the amount of decay of radioactive material. The following

* equation (ref 32) can thus be substituted to calculate the elimination of CO

from the blood. -kt

* t 0

where

N Final COHb level

N Initiai COHb level
0

K Disintegration factor

=0.693/Half-Life or 0.693/250 0.0028

"" t = Time (mi)
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Comparing this with the equation from MIL-HDBK-759A, we find that the function
-t/2398B -0.0028t

.e e e which equals the above equation for the decay of COHb

in an atmosphere of fresh air.

To calculate the amount of time needed to purge the COHb level to a normal level

of approximately 1 percent or to some other designated level, the decay formula can

be transposed as follows:

"(mi) logeN logeN

",t(min) e = t o
-K

"The computer program illustrated in this paper is a revision of a program to

calculate COHb levels at various crew stations in armored vehicles (ref 26). This

program is written in FORTRAN IV language, and a simulated scenario was run to

produce the printout. The commander, driver, and loader crew stations were assigned

average CO concentrations of 507, 497, and 473, respectively, and COHb level was

calculated for each time period listed in the left-hand column. The program was run

"at york levels equalling one and four for comparison (see printouts). The gunner's

position was assigned a concentration of 50 ppm to demonstrate the COHb levels

associated with OSHA'S standard. This data is plotted on a graph (Figure 4). A

difference of almost 2 percent COHb can be expected in a nonsmoking healthy male

Y person.
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$CONTROL USLINIT, FILE-i
C PROGRAM COR33 REVISED 'FROM TECH NOTE 1-81O(S.STEIN1PERG,AYM~OR)'

PROGRAM 0RB33
TDIMESION COO(4),CORBI(4),PPM(4.),IBWSC(4),DL(5),
+ VA(5),B(5)*DCOHB(4)

CHARACTER*70 HDR

+ VA/6000.O,12000.0,18000.0,24000.O,3000).O/
DISPLAY 'SET TOF'
ACCEPT IDUN
IN-1

100 READ (IN,11O) HDR,PB,COO
110 FORMAT (A70/F3.0,4(1X,F4.2))

LINES-0 .0
TINE-0.O
HTIME"0 .0

290 WRITE (6,300) HDR,PB
300 FORMAT (1H1,'SCENERIO:',A70/ -

+ 20X,lBAROMETRIC PRESSURE-',F6.1,' (MM RG)'/0
+ T4,'CUM TIME' ,T15,'D-TIl4E1.
+ T23,1-------- COMMANDER --------
+ T51,1--------- DRIVER ----------
+ T79,0 --------- LOADER ----------
+ T107.l---------GUNNER -----------I
+ T17,'MIW,

+ 4(' WE CO-PPM D-COHB T-COHB IM/
WRITE (6,350) HTIME,TIME,COO

350 FORMAT (lX,F5.2,1XF6.1,7X,4(19X,F8.2,1X))
DO 400 1-1,5

400 B(I)-1.0/DL(I) + (PB-47.0)/VA(I)
500 READ (IN,510) TI,(IBWS(J),PPli(J),J-1,4)

* .510 FORMAT (F5.1,4(1X,Il,1X,F5.O))
IF (TI.LT.0..OR.IBWS(1).EQ.O.) GO TO 715
IF (TI.EQ.O.O) GO TO 100
DO 600 K-1,4
TERM-EXP(-TI/2398.O/B(IBWS(K)))
COHBT(K)-COO(K)*TERM + 218.0*(1.0-TERM)*(.007*B(IBWS(K))

+ +PPM(K)/1316.0)
600 DCOHB(K)-COHBT(K) -COO(K)

TIME-TIME+TI
HTIME-TIME/60.0
LINES-LINES +1
IF(MOD(LINES,50).EQ.O) WRITE(6,675)HDR

675 FORMAT (1HI.,'SCENERIO: ',80A1/
+ T4,1CUM TIME',T15,'D-TIME',
+ T23,1 --------COMMANDER --------
+ T51 , #---------DRIVER ----------
+ T79,1'---------LOADER -------
+ T107,---------GUNNER ----------'
+ T3,fHRS',TlO,'MIN',T17,rMIN',
+ 4(' WE CO-PPM D-COHB T-CORB 'I

WRITE (6,700) TI,
+ (IBWS (H),PPM(M) ,DCOHB (H),COHBT(M) 11-1,4)

700 FORMAT (12X,F7.1,4(14,F8.0,F7.2,F8.2,lX))
710 GO TO 500 .~-

715 STOP
720 END
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EXAPLES

Assume that a nonsmoking iudividual was exposed to 6,000 ppm of CO for a period

oZ 1 minute. This individual was doing sedentary level or vork whilu exposed. His

physical characteristics were as follow"

Ventilation rate (Va) 6,000 ml/min. t 1 1 min

Diffusion rate (DL) 30 mX/min. where B = 0.15

Blood volume (Vb) 5,500 ml tCOHb = 0.8% (nonsmoker)
b

"Using CFK equation ppmCO = 6,000 ppm

%CO~~b (e1/(2398) (15) + 218 ( e e1/(2398)(.15) 07(1~+600136
.%COibt 0.8 007)(.15) 6,000/1,31

0.8 (0.997) q 218 (0.0027)('4.56)

!.- : .18

.Ixamp le 2.

* Assume that the wame individual (example 1) was exposed, except that he was a

chronic smoker and was doing heavy work at the time of exposure.

"then /
(-1/(2398)(.0"L -1/(2398)(K.0 0,.:•/%COHbt = 5 :+ 218 -e 007)(.04) +6,000/1,316'•

= 5 (0.989) + 218 (0.011) (4.56)

= 15.88%

A..-

.- 7

• ii



The difference in ZCO0b level following the same exposure level and time due to

difference in work activity in addition to being a SaOker is significant. The

individual in example 2 could possibly be subjected to syoptous of COfb such as

headacbes, and his ability to perform work aafely could be affected.

•i• Exeimle 3

At APG, toxic-fumes investigations are conducted to determine the concentration

of toxic gases to which a crew is exposed to when executing sustained rates of

L weapons fire during vtrious vehicle conditions and defensive or offensive scenarios.

The study scenario is usually representative of anticipated operational situations.

The ideal scenario encompasses periods when maximum sustained rates of fire are

achieved by weapons systems and the crew space environmental control system is

maximally stressed to remove firing contaminants. This ensures the crew exposure to

"maximum design concentrations of toxic gases or fumes at the time of high workload

* requirements. This ideal scenario represents a "worst-case" operational situation

and during stationary fire or fire-and-maneuver exercises.

A toxic fume investigation is also conducted to determine the concentration of

i - toxic gases resulting from the operation of vehicles and other engine-driven

equipment.

A typical firing condition test matrix is usually represented in Table 4. (The

scenario may vary according to the needs of the system being tested.)
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•Sl••illBased on the data collected during each firing trial, the information is used to

.l calculate the COIb level of each crew member. Each test condition is evaluated to

determine whether any of the crew would be exposed to harmful concentrafions of CO or

other toxic fumes. Figures 5 and 6 represent the results of the test data for

conditions 8 and 15 (all hatches closed and heater and vent on). This evaluation is

presented for each condition.

Figure 5 shows that the concentration of CO was minimal for positions 2, 3, and

4 and would not raise the COHb of those crew members. Therefore, no firing

restrictions are necessary for these positions. However, position I was restricted

to 140 trials (1400 rounds of 25ua ammo) because the CO~b level of COHb was predicted

to reach 10 percent at that time. Approximately 6 hours would be needed to fire the

"1400 rounds and over 6 hours would be needed to permit the crewmembera' COHb level to

reduce to I percent. Consequently only two such missions (2,800 rounds) could be

St Ipermitted during a 24 hour period.
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Figure 6 represents condition 15 where botn the 25mm and 7.62mm weapons were

fired simultaneously for 30 minutes (210 raunds of 25mm and 300 rounds of 7.62mm).

Tt was predicted that the COIb level would have reached approximately 6 percent for

each crew member. Two trials would have raiued the COfb level to slightly under 10

percent. Consequently, a total of about 7.5 hours would include the firing and decay

times, permitting three such missions within 2& hours.

CmEE mini 03) Law
AVBWIE WM EIElIU 15

WMOMNEI PEOM 716 U N8

rMoIN M=N2 MED=l PUIDO4
AWEME CO LEL, PFU 167,0 1NA•NA INA0

lIME OF FOlE MIfMI, 1 42A4 42.21 41,1 43.18

COU COM .E.F1 1 % LEM MiSM 6 W56 1.21

OF 1U TO MUl 10 MCO 2 2 2 2
aOOW Om UM AF1g No 1Nl~ V S$ I XN to4 i1

=NCOMPIJUJD COin No A1TR .1 =al, % 12.93 113 11.11 12.35
ME FOR TO WECAY TO 1%, U 6A03 61 6.1S

NUM A OF ALUAiLE M 24 S 3 3 3 3

CREW PuHS:
padiol 1: MlIER
P01 21: COWOF U R

PMEDM 3. LEFTSE WAY
POiM I: 116ff WE Can

TABLE 6
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In conclusion, then, it is apparent that the Army as well as industrial workers

need to be concerned with the effects of CO on personnel. The nature of the build-up

of some of the effects underscores the necessity for detecting, measuring, and as

much as possible, eliminating this hazard. The tailitary is at the forefront of

technology and procedures for controlling CO, and recognizes that more needs to be

"done. Non-military agencies such as OSHA need to update standards and serve as a

"conduit to advise industry and govexnment agencies about the hazard of CO and the

latest means of protection.

AVr'.

5,, 
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An Examination of Injury Criteria for Potential AppLication
"to ExpLosive Safety Studies

D. N. Neades

U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MaryLand 21005

"R. R. Rudolph

Ketron, Inc.
Towson, Maryland 21204

ABSTRACT

A state-of-the-art assessment of research into and the
modeling of wounding mechanisms and phenomena is described.
The results of an extensive survey of the Literature are
presented along with recommendations for replacement of the
presently used "58 ft-Lb rule". The data and models Located
have been evaluated with respect to applicability to expLo-
"sive safety studies which typically require quantification
of the fragment impact hazards to personnel. Major topics
for discussion include penetrating and non-penetrating
injury mechanisms and models, wounding thresholds, miLitary
incapacitation criteria, and existing safety criteria, as
well as recommendations for formulation of new criteria.
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to ExpLosive Safety Studies

D. N. Neades JS

U.S. Army BaLListic Research Laboratory
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MaryLand 21005

R. R. Rudolph A,.,

Ketron, Inc.
Towson, MaryLand 21204 . .

1. Preface .""

The work described in this paper was sponsored and funded by the
Department of Defense ExpLosive Safety Board (DMESB) in March 1983 under
Project 4A66580SM857. LIS_

2. Introduction

Present Department of Defense ExpLosive Safety Board (DDESB) doc-
trine establishes the acceptable fragmentation hazards to personnel , t
exoosed to accidental explosions. PresentLy, the acceptable Limit is
exposure to not more than 1/600 square feet of hazardous fragments.
Current DDESB poLicy is to define a "hazardous fragment" as one which
has at Least 58 foot-pounds of kinetic energy. CLearLy, the use of
this, or any other injury criterion wiLL effect the caLcuLated distances
required to Limit personnel to the acceptable exposure Limit.

Use of the 58 ft-Lb criterion to define fragmentation hazards has
been criticized in recent years because, 1) it is not based on any weLL
defined injury classification scheme, 2) it is overly simpLlstis; in
nature, and 3) a general feeling that there must be something better
avaiLabLe in Light of aLL the research into wounding phenomena and
effects that has taken place over the Last several decades.

The objectives of this investigatioti were to review the Literature
on kinetic energy wounding, assess the state-of-thte-art, determine the ,
appLicabiLity of existing data and modeLs to expLosive safety studies, o....
and if appropriate, recommend new criteria. In addition, since the
far-fieLd hazards relate mainLy to Large (ranging from a few grams to
several kiLograms) reLativeLy sLow moving fragments with speeds
approaching their free-faLL veLucity, the range of variables over which
the various criteria are valid uas to be determined and methods for
extrapoLating'to the -'ass range of interest considereo. The discussion

1,344 -I ! "
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presented here wiLL focus on the major findings of the investigation•[i "•'•with respect to the evaitabitity of a•suittbLe 58 It-tb Low repLacementi

.. candidate. AdditionaL detaiLs concerning other important research not
covered in this paper, aLong with the bibLiography which resuLted from
the current study, can be found in a soon to be pubLished SRL report.

"3. Literature Search

"The survey of the Literature was conducted by a contractor, Ketron,
I nc. Several hundred technicaL reports and journaL articLes were com-
piLed, reviewed, and anaLyzed with the above mentioned objectives in
mind. A majority of the documentation was Located by querying the DTIC
(Defense TechnicaL Information Center), NTIS (NationaL TechnicaL Infor-

* .. mation Service), TRIS (Transportation Research Information Service),
BIOSIS (BioLogicaL Research Abstracts), and 14EDLINE (MedicaL Literature
AnaLysis and RetrievaL Systems) automated data bases. In addition, a
significant amount of reLevant information was obtained through numerous
informaL discussions with various researchers in baLListics and reLated
"fieLds. A comprehensive bibLiography containing 304 citations was com-

"! piLed from the reviewed Literature.

-'.�4. Penetrating Trauma

In the search for relevant Literature, a naturaL division seemed to
occur between penetrating injury and non-penetrating injury data.
AccordingLy, the documents reviewed were categorized as reLating to
either one or the other. The overwheLming majority of data and modeLs
Located pertain to research into penetrating injury phenomena. The foL-
Lowing discussion wiLL focus on onLy a few of the criteria which were
estabLished as a result of this research.

-~ 4.1. 58 Ft-Lb Criterion

The Literature abounds with references to the 58 ft-Lb energy cri-
terion. Rohne is usuaLLy given credit for estabLishing this criterion
which was probably intended as nothing more than a rough ruLe of thumb.
The date usuaLLy attributed to Its origin is 1906. The actuaL quote,

.. transLated from the 1906 articLe by Rohne is "To remove a human from
"the battLefieLd, a kinetic energy of 8 mkg is sufficient according to
the prevailing view in the German artiLLery community;....". ActuaLLy,

San earLier articLe by Rohne, written in 1896 under the same titLe, con-
tains the same statement; in neither case does he cite any data, experi-
mental or otherwise, xo substantiate this view. Interestingly, in a
subsequent paragraph, he states that "Horses require a Larger impetus to
incapacitate them. CoLoneL LangLois set forth a kinetic energy of 19 mkg
in his report "LlartiLLerie de campagne en Liason avec Les autres
ar-s',... Again, it is unfortunate that the basis for these statements
is i•ot expLained. Rohne, whiLe not discussing the vuLidity of the 58
ft-Lb criterion, used it to determine ranges at which various miLitary .

rifLez ceased to be eflective.

104 Rohne, 14.; SchiessLehre fur Infanterie, 1906.
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Whike the exact origin and basis for the 58 ft-Lb figure remains

obscured, other researchers he-to considered its vaLidity as; a criterion
Svarying Sterne ,, for example, in 1955, suggested that • '

Rohne's criterion appLied to LethaLity rather than to a sublethal
effect. Indeed, penetrating injury research shows that Lethal injuries
can occur at impact kinetic energy levels significantLy Less than 58
ft-Lbs. Without giving additional consideration to other parameters
such as missiLe shape, size, mass, and possibLy impact Location, vnergy
based hazard assessments can be misLeading.

4.2. Incapacitation Criteria i-.

In the years since Rohne, numerous researchers have investigated
projectiLe induced kinetic energy wounding usually in hopes of relating,
in some fashion, some form of baLListic dose to the projectile's
casualty producing potential. The U.S. Army's incapacitation criteria,
which resulted from extensive research conducted over the Last three
decades, were established to predict the incapacitating effects of
wounding by fragmenting munitions, bullets, and flechettes. Certain of
these criteria have, on occasion, been appLied to hazard type analyses,
but in generaL they are used as effectiveness criteria in the context of
weapon system anaLyses. Briefly, the approach taken to establish these
criteria was as follows.

An initiaL set of four steel fragment simulators was chosen to
represent the class of munition fragments of interest. The projectile
masses and the velocities at which they were assessed are shown in the
following table.

Table 4-1. Incapacitation Projectile Data Base

ProjectiLe Mass Experimental Striking Velocities .

0.85 gr, steel sphere 0.055 gram 305, 914, 1524 meters/second
2.1 gr, steel cube 0.136 gram 305, 914, 1524 meters/second

16.0 gr, steel cube 1.04 gram 305, 914, 1524 meters/second
225 gr, steel cube 14.58 gram 152, 305, 762 meters/second

Basically, for each of these mass-velocity combinations, firings
were conducted against biologicaL targets to generate actual wound data.
The nature of the observed wounds was delineated by assigning to it a

2 Sterne, T. E., and A. J. Dziemlan; "Provisional ProbabiLities

of Incapacitation by a Caliber 0.30 RifLe-BuLLet, Ball M-2," BRL:
949, U.S. Army BaLListic kesearch Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD, Dec 1955.
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wound class which related incapacitation to toss of arm and leg func-
-N-.."- tion.

The most wideLy applied critoria of tyi type are the curves pub-
Lished by Kokinakis and Sperrazza in 1965 The correLation relates
striking mass and velocity of an impacting steel fragment to the condi-
tionaL expected Level of incapacitation given a singLe random hit. The
functionaL form of the reLationship is:

'A-b)

P(I/H) 1 - 4mv

where e m base of natural Logarithm
m n fragment mass (grains)
v a fragment striking veLocity (ft/sec)

A,ab,n a fitted constants which depend on tacticaL
rote, time after wounding, and body 9art

N-, hit,

Since these criteria are based upon the physitaL requirements and.. • tacticaL furnctions related to infantry soLdiers in the assauLt,. defense..
reserve, and supply roles, it would be inappropriate to apply them to

situations invoLving threshold injury LeveLs to non-miLitary personneL.

4.3. Other Penetrating Trauma ModeLs

In 1967, Kokinakis and Sperrazza4 published data on the baLlistic
* .Limits of skin and cLothing, based on experimental firings of steel pro-

jectiLes. Until recently, this skin penetration criterion was used by
the U.S. Army as the "officiat" safety criterion for assessing thres-
hold fragmentation hazards. However, in 1978 Lewis5 , et aL developed an
empiricaL formula for estimating the probability of skin penetration by
various projectiLes, incLuding Low density fragments. Of interest to

Kokinakis, W. and Sperrazza; " Criteria for Incapacitating
- SoLdiers with Fragments and FLechettes," BRL Report 1269, U.S.

, Army BaLListic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD,
"January 1965, (CONFIDENTIAL).

Sperrazza, J. and W. Kokinakis, "BaLlistic Limits of Tissue and
CLothing," BRL TN 1645, U.S. Army BaLListic Research Laboratory,

.- Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, January 1967.

.. Lewis, J. H., P. A. Coon, V. R. CLare, L. M. Sturdivan; "An.i:,IEmpiricsL/HathematicaL Model to Estimate the ProbabiLity of Skin

Penetration bt Various ProjectiLes," ARCSL-TR-78004, U.S. Army
"Armament Resarch 9 DeveLopment Command, ChemicaL Systems
Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, 1978.
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them was the environmentaL debris such as rocket motor fragments and
other secondary projectiles that pose a hazard to personnel. Backbtast
debris from small rocket-motor Launched weapons couLd include wood f rag- f
ments from vegetation and structures, moata fragments fro&~ thle weapon,
rocktike fragments from stone or concrete structures and stones from the
ground. Accordingly,, they included in their investigation thre* sixes
of wood cyLir.ders having diameters and Lengths 9queL to 0.5 inch (1.27
cm),. 1.0 inch (2.54 cm), and 1.5 inch MAI8 cm) and irregutar gravtt
weighing approximately 2 grams. Other missites vere, 4 grain (0.259
gram),, 16 grain (1.035 gram),, and 64 grain (A.14 gram) steel cubese a
0.85 grain (0.055 gram) steel sphere and a 16 grain (1.035 gram)
tungsten cube. These projectiLes were fired at sections of goat skin
backed with 20 percent geLatin at 10 degrees C. Strikiog veLocity was
treated as a test variabLe.

One objective of the study was to determine the probabitity of coo-
ptete skiln perforation (futt-thicitness skin Laceration) since the

authors had equated this occutrrenv~e to a hazardous tondition- theI
assumption being that given a compleote penetration of the skin Layer,.
the potential for deeper penetration into various parts of the body also
exists. Since a frag!egt perforates or fails to perforate the skin, the
Walker - Duncan Method could be uted to' estimate the probability in
terms of a single variable X defined by somo function of the test vari-
ables. In this instance, the authort selected for their modiet I

X L n E(MV )/A3

where m a mass of the projectle (grams)
V M velocity of the projectile (o~eers/sec)
A a presented area of the projectiLe (sq cm).

The Walker-Duhcan estimation is then given by

I + ezxp [-(a + bx)3

where: a andab are curve fitting consvants
and x is asdefined above.

EmpLoying curve fitting techniques,, the authors determined Ai and b I

values for the targets shown in Table 4-2.

6
Walker, S. M. and D. B. Duncan; "Estimation of the Probability

ot an Event as a Function of Several Independent Variables",.
Biometrika 54:167-179, (1967).L
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Target a b

aore Skin -Z8,42 2.94
Two-Leayt Uniform -48.47 4.62
Six-Layer Uniform -50.63 4.51

"4 ? ProbabiLity curves for skin penetration as a function of Ln C(MV2 I/AW
"are shown in Figure 4.1.

140

*' 7--0.4-

"" 4' -. h -'. . . .
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80o $is i.6 10.4 1.,2 4.0

LM vIV/A

Figure 4.1 WaLker-Duncan Curves Estimating the ProbabiLity
of Skin Penetration as a Function of ProjectiLe
Parameters. (Reproduced from Reference 5).

S. Non-Penetrating Trauma

-. - ALthough penetration is the primary damage mechanism of interest
here, it was feLt that the potentiaL for injury from non-penetrating

"-"-. missiles exists as weLL. Non-penetrating injury, or bLunt trauma, gen-
eraLLy refers to any injury caused by a victim either striking or being

4: struck by a non-piercing object. Objects causing projectiLe induced
bLunt trauma are characterized by their Low veLocity, Lack of cutting
and piercing features and size.

Most of the research pertaining to projectiLe-Induced bLunt trauma
has occ~irred since the passage of The Omnibus Crime ControL and Safe
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Streets Act of 1968. Much of the research was sponsored by The NationaL
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminat Justice and performed by *""' i*.

*[.• gmuLtti-disciptined teams of researchers from the U.S. Army's Biophysics "..'
Laboratory Located at Edgewood Arsenal (EA), MaryLand and Land Warfare
Laboratory (LWL) at Aberdeen Proving Ground Marytand, and various con-
tractors.

The LWL team of Shank, Thein, CampbeLL and Wargovich conducted
vaLuabLe research into the physioLogicaL response to th* effects of
"non-LethaL weapons7 . An interesting part of their work invoLved the
cLassification system they estabLished for measuring these responses.

With regards to the avaiLabiLity of injury criteria for nog-
penetrating missiLes the four-parameter modeL of CLare, et aL

apparentLy represents the "state of the art" in bLunt trauma modelting.
Given knowLedge of the input parameters, (projectiLe mass, veLocity and

diameter and target (body) mass) the modeL predicts the probability of
LethaLity as a resuLt of impact to the thorax. Their modeL is of the
form:

Nr a f(mv 2 )NwD)

where P(r) a probability of response (death,
serious injury, etc)

m a mass of projectiLe in grams.
v a impact veLocity of the project-

iLe in meters/second.

w a body mass of the animaL in kito-
grams.

D u diameter of the projectile in
centimeters.

The same modeL, with appropriate adjustment of the discriminant Line

intercept, was extended by the authors to fracture/no-fracture data for
U the Liver.

7 Shank, E. B., B. K. Themn, D. CampbeLL and M. J. Wargovich; "A

Comparison of Various Less LethaL Weapons," LWL TR-74-79, U.S.
Army Land Warfare Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, June
1974.

CLare, V. R., J. H. Lewis, A. P. Michiewicz and L. M. Sturdivan;

"Handbook of Human VuLnerabiLity Criteria Chapter 9. ProjectiLe-
Induced BLunt Trauma," EB-SP-76011-9, Department of the Army,
Headquarters, Edgewood ArsenaL, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MDe May L

1976. .
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S~As shown in Figures 5.1 end 5.2, the model discriminates between Low,

S.*" m ' edium , sad high regions of response/no response. The authors emphasize
., ,.....•.that they consider the model to be provisionaL, pending avaiLaibLity of
> "- additionaL data for further vaLidation.

i 6. AppLicabiLity to ExpLosive _Safety

I•' The reLevancy of modeLs described in the previous sections can be
Ssummrized from anexamination of Fiue6.1. TofaciLitate oprs

Sarts of the vrirous relationships, the mosses and veLocities correspond-

ing to each modeL's predicted measure were determined. For exampLe, for
Line B, the mosses and velocities are those which correspond to e• 50X

,.< probabiLity of skin penetration (for steel cubes) according to the model

- of Lewis.

.:" The presentLy employed 58 ft-Lb Law (Line A) is shown in €(omparison
"'e~i with two pairs of penetrating injury reLationships. The upper pair,
u represented by Lines 8 and C, are based on the skin penetration modeL of
• ,'.Lewis et aL. The test mass upper bound was 4.08 grams. Line B is for

" •' steeL cubes; Line C was derived assuming a sphericaL shape factor. The
•i•• second pair of Lines, represented by Lines 0 and E describe the penetra-

"- ~tion Law of Sperrazza and Koktnakts. The test mass upp)er bound was 15
ii • grams. Line I) is based on steeL cubes; Line E was derived assuming a

sphericaL s~ape factor. In addittion, the caLcuLated ODESS mass interval
L ~ of interest- is shown in the shaded area.

* The two Lines LabeLed "G" represent the reLationship of CLiffs, et
*:. ." aL for threshoLd Liver fracture. The bottom soLtid 6-Line most directLy

S~refLects the test data for which the average animaL weight, w, was

-. about, 11.3 kg. The upper dashed G-Line is an extrapolation to a man's
•-- ;"i•--body, ueight of 70 kg. Both Lines are for Low density (average 1.31

'•.•- gtcm ) projectiles and the masst test data intervaL was from 3 grams to

,-. 381 grams. ALso shown is t ~LWL bLunt trauma reLationship for the
first damage Level (Line F). The LWIL reLationship was not discussed
here sincetit is not directLy appLicabLe to humans. It is incLuded

because it corresponds to a Low LeveL of injury (LUL damage LeveL 1) and
o.•. ts therefore of interest from an injury threshold perspective. Unfor-
.. • tunateLy, the modeL is not appropriate for human body weights. With the
':-: EA modeL, weight of the target is an input parameter.

'. The intervaL depicted represents a crude estimate of the
• * reLevant mass range based on 155 mm projectile data pubLished by

. Fetnstein, 0. I., in "Fragmentacion Hazards to Unprotected
i-: PersonneL," ZITRI J6176, Engineering Mechanics Division, ITT

"•" ~Research Institute, Chicago, IL for the D~epartment of Defense•.• ExpLosive Safety Board (DOESB), Washington, PC, January 1972.

• ! The LWL team of Shank et aL used a six vaLued damage LeveL

"• .•. grading system to describe the effects of bLunt trauma rounds.

•• '-"Damage LeveL 1, corresponds in generaL to superficiaL or slight
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.Sumary and Conctusions

In the attempt to Locate criteria which represent an improvement
over the currentLy used 58 ft-Lb Law, it became obvious that an accurate
assessment of the hazards for typicaL far-fieLd fragments by appLication
of the various criteria Located was not possibLe due to two noted
shortcomings, nameLy:

1.) the Lack of non-penetrating injury data far •rojectiLes
with densities greater than about 1.31 gm/cm ,

2.) the Lack of penetrating injury data for projectiLes with
mass greater than about 15 grams.

The above deficiencies are a resuLt of wounding/injury research being
concentrated on the effects of smaLL, high veLocity, steeL projectiLes.
Where investigations were conducted into non-penetrating trauma, the
projectiLes of interest were, by design, of Low density materiaLs. The
assessments and comparisons made in the anaLysis then are, in some
cases, based on severe extrapoLations of the existing data bases. For
exampLe, in comparing Lewis's skin penetration modeL with the 58 ft-Lb
ruLe, it was necessary to assume the modeL was vaLid for fragment masses
an order of magnitude Larger than those upon which the modeL is based.
AccordingLy, there is a criticaL need to verify the skin penetration
curves in the mass ranges of interest, and the bLunt trauma reLationship
for high density materiaLs. Given these modeL
vaLidations/modifications, it is feLt that a viabLe soLution to the
probLem of determining far-fieLd fragment hazards to personneL couLd
hivoLve simuLtaneous appLication of the two modeLs mentioned above to
quantify the potentiaL for both penetrating and non-penetrating injury.
A hazardous condition wouLd be indicated if either criterion was met.

A methodoLogicaL change of this nature wouLd of course require a
concomitant change in phiLosophy as to just what constitutes an unac-
ceptabLe hazard to personneL. The economic, sociaL, and poLiticaL
impLications of adopting the skin penetration modeL as a reptacement for
the 58 ft-La ruLe have not been considered in this investigation. In
conclusion, we find numerous arguments against the continued use of the
58 ft-Lb criterion, the strongest of which concerns its inabiLity to
predict a weLL defined injury LeveL on the basis of mass and veLocity
alone, and suggest that after further investigation, more meaningfuL
criteria can be formuLated by vaLidating other scientificaLLy based
modeLs by extending and/or modifying those modeLs through additionaL
experimentation and anaLysis.
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SYMPATHETIC DETONATION OF 16"/50 HC PROJECTILES

Michael M. Swisdak, Jr. and Francis B. Porzel
Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

"ABSTRACT

As part of the Naval Explosives Safety Improvement Program (NESIP), a
series of tests have been conducted to verify predictions concerning the
sympathetic detonability of 16"/50 HC projectiles. Analytical studies could
not rule out the possibility of sympathetic detonation. Based on the test
results, a reaction probability of eleven percent can be estimated. With this
estimate of the reaction probability, it is assessed that the 16"/50 HC
projectile (loaded with Explosive D) will not mass detonate.

INTRODUCTION

With the reintroduction of the battleship into the active fleet,
questions have been raised about some aspects of the ammunition associated
with its 16-iich guns. One specific question which was raised is, "Will
16"/50 HC projectiles mass detonate?"

The 16"/50 round is shown schematically in Figure 1. The projectile
empty case weight (including base plug and gas check gasket) is 1720 pounds.
The projectile is filled with 154 pounds of Explosive D (Ammonium Picrate).
The average wall thickness is 3 to 3 1/2 inches.

Previous NESIP (Naval Explosives Safety Improvement Program) work has
investigated the sympathetic characteiistics of 5V/54 projectiles loaded with
both Composition A-3 and Explosive D." Those loaded with Explosive D failed'
to detonate even when in contact with a donor projectile; those loaded with
Composition A-3 sympathetically detonated, even out to significant separations
between donor and acceptor. The same held true for pallets of the ammunition-
those loaded with Explosive D do not detonate, those loaded with Composition
A-3 do.

The 5"/54, 8"/55, and 16"/50 are a family of HC (High Capacity) shells,
",. which have been loaded with Explosive D. The similarities between these three

shells should afford a reliable way to estimate the 16"/50 behavior, based on
*-" the 5"/54 and 8"/55 data. A comparison of all three projectiles is presented

in Table 1.

IPorzel, F. B., "A Model and Methods for Control of Sympathetic Detonation,"
Minutes of the Elghteenth Explosive Safety Seminar, Volume II, San Antonio,
Texas 12-14 Sep 1978.
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TABLE 1 HC FAMILY OF PROJECTILES

5V/54 8"/55 16"/50 16" Scaled* 16" Scaled**

Explosive Weight (lb) 7.8 21.3 154 256 171

Total Weight (lb) 78 258 1874 2556 2064

Explosive/Total Mass 0.10 0.083 0.082 0.10 0.083

"Case Thickness (in) 0.7 1.6 3.2-3.5 2.3 3.2

Scaled up from 5" data

**Scaled up from 8" data

According to the NESIP "Action Criterion", 1 explosive sensitivity is
yield dependent, via duration and size. Even though a 5"/54 projectile
(loaded with Explosive D) was shown to be safe, i.e., would not- I HFsympathetically detonate, it cannot be assut•ed, a priori, that a 16"/50

"projectile is also safe. Since a 16" projectile is over three times the width
of a 5" projectile, the loading duration increases and the impact pr §ure
required for sympathetic reaction can decrease by a factor of (5/16)•'a for a
16" projectile relative to a 5" projectile. There is also undocumented 2
evidence that an 8" projectile loaded with Explosive D did mass detonate. 2

"Analyses conducted for this study indicated the following:

1. The 16"/50 HC round (loaded with Explosive D) will possibly mass
detonate on contact, from either blast or fragments.

m 2. The 8" round (loaded with Explosive D) is, at best, marginal.

3. The 5"/54 round (loaded with Explosive D) should not detonate.

Because of the prediction that sympathetic detonation was possible, a
limited test program was organized and conducted to verify it. The remainder
of this report documents the results of that effort.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Since the number of assets available was limited, a simple six-shot
experimental program was proposed and fielded. Five shots were conducted with
one donor and two acceptor warheads on each shot. This experimental
arrangement is shown in Figure 2. Tho spacing between the donor and acceptor

2 Daugherty, E., (NAVSEA-06H), private communication.
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rounds. was varied on each shot to cover the range of 0 to 1 charge diameters.
"Table 2 presents the spacings used on each shot. The sixth shot consisted of
a stack of nine rounds in an hexagonal close-pack arrangement. The center
round of this stack was detonated. This arrangement is shown in Figure 3.
This close-pack arrangement simulates the actual stacking scheme aboard ship.

All 24 projectiles utilized on this program were from existing Navy
stock. They had been inspected by the Naval Weapons Support Center (NWSC),
Crane, Indiana, and were rejected for fleet use. The rejections were for a
variety of reasons--none of which affected the test program. Some were
rejected for stuck fuzes, some for damaged rotating bands, and some for stuck
base plug.

"Each donor projectile was initiated with approximately 1-pound of
Composition C-4 placed in the nose fuze well.

The stated purpose of the tests was to determine if 16"/50 HC projectiles
can be made to sympathetically detonate. To address that question, several
techniques were used:

1. Witness plates beneath each round.

2. Flash panels to measure the fragment velocity from the acceptor
rounds.

3. High speed photography.

4. Airblast.

RESULTS

Table 2 summarizes the results of all the shots. On first five
shots, none of the acceptor projectiles reacted. Figure 4 iows a before and
an after of one of the witness plates. Where the donor was located, there is
a hole in the plate. Where the acceptors were located, there are no marks or
indentations on the plate.

All of the acceptor rounds were thrown considerable distances--up to 431
feet in one case. The location of the acceptor projectiles for all the shots
"were surveyed. These are shown in Table 3. In addition, they are indicated
in a projectile map--Figure 5. (It should be noted here that all measurements
are with respect to ground zero).

"Each acceptor round was damaged--though there were no case failures or
penetrations. In each case, the rotating bands were stripped off. There was
evidence of fragment impacts, case flattening, and case deformation, but no
case penetrations.

The last shot studied two effects--the effect of confinement and the
effect of interaction between rounds. On this shot, six rounds were recovered
"intact, one appeared to detonate or violently react and one appeared to break
apart or deflagrate.
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TABLE 2

16'/50 HC SYMPATHETIC DETONATION TEST PROGRAM AND RESULTS

*Shot Number Spacing (inches/diameters+) Results

2097 0 0/2 reacted

*2098 0 0/2 reacted

2099 4.8 (.25, .50) 0/2 reacted

*2100 1,2 (.06, .12) 0/2 reacted

2101 12, 15 1/4 (.75, .95) 0/2 reacted

1/8 detonated*-
2102 1/8 deflagrated**

6/8 no reaction

Or violent reaction

*Lo order reaction

4 Indicated by numbers in parenthesis
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At the location of the donor, a hole was punched through the witness
7: ~ plate. At the location of Acceptor I, there was a deformation and tearing of

the plate--Indicating some type of reaction (Projectile I was never located).
The case of Acceptor G was recovered in two pieces. Explosive 0 remained In
the lower portion of the case. Post shot investigation showed evidence of
Explosive D on the ground below the trajectory of Acceptor G. (This evidence
"indicated that G reacted in some manner--but with much less violence than did

• ",Acceptor I).

Before detonation, there was a 4' x 4' x 4" steel plate, weighing
approximately 2 tons lying on the ground adjacent to ground zero. This plate
was thrown approximately 150 feet by the detonation. Two of the acceptor
projectiles were thrown over 1000 feet, with one thrown over 1600 feet. The
pre- and post-shot locations of each of these projectiles are indicated inFigure 6 and Table 3.

DISCUSSION

The original question which prompted this work was "Will the 16"/50 HC
* projectiles mass detonate?" The apparent answer is NO, they will not. If yosl
* -~ consider that there were a total of 18 possible acceptor projectiles on all

six shots, and that only two reacted in any way, an estimate of the
probability of reaction is 2/18 or 11%. (NOTE: Becaise of the limited number
of shots, this is, 4t best, a crude estimate).

. th In order for a reaction to be self-susta~ning, i.e., propagate, the
reaction probability must be at least 25% (PD greater than 1/N, where N is

"-" the number of nearest neighbors). Since our estimate (11%) is less than this,
the reaction chain is not self-sustaining--i.e., the reaction would die out.

The only reactions observed were those on the nine-projectile stack.
This may be due to several reasons: (1) The effects of the confinement

a , produced by the adjacent projectiles leading to some type of focusing or
jetting along specific directions or (2) probability--the limitations produced
by the small sample size.

3 Porzel, F. B., "Technology Base of the Navy Explosives Safety Improvement
Program," Minutes of the Nineteenth Explosive Safety Seminar, Los Angeles,
CA, 9-11 Sep 1980.
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TABLE 3 FINAL POSITIONS OF ACCEPTOR PROJECTILES

PROJECTILE 1ANGE EVELATION BEARING
SHOT NUMBER DESIGNATION* (ft) (ft) (0)

2097 L 202 18 110
R 170 39 273

2098 L 184 15 104

R 251 51 288

2099 L 431 19 114
R 213 45 283

2100 L 145 17 93
R 277 29 305

2101 L 105 7 94
R 122 21 274

2102 A 1609 -49 39
B 1286 -79 336
C 530 46 314
E 151 23 81 -

:6 F 405 68 300
G (upper) 515 -33 132
G (lower) 872 -50 119
H 1015 -52 126
PLATE 160 38 269

L is the projectile on the left, looking toward ground zero
R is the projectile on the right, looking toward ground zero.
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,RGURE 1. r/60 HC PROJECILE
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FIGUREZE SINGLEMRUND SYMPATHETIC DEMNA1ON
TESTI ARRANGEMENT
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PREFORMED FRAGMENT WARHEAD RECOVERY TESTS

Verence D. Moore, Dr. Jerry M. Ward and Michael M. Swisdak, Jr.
* Naval Surface Weapons Center :

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

* ;ABSTRACT

A series of preformed fragment warheads were designed and constructed.
* " Each fragment was labeled so as to identify the warhead number and the

column/row location of each fragment on the warhead. Single and multiple
(simultaneous) warhead firings were conducted. Fragment initial velocities
"and beam spray were measured. The fragments were recovered, identified, and
their impact locations were surveyed. Trajectory calculations are compared
with fragment recovery results. The prediction of fragment enhancement in the
vicinity of the maximum impact range is born out by the test results.

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE

"Determine the areal fragment distribution for a generic preformed fragment
warhead and cqmpare these results with the predictions made by the computer
program TRAJ.'

BACKGROUND

All programi for the development and introduction of new weaponry into the
Fleet are required to Include analyses developed by the Naval Explosives
Safety Improvement Program (NESIP). NESIP has, as one of its otjectives, the
examination of Naval munitions, in the small quantities handled on Naval
waterfronts, and the several explosive handling scenarios which are
"experienced, to determine fragment and blast hazard ranges. The ultimate goal
"is the reduction of explosive-sefety quantity-distance (ESQD) arcs which must
"be applied to small quantity handling evolutions. These define the basic
scope of the program. The program deals with handling scenarios: transporta-
tion, loading, topping off, etc. It is also generally limited to small
quantities of munitions. Small in the context of transportation and handling
scenarios generally means no more than 1500 pounds Net Explosive Weight (NEW).

In essence then, each Naval munition or weapon system must be examined to
answer the following questions:

1. Given the detonation of one round, what are its effects on any
surrounding rounds? Will the surrounding ordnance sympathetically detonate?

What is the Maximum Credible Event (MCE)?

1Porzel, F. B.. "Technology Base of the Navy Explosives Safety Improvement
"Program," Minutes ol the Nineteenth Explosives Safety Seminar, Department of
Deftnse Explosives Safey Board, Los Angeles, CA, Sep 1980.
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2. For the MCE, and applying the Department of Defense Explosives Safety
Board (DDESB) standards, what is an appropriate ESQO arc?

The approach has been two-fold; analytical and experimental. Predictions
are made using the analytical techniques developed for this program. These
predictions are then verified, as needed, experimentally. When the theory is
inadequate, it is developed/refined and experimental tests are conducted to
determine relationships from the data. The analyticql techniques form the
NESIP Technology Base, which was described by Porzell at the 1980 DDESB
seminar, As the results of these analyses and predictions were compared with
the experimental data, it became clear that less testing would be required.
In every case to date in which differences did occur between the Technology
Base predictions and the experimental results, the Technology Base was found
to be more conservative (i.e., required a larger ESQD arc).

One analytical tool in the Technology BIse used for determining fragment
hazard ranges is the computer program TRAJ. TRAJ is a two-degree-of-freedom
particle model program which calculates the trajectory of an individual
fragment, given the fragment parameters, initial conditions, and ambient
conditions.

The detonation of any warhead produces fragments of varying initial
velocity, area, and mass. In general, the fragment initial conditions used
are those for a fragment with an average mass and area and the maximum initial
velocity. The maximum initial velocity is used to obtain the worst case
condition for impact range. The reason for not using the maximum value for
fragment mass (and associated area) is that the results should be
conservative, but not overly so. The initial input conditions for TRAJ are
obtained from warhead design and arena test data.

In 1982, Ward and Lorenz 2 described trajectory calculations and fragment
range predictions made for a generic preformed fragment warhead using the
computer program TRAJ. These calculations indicated that 18% of the fragments
would impact within 100 feet of their maximum range--a significant effect
which could have a major influence on the number of warheads allowed for safe
handling, based on their fragment hazard arc. This effect is shown in Figure
1, reproduced from reference (2). Questions were raised as to whether or not
this was a real effect, or an artifact of the computer calculations. The
answer to these questions had to be determined experimentally.

2 Ward, Dr. Jerry M. and Lorenz, Richard A., "SPARROW (AIM/RIM-7M) with EX-114
MOD 1 Warhead Quantity-Distance Study for Handling Operations," Minutes of
the Twentieth Explosives Safety Seminar, Department of Defense Explosives
Safety Board, Norfolk, VA, August 1982.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

PROGRAM ELEMENTS

Predictions. Estimates of maximum fragment ranges were prepared In order
to determine the fragment size and initial velocity to be used for the tests.

Several requirements were placed on the warhead design, and these limited
h :. the cases considered in the initial predictions. Some of these requirements

included:

(1) The fragments must be rectangular parallelopipeds.
(2) The fragments must be large enough to be readily visible for

,' ground pickup.
(3) The maximum fragment range should be approximately 1200 feet (to

allow for recovery on the test pad).

Table 1 lists the initial predictions.

Warhead Fabrication. Based on these requirements and predictions,
warheads were designed and fabricated by New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology, TERA Group. Each warhead contained 36 columns of 22 rows. The

* " first six warheads utilized steel fragments with dimensions of 1 in. X 1 in. X
0.25 in. The next six warheads contained steel fragments with dimensions 1
in. X 1 in. X 0.188 in. All fragments were epoxied inside an outer skin of
0.0312 in. steel. Fragments were stamped with numbers and letters indicating
their column and row positions as well as the warhead number. A schematic of

"" . the warhead design is shown in Figure 2.

Field Setu . The tests were conducted at the West Valley test area of the
TER faillý,Socorro, New Mexico. Surveys were made to establish the zero-

degree recovery line. The warheads were boosted on one end; thus, the
recovery area was offset by 70 from the normal of the warhead axis to account
(estimated) for the fragment beam spray ejection angles. Each warhead was
placed in a horizontal orientation on a five and half foot high stand with the
stamped fragments oriented towards the recovery area.

Fragment initial velocities and beam spray angles were determined by the
use of flash panels and high speed photography on each shot (basically an
arena test setup). A schematic of the field set-up is shown in Figure 3.

After each test series, each fragment was surveyed in place, collected,
and analyzed.

The firing program consisted of firing twelve preformed-fragment warheads
for the purpose of collecting fragment-distribution data. Each warhead
contained a two inch booster of C-4 explosive and a main charge explosive of
either C-3 or powdered TNT. Table 2 describes the twelve warheads in more
detail and gives the nominal purpose of each test.

Although not originally planned as such, the first six events became
warhead design verification shots, with the last four events to be used for
detailed prediction comparisons. The last event involved the simultaneous
detonation of three warheads, testing the effects of shielding: Does the
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detonation of three warheads yield three times the number of fragments in the
recovery area as from the detonation of a single warhead, or does the closer,,":".
warhead to the recovery area shield the recovery area from the other two
warheads?

RESULTS

A preliminary survey of the fragments on the recovery pad, after the first
two events, indicated that only a small number of fragments actually landed on
the recovery pad (most went beyond). Thus, for the third test, the C-3
explosive main charge was replaced with powdered TNT to reduce the fragment
initial velocities to a level such that a greater percentage of the fragments
would impact on the recovery area. A preliminary survey after the third test
indicated that a sufficient number of fragments were landing on the recovery
arena. An analysis of the measured fragment velocities indicated that,
indeed, the velocities had been reduced to the desired level. Powdered TNT
was used for main charge explosive for the remaining events.

Examination of the fragment velocity data presented in Table 2 shows a
wide spread in the measured velocity data for the first six events--indicative
of problems associated with the warhead design. Events 7-10 had a much
narrower velocity spread. The remainder of this paper will concentrate on a
discussion of the results for these last four events. The warhead fragments
for Events 7-10 were somewhat smaller in mass (24 gm) then those used in

C Events 1-6 (32 gm) as an additional measure for reducing the range of the
fragment impacts.

Figure 4 is a plot of the impact locations for Events 7, 8, and 9. -"
Several features are apparent from a study of this feature:

(1) The reproducibility from event-to-event is good
(2) It appears that there is a clustering at, or near, the fragment

maximum range (though certainly not in the farthest 100 feet
increment of range)

(3) The fragment maximum range is not a well-defined cut-off
(4) Significant numbers of fragments appear outside the near-field

arena-defined beam spray.

Based on the fragment description presented in Table 2, and the warhead
descriptions presented in Figure 2, revised predictions of fragment number
versus range can be made. These are shown in Figure 5a; shown on Figure 5b
are the percentage of experimentally recovered fragments as a function of
range. As can be seen, the predicted percentages of fragments versus range
are in good agreement. However, looking at the results in another way, the
agreement is not as good. If one considers areal density of fragments versus
range, a similar comparison of predicted versus experimental/results can be
made. Such a comparison is shown in Figure 6. The prediction over-estimates
the peak areal density by a factor of 2.5 on the side of conservatism.

The test results provide evidence for several mechanisms for insuring that
"the predicted results should be conservative (overestimate the hazard range
and areal densities). Some of these mechanisms were expected, some were
not. The expected mechanisms include distributions for initial velocities,
shapes, and orientations (some fragments were re-shaped upon impact; each of
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the fragments has a somewhat different orientation-time history during its
flight). Unexpected mechanisms include appreciable numbers of fragments

S.-located outside the beam spray area (fragments were surveyed in at unexpected
locations based on their initial positions and ejection angles). Analy•.s of
these test results are continuing.

The effects of warhead shielding are very evident in the fragment recovery

'A data presented in Table 3. Events 7, 8, and 9 all had comparable numbers of
"fragments recovered. Only warhead 10 of Event 10 (the outer warhead, closest
to the recovery area) produced similar numbers. Very few fragments from ,".
warheads 11 and 12 made it onto the recovery pad. It also appears that the
average fragment ranges for Event 10 were somewhat less than those on Events

. 7, 8, and 9. This difference could be real, but the result is based on only
"one test (Event 10), and a statistical aberration cannot be ruled out. These

* differences are shown in Table 4.

"-. Another phenomenon was noted during these tests. In several instances,
fragments located 1800 away from the recovery area were found on the recovery
pad. Moreover, fragments from warhead columns which should have impacted the
ground at ranges near ground zero were found at ranges over 1000 feet from
ground zero. This is shown in Table 5. Column 9 represents fragments
projected in a downward direction (see Figure 2). Both of these examples can
be explained by fragment ricochet off the grougd. (Similar effects are
addressed in another paper at this Symposiunm).

Table 5 also shows the number of fragments collected from each column and

compares the predicted number with the measured ranges from these tests.

FINAL DISCUSSION

The "bunching" of preformed fragmepts in the vicinity of the maximum
impact range predicted by earlier work does, indeed, oLcur, as verified by
this experimental program. The percentage of collected fragments- as a
function of range can be predicted quite well. Less accurate, although still
conservative, &re estimates of fragment areal density as a function of -'

range. The close-in beam spray (as determined by arena tests) does not
adequately describe the far-field fragment pattern•

When considering multiple warhead detonations, shielding effects of
interior warheads must be taken into account. Only those warheads with a
direct line of sight to the recovery area appear to contribute to the f agment
hazard. Th4s shielding effect has beer reported by other investigators

Sthough this is the first time experimental data have been collected that l
correlate the initial conditions and fragment locations with the final impact -
locations.

3McClesky, F., "Fragmentation Hazard Computer Model Minutes of the lwenty-
First Explosives Safety Seminar, Department of Defense Explosives Safety
Board, Houston, TX, August 1984.

. Ramsey, R. T., Powell, J. G., and Smith, III, W. D., "Fragment Hazard
, Investigations Program," Minutes of the Eigtheenth Explosives Safety Seminar,

. Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board, San Antonio,"TX, Sep 1978.
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TABLE 1 COMPUTED IMPACT RANGES (FEET) FOR PREFORMED
FRAGMENT DESIGN OPTIONS

Fragment Size Initial Velocity of Fragment (ft/s)*
(WxLxT-inches) 6500 5500 4500 3500 2500

lxlxO.25 1317 1278 1229 1172 1096

0.75x0.75*0.25 1317 1278 1229 1172 1096

0.6x0.6x0.25 1314 1273 1224 1165 1096

O.5x0.5x0.25 1317 1278 1229 1172 1096

0.75x0.75x.25** 602 585 566 542 511

0.5x0.540.25** 602 585 566 542 5112

lxlxO.2 1094 1062 1023 976 976

0.75x0.75x0.2 1094 1062 iO2ý 976 976

0.6x0.6x0.2 1094 1062 1023 976 976

0.5x0.56x0.2 1094 1062 1023 976 976

0.75x0.75A0.2** 499 485 469 450 425

lxlx3/16 1037 1007 970 926 868

0.75x0.75x3/16 1037 1007 970 926 868

0.6x.6x3/16 1037 1007 970 926 868

0.5x0.503/16 1037 1007 970 926 868

0.75O.753/16 126 122 117 112 105

0.75x0.5x3/16+ 1262 1224 1178 1123 1051

lxlxO.25+ 1600 155U 1495 1417 1320

*Calculations were done using a shape factor of 0.8 A

~Calculations were done using a shape factor of 0.33

+Calculationls were done using a shape factor of 1.0 .
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"TABLE 2 FIRING PROGRAM

Warhead Fragment Beam Velocity
Event Number Size Explosive Angle (ft/s) Purpose

1 1 lxlxO.25 C-3 9.8 5630-6100 W/H* Development.

2 4 IxlxO.25 C-3 6.0 4250-5450 W/H Development .

3 2 lxlxO.25 Powdered TNT *5.1 2330-5050 W/H Development

4 5 lxlxO.25 Powdered TNT 5.2 2450-5900 W/H Development

5 6 lxlxO.25 Powdered TNT 5.5 2300-5430 W/H Development

6 3 lxlxO.25 Powdered TNT 5.2 2460-5380 W/H Development .

7 7 lxlxO.188 Powdered TNT 15.0 5000-6720 Verification

8 8 lxlxO.188 Powdered TNT 15.0 5000-6720 Verification

9 9 ixlxO.188 Powdered TNT 15.0 5000-6720 Verification

10 10,11,12 lxlxO.188 Powdered TNT 10.0' 5000-5940 Multiple W/H

WIN stands for warhead
+',t *mate

.-. m .:•w.' ,.,.
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TABLE 3 NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS RECOVERED

- EVENT 14UMBER OF FRAGMENTS RECOVERED Z,.,.,

* 7 69

8 113

9 88

10-11 5

10-12 3

*Event-warhead number

TABLE 4 AVERAGE FRAGMENT RANGES

COLUMN AVERAGE RANGE (feet)

Events 7,8,9 Event i0

9 1137 1062

10 1147 1243

11 1191 1080

12 1180 1019

13 1097 883

14 960 761

15 833 728

16 683 390

. . 17 436 176

18 344 41

C...4. '
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TABLE 5 PREFORMED FRAGMENT RANGES 444'4 •

EVENTS 7 TO g

4 TRAJ .....TEST RESULTS

Number of Maximum Minimum
Fragments Range (ft) Range (ft) Average Maximum Minimum

Column Collected (6720 ft/s) (5000 ft/s) Range (ft) Range (ft) Range (ft)

9 16 N/A N/A 1137 1508 819

10 44 1140 1060 1147 1430 924

11 47 1260 1190 1191 1485 906

12 32 1250 1190 1180 1466 928

13 30 1180 1120 1097 1409 845

14 30 1050 1010 96C 1535 691

15 25 890 850 833 1234 435

16 23 670 640 683 1186 456

17 8 420 410 436 1093 234

18 8 150 140 344 1011 97

~~~~- 
,..' .-

V

EVENT 10

TIAJ TEST RESULTS

Number of Maximum Minimum
Fragments Range (ft) Range (ft) -Average Maximum Minimum

Column Collected (5940 ft/s) (5000 ft/s) Range (ft) Range (ft) Range (ft)

"9 12 N/A N/A 1062 1394 394
10 14 1110 1070 1243 1450 38611 15 1230 1190 1080 1300 887

12 15 1230 1190 1019 1270 876

13 10 1160 1120 883 1037 721?i . 1115 505-.""
14 8 1030 1010 761 1115 0: ... :,

15 3 870 850 728 1025 480

16 8 660 640 390 855 122

17 1 420 410 176 ... --

18 1 150 140 41---- -
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MAXIMUM TNT EQUIVALENCE OF NAVAL PROPELLANTS

•.",M. M. Swisdak, Jr.
"Naval Surface Weapons Center

White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

ABSTRACT

As part of the Naval Explosives Safety Improvement Program (NESIP), two
*" series of tests have been conducted to determine the maximum TNT equivalence

of Navwl propellants. Airblast and detopatioii velocity measurements were made
on M26 and NACO 5-inch propelling charges, MK 10 (3.250), MW 16 (5"), W 40
"(2.75"), W 58 (SPARROW), MK 37 (ASROC), W 27 (TARTAR), WK 30 (STANDARD)
rocket motors, and TNT cylinders. The MK 40 and MK 37 motors detonated high
order and had a TNT equivalence of 70-75%. The other propellants had TNT
equivalencies ranging from 5 to 50%. Recommendations are also made about
"possible revisions to OP-5. Instead of the 25 percent equivalency now used
for guided missile propellants, 100 percent is recommended for double base and
composite/double base materials, 50 percent for composite materials, and 125
percent for high energy propellants.

INTRODUCT ION

Other studies have shown that solid propellants can detonate, and, even
if not detonating, can be made to react rapidly enough to have a significant
explosive yield. If this is the case, then many solid propellants and the
devices utilizing them could have significant TNT equivalencies.

S,.Current Navy practice, as stated in Navy publication OP-5 (Ammunition and

Explosives Ashore: Safety Regulations for Handling, Storing, ProductLon,
"Renovation, and Shipping)" is to basically ignore propellant contributions to

below).

OP-5 states in Section 5-3.2 (Basis for Q-D Determinations and
Computati ons):

"For shore stations . . . the net weight of explosives for each type of
ammunition item shall be computed as follows . . .

Fixed Ammunition - The net weight of the explosives in the
projectile or warhead; the smokeless powder in the cartridge
case is disregarded in this instance.

r •" Rocket Warheads and Motors packed together (Assembled or
'Unassembled) - the net weight of the explosives in the
rocket warhead; the propellant is disregarded.

Guided Missiles - the net weight of the explosive in the war-,
"head plus 25 percent of the propellant weight of the motor.

IAmmunition and Explosives Ashore: Safety Regulations for Handling, Storing,
Production, Renovation and Shipping, NAVSEA OP-5 Vol. 1, revision 11,

.- 15 May 1983.
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On board ship, the explosives and aimmunition are stowed
relatively close to each other and a detonation in the
mass-detonating part of the cargo would receive considerable
support from categories that are normally considered to be
"fragment or fire hazards.

Accordingly, the total quantity of mass-detonating explosives
may be calculated by using the weight of HE filler and the
weighted values for different types of propellants and other
fillers in relation to TNT. For a general approximation, use
the total quantity of HE plus 25 percent of the propellant."

"Several questions have been raised about this 25 percent equivalency
factor for solid propellants. Some propellants, and even classes of
propellants may not detonate nor even react violently; for these, the
equivalency is close to 0. Others may react violently, but not sustain a true
detonation; for these, the TNT equivalency is between 0 and 100 percent.
Still others, especially the newer high energy propellants may behave like
ideal explosives and detonate with a TNT equivalency greater than 100 percent.

To address this problem the Naval Explosives Safety Improvement Program
(NESIP) has condLcted a two-phase experimental program to determine the
maximum TNT equivalency for several rocket motors and two gun propellant
"cartridges currently in the inventory. In addition, a literature search has
been conducted on similar research efforts by other groups.

In order to determine a maximum TNT equivalency, actual missile motors or
propellant cartridges were tested. The size of the explosive booster was
chosen to nominally represent at least 10 percent of the total propellant
weight. It was felt that this would represent a Nworst case" condition which
would yield a maximum equivalency.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

Several types of propellant were investigated--two gun propellants and
five rocket propellants. The gun propellants were M26 and NACO, each
contained in standard 5"/54 propellant cartridges. The rocket propellants
considered were those contained in the following motors; (1) MK 58 SPARROW,
(2) WK 37 ASROC, (3) MK 30 STANDARD sustainer, (4N W 27 Improved TARTAR, (5)

MK 16 5" ZUNI, (6) MK 40 2.75" MIGHTY MOUSE, and (7) MK 10 3.25". These were
fired in two phases: items (1) - (3) and the gun propellants in Phase I, and
items (4) - (7) in Phase II.

NACO is primarily nitrocellulose (with stabilizers) and represents single
base gun propellants. M26 is nitrocellulose, nitroglycerine, and stabilizers
and represents double base gun propellants.

The MK 58 SPARROW motor is composed of ammonium perchlorate, aluminum,
and a rubbery binder. The MK 30 STANDARD propellant is composed of ammonium
perchlorate and a rubbery binder. The W 27 TARTAR propellant is composed of
ammonium perchlorate/polyurethane/aluminum and ammonium perchlorate/
nitroguanidine/polyurethane. The MK 37 ASROC, WK 40, and MW 10 MIGHTY MOUSE
propellants were N5, and the MW 16 was X-8, all nitrocellulose,
nitroglycerine, plus a binder.
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"The SPARROW, STANDARD, and TARTAR propellants were chosen to represent
composite propellants; the MK 37, WK 40, and WK 16 were chosen to represent

* double-base propellants.

As part of the same program, TNT comparison charges were also detonated.
Three sizes were used, corresponding to the three nominal propellant sizes. -
These charges were designed to have similar length-to-diameter (lid) ratios as
the corresponding motors for that charge size. In addition, some of the gross
"internal features of the propellant grains were also modeled.

Also included in the firing program were replicates of the explosive
-" boosters themselves. These boosters were conically-ended cylinders. They

were fired at distances above the ground corresponding to their locations on
the corresponding rocket motors (this eliminates any height-of-burst effects
in the measurement of the booster output). The complete firing program is
outlined in Table 1.

All test items were oriented with their long axis vertical. All were
fired over a steel witness plate 3 inches thick. The motors were placed with

, their nozzles on the bottom--in contact with the witness plate. Similarly,
"the propellant cartridges were placed with their base plates downward.

The boosters were then emplaced on the top of each test item. If the
propellant grain could not be directly exposed to the booster, the interstices
between and around the booster and the grain were filled with Composition C-4.

"The stated purpose of the tests was to determine the maximum TNT
"equivalency of these propellants. Concommitant with this is the question,
"Did the material detonate, deflagrate, or simply rapidly react?" The TNT
equivalency is determined by the measurement of airblast. The violence of the
reaction was determined in thoee ways: (1) high-speed photographs of the

event, (2) detonation velocity mesurements along the length of the case, and
(3) by the type of dent left in the witness plate.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS -.

There was no doubt that the TNT standard charges detonated high order.
The damage to the witness plate for each charge ranged from denting the plate
to punching a hole, and finally rupturing the plate, depending upon the charge
"size.

".- Neither of the gun propellant types (M26 and NACO) appeared to detonate.
The witness plates were not dented after. Large pieces of the cartridge cases

.' remained relatively intact (the sides peeled back like a banana). Significant
"quantities of unreacted propellant were scattered over the test area, (No
measurements were made on the quantity of unreacted propellant. However,
estimates by observers on site were approximately 10 to 20 percent.)

"The SPARROW motors did not appear to detonate. The witness plates were
not dented. Larqe pieces of case material were thrown from ground zero. High
speed photographs showed burning propellant being thrown from the ground zero
area. Small quantities of unreacted propellant were also located after each

(0 shot.
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The ASROC motors appeared to achieve a high order detonation. The
witness plates bore the imprint of the nnzzle/venturi area of the motor, The
motor case mterial was fragmented into many small fragments--remlinlscent of
general purpose bomb fragments.

The STANDARD and TARTAR motors did not appear to achieve a high order
detonation. Because of the configuration of the motor (a blast tube extending
below the propellant grain), even if a high order detonation had been
achieved, no plate dent was expected. However, large portions of the case and
base material were recovered intact. Large pieces of propellant grain were I.o,
recovered after the TARTAR firing.

The WK 10 and MK 40 appeared to detonate high order. The W 16 threw
broken pieces of propellant grain over the entire test area.

DETONATION VELOCITY '

Detonation velocity was measured in two ways-electronically, using crush
switches placed along the outside of the case, and photographically--.utilizing
high speed cameras operating at 25,000 to 40,000 pictures per second.".

Only two items appeared to achieve a true high order detonation--the TNT
shots and the ASROC motors. The average detonation rates measured were in
excellent agreement with those reported in the literature: For TNT, an
average valfe of 22,600 ft/s (6890 m/s) compared with a value of 22,400 ft/s
(6830 m/s); or ASROC motors, a value of 23,700 ft/s (722Q m/s), compared
with a value of 23,000 ft/s (7010 m/s) for N-5 propellant.4 Because of the
booster size involved, the ASROC values may be high because the wave was
initially overdriven.

The detonation velocity system was behaving erratically during the MK 40
tests; thus no detonation velocity information was obtained. In all of the
other cases, the detonation wave apeared to die out--either the pins were not
crushed at all, or the slope of the detonation wave position-time indicates

a.' the wave was decelerating.

AIRBLAST

The airblast recorded on the program included peak presure, positive
duration and impulse, as well as shockwave time of arrival. Least squares
curves of the furm

In(f) = A + B [ln(R)] + C [In(R),2

were fitted to pressure-distance and impulse-distance data. Here f represents ,.--_.,
either peak pressure in psi or positive impulse in psi-ms, ln represents the

"2Engineering Design Handbook: Explosive Series--Proeerties of Explosives of
Military Interest, Army Materials Command AMC Pamphlet No. 706-177,:-mi i-:: •2 Jan 1971. -- ].Z

3 Levmone, S. and Swatosh, J. J., Jr., Blast Parameters and Other
Characteristics of N5 Propellant, liT Research ln-sit6-te Technical Report
ARLCD-TR-77023, Dec 1977.
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natural logarithum, R is the rnge in feet from the charge to the measurement
'location, and A, B, C are fitting constants.

Figures I and 2 present the fitted pressure-distance and impulse-distance
curves.

EQUIVALENT WEIGHT CONCEPTS

The equivalent weight of a particular explosive is the weight of some
assumed standard explosive (like TNT) required to produce a selected shockwave
parameter of equal magnitude to that produced by a unit weight of the test
explosive in question. A given explosive will have several equivalent
weights, depending on the shockwave parameter selected; i.e., it will have an
equivalent weight besed on peak overpressure, positive impulse, time of
arrival, positive duration, etc. The equivalent weight, based on any given ,
blast parame'er, varies, also, as a function of distance from the charge;
i.e., the pressure-distance or impulse-distance curve for explosive X Is not
necessarily parallel to that of the standard, For many purposes, it is
sufficient to cite a single equivalent weight 'number--the average of
equivalent weights over some range of pressure.

The basic tenets of similitude imply that comparisons be made between
charges of the same shape, confinement, and geometry of interest. The results
of such a comparison represent a true measure of the explosive performance.

".•., This is not to imply that comparisons against non-similar are wrong--
' , merely that the results must be interpreted more carefully. For hazard

• lclassificahion purposes, it must be remembered, the DOD classification
procedures state that the standard of comparison to be used is a rNT
hemi sphere.

YIELD CONCEPTS

Utilizing techniques developed and defined in the analysis of nuclear
"blast yields, an absolute yield (in megacalories) can be determined for any
pressure-distance curve. These concepts have been refine• and incorporated
into the Unified Theory of Explosions (UTE) by F. Porzel. The technique was .'-
developed for spherical or hemispherical detonations, but can be applied to
cylindrical data as well.

Two "test cases" are described to demonstrate the method: (1) KING
nuclear fireball data and (2) the Air Force Weapons Laboratory 1 KT Nuclear
Blast Standard.

4 rlepartment of Defense Explosive Hazard Classification Procedures, DOD
S"Publication TB700-2 (NAVSEAINST 8020.3, TO 11A-1-47, DLAR 8020.1), Mar 1981.

5 Porzel, F. B., Introduction to a Unified Theory of Explosions (UTE),
NOL TR 72-209, Sep 1972.
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The KING fireball data are among the best pressure-distance data in
existence: a high yield, air dropped, all fission weapon with negligible mass
Seffect resulting in a perf'ectly spherical fireball. It spans a pe ssure range
of 4.600 to 190,000 kPa. radio chemistry gave a yield of v43 KT.c The UTE
yield omthodology gate 586 KT. The difterences are within the rosind-off
errors in tagulating the original data, let alone possible experimental

•, uncertainty.v

The AFWL 1 KT Nuclear Blast Standard is not data but a HULL hydrocode
calculation covering the pressure of 7 to 106 kPa. The UTE yield derived fgom
the pressure-distance curve is 0.997 KTt14.6 percent--again gcod agreement.

E4,UIVALENT WEIGHT/YIELD AMALYSES

All of the data presented in Figures 1 and 2 were corrected for the
"effects of the boosters; i.e., the effects of the boosters were subtrazted out
of the pressure-distcnce and impulse-distaiice data. Usitig these. booster-

*i corrected data, hquivalent weights. based on both peak pressure and oositive-
Simpulse were computed as well as a UTE yield for each case. Figur'e 3 presents

an example of the equivalent weight data determined for some of the Phase I
"results. All cf the methods vield essentially the same results. These are
summarized in Table 2.

"Table 2 Average Equivalent Weight Summary*

TYPE MATERIAL TNT EQUIVALENCE (%)

Gun - Single Base NACO 51

"Gun - Double Base M26 1

Rocket - Composite MK 58 (SPARRCW) 5
MK 2/ (TARTAR) 2
MK 30 (STANDARD. 36

Rocket-Double Base MK 37 (ASROC) 75
MK 16 )6
MK 10 52
S40MK 71

"15" propellant cartridge

6Porzel, F. B., Yield and Blast Analyses with a Unified Theory of Explosions,
presented at the 26th Department of Defense Explosive Sbtety Board Semi ,ar,
Norfolk, Virginia, Aug 1982.
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Other researchers 7' 8 have also investigited NACO and M26 propellants--not
in propellant cartridges but in shipping containers. For NACO, thf•y found
equivalencies up to 14 percent for 15" diameter or larger shippinq containers.
For M26,, they found a 125 percent equivalency for IS" diameter containers and
larger--an obvious charge size effect.

SUMMARY

Propellants, by definition, are energetic materials. Thus, it should
come as no surprise that many propellants exhibit significant TNT
equivalencies. Even though most do not achieve a high order detonation, they
react fast enough to contribute to the airblast produced. It must be
remembered that this program was designed to determine the worst case results.

Generally, single base and composite propellants do not appear to
detonate (depending upon their critical diameters); double base and high
energy propellants do detonate. A major factor keeping the M26 propellant
from detonating in the propellant cartridges is the diameter--5 to 6 inches.
Anything much larger would probably detonate.

The SPARROW ano TARTAR results ara consistent with those reported in the
literature--but depending on the size of the motor, equivalencles of 40 to 50
percent can be obtained.

Based on the data obtainsd orn this program, material available in the
literature, and discussions with NAVSEA Safety, the following (Table 3)
suggested revision to OP-5 was presented to the DDESB in August 1983.

Table 3 Suggested Revision to OP-5

Gun Prnpellants (5" diamdeter or less) 0%*
Gun Propellants (>5" diameter) 100%
Composite Rocket Propellants 50%
Double Base Rocket Propellants 100%
Composite/Double Base Rocket Propellants 100%
High Energy Propellants 125%

Use the above values unless a maximum TNT equivalence for the particular
motor/materials combinatinn has been experimentally determined.-,

WS-inch diameter charges are below the critical diameter fe- most charges; V
moreover it is extremely unlikely that a sufficient stimulus can be brought
to bear on these rounds, as they are generally stored separately from their
projectiles.

7 Swatosh, J. J., Jr. and Cook, J. R., Blast Parameters of M26E1 Propellant,

lIT Research Institute Report TR 4901, Dec'1976.

bSwatosh, J. J., Jr. and Cook, J. R., Blast Parameters of BS-NACO Propellant,
IIT Research Institute Repcrt ARLCD-CR-7700T, Apr 1977.
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.•..,', .. "THE BENEFITS Of STANDARDIZING DESIGNS Of •MONITION FACILITES •,,

i ~ ~Presented By• ,

Thomas J. Hichels, V. E..
" '.Chif, Evaluation Division

. ABE ungq v Logistics Engineering Offia A A..,

:" ~~US Army Defense Ammunition Center and School (USADACS) ,,,Savanna, Illinois 61074-9639,'

Today I will discuss the benefits of standaidizing ammunition facilities 22"•2I
des-;gn and our experience at the US Army Defenst Amunition Center and School ,.-.
(USADACS) in an actual ammunition facility desigu, standardization effort, ,,,:

The benofi•ts of standard design include a more efficient and effective
Sii ".design through a coordinated users/designer effort, reduced design costs and
i 2, ~time, a higher degree of reliability of design and contstruction costs, reduced '''

4., coritrucion osto redced itelubmt tal Division ta nadipoe
compatiblity wih equipentnpioess ing Offem. willnwicuseaho

tSheyDeese beeisi ealandprsnit Cenamper from cour (recents) coclde

Before discussing benefits though, I would like to briefly explain how we

." at UoAyACS became involved in standard design og ammunition facilities.
"-. (USADACS is assigned responsibility for modernization ot an munittion ffr est

"'"- "'•''" under I)ARCOM-R 740-8, Depot Storage Moderrization Program. Adiditionally, ."'..

S~USADACS is assigned responsibilities for pro~iding technical assistcnce in
ammunition e ogfstics, including facilities ba Ad 700-13, Worldwide iAn unition

- - Logistics Support and Review Program. Invod.vement of USADACS in the mostsred.ce
recent standardication effort, the Standard lmunition Surveillance Facility,

""-pbegan with a request by USAREUR for informte Los on the security i nd safety
eforequirements for walls in an f iammunition surveillance facility. Recognizing

Sthat similar facilities were planned within CONUS at several AitCCOM
* -. " . installations, USADACS contacted the Quality Assurance Directorate, HQ,

unDARCOM, who in turn tasked USADACS to pursue standardization. USADACSAd
US.Dinitiated the standardio-ation process by hosting a meeting withn
representatives of user installationsu DAda iOM Installations and Servicestion

•." ~Activity (the design approval agency for DARCOM), DARCOM Field Safety ••.LogActivity, and USAREUR.v P rn e t SA n m

'"," ~~An obvious, and in many aspects the greatest benefit of standardization, -=••
4"--re is the more efficient and effective desi;a n that is obtained through a..

,:.;-: coordinated users/design effort. The involvement of the users, supporting -.. ' • -
, ~~agencies and review/approval agencies in a d~rect "face-to-face" encounter..-.Sresults in a better definition of the funct:.ons and sork to be performed and

.. enhances the understanding of people at all levels in the needs and

* * ~~~requirements for talhna amnto svilne facility.Reonzg

At the initial Ammunition Surveillance Facility meeting, the functional
description or the work task ed SA the facilities was identified and
agreed to between participants. As a result f thstinga much of the work

rereenatve o uerintalaios~DA0MIntalaios1ndS95ie

%2 Aciiy(h4einapoa gnyfrDRO) ACMFedSft

Activi~ ~~ty.adUAER
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previously identified to be perfcrued in this facility in individual
icatallatic'n Project Development Brochure - Part I submissions wab deleted or
changed and other operations not covered were added. This effort greatly
enhatced later design efforts. Subsequent to this meeting, USADACS tacked
Hluntsvill~e Division, Corp of U~gineers, to incorporate the results of this
meeting and to convert the* into a Standardized Project Development Brochure-
Part 1. This documntt contains the functional deacriptions of work to be
performed in the facility and constitutes the basis for design. The
atcevdance *f the various review agencies at the initial mleeting and at
subsequent meetings greatly aided the resolution of questions; for example, a
qqieetion arose at the first meeting on, "Should the administrative &uupport
area of the ammunition surveillance facility be provided Category I or
Category InI protective construction?" As a result of the meeting, DARCOM
Field Safety Activity quaried the DDESD and received appropriate guidance.
Based on teguidance provided and Huntsville Divisiou's estimate of the added
cost of Categoryv I vs Catagory Ill protection, the decision was made to
proceed with Category I protection for the administrative support area. This
early rendering of guidance on this particulux point eliminated the potential
requirement for a significant amount of redeC'.n later on. Similarly, the
participation of DKIRCOM Security Support Activity resulted in early rendering
of guidance on securing the facilities. These early recommendations to

* concentrate lecurity on the storage cubicles rather than the entire facility
reduced security costs aud precluded subsequent redesign. These are just two
examples of where the "face-to-face" interaction ot users/designers and
review agencies greatly enhanced the final product.

I would like to digress at this point and discuas an incident where a
standard design was implemented, but the results were less than optimum due to
the failure co establish a user/deve lope r/design interface. Standardized
ammunition facilities are not new. Storage facilities have been standardized
for years and have been well received by the user community. Operating
facilities, though, have received a mixed reaction, primarily because of a
failure to include the ultimate user in the entire development process. A
most vIivid example is the standard ammunition mainten~ance facility of which
five were constructed in the late 60's. The installation/user had minimum
involvement in the development process. As a result, each of the five
facilities were ultimately modified by the installations, resulting in five

totally different facilities, alike only by the same exterior dimensions. This
* illustrates the fact that any standardization effort is only as good as the
* needs of the user are defined and that an optimum facility requtires close

coordination between the user and the developer/designer. Standardized
facilities give an increased opportunity to obtain this type interaction
between the various elements. Constraints on travel and time preclude many

* elements from participating actively in single projects due to the relatively
* low impact to the entire logistics system from a single facility; however,

there is more incentive tc participate in a standard design effort since there
is a greater potential that a number of facilities will result and that the
multiplication effect will result in a greater impact on the system. For
example, installing an unnecesGary security device on personnel doors may be
insignificant for a single facility; but, if ten facilities were built, the

* amount could become signficant.

r 9
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A second and obvious result of standardizgtion is a reduction in design
costs. Huntsville Division, Corp of Enginters, the designer of the Standard
Ammunition Surveillance Facility, estimates that although the initial design
"of a standard facility is 7.,2 of construction costs versus 5.5Z for a reguli.r
non-standard design, design of subsequent facilities using the standard design
can be accomplished for 3Z of construction costs. This results in an
"estimated savings of 2.5% of construction costs for the design of each
standard facility vs design of a single facility. With a standard design,
since the basic facility design is already complete, all that is generally
required of the architactural and engineering firm or the district engineer is
to concentrate on the site specific considerations, In the case of the
Standard Amunition Surveillance Facility, the modular standard design permits

" the addition or deletion of specific portions of the facility based on the
"individual installntion's workload, i.e., number of inspection bays or storage
cubicles can be adjusted or an entire capability such as the large missle item
bay can be deleted based on installation requirements. The standard design is
predicated on specified construction parameters, such as wind loads or siesmic
zone. In the cast of the ammunition surveillance facility, Huntsville
Division, Corp of Engineers, the designer, prepared a site specific handbook
which provides the division engineer guidance on adapting the standard
facility to local conditions such as soil type, drainage, siesmic zone, wind
load, available utilities, local ventilation/heat requirements, etc. Although
the site specific designer may be required to make some changes due to local
conditions, the main features of the facility such as the building shell,
blast walls, work areas, interior lighting, etc. all are part of the standard
"design and do not require any major engineering design effort.

The reduced design effort required to adapt the standard facility to a
particular installation not only results in reduced design costs but also

"" produces a third benefit of reduced design time since the basic facility

design is already completed. In the case of the Standard Ammunition
"Surveillance Facility, changes required to the standard design have been
minimal since design parameters used in the standard design have been
"consistent with local conditions. The most significant change implemented at
any of the four installations currently undergoing final design has been the
elevation of the facility to dock level at one location, versus ground level

. design at the other three locations and for the standard design.

A fourth benefit from standardized design is a greater reliability or
confidence in construction cost estimates. Availability of a standard design
permits development of a more detailed and accurate cost estimate since design
details are known. Additionally, if facilities have already been constructed
with the standard design, a historical basis is established of actual
construction costs. In the particular case of the Standard Ammunition
Surveillance Facility design, Huntsville Division, Corp of Engineers provided
a detailed cost estimate at approximately the 35% design completion stage.
This revised cost estimate was provided the submitting installations having
nearterm MCA projects for this type facility. Using these cost estimates,
significant reductions of up to 50% in the amount of dollars identified asrequired for the standard facility resulted. The more accurate cost estima•te •:::

provided a benefit to these installation in that the reduced funding
requirement resulted in the projects receiving greater interest and suppovt at

all levels and contributed to the funding for the site specific design of
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these facilities. The availability of more reliable design and construction
cost data resulting from use of standard designs provides the installation a
bet.te tool for identifying their funding requirements in the Military
Construction Program, and improves the possibility of the projects being
funded. Likewise, a more reliable cost estimate aids installations by
minimiuing the submission of estimates which are significantly below the
actual construction costs, thereby insuring that the installation programs for
adequate funding to accomplish the project.

As a result of all of the above actions, construction costs are
"reduced due to a more efficient design and a more accurate statement of
functions to be performeZ within the facility. There is an increased
incentive to reduce costs due to the multiplication effect on cost savings,
i.e., $10,000 savings once is $10,000 savings, but when multiplied for five or
ten facilities, it becomes a much more significant amount, thereby providing
an inherent incentive in the standard design process to reduce costs.

Another benefit of standardization includes streamlined safety site plan
submittal documentation since the standard facility can be referenced rather
than having to transmit the bulky drawings and specifications through channels
to DDESB.

Another significant benefit is improved compatibility with
equipment/processing systems. In the case of the Standard Ammunition
Surveillance Facility, coordination was made with the Amunition Peculiar
Equipment developer to assure that adequate utilities, ceiling/door heights,
floor load limits were provided for existing and planned equipment.
Additionally, conduit and a capped water supply were provided to each workbay
to provide for eventual installation of fast reaction detection/deluge system
based on local conditions without necessitating drilling through the
substantial dividing walls.

• In summary, there are significant benefits to be derived both
operationally and financially to the government by standization of ammunition
facilities and the maintainance of a close interaction between users and
designers. The path to standardization though is not necessarily easy.
Difficu.lties begin with the identification of a facility as a candidate for
standardization. Many times, similar facilities are very difficult to
recognize as they are either being proposed with different construction
category codes, titles and nomenclature or in different construction program

* years. For example, the ammunition surveillance facility was being called by
various names, e.g., Surveillance Inspection Facility, Surveillance Workshop.
Once the facility is identified for standardization, there still remaine
difficulties in getting the Military Construction Program to recognize the
need for standardization, primarily because of the factors previously

" " •mentioned. After identifying and obtaining recognition that a facility is a
"legitimate candidate for standardization, the standardization effort is
further hindered by the fact that most organizations, user, review or support
agencies, may not have personnel or travel resources avaelable to participate
in the design/review process at an optimum level. However, even though these
problems do severally hinder the acquisition of standard designs, the benefits
are numerous and the effort well worthwhile. There are numerous candidates
for standardization which should be pursued. The US Army Defense Ammu;ition
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Center and School has been tasked to standardize a conventional ammunition
maintenance facility and has confirmed with FORSCOM/TRADOC the need for a
returns processing facility. As a result of observation during the AR 700-13

"P review program and of needs identified by installations through the Depot
Modernization Program, multiple cubicle storage magazines, secure standard
above-ground magazines, secure demolition ground storage facilities and
less-than-truckload shipping and receiving facilities are required and would
make excellent candidates for standardization. We invite all DOD agencies and
activities to become involved; to identify candidate facility projects for

standardization and to participate to the maximum extent in the development of
such standardized designs.

7
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ABSTRACT

As part of the modernization program for United States Military

facilities in Europe, Ammo Surveillance Workshops and Ammo Maintenance

Buildings have been designed for construction in several locations within

Germany. The facilities were designed by Kocks Consultants GmbH, Frankfurt,

West Germany under contract with the U.S. Army Engineer Division, Europe,

wich Ernst Basler and Partners, Zurich, Switzerland providing the necessary

dynamic calculations and design of protective walls. The work bays are r

separated by walls designed to prevent the simultaneous propagation of an

accidental explosion and the administrative office areas are designed to

afford personnel protection, even with the inclusion of windows in exterior

walls. The facilities will be used for a variety of test and maintenance

functions for U.S. Army conventional ammuniti on of all types.

INTRODUCTION

The United States Army in Europe (USAREUR) is presently engaged in

a modernization program for Army ammuaition maintenance facilities in

Europe. At the focal poiut of this modernization are two new facilities.

They are:

(1) Ammunition Surveillance Workshop
0

(2) Missile and Ammunition Maintenance Building

These facilities have been designed by Kocks Consultants GmbH, Frankfurt,

West Gerrany under contract with the United States Army Engineer Division,

Europe. Ernst Basler and Partners of Zurich, Switzerland designed the

protective blast walls for the two facilities. These facilities will be

;4j
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-: .. ,. used by the Army for a variety of test and maintenance functions for

conventional ammunitions of all types.

Currently, these new facitilies are plann6d for the following

r sa,:; locations in Germany: .. ' ..•'*!

Location Facility Planned

Miesau Maintenance and Surveillance
Koeppern Maintenance and Surveillance
Vielbrunn Maintenance Only
Weilerbach Maintenance Only
Muenster Surveillance Only
Dahn Surveillance Only
"Twisteden Maintenance and Surveillance
Kriegsfeld Surveillance Only
Bertrix (Belgium) Maintenance and Surveillance

At present, Miesau is the only location in West Cermany with ammunition

S-a -" surveillance and maintenance facilities. In addition to current ammuni-

"tion stockpiies, new types of ammunition are arriving as replacements which

require more sophisticated checks. It is aow necessary to transport all

ammunition to Miesau to perform scheduled or needed ammunition maintenance

functions. Obviously, the planned construction of new maintenance and/or

surveillance facilities at existing ammunition depots and ammunition supply

points will eliminate transportation of ammunition over great distauces

and the possible retro•,radation of ammunition to the United States. This

new construction will result not only in greater personnel safety, but will

also provide a desirable "lower profile" image for the transportation of

" : -" ammunition.

The purpose of this report is to explain the functions of both new

facilities, with an emphasis on the features that have been incorporated

into these new designs .o ensure that the intended functions of the
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buildings can be carried out in a safe working environment. The facility

planned for Miesau has been chosen to illustrate these features for this

report.

* OVERVIEW OF SAFETY FEATURES

The Amaunition Surveillance Workshop and the Missile and Ammunition

"Building have two primary systems for insuring safety. They are:

(1) Reinforced concrete blast walls separating work bays
* and test cubicles.

' (2) Ultra-high speed deluge system for fire protection.

" " The laced reinforced concrete blast walls were designed by Basler

" and Partners. The requirements of these walls are as follows:

- (1) Protection of personnel in adjacent work bays in the .*--
event of a detonation.

(2) No "sympathetic" detonations. That is, a detonation
in one work bay will not result in detonations in
adjacent bays.

(3) Protection of personnel in office annexes.

(4) The building must not completely collapse in the
event of a detonation. Salvage work must still be
possible.

Figure (1) illustrates a typical blast wall. Horizontal and vertical

"reinforcing steel is provided to resist bending stresses; lacing reinforce-

ment is provided to resist shear. This particular wall Is 6! centimeters

thick and separates the work bay area of the Ammunition Surveillance Work-

shop from its adjoining office annex.
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An ultra-high speed deluge system Is incorporated into the mechanical

design of both facilities to provide protection against fire. This system

utilizes an ultraviolet sensor sensitive to wavelengths of light produced

by flame. In the event of a fire, these sensors activate the deluge

systems, which is statically filled at all times. The deluge system is

activated only in the area where a fire is detected. The system will

deliver a minimum water application of 20 liters per minute per square

mater to the entire area protected by the system. The deluge system will

operate within a time interval of approximately 200 milliseconds measured

from detection of flame to water discharge. The installation of this

deluge system in these planned ammunition facilities marks the first

installation in Europe of a daluge system of this type.

AMMUNITION SURVEILLANCE WORKSHOP

The floor plan for the Miseau Ammunitions Surveillance Workshop is

"shown in Figure (2). The overall plan dimensions of the facility are

246'-6" by 69'-6". Concrete construction is used for the slab-on-grade,

for blast walls separating the inspeczion bays, and for the walls and

roof of the test cubicles and office area. Trapezoidal metal deck is used

for the roof construction as well as for the exterior walls in the work bay

area. In the event of a detonation in the work bay area, this trapezoidal

deck will be blown off to vent the explosion and minimize amplification

of shock pressures. This floor plan is derived from a standard design

developed by the Huntsville Division of the Army Corps of Engineers.

This modern design will provide rooms, bays and areas to accomodate

examination of conventional munitions, missiles and ammunition materials

1406
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during current and future quality assurance operations. Quality assurance

duties will include destructive and nondestructive tests, visual, auditory,

olfactory and tactile inspections, and any other physical manipulations,

-. ugin, measurements, components testing, physical and electronic analyses

necessary to the systematic collection, analysis and evaluation of facts

bearing upon product quality.

The actual inspection processes take place in the work bays. All

bays are intended for multi-purpose utilization and are open at both

sides to allow maximum flexibility in assembling work stations. Test

cubicles are provided with 40 centimeter thick protective blast walls and

roof, and will allow the performance of separate individual tests. The

sample holding area, with 80 centimeter thick blast walls, is located

in close proximity to the work bays and is intended for overnight storage

of inspection samples.

In order to provide explosion protection, 61 centimeter thick blast

resistant walls are provided in the work bay area, and are designed to

resist the charge weights shown on Figure (2). The purpose of these walls

is to reduce the catastrophic effects of an explosion so that a detonation

in one work bay will not cause a detonation in an adjacent work bay.

Although blast pressure and structural motions can produce explosive

* Lpropagation, the main source of communication of explosions is by primary

fragments from the breakup of the donor casing, fragments produced by the

fracture of a portion of the structure, or disengagement of interior

equipment (Reference 1, TM5-1300, para 3-9d). Therefore, the blast walls

are designed to provide the following levels of protection as defined by

Reference 1:
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" Protection category 1 - Personnel must be protected against
:'""" fragments, blast pressures, and excessive structural motions.

* A design in this category must prevent the penetration of
primary fragments formed by the donor explosive. Wall support
rotations must be equal to, or less than, 5 degrees.

Protection category 3 - Prevent communication of detonation
by fragments and high blast pressures.

The walls of the test cubicles are designed for protection category 1,

Sas is the wall separating the office area from the work bay area. All

other blast walls in the work bay area are designed for category 3.

Blast walls along axes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 11 extend 1 meter above

roof level. This provides the following additional safety features:

ii-(1) Separation of roof construction by explosion bays.

(2) In the event of a detonation, fragments from the affected
bay will not enter into neighboring bays.

(3) Overlapping of fire into a neighboring bay is prevented.

n The office annex is separated from the work bay area by a 29 centi-

meter airspace. This airspace provides additional explosion protection

-. by attenuating structural motions caused by an explosion in the work bay

r- area. Protection category 1 is required for the entire office annex.

Figure (3) illustrates the various effects of an explosion and their

influences on the office annex. In order to protect personnel against

. airblast, the roof, outer walls, and the slab-on-grade are designed to

withstand the resulting pressure loadings in the event of a detonation.

The pressure leakage through the windows are shown to be within acceptable

limits. Protection against primary fragments is achieved by providing the

- blast wall in axis 4 of the building. Direct spalling, scabbing, and
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"alling portions of the structure are avoided by limiting the deflections

of the outer walls and roof. Falling equipment can be caused by the

*: motion of the entire structure or only a part of it. This mation is

"caused by the combined effects of airblast, ground shock and direct shock

waves in the structural elements. Protection against these effects is

"provided by separating the office annex from the work bay area and by

** securely fastening equipment to interior walls and the slab-on-grade.
. According to Reference 1, for quantities of explosived up to 25,000

* pounds, ground shock effects will usually be small and can be disregarded.

The maximum quantity of explosives in the facility is 2,OC0 pounds;

therefore, no special measures were taken against ground shock.

Protection category 1 usually requires that fully enclosed structures

be provided. Basler calculated the blast loads onto the wall of the

office annex containing the windows and found them to be low. Also,

Basler provided a technical paper (Reference 2) which showed analytically

5% that the chance of serious injury due to fragmented glass striking personnel

within the office annex is minimal. The maximum energy of the glass

-•. fragments was calculated and compared with the energy of the "hazardous

fragments" d-fined in tne "NATO Safety Principles fot the Storage of

Amxrunition and Explosives" (Reference 4). Additionally, the window

* glass to be provided is of a special type (Securit or Temperit) which,

upon breaking, fragments into blunt particles which are not as likely to

penetrate skin as compared to irregular, jagged glass particles. The

fragments of this special glass are also much smaller than fragmented

Sregular glass.
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For fire protection, the work bay area of the Ammunition Surveillance

Workshop utilizes the aforementioned ultra-high-speed deluge system. One

hour fire walls are provided at axes 4, 6 and 8. One hour sliditlg fire

doors are provided for the walls at axes 6 and 8, one at each side of the

building. Fifteen emergency exit doors are provided, with the longest

runway distance being 12 meters (39 feet). In the office annex, a one-hour

fire wall is provided at axis 3.

MISSILE AND AMMUNITION MAINTENANCE BUILDING

The floor plan of the Miseau Missile and Ammunition Maintenance

Building is shown in Figure (4). The office annex is separated from the

main work area for functional and safety reasons. The overall plan

Sdimensions of the Maintenance building are 169'-9' by 54'-7" with the

office plan layout being 59'-8" by 59'-8". As with the Surveillance

building, concrete construction is used for slabs-on-grade, blast walls,

and for the walls and roof of the office building. Trapezoidal metal deck

is used as frangible roof and wall construction in the Maintenance building

=m and as a facade and roof covering in the office annex.

In this facility, unserviceable ammunition will be made serviceable.

Maintenance schedules determine workloads for the facility. Periodic

checks of ammunition are carried out; these checks are uaed to determine

ammunition maintenance needs. Also, if an item malfunctions in the field

(such as a round misfiring) the lot of ammunition from which the defective

item originated is designated for maintenance and is scheduled to be

transported to the Maintenance facility. Too, if ammunition has been in
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the hands of troops for an extended period of time, it may need repacking.

This can be carried out in the Maintenance facility.

This facility is a multi-work bay standard design developed in

Europe. The number of work bays required for a particular job is determined

by what is known as a Standing Operating Procedure (SOP). The SOP describes

the maintenance operations required for a particular type of ammunition

and the number of work bays required. All of the bays in the Maintenance

building may not be required for a particular job. A SOP for a 155MM HE

projectile (howitzer shell) is shown in Figure (5). These SOP's are developed

at the ammo depot by the use of a Depot Maintenance Work Requirement (DMWR).

The DMWR states the technical requirements for a particular job. Every

ammunition item has a different DMWR which affects the number of work

bays required. Typical maintenance operations are derusting, preservation/

packing, ultrasonic testing, eddy current testing, corrosion control,

defusing, re-fusing, re-priming, de-priming, stencilling and painting.

The explosion protection measures for the Maintenance building are

analogous to those of the Surveillance building. Blast resistant walls

are used between the individual work bays. The frangible metal deck roof

and exterior walls provide vent openings in case of a detonation. In this

design, the wall in axis "F" extends above roof level to separate the

paint spray area from the work bays. This wall is 70 centimeters thick.

The blast walls between the individual work bays are 60 centimeters, while

the walls at the shipping and receiving docks are each 105 centimeters

thick. This wall is shown in Figure (6). All blast walls are designed

to resist the blast pressures due to the individual charge weights shown

on Figure (4). No extra measures are needed for primary fragment perforation,
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-... ... ,4 DAT`E: 23 Nove..e.r 1?62

REV NO: 2 DATE: 2 March 1984

CHANGE NO: DATE:

* . OPERATIONAL INDEX

9 OPER BLDG NO BAY TOTAL EXPLOSIVE ALLOWED IN BAY DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION
NO OR SITE NO LBS

1 3.552(D) 1 384 Projectiles 2,400.0L INOD14ING STORAGE, INSPECTION AND
CLEANING OF PROJECTILES

2 -- 2 NONE NONE START-UP PROCEDURE FOR ULTRA
SONIC AIM EDDY CURRENf TESTING

"" . 3 -- 2 120 Projectiles 750.U0 ULTRASONIC AND EDDY CURRENT
" __"__TESTING
4 -.- 2A 8 Projectiles 50.00 CLEANING AND TOUCH-UP OF

4 4 Projectiles 25.00 PROJECTILES, APPLICATION OF

5 4 Projectiles 25.00 LOT SUFFIX
6 4 Projectiles 25.00
7 4 Projectiles 25.00
8 352 Projectiles 2,200.00

(See Note below)
5 8' 8 Included in Operation No 4 PALLETIZATION OF REJECTED

(See Note below) PROJECTILES
8 Included in Operation No 4 PALLETIZATION OF ACCEPTED

(See Note below) PRCJECTILES
8 Included in Operation No 4 GAGE PROJECTILE

- ~(See Note below)_ _

88 - Included in Operation No 4 HOLDING AREA FOR TWO HOUR'S
16 (See Note below) PRODUCTION, OGIVE PRIMER
16 176 Projectiles 1,100.00 COATING, OGIVE FINISH COATING,

9 72 Projectiles 450.00 STRAPPING AND OUTGOING STORAGE
15A 72 Projectiles 450.00""P jtiles"450.00 HOLDING BAY FOR REJECTS

"11 72 Projectiles 450.00 AND STRAPPING_
10 1- 13,15 Packing Material NONE HOLDING BAY FOR PACKING
_ __"_ _ _MATERIAL

.11 -- 8 Packing Material NONE PAINTING AND MARKING OF
PALLETS

12 9 Included in Operation No 8 SPECIAL R94ORK OPERATION FOR
11 Included in Operation No 9 PROJECTILES

TOTAT EXPLOSIVES- 8,400.00 LB

Figure 5
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spalling, scabbing or local affects as the wall thicknesses are sufficient.

"-. All walls in the Maintenance building are decigned for protection category 3.

The office annex is separated from the Maintenance building' by a

5' distance of 6 meters and is located on the paint spray area side of the

Maintenance building, away from the work bay area with its higher charge .

weights. Functionally, the office annex cannot be located integrally with

the Maintenance building as is done with the Surveillance workshop because

.- of the operational placements of the shipping and receiving docks. The

office annex is designed for protection category 1.

For the evaluation of the blast loadings onto the office annex,

airblast atteauation from explosions in three different bays were investigated.

These were detonations of 2,000 pounds in either the receiving or loading

dock and 500 pounds in the paint spray area. The charges in the dock areas

were assumed to be surface charges. For the evaluation of a blast loading

*'_Jr due to an explosion in the paint spray area, a cubicle model was used.

*' The resulting design protection features are analogous to those for the

Surveillar-e Workshop office annex, The main difference is that, due to

its 6 metet -*_p, ._on from the Malritanance building, this office annex

" does not require a partition wall as does the oUt'ze annex in the Surveillance

building. Protection against primary fragments, direcL snillng and

, scabbing requires no additional measures in either office annex.

For fire protection in the Maintenance building, the aforementioned

ultra-high-speed deluge system is provided in the work bay area only. A

, conventional sprinkler system is utilized at the shipping/receiving docks

and in the raint spray area. Seven emergency exit doors are provided on

each side of the building. The longest runway to the nearest exit is

-: 1417
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"9.5 meters (31 feet). The office annex has a one-hour fire wall in axis

"C". In both office annexes, fire extinguishers will be user provided.

CONCLUSION .. -

To insure efficient inspection and maintenance of its current and

future ammunition stockpiles in Europe, the United States Army has planned

"construction for new Ammunition Surveillance Workshops and Missile and

Ammunition Maintenance Buildings. These facilities will provide optimum

functional capabilities as well as incorporate state-of-the art safety

"features. Work bays are separated by concrete blast walls designed to

prevent synmpathetic propagation of accidental detonations. Office areas

are designed to afford personnel protection, even with the inclusion of

windows in exterior walls. An ultra-high-speed deluge system has been

incorporated into the mechanical design of both facilities to provide

fire protection. When completed, these facilities will be used by

the United States Army in Europe for a variety of inspection, test, and . - -

maintenance functions for conventional ammunition of all types. .

.'I~i
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REl VSI VI SAFERTY CRITERIA AT A

S " '"I3OFT OF EU CFAAC7O1 FACILITY

SI1*-,''' Fred Krach, P.E.

Mound*

Miamisburg, Ohio

ABSTRACT

Monsanto Research Corporation (MRC) operates the Mound facility in Miamis-

burg, Ohio, for the Department of Energy. Small explosive components are

manufactured at MRC, and stringent explosive safety criteria have been

.AP developed for their manufacturing. The goals of these standards are to

reduce employee injuries and eliminate fenceline impacts resulting from

accidental detonations. This paper will describe the manner in which these

criteria were developed and what DOD standards were incorporated into HRC's

own design criteria. These design requirements are applicable to all new

construction at MRC. An example of the development of the design of a

Component Test Facility will be presented to illustrate the application of

the criteria.

•a-

*Mound is operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for the U.S. Department

of Energy under Contract No. DE-ACO4-76DP00053.

.• - 4- '--
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"The DOE has developed a "DOE Explosives Safety Manual," DOE/EV/06194-2, that

*- "contains explosives facility design criteria. Paragraph 6.4 of that docu-

ment, titled "Explosive Facility Siting and Design Criteria," is reproduced

below.

6.4 Explosives Facility Siting and Design Criteria

In addition to this manual, the following are resource documents for

"the siting and design of explosives facilities:

o DOE Order 6430 - Department of Energy General Design Criteria

Manual, Chapter XXII

o TM 5-1300 - Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental

Explosions

o DOE/TIC-11268 - A Manual for the Prediction of Blast and

Fragment Loading of Structures

o DOD 5154.4S - Department of Defense Ammunition and Explosives

"Safety Standards

o TR-828 - Blast Environment from Fully and Partially Vented

Explosions in Cubicles

o AD 411445 - Industrial Engineering Study to Establish Safety

"Design Criteria for use in Engineering of Explosives Facilities

and Operations

.0o AFWL-TR-74-102 - The Air Force Manual for Design and Analysis

of Hardened Structures

* 1422
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o HNDM-111O-1-2 - Suppressive Shields, Structural Design and

Analysis Handbook.

As can be seen, some of the principal DOE design criteria are military refer-

ences. This makes slot of sense. Why re-invent the wheel? This DOE manual

evolved over the past five years and was co-ordinated by DOE Headquarters,

Washington, D.C. A Manual Committee, which includes representatives from

many DOE internal and contractor facilities, meets twice a year and con-

stantly up-grades the manual. Mound has a representative on that committee.

The Manual Committee intends to form a sub-committee dealing with facility

design criteria only. The present manual deals with the entire subject of

explosives safety with emphasis on operational safety. The idea of the

Design Criteria Sub-Committee would be to exchange information among facility'

.lop designers and design reviewers, many of whom are at this seminar.

* WHOUlD'S EXPLOSIVES FACILITY DESIGN CRITERIA

"MRC operates the Mound site for DOE in Miamisburg, Ohio, a suburb of Dayton,

. Ohio. Because Mound is situated on a 300-acre site, within the city limits

of Miamisburg, we are particularly sensitive to our neighbors' reactions to

any planned or accidental detonations. This sensitivity affects our explo-

* sive facility fenceline design criteria.

142i
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Accordingly, to avoid any "temporary threshold hearing shift" in any person

who might be at our fenceline, we site Class I and Class 11 explosive oper-

ations (the more dangerous operations) so that a temporary hearing shift will

not result if an accidental detonation should occur. We do not want any

detonation pressure pulses to exceed 0.2 psi at our fenceline.

These facilities will be sited according to the equation:

D - 100 W1/3

"where "D1" is the distance froma the fenceline, in feet, of a Clams I or I

operation containing "V" (pounds) of explosives. "W" is the TNT equivalent

"weight of the explosives in the process.

For example, an operating facility processing 10 lb of H.E. would have to be:

DI - 100 (10 x 1.3)1/3

1.3 is used to convert our typical H.E. to TNT.

Dl - 100 (13)1/3

- 100 (2.35)

235 ft from the nearest fenceline.

For Class III operations (low risk storage facilities), we do not. want an

accidental detonation from a Class III area to cause broken windows at the

fenceline.

Because we want to avoid generating 0.5 psi pressure pulses at the fenceline,

Class III facilities will be sited in accordance with:

D2 i60W
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Thus, a magazine containing 1,000 lb of H.E. would need to be:

D2  6 60 (1000 x 1.3)1/3

- 60 (1300)1/3

"- 60 (10.91) "

• •' - 655 ft from the nearest fenceline.

(Fragment distance criteria is considered separately.)

These above examples are typical of applications at Mound. Because most of ,

our development and production deals with small explosive components, 10 lb j
of H.E. is about the maximum amount of H.E. that we would accumulate in one

"operation. Also, the newest large magazines at Mound contain less than

2,000 lb of H.E., so the above examples are realistic ones for Mound.

Because most of our components are in gram quantities of H.E., we can afford

certain luxuries in our explosives safety criteria. The fenceline criteria

above is one example. Other examples are the stringent criteria we impose to

protect our personnel. Thus, we use D3 - 50 W1/ 3 for our inhabited building

criteria, unless the "receivers" have no windows facing the explosives

operation.

We also design our walkways so that personnel will not be knocked down if

there is a accidental detonation. The logic here is that an explosive worker

may be carrying small explosive components ir an open tray in explosive exclu-

sion areas. If that worker is knocked down, he say spill explosives, potenti-

ally causing them to detonate. This may be similiar to a military 5 psi

exclusion area, depending on charge weights (impulse).

;s,-
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: .For still another example of MRC policy, we don't want our workers to be

exposed to noise levels exceeding OSHA guidelines (140-db impulse) for

"intentional test detonations. Also, we design plastic (Lexan or equal)

barricades for as many operations as can be practically barricaded from the

worker.

A PR1OJECT EZAWPIX OF HOUND SAFETY DESIGN CRITUIA

To illustrate some of the many environmental and safety reviews of the design

, of an explosive facility at Mound, I have selected our new Component Test

Facility (CTF) as an example.

* lii,-i ' The CTF has been designed and, at this writing, is being built to destruc- -

tively test (detonate) up to 10 lb (TNT equivalent) H.E. in totally con-

taining test cells. This 34,000 square foot facility is shown in Figure 1.

The facility contains 3 large steel test cells, 15 ft in diameter and 24 ft

long. The shells are 1-3/4 in. thick and lined to absorb the shock of re-

peated test shots. Each test cell exhausts into an expansion chamber con-

taining more than twice the volume of the test cell. For large shots, the

expansion chambers are interconnected and a total expansion volume approxi-

mately seven times the test cell volume is available.

.. .Camera rooms surround each test cell, and high-speed cameras photograph test

* shots through windows in the test cells.

1426
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On the explosives processing side of the building are test control rooms and

•: •explosive preparation areas. The preparation areas are designed to vent to

the rear of the building any accidental detonations during preparation or

handling.

ENVIMICAUTL EhA!O

All major construction projects at Mound are evaluated for any potential en-

vironmental impact. The initial evaluation is called an Action Description

Memorandum (ADM), and is submitted to DOE. They may decide a more in-depth

study (up to an Environmental Impact Statement) is required. The appropriate

envirounmental documentation is finally prepared, reviewed, and approved by

DOE. For the CTF, the ADM, which addressed issues like disposal of waste

"H.E. and ventilation control, was adequate.

SYST SANITY STUDY

To ensure that all safety features were well planned for the CTF, Mound's

system safety function in a group called Loss Prevention and Environmental

Control (LP & EC) recommended and coordinated a Hazard and Operability Study

(HAZOP), which is a popular system safety study technique in the chemical

.- -industry.

During a HAZOP, each step in a process is reviewed. In the case of the CTF,

the test process was studied. This study is documented and the recommenda-

tions are incorporated into the design of the facility.
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Several design and operating safety recommendations were generated during the .

:*i CTF HAZOP. However, a very important product of the process is the comfort-

able feeling, generated by the study process, that many involved permonnnel

(nine for the CTF) have thoroughly analysed the process. All major safety

issues are covered, and all participants become better acquainted with the

process. Thus, during future design reviews, the HAZOP participants have a

good understanding of the project sponsor's needs.

In the case of the CTF* the HAZOP was performed after the safety review of

the Conceptual Design Report and prior to the review of the Design Criteria

Document. The design criteria is used by the architect and engineering

design company to generate the final design of the facility.

SAFETY ANALYSIS DEPORTS (MR)

An SAR is a formal safety review documenting an in-depth analysis of 4 major

explosive facility (such as the CTF). DOE Order 5481.1A pr•vidus a detailed

outline of the SAR procedure and processes. The preliminary SA9 (PSAP) for

the CTF was submitted and generally approved prior to release of funds by the

DOE. The final SAR (FSAR) will be authorized by DOE prior to facility

start-up. At this writing, that is still several fiscal years away. SAR's

contain 19 prescribed chapters of detailed analysts. The analyses range frcm

accident analysis through environmental and waste management programs to a

plan for decommissioning the facility.

1428
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A major benefit of the PSAR process for our CTF was the decision to make the

explosive corridor in the middle of the CTF into a tornado shelter. Since

this corridor was already reinforced for explosive processing, adding heavy

doors to the ends of the central corridor made an inexpensive tornado

, shelter.

LOSS PARVETION AND ENVIRODNMITAL CONTROL (LP & BC)

All of the safety analysis functions described herein are performed under

"Mound's LP & EC umbrella. The LP & EC Project Administrator reviews any

"potential project losses and environmental issues.

All major designs are thoroughly reviewed by a team of LP & EC resource

personnel at each project milestone. Further, once the processes become'ii
" .* operational, they are reviewed periodically (at approximately 3 year inter-

vals), or when major process changes occur. This review process remains

active until a process/facility is decommissioned. This we call our "cradle

to grave" LP & EC coverage.

As this review process is applied repeatedly, standardized facility design

techniques evolve. Explosive safety criteria is generated by the LP & EC

during the design/concept review process. This criteria is inserted into the

design criteria documents which are approved by Mound's managing directors.

1429
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To assist us in explosive facility design, we recently contracted several

specialist A&E/consulting firms, under blanket contracts to generate and

review designs. These firms may even help write SAR's and some of the other

documentation discussed earlier in this presentation.

Monsanto Research Corporation operates Mound for the Department of Energy in

Miamisburg, Ohio. MRC operates, and is building more, explosive process fac-

ilities at Mound. Most of the design standards incorporated into new explo-

sive facilities are Department of Defense standards. The principal design

standards are listed in the DOE Explosives Safety Manual (DGE/EV/06194-2).

iti

Because Mound produces small explosive components at a relatively small plant

site in a densely populated area, explosive design criteria are more

- stringent than the DOE standard, especially for fenceline, facility explosive

. clearances, employee knock down, and employee noise exposure criteria.

i M•onsanto's Loss Prevention and Environmental Control system has been in place

for several decades. The system has led Mound to achieve a world's safety

record for chemical laboratories (over ten years without a lost work day

case).

1430
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The ultimate objective of all explosive safety design, and any other loss

prevention, environmental control, health, or safety technique and program is

the reduction of human suffering. To that end, Monsanto and all DOD Explo- 9

"sive Safety Board meeting attendees remain dedicated. That is why we develop

* our explosive facility standards, and that is why we attend these meetings.

It is hoped that there are some useful criteria here for others, as we all

"* remain ever diligent to advance our profession. It is a growth process, in

which I feel privileged to be constantly learning.

6.13
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APPENDIX

FIGURE 1 -C. T. F.

VUE-GRAPHS USED FOR VERBAL PRESENTATIONSr
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INTRODUCTION

The Naval Shore Establishment has a large number of explosive-handling
facilities, such as weapon assembling facilities, weapon maintenance build-
ings, and missile test cells, that are subjected to Department of Defense
Explosives Safety Board (DDESB) regulations and rules. For facilities with 0
less than 30,000-lb TNT equivalent of net explosive weight, DDESB requires
that no inhabited building be within a radius of 1,250 feet from the ordnance
facility, unless it can adequately demonstrate by techx.icas data that a lesser
distance would result in no more than one fragment or debris missile per 600
ft' of ground surface area with an impact energy exceeding 58 ft-lb. To date,
no unhardened facility has been sited at less than 1,250 feet without a safety
waiver, because no reliable prediction method can demonstrate the "required"
safety distance based on the DDESB "58 ft-lb/600 ft 2 " criterion.

In view of the potential cost savings, the Naval Civil Engineering
Laboratory (NCEL) has been developing a Monte-Carlo pryQbtbglistic methodology
(Ref 1) for predicting the debris hazard from an explosion in a building by
simulating the actual flight trajoctories and impact locations of every debris , q
missile resulting from the explosion. The resultant debris missile impact
histogram depicts the accumulated number of hazardous debris missiles (impact
kinetic energy >58 ft-lb) within 600 ft2 ground area at various impact ranges.
The debris safety distance can then be easily determined from this multiple..
debris missile impact histogram.

Each Monte-Carlo calculation of the debris missile impact histogram
represents one possible outcome of the experimental test under the same test
conditions. To obtain confidence in the prediction, one can repeat the
Monte-Carlo calculation as many times as needed by using different random
number generator "seeds."

Theoretical formulas and experimental data bases for determining debris
launch characteristics, both the magnitude and probability density distribu-
tion, are still primitive and cursory. However, with more emphasis on the
probabilistic approach from the explosives safety technical community, the
situation should improve greatly. NCEL. with limited funding and resources,
is currently planning some small scale experimental tests to obtain data for
debris launch characteristics.

MULTIPLE DEBRIS MISSILE IMPACT SIMULATION

The Multiple Debris Missile Impact Simulation (MUDEMIMP) is a computer
program that determines debris hazard by calculating the accumulated number of '- -
critical debris missiles at various impact ranges. Critical debris missiles
are defined by DDESB as those with terminal kinetic energies greater than or
equal to 58 ft-lb.

The MUDEMIMP employs a probabilistic approach in solving the multiple
debris hazard problem by utilizing Monte-Carlo sampling techniques to assess
the effects of variations and uncertainties on the debris launch characteris-
tics (Ref 1). The debris missile impact simulation starts by selecting one
debris missile from the total debris with Monte-Carlo selected debris launch
and flight parameters. Then, the computer calculates the trajectory, impact
range and terminal kinetic energy of this particular sample debris missile.
This Monte-Carlo random sampling process is repeated on the remaining debris
missiles until all the debris have been sampled (Ref 2).
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Five independent launch characteristics have been identified as the key
.:.; parameters In determining debris impact range and are used in the Monte-Carlo

random sampling process; they are: launch velocity (V), launch elevation angle
(0), debris missile mass (a), drag cross-section area (A), and drag coefficient
(C ). Each debris probability density function represents the variation of
frequency of occurrence versus the values of the parameter. It is clear that
in order to obtain a realistic simulation on the multiple debris missile Impact
histogram, a meaningful probability density function must be used to represent ...

the input parameter. The current MUDEMIMP simulation computer program has the
"capability of randomly sampling the following input probability density func-

S -' stions which should be adequate for most applications:

0 Uniform (straight line)
o Normal (Gaussian)
o Exponential
o Beta
o Log-normal
a Weibull

The MUDEMIMP also has the capability to plot the final Monte-Carlo

"' sampling accumulated distributions for the five input parameters so that a
direct comparison can be made between the theoretical input functions and the
actual Monte-Carlo random sampling results.

"Even though the MUDEMIMP computer code was designed based on the DDESB
58 ft-lb criterion for hazardous debris missiles, the program does provide the
capability to vary the 58 ft-lb hazardous criterion by inputing a specific
value that is required or dictated by the situation. This option allows

* .MUDEMIMP to solve a number of different debris hazard problems, such as debris
hazards for buildings rather than human body, block wall penetration, etc.

* There are three different execution modes in the MUDEMIMP for solving
various debris hazard problems. First is the "Standard Execution" which
depicts the debris hazard from one single Monte-Carlo cycle simulation for one
structural mesh element. Second is the "Multiple Execution" which determines

"." the combined debris hazard from one single Monte-Carlo cycle simulation for
"structual mesh elements. Third is the "Repeated Execution" which repeats the
Monte-Carlo simulation N cycles (with different 'seeds") for one structural
mesh element in order to obtain a confidence level. Each repeated execution
represents a repeated experimental test under the same explosion conditions.

". SAMPLE CASE ILLUSTRATION

To illustrate the application of MUDEMIMP in debris hazard prediction, a
Missile Rework Building at the Naval Weapon Station, Seal Beach, CA, has been
chosen as a typical example. The building is a flat roof, rectangular-shaped
box with dimensions of 260 ft x 145 ft x 25 ft. The walls are constructed
with 9-inch reinforced concrete, and the roof is made from corrugated sheet
metal, which will probably blow off in case of an accidental explosion.

The maximum allowable explosive (Class 1.1) inside the building is
25,000-lb TNT equiTalent, and it is assumed that the explosive is spherical

"*• and uniform and is located at the center of the floor.
Two upper wall sections, one for the long wall and the other for the

short wall, have been chozen as the typical mesh elements for MUDEMIMP simu-
"lation. (Usually the lower wqll sections will not influence the debris safety

i,".''1447
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range due to negative debris launch angles.) Each mash element has a dimension
of 24.5 ft x 12.5 ft x 0.75 ft and weighs roughly 34,453 pounds. The magnitude "
and the probability distribution of the debris launch characteristics for the
two mesh elements have been assessed an (see Ref 3 for details): "

(A) Mesh Element From Long Wall of the Building

.l ILaunch velocity (normal distribution):
mean - 270.5 fps
standard deviation - 30 fps

Launch angle (uniform distribution): L.
lower bound - 0 deg
upper bound - 12 dog ,

Debris mass (exponential distribution): ,-3'..;
mean - 73 lb
total debris missiles - 478 ..

Drag coefficient (uniform distribution):
lower bound - 0.47
upper bound - 1.98

Drag area, k factor (normal distribution):
mean - 1.0
standard deviation - 0.2

(b) Mesh Element From Short Wall of the Building: All parameters .-. ..

same except: . . "

Launch velocity (normal distribution):
mean - 191 fps
standard deviation = 25 fps

"Debris Safety Distance From Debris Missile Impact Histogram

Figures 1 and 2 are the debris missile impact histograms obtained from

MUDEMIMP simulations for a mesh element on the long wall and short wall, - .

respectively. Based on the DDESB debris hazard criterion, it is not difficult
to determine that the debris safety distance for the long wall is roughly
1,300 ft, and for the short wall, roughly 820 feet. The considerably shorter
safety distance for the short wall is due to a much slower debris launch
velocity from being located farther from the explosion center.

Confidence Level of Debris Safety Distance -'-

The debris missile impact histograms in Figures 1 or 2 are the output of
one possible simulation corresponding to one particular test. As a conse-
quence, the safety distances obtained for the long and short walls are also
based on merely one simulation result. In order to determine a reliable
safety distance for field application, it is necessary to repeat the Monte-
Carlo calculation by using different "seeds" in the random number generator.
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Several Monte-Carlo simulations have been tried with different cycles and
"seeds." It is evident that a minimum of 50 Monte-Carlo cycles are required
to establish the probability distribution, the mean, and the standard deviation
of the safety distance. Nine of the sample debris missile impact histograms
from the 50 Monte-Carlo cycles with different "seeds" are presented in Figure
3 for the long wall and Figure 4 for the short wall. Small variations in these
histograms are clearly exhibited. .

"* Using the predicted safety distances obtained from the 50 repeated simula-
"tions, one is able to construct a Gaussian distribution that represents the
data: Figure 5 for the long wall and Figure 6 for the short wall. The mean
of the safety distance is 1,264.5 ft for the long wall and 801 ft for the short
wall, with.a standard deviation of 66.4 ft for the long wall and 43.9 ft for
the short wall. Thus, it is possible to conclude that the safety distance of
the long wall will be 1,264.5 ± 66.4 ft with 68.3% confidence, or 1,264.5 t
"132.8 ft with 95.951 confidence, or 1,264.5 ± 199.2 ft with 99.7% confidence.
Similarly, the safety distance of the short wall will be 801 ± 43.9 ft with
"68.3% confidence, or 801 ± 87.8 ft with 95.5% confidence, or 801 ± 131.7 ft
with 99.7% confidence.

Computer time for the 50 repeated Monte-Carlo simulations is not cheap,
because it requires calculating 23,900 individual debris missile trajectories.
However, if the runs are made over the weekend, the cost can be greatly
reduced; for the long wall it costs $101.50, for the short wall, $115.50.

Most Likely Debris Hazard Area

If the wall structure is very rigid, the walls will not buckle outward
before failure during an accidental explosion; the debris missiles will launch
in trajectories normal to the wall. Then, theoretically, the debris hazard

* area will resemble a "cross" pattern as shown in Figure 7. Merz (Ref 4) from
SNorway has conducted some experimental tests to determine the debris hazard ____

area; his results strongly support this "cross" pattern.
However, when the wall structure is not that rigid, the wall will bulge

outward under blast pressure, and the debris missiles will launch normal to
the horizontally curved walls. As a result, the debris hazard ground area
will be similar to a "crucial flower" (Figure 7). The more elastic the wall
structure is, the bigger and flatter the "flower petal" becomes. Eventually,
the four petals of the "crucial flower" will merge with each other to form an
ellipse or a circle depending on whether the building configuration is rectan-
gular or square, respectively.

S' *: For most applications, elliptical or circular debris hazard areas are
more practical to implement. Figure 7 illustrates the elliptical boundary of
the debris hazard area for the sample problem. It is interesting to note that
the major axis of the ellipse is in the direction perpendicular to the long
wall.

MUDEMIMP Result Versus Single Debris Missile Worst Case Calculation

It has been standard practice to determine the debris safety distance
based solely on the worst case calculation of a single debris missile. This
ultraconservative safety practice has caused the military many operational
problems due to underutilization of its limited and expensive land. With the
probabilistic approach, the MUDEMIMP simulation modifies the result and
reduces the encumbered land.
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The worst case debris launch conditions corresponding to the sample case ,

Launch velocity a 360.5 fps (mean velocity plus 3a)
Launch angle - 12 deg (upper limit)
Debris mass a 500 lb (largest debris missile)
Drag coefficient a 0.47 (lover limit, corresponding to a sphere) .
Drag area - 1.21 (corresponding to a sphere)

• JUsing the "TRAJ" computer program (Ref 5). the impact range of the "worst
case" debris missile for the long wall is determined to be 1,537.5 ft, which
is roughly 202 farther than the most likely debris safety range determined by
MUDEMIM,.

Figure 8 compares the debris hazard area for the worst case prediction
and the MUDEMIMP most likely prediction. The NAVSEA OP-5 standard circular
debris hazard area is also shown for reference. The shaded area between the
most likely ellipse and the worst case circle (and the OP-5 standard circle)
is the potential saving of encumbered land area per one building; for the -- -

present case, it is roughly 97 acres (or 108%) between the worst case and the S
MUDEMIMP most likely prediction, and 36.3 acres (or 28.8%) between the OP-5
standard requirement and the MUDEMIMP most likely prediction.

CONCLUS IONS

"1. The use of the MUDEMIMP computer program to predict debris safety distances
-I iwith various confidence levels has been demonstrated.

2. The debris hazard area (ellipse) determined from the MUDEMIMP most likely
prediction is only about half the size of the area from the worst case (89.8 " .
acres vs 186.9 acres). Should the MUDEMIMP simulation be adopted in debris
prediction. encumbered land within military bases will be freed for full
utilization.:-

3. The computer usage cost for one Monte-Carlo cycle (478 trajectories) is ,. -
$20 for a regular daytime run, $11 for an overnight run, and $7 for a weekend
run. To repeat the Monte-Carlo simulation 50 cycles for both the long and
short walls consumes approximately $217, which is truly a small amount of money
when compared to experimental tests.

4. In addition to the "standard" capability of determining che debris safety
distance, the MUDEMIMP simulation can also be utilized as a reliable analytical
tool to study many debris hazard problems, such as building penetration, S
structure characteristics, safety waivers, etc.
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JOINT AUSTRALIAN/UK STACK FRAGMENTATION TRIALS
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BY
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DR N J M PEES
J WALKER

SAFETY SERVICES ORGANISATION
PROCUREMENT EXECUTIVE

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE, UNITED KINGDOM

$ -. *.SIRMARY

*% " -AP In 1980 ESTC decided to conduct a series of trials to assess the
fragment throw from explosives. Becaust of the restrictive nature of
"minimum fragment throw criteria" and the expense of building traverses, for *.-'

which little credit was given, appreaches were made to Australia resulting
cpooyin Phase I of the trials which were fired in early 1982. The Phase I trials .' .,*i ~ ~consisted of open stacks of bombs surrounded on two sides by traverses and a ••,,

similar sttuaLion with the stack inside a building, representative of a
* typical UK army unit storehouse.

After the explosion, fragments and debris were collected, on a sample
basis, and these were then computer sorted into a basic weight distribution
with distance from the site of the explosion. These results were further
refined and are presented in tabular form 4.n the report. A detailed

-' consideration of the fragment distribution with distance has resulted in a
"proposal to reduce "minimum fragment throw criteria" in the UK

" Quantity-Distance Tables provided the results are confirmed for smaller
quantities of explosives.

Further trials have been proposed to coneider this and the additional
. complications of different building structures.
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PART I- NEED FOR AND PURPOSE OF TRIALS

• 1. BACKGROUND

1.1 The Explosives Storage and Transport Committee (ESTC) of the Ministry
of Defence, UK, issued revised Leaflet No.5 Pt 2 on Quantity Distances
(Q.D's) for HilitaryExplosives in June 1979 (1). These were based on
tables approved by NATO. They diffared in a number o: aspects from those '

previously used, (see 7/Exple/43 Amended September 1964) (2),

1.2 In applying the new Q.D. Tables of Leaflet No.5, in addition to the
application of the United Nations System for Classifying Dangerous Goods
to UK Military Explosives, other changes were Incorporated which posed
problems. In relation to Hazard Division 1.1 Items (formerly Categories Z
& ZZ), these in summary are.-

1.2.1 A traversed building containing a Net Explosives Quantity
(NEQ) of 3600kg or less could no longer claim 20Z redi•ction in
the separation distance from inhabited houses, placeh of
public assembly etc compared with the distance for a similar
untraversed building.

1.2.2 No longer could a standard 2 degree traverse be considered to -.

afford adequate screening of houses from missiles etc at less
than 270 netres even where small NEQ's were involved. Indeed,
the requirement to impose a minimum separation distance of
"400m from built-up areas was becoming increasingly difficult
to refute. In many instances the imposition of 270/400m
minimum distances has severely restricted the use of buildings
which had previously been licensed without undue difficulty.

1.2.3 At Outside Quantity Distances the hazard had always been
identified as one of blast damage with debris playing an
increasingly important role as the quantity of explosives was
reduced. The acceptable risk has been defined as one lethal
fragment per 600 square feet, the lethal fragment being
further defined as having an energy of 58 ft. lb. (3). No
experimental verification of the expected debris/fragment
"densities from explosions had apparently been carried out.

1.2.4 A survey of acident reports and planned test results showed
-*-: that there was very little data available from which to deduce S

a relationship between the hazard from debris or fragments ;nd
"the di3tance from the centre of an explosion.

"1.3 The difficulties arising from the application of these minimum
distances based on fragment throw in UK had also arisen in Australia,
where the same Quantiy-Distance rules (1) are used. Because of these
mutual difficulties a joint approach was sought to obtain sufficient data
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to solve these problems.
• I , I '.'*" ',.* .

2. PREPARATORY WORK

2.1 The need for stack fragmentation tests was agreed by the Explosion
Effects Sub-Committee (EESC) of the ESTC and endorsed by the SSTC Main
Committee. The then Secretary EESC (Mr Bowman) visited Australia in "
October 1980 and obtained a tentative approval from the Australian
Department of Defence to arrange stack trials to be carried out at
"Woomera, South Australia, in two separate phases. Phase I involved the
use of relatively small NEQ's of about 2 tonnes, to represent the largest''

,'* m :quantity of HE usually handled in a process building. Initial proposals -.

for Phase I1 were to use large stacks, of the order of 25-50 tonnes, to
represent buildings and areas used for storage purposes. Final proposals
would be made after the results of Phase I were assessed.

2.2 The original intention was to build up each stack using a mixture of
1,000 lb HE filled MC bombs and 5.5" HE shell from UK which were due for
disposal. The prohibitive cost of sea transport from UK to Australia
ruled this out and it was finally decided to us* some 500 lb Minol 2
"filled MC surplus aircraft bombs which were available In Australia.
Whilst EESC members agreed these could not be considered as typical of
modern fragmenting munitions, the high charge weight ratio was acceptable
and it was deemed that allowance could be made for the Minol 2 filling.
Furthermore, the revised ESTC 7/Expl/43 issued in September 1964 (2) had

* been modified to take into account war damage caused mainly by roughly
comparable aircraft bombs.

2.3 It was agreed Phase I should be an ESTC approved trial to be carried '=

out jointly by Australia and UK in April and May 1982 at Woomera.
Proposals for the tests were approved by EESC and ESTC and are described
below. A decision as to whether Phase II would be carried out at a later

date would be made when the results of Phase I had been assessed.

3. AIMS OF THE TRIAL

3.1 The prime aim was to obtain data on the distribution of hazardous
fragments and debris throw measured at various distances from an
explosives stack or building. Phase I was intended to cover small
quantities of explosives such as are used in process buildings.

3.2 From this data it was hoped that an estimate of the density of lethal
fragments at various ranges could be obtained. This could then be used to
verify or augment the existing Quantity-Distances based on fragment/debris

S[,"throw criteria.

4. HAZARDOUS FRAGMENT CRITERIA

4.1 There are various methods of assessing the effects on personnel of
* fragmenting munitions. The results depend upon the criteria adopted, e.g.
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skin penetration, incapacitation, deach. A hasardous fragment is FO

generally accepted to be one having an energy of 80 joules or more
*.(derived from a value of 5sft lbs (5) dating back before World War I).

This corresponds to incapacitation or worse of an individual due to his
exposure to fragments of mass ranging from a few grams up to a kilogram or
more.

4.2 For some years for military test purposes it has been accepted to be
reasonably safe if, en average, there is not more than one such hasardous -
fragment deposited on 600 sq. ft. (55.7 sq. metres) of open ground. This
value referred to exposed personnel, who unlike members of the public,
would have no protection afforded by buildings, houses etc., is,
4.3 In order to decide whether a fragment meets the 80J criterion it is
strictly necessary to know its mass and velocity. At the distances of
prime interest ranging from say 150-500m or more, the use of strawboard
packs or other means to determine striking velocities was impractical
within the time and effort available for the trial.

4.4 A fragment issuing from the stack at a relatively high angle of
elevation will return almost vertically with a limiting velocity dictated
by its mass, shape and the air resistance it experiences. For fragments
projected at low angles a mass of even a gram or so, moving at a high
velocity cQuld meet the 80J criterion. If the stack is traversed many of
these low angled high velocity fragments will be intercepted by the
traverse. Of those that escape, the small yet potentially hazardous

m. fragments will, due to high air resistance, be expected to strike the
ground close to rather than far from the stack. The comparison of the
mass/distance distribution of fragments from a traversed and from an

11 7" untraversed stack should demonstrate these features.

5. PHASE I TRIAL SPECIFICATION

5.1 The charge weight was 1757 kg NEQ for all trials. This was made up
of 16 x 500 lb aircraft bombs filled with Minol 2 with a charge to weight
ratio of 0.5. The bombs were arranged in the form of a cube, with each of
the four vertical faces presenting the same number of noses, faces and
side walls. All bombs were detonated simultaneously using PE boosters and
equal lengths of detonating cord. Figure 5.1 shows the bomb orientations
used for both the bare stack and building trials. The stack and traverses
were oriented on the half cardinal points, i.e. NE-SW etc.

5.2 All sites were traversed on two sides. The traverse on the SW side
of each site was a standard 2 degree traverse. The 2 degree elevation
"subtended by the traverse was measured from the top of the bomb stack.
This resulted in the building on sites 3 and 4 protruding above the level
of the traverse. The second travers2 build on the SE side of each site
subtended a 10 degree elevation from the top of the bomb stack. This
traverse came up to the eaves of the building and more closely represented

. the normal traversing situation where the traverse height is measured from
the building eaves. The remaining two sides to the SE and SW were
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untraversed. Figure 5.2 shows the layout and design of the traverses. .'...' L*,.

5.3 Sites I and 2 had a bare stack of bombs, Sites 3 and 4, an identical
stack was surrounded by a building designed to represent a UK army unit
store, having a 340= brick wall and a 150m. reinforced concrete roof.
The roof was not tied to the walls and the building had a door in the
middle of the NE wall. Figure 5.3 shows the building design. The loading
density of explosives in the building was 59 kS per cubic metre. All four
sites were In virgin,deaert between 2000. and 3500. apart to ensure no
overlap from thrown fragments and debris.

5.4 Areas searched for fragments and debris are shown diagrammatically in
Fig 5.4 which Is applicable to all sites. On all four sectors of each
site a 10 degree angle was searched between distances 160-199m, 250-289a
and 380-419. from the centre of the stack. Searches on a 2 degree angle
were carried out in the NE and SW sectors at all other intervening
distances from 100-600.. The sample areas were divided into 2m strips and
"the fragments and/or building debris in each strip were collected by hand.
All primary fragments were tabulated according to size and weight. In the
case of brick and concrete debris the total weight of brick or concrete
was recorded but only the largest piece in each sampling strip was
"individually measured. Pieces of the roof reinforcment and the steel door "-

cover sheet were also recorded. This search procedure was considered the
best practical method due to the lack of manpower. 40-50Z of the total
weight of debris was collected in any area searched.

6. FRAGMENT/DEBRIS DATA ANALYSIS

6.1 The fragment data was sorted and counted by computer at RARDE, Fort
Halstead and presented by sector and distance from the explosion source.
Fragments were grouped into weight intervals. The trial at Site 2 was a
duplication of that at Site 1, and the primary fragments collected in the
corresponding areas of each site were totalled. Since the NE and NW'.-
Sector at each of these trials were identical, both being untraversed,
these fragment counts were also totalled together. (See Fig.6.1).
Similarly since the trial at Site 4 was a duplication of that at Site 3,
the count of building debris fragments for each site were totalled. [Note
that this time the NE and NW sectors were different since the NE side had
"a door.] (See Fig 6.2).

6.2 The areas shown in the second line of each table are the actual areas
sampled. It should be noted that the areas at 160-199m, 150-289m and
380-419m are approximately 5 times any of the other areas. This was
because these were searched on the 10 degree sector whereas the remainder

* L were on a 2 degree sector.

6.3 A lethal fragment has been defined above (paragraph 4)as one having a
kinetic energy greater than 80 Joules. In order to calculate the weight
of such a lethal fragment it Is necessary to estimate its impact velocity.
Criteria currently used by ESTC in UK is that a 75g primary fragment which
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has achieved Its free-fall velocity before impact Is lethal. Thus heavy
frapents travelling on a low trajectory of less than 2 degrees at high
velocity are likely to travel distances considerably in excess of several
hundred metres and are unlikely to be found at the ranges we are
considering. Conversely those projected on a high trajectory will have no
significant horisontal velocity component at impact. Certainly on the SE
and SW sectors the low trajectory high velocity fragments will have
effectively been stopped by the traverse. This is still being debated
within MOD. For the.purpose of this report a limitinE mass of 50g has

* .5 been chosen as a lethal metal fragment, to give a conservative assessment.

6.4 A similar debate surrounds the choice of the limiting mass for a
lethal fragment of building debris. The figure of 1O0g was taken on the

. ;rationale that the building debris impact velocity would be substantially
. I less than that of the much denser primary fragments. Typically building

debris Impact velocities would probably be of the order of 30-40 i/sec
whilst primary fragment impact velocities would be of the order of 50-70

* - i/sec, assuming approximate free fall.

- i 6.5 The lethal density factor in line 3 of Figure 6.2 was used to convert
the number of fragments to a "lethal fragment density"* It was calculated
from the following formula:

SLethal Density Factor (LDF) - 56/(2A)

where A- area in square metres actually sampled on any site. NOTE that
the value of 56 comes from the US criterion of one lethal fragment per 600
square feet (56 square metres) at the Inhabited Building Distance from an
explosives building. The Factor 2 in the denominator takes into account
that the data was from two sites.

.55 .6.6 It must be emphasised that these masses of lethal fragments have only
- been used as a starting point and may need to be revised in the light of

S. further information or study. In the table N represents the number of
fragments and D the density of such fragments.

- 7. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

" "S 7.1 The traverses were constructed of the local red, sandy soil and were
I effectively uncompacted. However, they withstood the erosive effects of
' the explosion surprisingly well. No significant amount of material was

scoured from the surfaces of the traverses and they remained in relatively
undamaged condition. The traverses were at the edge of the crater and

coniton Teheedeof hean
this confirmed that removing oversize items from traverse material and
compacting is not essential where relatively small quantities of HD 1.1

"* explosives are concerned.

7.2 Although there was not enought time available to carry out a detailed
study of fragments trapped by the traverses it would appear that there was

*, little obvious directional effects from the explosion. Fragments appeared
to be fairly evenly distributed around the bottom of the traverses and in
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7.3 Figure 7.1 shown the lethal fragment density of the primary fragmentsI I ~over the collection range for the open stack used in site* 1/2 and Figure ••:
7.2 for the stack in building for sites 3/4. Figure 7.3 shows the density rT•.,
of all lethal fragments collected on sites 3/4. It should be noted that
the term density is used to mean density of lethal fragments per 56 square
metres, and that any densities greater than unity are unacceptable*

7.4 In the case of open stack it would appear (Figure 7.1) that the
fragment density on the traversed sides is in general less than on the
"untraversed sides. However the difference is small and probably not
statistically significant. Fragment density at ranges beyond 600m has not
been established in these trials, nevertheless it is still considered that
"the presence of a traverse around an open stack is beneficial and to be
recoImended, because it will stop the low angle, high velocity fragments.

7.5 When a building is present (Figure 7.2) it should be noted that the
primary fragment levels are much higher than for an open stack at the
ranges investigated and also that about 300 metres the density is barely
acceptable, when no traverse is present.

7.6 Figure 7.3 shows both the combined building and bomb fragment
densities and has Important implications for safety. On the untraversed
side containing the door (NE) the density rises steeply from 100m and
peaks at 300m, reducing rapidly out to 600m. The density level is
acceptable at 400m. The situation is similar in the untraversed NW sector
although the actual levels are considerably less than on the NE sector.
This undoubtably was caused by the presence of the door in the NE sector.
This door was plated with a steel sheet, which itself produced many lethal
fragments. There was also an increase in the number of primary fragments
found in the NE sectors.

7.7 The situation in the other two sectors (SW and SE) shown in Figure
7.3, which are both traversed, is radically different. Firstly, there is
no significant difference between the effects of the different traverse -'

heights. Secondly there appears to be no peak in the fragment density,
the level fluctuating from approximately 0.8 to 0.2 throughout the
collection areas until it tails off to virtually zero at 450m and beyond.
Thirdly the maximum recorded fragment density is 0.85, just below the
acceptable level of 1.00. Thus it would seem that on the traversed side
the choice of a 400m minimum to afford protection from debris is not .--- 7
supported by the evidence from these trials.

7.8 In general the presence of a traverse appears to reduce substantially
the number of lethal fragments at any given range. This appears to be
independent of the type of fragment or whether the traverse is 2 degrees
"or 10 degrees. In general there appears from these trials to have been no
additional benefit accruing from the use of the larger traverse. The
reduction in lethal fragments Varies from 60% up to an actual increase in
one or two instances, possibly caused by the orientation of the stack. On
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the average the reduction is approximately 50%.

7.9 Considering primary fragments only the presence of the building
effectively doubles the number of lethal fragments at any given range
investigated. The effect is general and applies equally to traversed and
untraversed sectors. one possible explanation is that the primary
fragments reach the building walls before the blast wave had destroyed
them and consequently are slowed down considerably and thereby impact the

, rground closer to the explosion source than had they been free flying. It
should be noted that the building was totally destroyed. A lower
explosive loading density in the building would perhaps increase the
number of near-field primary fragments at these ranges even more due to a
more effective attenuation of the explosion by the building. This could
be very relevant in the light of the recommendations below.

. -,7.10 A source of concern during the trial was the number of undoubtedly
lethal door and reinforcing bar fragments. The door was a standard wooden
door steel lined for security, but it gave rise to particularly nasty
fragments. This is very relevant since some traversed buildings may have
gaps in the traverses adjacent to the doors. Obviously the sector in
front of the door requireL special consideration when establishing
quantity distances. The access gap in the traverse should not be
immediately, in line with the door. An obvious area for research is in
"eliminating the projection of large pieces of steel reinforcing bar.
Perhaps the steel reinforcement of the concrete should be replaced by
lighter bars, or carbon or glass fibre reinforcement which would not add
to the lethal fragents as did the steel bars used in these roofs.

"7.11 In order to give an indication of the credibility of the trials the
theoretical amount of fragments and debris to be expected was compared to
the actual amount collected. The following figures apply to sites 3/4
"only:

% Brick (wall) recovered - 0.52%,

% Concrete (roof) recovered - 1.01%.

% Primary fragments (steel) recovered - 1.41%.

% Area sampled - 4.3% (of the total area inside 600m radius).

Since approximately 4% of the actual area was sampled the proportion of
*• i fragments/debris collected would be expected to be about this value. A

large proportion of the primary fragments had been recovered, and it
should be noted that no allowance has been made for the very large
proportion (up to half) of primary fragments which would be projected down
into the crater, whereas the proportion of concrete was lower and that of
brick was very low. Since the building was totally destroyed and the brick
"very effectively pulverised and it is perhaps not surprising that the

- brick recovery was so low.
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7 12 After considerable discussion with RARDE, Fort Halstead, UK concern
has to be expressed as to whether the trials data is sufficiently
comprehensive to imediately allow the tentative reductions in
fragment/debris throw minima as outlined in Section 9, The concern arises
for the following reasons:-

(i) Although the bomb stack was symmetrical, i.e. bombs nose to tail
in alternate layers, the explosive event arising from the ,.-

detonation,of the stack is not likely to be similarly
symmetrical. RARDE's view is that it is probable that more
lethal fragments, both in quantity and lethality, are likely to
be generated by the nose and base of the bombs, many of which
may be propelled by the blast more in a line radiating through
the corners of the stack than in the line normal to the sides of
the stack which was sampled in the trials.

(ii) The nature of explosives stores in the stack will also have a
bearing on the generation of lethal fragments. Most bomb
fillings such as Minol 2 are aluminised explosives with a
consequent reduction in fragment producing capacity. A similar
stack of HE shell might well have given a different result.

"8. CONCLUSIONS

8.1 The following are offered as provisional conclusions of the trial at
this stage, to be verified by further trials, particularly in view of the
RARDE reservations summarised expressed in para 7.12.

8.2 The presence of a traverse is beneficial and reduces substantially
the number of lethal fragments/debris at any given range for both open
stacks and buildings containing stacks.

8.3 This reduction is marked when the stack of explosives is in a brick
storehouse. In this case the reduction is such that the use of a minimum
debris throw distance of 270/400m is not substantiated. Therefore if
sufficient protection is provided from blast by the appropriate inhabited
building distance there is no need to consider debris throw as a separate
hazard since adequate protection from debris will also have been provided
for quantities of explosives from 1000kg to 4500kg.

8.4 The evidence from the trial does not support a reduction in outside
quantity distance for debris throw from untraversed stacks or buildings.
In these cases the results would appear to substantiate most of the
"existing standards.

8.5 The results do not allow extrapolation down to small quantities of
explosives (less than 1000kg) because of the uncertainty over the way the
building would break up since loading densities would then be
substantially lower than the 58kg/m 3used in these trials.
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8.6 Additionally there is some doubt as to the applicability of the
trials to buildings which are considerably weaker than those tested, e.g.
"with 115m brick walls. Again this is due to the uncertainty over the
building break-up.

8.7 Finally we conclude that further trials (Phase II) using smaller
quantities of explosives, typically of a few hundred kilograms, in a
similar type brick-built building, 3hould be carried out to verify the way
this type of building breaks up. Similar trials should also be carried
out to verify the situation for a brick building of lighter construction.

l 9. PROVISIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

9.1 The following recommendations are offered provisionally at this stage
to show the changes that might be introduced provided the dnta is verified

* • by the Phase II trials (proposed in 8.7). This ramification is needed
because of uncertainty about the possible variation in fragment density
towards the corners of the stack used for Phase I (see pars 7.12 for
clarification) and the possible problems with different buildings and/or
different explosives (see paras 9.5 and 9.6 for clarification)

9.2 The trials to datehave shown that if a building, of construction
similar to those tested, or an open stack, is traversed with the standard

*-UK 2 degree traverse there appears to bz no reason to apply a minimum
quantity-distance of 270/400m for fragment/debris throw. The initial
recommendation subject to the .2servations in para 9.1 would be the use of
a modified D13 distance for fragment/debris throw with a minimum of 180m
as determined in ESTC Leaflet 5 Part II (1979 Edition) (1). The

* •modification would be that for all quantities less than 4500kg the formuila
" "5.5Q is used to calculate the required quantity-distance. This would

still give adequate protection from the effects of blast.

".,9.3 This recommendation could be incorporated into ESTC Leaflet Part II
as shown in Figures 9.1 and 9.2, which are extracts from pages 24 and 25
of the ESTC Leaflet. The principal changes are as follows:

"(a) The pictogram in column (d) and kow 14 is further defined as an
open stack or light-weight building up to and including one with
340mm brick walls and 150mm reinforced concrete roof. This
includes buildings with walls equivalent to 91ns of concrete. 0

(b) Using such a Potential Explosive Site (PES) the public traffic
route distances become D1I (> or - 180m) for minor routes of
D13A (> or - 180m) for major routes.

(c) Using such a PES the Inhabited Building Distances become D13A (>
or - 180m).

(d) A new DI3A column has been included in Figure 9.2. The formula
for calculating this distance is 22.2Q4 for Q > 4500kg and 5.5Q4
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for Q > 450kg. No distances are quoted below• J80m as this is an
absolute minimum.

(e) The subscript "n" definition has been altered to read "if
traverse effectively screens ES.froa projections, 011 or Wf3 to
be used, as appropriate".

The above changes (a)-(e) will, if confirmed, eventually be reflected it.
editorial changes tothe text of Leaflet 5, Part II.

:A 9.4 In addition it is clear from Figure 7.3 that for an untraversed brick .
building the range of lethal fragments extends out to 350m. In the case
of an open stack there is further American evidence (4,5) which suggests
that 400m is required from an open stack although FIS.7.1 ind:-cates there
is no real problem. Therefore it seem appropriate to have a minimum
distance of 400m fragment debris throw from untraversed stacks or
buildings. This could be incorporated as shown in Figure 9.1 as follows:

"" (a) The pictogram in column (e) and Row 15 is defined similarly to At
9.2(a).

(b) Using such a PES the public traffic route distances become D1I
Sor - 270m) for minor routes and D13 (> or - 400m) for major
routes.

(c) Using such a PES the inhabited Building Distances become D13 ("
or - 400.).

9.5 It should be noted that if the PES in question is of weaker design,
e.g. has 115mm brick walls or equivalent, or has a loading density l ,v

substantially lower than the 58 kg/m3 tested or does not contain heavily
steel cased ammunition, or any combination of these circumstances, it is
possible that the walls and roof will not be pulverised to the extent
found in these present trials. This could lead to a larger number of
hazardous building fragments at the outside quantity distances. Until

i i further evidence is available caution should be exercised when .onsidering
outside quantity distances with such buildings at PES.

9.6 Further trials are recommended above to ascertain the extent of brean
up of a building holding lower quantities and to verify the use of 180M as
an absolute minimum. The first trial would utilise a building similar to
those already tested but holding a few hundred kilograms of exploilves'
The second trial would utilise a much lighter building, e.g. 115mm brick .
walls, but with the same quantity of explosives. It is further
recommended that the HE ammunition used should be of smaller calibre than
500 lb bombs, more typical of that which would be stored in this type of
building. Additional fragment collection areas, particularly in line with
the stack corners, should be included.

9.7 The above recommendations are provisional until the additional
experiments are completed when full review of all available data will be
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carried out. This will be extended to cover other aspects which are not
dealt with in this report and wll include comparisons with existing data,
mainly of US origin.

9.8 In view of the reservations expressed about likely fragment densities
in areas not sampled in the Phase I trials it was decided that further .... '..

data collection was desirable and might be possible from the original
triAl sites. Consequently a Phase IB pick-up was proposed and carried out
during May 1984 by toe Australian Army and civilian personnel assisted by
"the present Secretary EESC, Hr J Henderson and Mr J Walker of DSSO(PE).

"9.9 The preliminary results of this Phase IB have reinforced the results
obtained from Phase I and have answered the doubts expressed by RARDE in
pars 7.12. The new results indicate a fluctuating fragment density around
the stack at any given range. The maximum debris and fragment
distribution falls inside an arc 15 degrees either side of the normal to
any face of the stack and it decreases substantially in the arcs centred :-
on the corners of the stack.

9.10 The results of Phase IB which allow some corrections to the Phase I
results will be published shortly as a discussion paper which will also
look at the effect of varying the parameter of fragment and debris lethal
weights will also be considered.
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"(1) Quantity Distances for Hilitary Explosives - " '
"ESTC/220 Leaflet No,5 - Part 2, June 1979

"(2) Safety Distances for Buildings or Stacks containing
Government Explosives-

ESTC 7/Expls/43 Revised September 1964.

(3) Fragment Injury Criteria-
US(UT) - IWP/11-79 dated 28 August 1979.

(4) Fragment Hazard Evaluations and Experimental Verification
D. I. Feinstein, 14th Explosives Safety Seminar

(5) Fragment Hazard Investigation Program
R. T. Ramsey et al, 18th Explosives Safety Seminar .-...-.%" %
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BOMB METAL FRAGMENTS > 50 GRAMS . -

SITES 1/2 - OPEN STACK

pADDITIONAL POINTS
FOR 10 DEGREE TRAVERSE

- 2 DEGREE TRAVERSE

q~UNTRAVERSED ~ ~

LETHAL FRAGMENT DENSITY .'%

(Number per 56 sq. metres)

180H 270H 400H
* ~~1.0...

0.9

0.8

0.7

* . 0.6

0.4.

0.3

0.2

* ~0.10

RANGE (Metres)

FIGURE 7.1
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BOMB METAL FRAGMENTS > 50 GRAMS
SITES 3/4 - BUILDING

ADIIOA POINTS

FOR 10 DEGREE TRAVERSE•'"" " ADDITIONAL POINTS '""

FOR UNTRAVERSED

2 DEGREE TRAVERSE

'-,----' UNTRAVERSED ";

LETHAL FRAGMENT DENSITY
(Number per 56 sq. metres)

1801M 270M 400M1

* 0.9

K 0.8

,'. '.

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

,' o,• ,a.-.-

0.1

0 100 2 300 40
RANGE (Metres)

,'*. FIGURE 7.2
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JI.S; ' • BOMB METAL FRAGMENTS > 50 GRAMS "

BUILDING DEBRIS > 10 RM
SITES 3/4 - BUILDING

ADDITIONAL POINTS
FOR 10 DEGREE TRAVERSE
ADDITIONAL POINTS

FOR UNTRAVERSED

mmn'2 DEGREE TRAVERSE

, - ,UNTRAVERSED

LETHAL FRAGMENT DENSITY
(Number per 56 sq. metres)

180M 270M 400M
2.0

* 1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4___

0.2

0100 200 300 4-35-0
RANGE (Metres)

FIGURE 7.3
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9D11 (v 180m) DI1(* 270m)k
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D1 (P 180m) n D13 ( 400om)

20 D13 (v, o8orn D13(400m.)1

3 1 -

k: reaction of drivers on busy roads.

1: flying and falling glass etc.

n: if traverse effectively screens ES from
projections, D11 or D13 to be used as appropriate.

Figure 9.1
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Not explosivos Quantity-Distances
quantity

QiD13 D13A

50 95 180
'600 110 180
700 120 180
800 130 18o
900 140 180

1 000 150 18o
1 20 170 195
1 400 190 210
1 600 210 220
1 800 225 235

2.000 24o 250
2 500 280 280
3 000 305 305
3 500 330 330 .
4 000 350 350

5 000 380 380
6 000 405 405
7 000 425 425 .. ,
8 Oo 445 445
9 000 465 465

in I,. . , .-- o
om • "o54•J*4 ~7

14 1

u u 0 0

Figure 9.2
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7k *'METHODS OF QUANTITATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT:
THE CASE OF THE PROPELLANT SUPPLY SYSTEM

* by

Hans A. Merz, M.ASCE/SIA
Andreas Bienz

Ernst Basler & Partners
Consulting Engineers and Planners

CH-8029 Z'drich/Switzerland

ABSTRACT

"As a consequence of the disastrous accident in Lapua (Finland) in 1976,
where an explosion in a cartridge loading facility killed 40 and injured
more than 70 persons, efforts were undertaken to examine and improve the
safety of such installations. An ammunition factory in Switzerland consi-
dered the replacement of the manual supply of propellant hoppers by a new
pneumatic supply system. This would reduce the maximum quantity of propel-
lant in the hoppers to a level, where an accidental ignition would no long-

mm .--. er lead to a detonation, and this would drastically limit the effects on
persons.

A quantitative risk assessment of the present and the planned supply system
demonstrated that, in this particular case, the pneumatic supply system
would not reduce the risk enough to justify the related costs. In addi-

ml -: tion, it could be shown that the safety of the existing system can be im-

proved more effectively by other safety measures at considerably lower
* costs.

Based on this practical example, the paper demonstrates the advantages of a
strictly quantitative risk assessment for the safety planning in explo-

. sives factories. The methodological background of a risk assessment and the
m steps involved in the analysis are summarized. In addition, problems of
Si.quantification are discussed.

Presented at

21st DoD Explosives Safety Seminar, 28-30 August 84
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Houston, Texas, USA
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INTRODUCTION

"In 1976 a disastrous accident occurred in the ammunition factory of Lapua
in Finland (Ref. 1). In the department for the loading of cartridges of
small arms armiunition, propellant ignited in a feeding unit of the loading 0
machine., This led to the detonation of an above-located hopper which sub-
"sequently propagated to the other hoppers and propellant drums located on
the powder loft. A total of approximately 700 kg of gun propellant detonat-

*. ed and destroyed the building. 40 of the 69 persons working in the building
at the time of the explosion were killed, and more than 70 were injured.
Heavy damage was caused to the buildings in the vicinity.

The reason of the accidental ignition could not be proved for certain. How-
ever, it was clearly stated that a number of different factors such as the
considerable quantity of powder in the powder loft, the direct connection
between the loading machines and the hoppers on the powder loft, the insuf-
ficient information about the risk of a detonation, and such as the large
"number of persons in the building have contributed to the disastrous conse-
quences of this accident.

In reconstructing the loading department, a number of safety measures were
realized, amongst which a pneumatic supply of small propellant charges comr-
ing from a separate storage building to the loading machines, is the most S.

important or-e.

This accident gave rise to an examination of the safety of similar instal-
lations in Swiss ammunition factories. After some immediate safety measures

- derived from a purely qualitative analysis - had been taken, the ques- -
tion remained whether the present manual supply should be replaced by a si-
milar pneumatic system as in Lapua. The related costs were estimated to
amount to almost 2 million Swiss Francs, Since this investment would not be
justified from an operational point of view, and since it is planned to
give up this particular production in foreseeable future, the problem boil-
ed down to the question whether the gain in safety would justify this in-
vestment.

SSTATEMENT OF PROBLEM
S

Figure 1 schematically shows the present arrangement in the building, where
"f ive loading machines are located, and where more than 30 persons are en-
gaged in loading, packing and other related operations. The propellant is
supplied in closed aluminum drums of 50 kg each to a special storage room,
where up to 8 drums, or 400 kg, of propellant can accumulate. 5 of them are ,
placed upside down on special feeding hoppers. From these, jugs with a ca-
pacity of 8 kg each are filled manually. Through special openings they are
brought into the building and to the hoppers of the loading machines. The
propellant quantity in the hoppers is kept between 10 and 20 kg, marked

1 4
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on the hopper, by the persons in charge. In contrast to the arrangement in
"Lapua prior to the accident, therefore, no direct connection between the
loading machines and the feeding hoppers exists, and the total amount of
propellant in the building is much smaller.

Figure 2 schematically shows the proposed arrangement for the pneumatic -
; upply system. At some distance from the building, a new storage building '

was planned, where 8 hoppers with a capacity of 50 kg each are connected to
the supply system. In addition, 6-8 drums were required to ensure corti-
nuous operation. From these hoppers, charges of about 500 grams of propel-
lant would be transported to a cyclone above the loading machines. As soon
as the propellant quantity drops below 300 grams, a new charge is delivered '-.

automatically. Therefore, the quantities in each hopper on the loading ma-
chine is reduced from the present 10-20 kg to 300 - 800 grams.

It is quite obvious that the drastic reduction of the propellant quantities
in the hoppers above the loading machines would increase the safety of the
facility. However, it is not at all obvious if, in this particular case,
the gain in safety justifies the investment. In this situation the
"following three questions were raised (see Figure 3):

1. What is the risk involved in the present loading operations, and can it

be considered acceptable?

2. What is the risk of the pneumatic system and how does the risk reduction
compare to the cost?

3. Are there alternative safety measures which could reduce the risk more
effectively at lowe- costs?

APPL I ED METHODOLOGY

In order to answer the above mentioned questions, a risk analysis has to be
performed, where risk is defined as the expected damage to persons due to
"accidental events and is a function of its probability of occurrence and
its consequences.

For a full aescription of the risk situation both individual risks and col-
lective risks have to be calculated (see Figure 4).

An individual risk can be calculated for each person who might be af-
fected by an event, It is the probability (e.g. per year) that a speci-
"fic person will be killed due to this potentially hazardous activity. It
is the product of the probability L

"- WE, that an event occurs (e.g. per year)
- t, that the specific person is present, and
- X, that he will be fatally injured.

I:.
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, The collective risk is the sum of all individual risks. It is equal to
the expected total number of fatalities (e.g. per year) due to this po-
tential)y hazardous event

mn an explosives factory persons are, typically, exposed to more than one
hazardous event. The total individual risk is therefore composed of the in-
dividual risks of each event. In such complicated cases it proves to¢ be .,
most beneficial to use a so-called risk matrix to show the full range of
the individual and collective risks (see Figure 5): Each square of the ma-
trix contains the individual risk rij of person Pi due to event Ej. Adding
up vertically over all events yields the total individual risks ri of the
exposed persons, and the horizontal sum yields the total collective
risks Rj of the various events.

The overall collective risk R due to 4ll events together is obtained either
by summing the total collective risks Rj of all events or by adding up the q
total individual risks ri of all persons.

This presentation of the risk situati'on nas provwd to be a most powerful
tool for identifying and analyzinq safety proolems and the benefit of safe-
ty meari.ures.

In order tc find the values of the different elements of the risk matrix, a
risk analysis is performed. It consists of the following four steps (see •"'"
Figure 6):

In the event analysis the type of reaction (e.g. fire, deflagration, de-
tonation), the location, the size and the probability of occurrences and ' •--•
propagation of all possible events are assessed.

*nIn the effect analysis the physical effects on persons and objects in
the vicinity are computed.

In the exposure analysis the spatial and temporal presence of persons is
investigated.

In the risk calculation, finally, the different risk values are comput-
ed.

The risk matrix is the basis for the assessment of the acceptability of the
risk situation (see Figure 7). For individual risks, the responsible autho-
rities have fixed an acceptable value of 3 - 10-4 per year for workers in
explosives factories. Values above are not considered acceptable and re-
quire corrective action. The collective risks are assessed on the basis of
"cost/benefit considerations. A collective risk value is considered accept-
able in the case of an explosives factory, if it can be demonstrated that

, 1) In some situations it is necessary to additionally calculate a perceived
collective risk to account for the aversion against accidents with a
large number of fatalities (see Ref. 2).
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the next most effective safety measure requires more than 3 million Swiss
Francs (approx. 1.5 Mto US Dollars) to save an additional human life (wil-
lingness-to-pay approach). It can be shown that this criterion only can
provide an optimal distribution of the safety costs (see Ref. 3).

% -4% -*%4

",N RISK ANALYSIS OF THE MANUAL AND THE PNEUMATIC SUPPLY SYSTEM

The event analysis usually is the most complicated and time-consuming step
of the risk analysis. Whereas the location of events and the explosives

., quantities involved can often easily be determined, the assessment of the
type of reaction and the quantification of the probability of occurrence
and of propagation represent a much more complex problem. -

As an example, Figure 8 shows the location of the identified (and independ-
*,. ent) sources of events in the manual supply system. They correspond to the "

location of the feeding hoppers in the storage room and of the hoppers ,
above the loading machines. For each possible event the maximum possible

• .quantity of propellant has been assumed.

For the assessment of the probability of occurrence of events during fabri-
.• cation, transport and storage of ammunition and explosives a systematic and
"* quantitative scheme has been developed during the last ten years. The quan- -'

titative estimates have been obtained from a combination of statistical da-
*... .-..- ta, theoretical investigations and judgement of explosives experts. This

scheme, which cannot be explained in full details here, is continuously up-
dated, when new data or investigations are available.

In the analysis of the propellant supply systems it had to be assumed that
all possible events most probably start as a fire. The assumed probabili-
"ties of occurrence are listed in Figure 8 for the various operations in-
volved. For the sake of comparison each probability value is defined for a
reference duration of 1 year (8760 hours) of continuous operation.

Since a transition of a fire to a deflagration/detonation is basically pos-
* " .Z sible in the types of propellants used in this ammunition, and propagation

','.'- of a fire and of detonations are also possible, corresponding quantitative "'
estimates of transition and propagation probabilities had to be made. Figu-
re 9 schematically shows some of the considered transition and propagation
events in the manual supply system and the assumed probability values. The
assumptions were based likewise on test results, theoretical investigations
and professional judgement.

From this analysis a total of 19 different events, or chains of events, we-
re identified for the manual supply system. They differ in the type of the
reaction, the propellant quantities involved and in the assumed probabili-
ties. For the pneumatic supply system only two events in the storage room

*• had to be distinguished, since events in the cyclones and hoppers above the
loading machine could be neglected due to the small quantities of propel-
lant.
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beFor eaho h dniidevents an efec anlyi was promd h
procedure is defined in detail in manuals and regulations, which were pre-
pared earlier for Swiss authorities (Ref. 4).

Figure 10 shows an example of lethality zones for the detonation of 800 kg
of propellant in the storage building of the pneumatic supply system. Thef
zones combine the effects of the fireball, airblast and the debris throw.
According to the latest investigations of debris disposal, reported to the
DDESB seminar in 1980, directional effects have been included.

In the exposure analysis the exact location of persons and their temporal
presence in the loading building and the vicinity was determined.

In this particular case, the risk calculations did not have to be presented
in the form of a risk matrix. It could be shown that the individual risks
of all exposed persons were lower than the acceptable value mentioned ear-
lier and at about the Same level, Therefore, the discussion could concen-
trate on the total collective risks of the two supply systems.

The results of the quantitative risk analysis are shown in a risk/cost dia-
gram in F igure 11 . For the present manual suppl y a total ri sk of.- 6. 7
10-2/year and for the pneumatic system of 1.5 * l0-2/year was calculat-
ed. Therefore, the pneumatic system with estimated costs of about 2 Mio
Swiss Francs, can decrease the risk by about 80 %. Under the assumption of
a lifetime of 25 years for this new system, a mean expected value of about
1 human life could be saved with this safety measure in this period.

Though the afore-mentioned willingness-to-pay criterion of 3 Mio Swiss
Francs for each saved life would not basically forbid this investment, the
question remained if the safety could not be improved more effectively by
other safety measures. In order to answer this question~, the contributing
factors to the collective risk of the manual supply system have to be ana-
lyzed. Figure 12 shows the contribution in percentage of the various
events. According to this, 72 % of the collective risk are produced by de-
tonation events in the storage room, whereas the rest is produced mainly by
detonation events in the hoppers of the loading machines. By preventing
these detonation events, the collective risk could be decreased by 98 %

Technical investigations demonstrated that measures for preventing a deto-
nation in the drums of the storage room and in the hoppers of the loading
machines can be realized at cost of 200 to 400'000 Swiss Francs. In the
mneantime, a non-detonable propellant drum was developed and successfully
tested.

Preventing detonations of the propellant is a safety measure which applies
to the new storage room of the pneumatic supply system as well. The risk of
this system can therefore be reduced with small additional costs, too.

The risk reduction and the estimated costs of these two alternative safety
measures and the improved pneumatic supply system are plotted in the risk!
cost diagram in Figure 13. It is readily apparent that the two measures for
the manual supply represent a more effective and more economic alternative,
since the risk can be decreased at considerably lower costs. A further risk
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reduction which would involve, for instance, the protection of the persons
against accidental fires in the storage room and the hoppers, did not prove
to be justified according to the criteria for collective risks.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS -:.-."

On the basis of a quantitative and systematic risk assessment of the two
propellant supply systems it could be demonstrated:

- that, according to the defined safety criteria, safety measures are re-
quired to reduce the risks of the manual supply system,

- that the originally planned pneumatic supply system is not justified,
because the risk reduction is not large enough in comparison to the re-

* quired investment,

- that the safety can be enhanced more effectively and at lower cost, if
the powder drums and the hoppers above the loading machines are modified
so that detonations can be prevented.

* i.Both these safety measures are presently being realized.

It is important to note that the conclusions reached in this specific in-
VII 'SAW vestigation are not generally valid. In this particular case, two special

A-• conditions proved to be most important: (1) The fact that no direct connec-
tion existed in the manual supply between the storage room and the hoppers
above the loading machine. Therefore, an ignition in the loading machine,
which is the most likely event, will usually have limited effects. (2) The
fact that the propellant used is somewhat less prone to detonate than the

propellant used in Lapua.

". In other cases, a pneumatic supply system can well be an effective and jus-•- o I -"saet

-tifed safety measure. This example is intended to demonstrate that it is
- i.most important to account for the specific conditions of each single case.

"Such tailor-made solutions, however, are only possible if a systematic and
strictly quantitative approach is used.

The quantification in the various steps of a risk analysis still can pre- 0
sent problems. Since the availability of statistical data is sometimes li-
mited, data have to be supplemented by quantitative professional judgement.

ii-- The explicit and systematic methods of risk analysis clearly show where
more precise data have to be collected. However, even if subjective judge- "
ment is applied, the classical decision theory shows that in complex prob-
lems, decisions based on a combination of facts and quantitative judgement J._
are always superior to purely intuitive solutions.
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This example shall demonstrate that the most economic combination of safety ., .
measures can only be found if the "safety goals" are set explicitly and -.'. ..
quantitatively. Such general safety goals make it possible to assess and
compare the safety of other facilities on the same basis.

1 .. " ""oart

.J! .4',.

land Hir Ap il '1976"

4ii ' ..
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land, 13thpril, 1976

2. "Some Principles for a Quantitative Approach to Safety Problems in
Explosive Storage and Manufacturing in Switzerland"
Paper presented to 17th DoD Explosives Safety Seminar in Denver,

* Colorado, USA, 1976

3. "How much Should we be Willing to Pay for Explosives Safety" .

Paper presented to 18th DoD Explosives Safety Seminar in San Antonio,
* Texas, USA, 1978

4. "Richtlinien f~dr die Sicherheitsbeurteilung beim Verkehr mit Munition
und Explosivstoffen in den Ridstungsbetrleben"
(SER 81), Gruppe f'dr RUstungsdienste, Bernie, Switzerland

5. "Sicherheitsmissige Beurtellung der geplanten pneumatischen Pulverzu-
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STEPS OF A RISK ANALYSIS

EVENT ANALYSIS

Location,Type of Reaction,-
Quantity, Probability
of Event and Propagation t £
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Figure 6 .
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EFFECT ANALYSIS
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RESULTS OF RISK ANALYSIS-
Risk-Cost Diagram
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RESULTS OF RISK ANALYSIS
Contributing Factors to Risk
of Manual Supply System

-- 20A -Fire in HoppersU6 eoainI opr
Detonation in Hoppers

12~ and Propellant Drums
of Storage Room

60% Detonation in PropellantDrums of Storage Room

Figure 12
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"PREFACE

This report was developed in support of the Chemical Research and
Development Center (CRDC) Safety Office. Although it addresses many of the
health and safety aspects of a safety program during the evaluation process of
a Standing Operating Procedure (SOP), this publication cannot be all
encompassing. Supplementary and/or specific guidance is contained in the
selected references.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Chemical Research and Development Center (CRDC) mission is to conduct
research and to provide life cycle engineering for chemical weapons, and
chemical and biological defense. For CRDC to meet its mission requirements,
operations must be conducted utilizing chemical agents. One means used by the
Safety Office to ensure compliance with safety and operational requirements is
to require a Standing Operating Procedure (SOP) for all hazardous
operations. During the SOP review process, a preliminary hazard analysis
(PHA) is developed for new operations involving chemical agents.

The purpose of this report is to define the requirements for a PHA, the
methodology used to develop a PHA, and to show the applicability of a PHA for
use with chemical agent operations.

The operation being evaluated by PHA in this report is the binary
reactor. The binary reactor is a pressure vessel specifically designed to
simulate a munitions formation of binary lethal agents under various test
conditions.
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"2. METHODOLOGY

A PHA is a working document de-eloped during the planning stages of the -

operation. It is used as a comprehensive safety evaluation of the
"operation. The PHA identifies hazardous conditions, causes of these
situations, hazard severity, hazard probability, and the recommended
corrective actions to be taken to alleviate the hazardous conditions.

A PHA should be developed for new operations involving chemical surety
materiels. A PHA is developed in the following sequence. The rough draft of .0
the SOP is received from the operating division for review. During the review
process, a PHA is developed for the SOP. The information used in the PHA is
"derived from the rough draft SOP, interviews with the operators, and pre-
operational runs with simulants. During the review process, hazardous
conditions are identified and corrective actions are developed to eliminate or
control the hazard. The corrective actions from the PHA are provided to the .
operating division and incorporated into the SOP. The SOP is then submitted
for final approval.

Various formats are used when developing a PHA, the more commonly used are
columnar, narrative or logical diagram. The format currently being used for
the development of PHA's by the author is the columnar format for the 9
"procedural analysis with a narrative introduction. The introduction has a
section on the hazard severity and hazard probability tables being used from
MIL-STD-882B, the statement of work, a description of the decontamination
solutions require for the operation, the chemicals being used in the operation
and chemical surety materiel formed, miscellaneous hazards, and the personal
protective clothing and equipment required for the operation.

The columnar portion of the PHA ts divided into seven sections. The
sections include System Event(s) Phase, Hazard Description, Effect on System,
Risk Assessment, Recommended Action, Effect of Recommended Action on Risk
Assessment, and Remarks.

The System Event(s) Phase section is used as a identifier of the hazard
described within the SOP. Each paragraph in a SOP is numbered and that number
is placed in this column for ease of locating the hazard in the SOP.

The Hazard Description Section identifies the hazardous situation or
critical safety concern within that specific step of the operation. 0

The Effect on System section describes the possible injury to the
operators due to the hazard, the damage to the equipment, and the possibility
of chemical surety materiel being released from containment.

The Risk Assessment section utilizies the symbols from the tables in MIL-
STD-8B2B for the coding of hazard severity and hazard probability for a given
hazardous situation.
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The "Reommended Actions" section contains corrective actions formulated ,.
to reduce or eliminate the hazardous situation and/or the associated risk with
a speoifio step of an operation. In some instances there are several
alternative recommended actions which may be employed to alleviate a hazardous
situation.

The "Effect of Reoommended Aotion(s)" on the Risk Assessment section
evaluates the recommended action to be employed for a given hazardous
situation and reassigns a new risk assessment code to the specific step of the
operation.

The Rbmarks section is used to list references and other significant
comments.

Each section of the columnar format is used for every identified hazardous
situation and the recommended action is incorporated into the SOP prior to
final approval from the Safety Office.

l.7
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3. PROCEDURAL

The operation being evaluated by this report is the binary reactor. The

SOP for this operation is entitled "Binary Lethal Agent Reaction Studies".
The SOP contains sections which list the materials and equipment being used,
hazards involved with the operation, specific safety requirements, operational

procedures, and emergency procedures. The PHA evaluates these procedural

sections of the SOP. Appendix A is a portion of the SOP submitted to the CRDC
Safety Office for review.
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4. Evaluation

The completed PHA is attached as Appendix B and the major findings of
that document are as follows:

Hazard: Overpressurization of the binary reactor during operation.

Corrective Action: To equip the binary reactor with both a manual and
an automatic relief valve. The automatic relief valve is preset at 90 psi and
the operator actuates the manual relief valve when the internal pressure
within the binary reactor exceeds 120 psi. 9-

Hazard: Pressure builds up within the binary reactor.

Corrective Action: Have the binary reactor hydrostatically pressure
tested prior to use. The binary reactor will be tested for pressures in
excess of the safety relief valves and the expected pressures to be produced
by the reaction.

Hazard: The ventilation system fails during the operation.

Corrective Action: The operators will stop the operation as soon as
possible. The individuals within the laboratory will don protective mask.
The operators will containerize any open agent and then all personnel will
evacuate the laboratory.

Hazard: Aluminum foil burst disk not installed properly or is 0
leaking during the filling of the second component of the binary reactor.

Corrective Action: During the filling of the second component of the
binary reactor, monitor the temperature of the first component on the recorder :....
readout. If the thermal readout indicates leakage (increase in temperature),
stop the filling operation, let the reacted material cool and then initiate
cleanup procedures.

Hazard: Flammable solutions within the glovebox when electrically
functioning the sampling and injection solenoids.

Corrective Action: Remove all flammable solutions from the glovebox
prior to electrically functioning of the sampling and injection solenoids.
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"5. Conclusions

A PHA was very useful during the review process of SOP entitled
"Binary Lethal Agent Reaction Studies". Several hazards were identified and
the safeguards which were developed were placed into the SOP. These
safeguards will enable the operator to conduct the operation of the binary
reactor in a safer manner. It is felt by the author that a PHA should be
developed for all hazardous operationc.

0
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APPENDIX k

Appendix A
will be furnished upon request.
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* - Appendix B

This section of the report presents the results of the PHA which was
developed for the SOP entitled "Binary Lethal Agent Reaction Studies" at
Edgewood Area, Aberdeen Proving Ground.

a. Introduction:

The PHA identifies the hazards, possible causes, and formulates the
risk assessment for each identified operational phase. Recommended actions to
eliminate or control the identified hazards and to develop safety criteria for
the operation.

2. Risk Assessment Tables:

ATTACHED

3.Statement of Work:

Conduct laboratory binary lethal agent reactions to study their
formation in support of various binary agent munition programs. Several.
combinations of agent intermediates and catalysis will be mixed in a hastelloy
reactor to determine the approximate agent reaction times, maximum

condtion. Th dat wil berecorded for support of engineering and
meinn i axyimumitpressueprt.ftmdsmlsudrcnrle
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"4 Decontamination Solution:

There must be a readily available supply of an appropriate
decontamination solution as well as adequate dispensing equipment. Personnel
involved with the operation be properly trained in use of the decontamination -

solL'tion and the dispensing equipment. Decontamination crews must have access
to personnel protective clothing and equipment, and be trained in their use.

The following decontamination solutions are required dependent on the
chemical agent being generated. & ..

a. STB and HTH. US Army super tropical bleach (STB) is solid calcium
hypochlorite stabilized with calcium oxide for, storage in the tropics, and HTH
is commercially available High Test Hypochlorite. HTH has a higher available
chlorine content. The terms STB and HTH are interchangeable for use in this
paragraph. Both STB and HTH are bleaches, strong oxidizers, and when the neat
(solid) bleach is mixed with oxidizable materials (i.e., HD, alcohols), flames
can be produced. STB and HTH are to be used as a 40/bO slurry (40 parts
bleach stirred into 60 parts water). Bleach slurry is effective due to its
base content and its oxidizing properties.

b. Household Bleach. Commercial chlorine household liquid bleach is a
five percent to 5.25 percent sodium hypochlorite solution in water, sold as
"Clorox", "Purex", and other trade names, these are also effective due to 10.:. -Y
their basicity and oxidizing properties.

c. Sodium Hydroxide. Also known as caustic soda, lye. Sodium hydroxide
is normally used as a five percent and a 10 percent solution in water
(aqueous), or in a 50/50 alcohol-water solution (alcoholic). The alcohol '-e ..
could be methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, or methylcellosolve depending on .9
availability, intended use, and flash point (fire safety) concerns.
"CAUTION: Mixtures of alcoholic caudtic and chlorinated solvents slowly degas,
"therefore, those mixtures must not be put into a closed container.

d. Water. Water reacts with some of the chemical agents rapidly, but
with others it .reacts very slowly to not at all. Water is not in itself -
"considered a good general decontaminant because of lack of reactivity and
,solubility. However, soap and water, and/or a safety shower, are suggested
for the first step in personnel decontamination. A soap and water wash of
hands and arms is required after handling, toxic materials. In these cases,
the toxic material is physically removed from the skin by a combination of
mechanical and solvent action. 0

5. Chemicals being generated or being used during the operation.

a. Nerve gas

"1. The principal hazard from nerve agents is agent vapor inhalation
with sonsequent absorption through the respiratory tract, although all the
"agents may be absorbed on contact through the intact skin, through eyes, and ""-'"
through gastrointestinal tract, if ingested. All are highly toxic and quick
acting. At ambient temperatures, GB is a liquid with moderate vapor
pressure. When dispersed as large droplets, GB is moderately persistent; it .
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is nonpersistent when dispersed as a cloud of very fine particles. VX and GD
"are persistent and are primarily a liquid hazard. Inadvertent skin contact is
"the principal hazard from these agents. Percautaneous exposure to either
liquid or vapor may be fatal, although the dosage by the percautaneous route
is much higher than the respiratory route. .- -

2. Some agents, GD in particular, are mixed with a thickener
resulting in a solution or gel resembling rubber cement or glue. Swabs,
pipettes, or hypodermic needles may trail stringers or filaments of
solution. This effect is most pronounced in solutions having viscosities in
the range of 1000-3000 centistrokes. These stringers may be distributed by
air streams resulting in contamination at the working area. One technique for
dealing with this hazard is to hold a towel downstream from swab, pipette, or
hypodermic needle and to wipe the tip of the device before proceeding with the
operation.

-R . Methyl Phosphonic Difluoride(DF) is a strong acid which reacts P
violently with water; exposure will cause burns/rash. Prolonged exposure to
vapors causes damage to the nervous membranes and may cause bronchitis, hazard

S--. to the eyes.

b. Alcohol/Amines are a non-hazardous component of the reaction,
slight flame hazard, skin and eye irritant.

C. QL can irritate the mucous membranes and cause headaches.

- .i . d. Diisopropylcarbodiimide (DICDI) causes severe erythema on contact
N •, with the skin and will cause corneal damage upon contact with the eye. DICDT

is a suspected mutagen or carcinogen due to its chemical structure.

"6. Electrical Equipment. Electrical equipement shall be free from hazards
that are likely to cause death or serious physical harm to employees.
Compliance with OSHA 1910.303, 304, 305 and the National Electrical Code is
mandatory. All flammable liquids will be removed from the glove box prior to
the starting of the operation.

7. Personal Protective Clothing and Equipement (PPC&E). Personnal protective
clothing and equipment to be worn during the operation are listed in Section
"6d of the SOP. The hazards likely to cause death or serious physical harm to
employees when wearing PPC&E are not suiting up properly, wearing improper or
damaged protective clothing, ani tearing protective clothing while conducting
the operation.
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PRELIMINARY HAZARD ANALYSIS .
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"TOTAL SYSTEM HAZARDS ANALYSIS
S"." FOR THE WESTERN AREA

DEMILITARIZATION FACILITY

by

R. Pape6 K. Mnlszewski, and E. Swider
"lIT Research Institute

Chicago, Illinois

ABSTRACT

"The results of a hazards analysis of the Western Area Demilitarization

* Facility (WADF) at Hawthorne, Nevada are summarized. This paper contains an

. overview of the WADF systems, the hazards analysis methodology that was

applied, a general discussion of the fault tree analysis results, and a
*.. compilation of the conclusions and recommendations for each area of the

facility.

.4.
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1. BACKGOUND

This paper summarizes a total system hazards analysis completed in 1982

for the Western Area Demilitarization Facility at Hawthorne, Nevada (Ref. 1,

2, 3, and 4). The Western Area Demilitarization Facility (WADF) was designed

"to demilitarize obsolete, out-of-date, or unserviceable conventional

ammunition items by safe, economical, and environmentally acceptable

techniques" (ref. 5). The volume of such material that should be disposed of

had been increasing significantly. Costs associated with storage (space,

record keeping, and security) were increasing. Existing facilities were not

easily adapted to handle the required production rates. Thus, there was a

real need for such a facility.

The WADF system consists of the Off-Loading Dock, Driverless Tractor

System, Preparation Building, Accumulator Building, Mechanical Removal

Building, Large Cells, Washout/Steamout Building, Process Water Treatment

Facility, Bulk Explosives Disposal Building, Refining Building, Flashing

Chamber, and the Decontamination and Small Items Building. These were

evaluated for hazards under three priorities. Priority 1 included the "wet

systems" (Washout Steamout Building, Refining Building, Bulk Explosives

Disposal Building, and the Process Water Treatment Plant). Priority 2

included the Preparation Building, the Mechanical Removal Building and the

Large Cells. Priority 3 contained the Decontamination Building, the Large

Items Flashing Chamber, the Driverless Tractor System, the Off-Loading Dock,

and the Magazines.

The hazards analysis for the WADF was unique in two regards. First, the
WADF was designed to demilitarize a tremendous variety of items. For each new

type of items, special fixturing and procedural adjustments may be
required. In a sense, WADF would provide the basic "tools" necessary to

disassemble, cut open, remove propellants and explosives, decontaminate or

dispose of the components, etc., but the specific procedures and fixtures

might have to be adjusted for any new item to be demilitarized. In addition,

the explosives and propellants in the items are generally old, may be

contaminated or decomposed, and there may be compatibility problems between

lIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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SI.

the variety of materials that must be handled. These problems are not as

severe a concern in more typical hazards analyses for, e.g. munitions
manufacturing facilities, where the energetic materials, equipment/fixtures,

and procedures are fixed.

Second, in conducting the hazards analysis, a Monte Carlo uncertainty

II.. analysis was used. The quantitative results (incidept-probability/year) were
presented in terms of distributions of possible values rather than discreet

values. The width of the distribution corresponds to the degree of

uncertainty in the results and recommendations were structured with this

degree of uncertainty in mind. We believe that this approach to developing
recommendations and prioritizing the recommendations is a valuable improvement

to hazards analysis.

--.4i'."
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2. BIEF KSCRIPTION OF TIE ESTERN AREA DEMILITAIZATION FACILITY

Off Loading Dock

Munitions items to be demilitarized enter the facility at the Off-Loading
"dock. The Off-Loading dock is a conventional earth covered unloading

structure designed to handle delivery of energetic materials by train or

truck. It consists primarily of two adjacent earth covered tubes for

unloading trains, but also has unprotected docks next to the igloo type

structure. Items are to be taken from the unloading dock to the preparation

building via the driverless tractor system.

Driverless Tractor System

A driverless tractor (DLT) and ammunition cart system utilizing Prontow

601 vehicles has been installed at WADF. Two independent DLT control systems

are present. One network (Region 1) moves tractors between the Off Loading

Dock and the Preparation Building. The second network (Region 2) moves

tractors between the Preparation Building and the various process buildings at

the site. The battery powered tractors are guided by a low frequency signal

transmitted from wires laid in slots cut in the concrete guide paths.

Preparation Building and Accumulator

Mechanical disassem'ly of items is to be performed in the Preparation

Building in individual cell areas of the building. Processes include (1) pull

apart of elements joined by crimping (e.g., removing the projectile fromt the

cartridge case); (2) unscrewing the parts such as fuzes from projectiles,
rocket motors from warheads, or fuzes and fin assemblies from mortar

cartridges; (3) Removal of propellant from cartridges; and (4) Removal of

primers from cartridge cases. The preparation Building cells are to handle

gun type ammunition up to and including 6 inch. There are six work cells in

the building. At the time of the analysis, cells 1 and 2 were not equipped.

Cell 3 is for breakdown of 60 mm and 81 mm mortar cartridges. Two rounds at a

time are placed on a holding fixture (steel plate shuttle) in front of the

cell by an operator. At the proper time, the holding fixture is indexed into

the cell through an access port. Once inside the cell, under the watchful

lIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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eyes of the control operator, the previously disassembled two rounds are

* . picked up by the robot (manipulator) at the disassembly "lathe" and placed in

the, holding fixture. Next the robot picks up the complete rounds and brings

them into clamping position at the "lathe". With the rounds held firmly, the

chucks on either side of the cartridge unscrew the fuze on one end and the

tall fin on the other end. The head and tail units are. then automatically

.4.•

picked up and dropped into water-filled containers sitting next to the

machine. The mortar body is carried by the manipulator to the shuttle

conveyor to the corridor outside the cell.

* Cells 4, 5, and 6 are dedicated to disassembly of gun ammunition. A

conveyor from the corridor carries projectiles and cartridge cases into Cell

5. In Cell 5, a pull apart machine removes the projectile from the cartridge

case on fixed munition. For plugged cartridge cases, when the shell and case

are separate (separate gun ammunition) the pull apart machine is replaced by

an end cut off machine which removes the end of the case by using a tube

* cutter type device. In that case, the projectile enters Cell 5 separately and

goes directly to Cell 6. In Cell 6, an unscrewing machine, just like that in
Cell 3, is used to remove fuzes and base fuzes.

The cartridge cases are moved by the robot from the tube cutting device

into a horizontal position for the Removal of a wad prior to dumping of the

propellant. The propellant is dumped from the cases onto a conductive rubber

belt conveyor to be carried to the accumulator building. Then the cartridge

case is shuttled into Cell 4 via a conveyor. In Cell 4, the cartridge case is 1
automatically placed into a fixture to punch out the primer in its base. When

the cartridge case is conveyed back into the corridor, the operator must

manually remove the primer from the inside of the case.

As mentioned above, the propellant removed from the cartridge cases ise

conveyed to the Accumulator Building. At the accumulator, the material is

routed from a storage hopper to a vibratory feeder conveyor and finally to a

weigh hopper. The propellant is then metered into type III or MK IV

containers for storage or sale.

Mechanical Removal Building

The mechanical Removal Building contains equipment used to expose the

Sinterior of conventional munition items and to provide access for explosive
lIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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removal processes. Also, in some cases on large munitions, the facility is
used to provide vent/view holes in the item to facilitate inspection of the '

items prior to flashing them of residual materials in the flashing chamber.
The operations include trepanning (hole cutting), sawing, shearing and
punching of holes in munition items. Before entering the Mechanical Removal
Building, some items are washed/steamed out leaving only small amounts (under
ten pounds) of explosive in them, with acceptance determined by visual
inspection, while other items are fully loaded.

Cell 1 houses equipment used for punching holes in, or shearing
relatively small munition items (such as MKI boosters or MK42 primers)
containing appreciable amounts of energetic material. At the time of the
analysis, primers longer than 8 inches were to be sheared into smaller pieces
using an industrial-type hydraulically operated press.

Cell 2 contains a band saw for sawing items 25 Inches in diameter or
less. Initially, the MK4 depth charge noses were to be sawed off by the band
saw to expose the explosive charge for easier removal.

* Cell 3 holds trepanning (hole sawing) equipment to cut a series of 5 inch
diameter vent/view holes simultaneously in large munition items. A special
hole cutting machine, (equipped with a shuttling carriage, a deep bed filter
and an aspirator) is applied in Cell 3 to produce the vent/view holes.

Large Cells

Three large cells (constructed with frangible walls and ceilings due to
the hazardous operations performed on large munitions) are located adjacent to
the ,echanical Removal Building. These house machines used in disassembly
operations for large munitions items. Two of these cells were in use. Cell R
is set up for cutting open MK 16 mines using a band saw. Cell C contains an
unscrew machine for defuzing major caliber munition items. Cell A was empty
and could be used for temporary storage of large munition items (within

allowable charge weight limits).

Washout/Steamout Building

The Washout/Steamout Building consists of two towers separated by a
support area containing a boiler room, steam room, and chemical
laboratories. This facility is for wet Removal of explosives (i.e., t/ steam

IiT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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and hydraulic processes). There are four categories of wet processes. First,

for TNT or similar single phase meltable explosives, the material is melted by

contact with a steam jet. It is drained from the item, de-watered, formed
into dry flakes and packaged. This procedure is accomplished in the Steamout

"Building--North Tower. Second, for explosive 0 or other similar relatively

"soluble explosives, hot low pressure water is used to hydraulically wash out

.2 the material (by erosion and solution). The material is directed into a large

transportable container for subsequent disposal at the Explosives Disposal

Building. This operation is accomplished in the Washout Building--South
Tower. For Composition A3 or similar press loaded explosives, a very high

"pressure (10,000 psi) water jet is used to break up the material by erosive

action. The material is flushed out of the Item, de-watered, and packaged.

This operation is also accomplished in the South Tower.

Water Treatment .Facti1ity

"* The Process Water Treatment Facility sits adjacent to the

Washout/Steamout Building. This is a fairly conventional system for water

treatment. Feed is added to the clarifier with alum and polymer. The alum

coagulates substances in the water. The polymer aids coagulation. The

coagulation-flocculation begins with a rapid mix in the top and gentler mixing

A in the mid region. The agglomerated particles settle to the bottom and are

removed with positive displacement pumps. The sludge from the bottom is only

abotit 5 percent solids and is dewatered further in the sludge basins. The

clarified water is then filtered. The effluent turbidity is monitored (from
A sand filters) and backwashing of the filters is initiated when the turbidity

is too high. The sand filters remove any floc particles which have not

settled from the chemical precipitation. The activated carbon columns remove

organics. When the pressure gradient through the carbon columns becomes too

high, either tha media will be replaced or backwashing will be done. The pli 0

of the water can be from 9 to 11; therefore, the H2 SO4 is added and mixed with

an in-line static mixer. The final pH should be in the range from 6-8.

"Refining Building

.. The Refining Building is to be used for removal of melt-cast explosives
from projectiles (small items, up to 7.2 in. depth charges). The exterior of

,-" the shell is exposed to pressurized superheated steam (dry thermal process .

lIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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from the standpoint of the explosive). The items are positioned into a

holding fixture designed to prevent the steam from entering the item and

contacting the explosive inside. The items are then hoisted up and lowered

into one of the autoclaves in the Refining Building. As the explosive melts,
it is drained through the bottom of the autoclave unit into a steam jacketed

holding tank. The liquid explosive is then fed into strands onto a stainless

steel belt flaker. It cools and solidifies on the belt and is broken up into

flakes at the exit end of the unit. The flaker unit is hooded to remove fumes

and is protected by UV detectors used to trigger a water deluge. The flakes
are metered by vibratory conveyor into a weigh unit, and pu~kaged for shipment

or storage.

Bulk Explosives Disposal Building

Non-saleable energetic materials, such as explosive D and those double
and triple base propellants that cannot be sold, are handled at the Bulk

Explosives Disposal Building. Containers holding the material are conveyed

into the slurry preparation area. The container contents are dumped into the

feed hopper for the grinder. The feeder conveyor passes the material through

a metal detector prior to discharge into the grinder. In the grinder, the

material is ground, with water injection, into small pieces, and passed into

the slurry tank. A slurry consisting of a 3:1 mixture of water to solids by

mass (monitored by slurry density) is prepared in the slurry tank and then

transferred to the feed tank in the adjacent cell of'the building. The slurry

is circulated in a loop at about 25 gpm between the feed tank and one of the

two incinerator units outside of the building. It is bled off from the loop

at about 7 gpm and injected into the oil fired rotating drum incineration
unit. The primary incinerator section is a drum furnace rotating at 3 rpm.
The combustion products then pass through an afterburner and exhaust stack.

Deotamination Building

This building contains three furnaces to decontaminate various items.
First, a rotary type furnace is used for small arms ammunition containing
lead. The items are placed into a rotating dumper and transferred into a

conveyor which carries them to the furnace feeder. The lead items furnace is

a conventional rotary type oil burner furnace. At the burner end, a narrow

opening is left between the furnace and burner flanges for liquid lead (1) to
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' ... drip into a trough, (2) be carried to a water bath for cooling and (3) then be
carried by conveyor to a hopper for subsequent removal by truck. The

remaining refuse from the furnace is deposited onto a second conveyor and

*] carried to a magnetic (ferrous/nonferrous) separator where it is directed into

a *ferrous or nonferrous" semi-trailer positioned under the separator chute.

A second rotary furnace, the detonating items furnace, is quite similar

to the lead items furnace. This incinerator does not have the spacing between

flanges at the burner end since liquid lead is not to be removed. A separate

conveyor is used to recycle some of the refuse to maintain the proper depth of
material in the furnace body. Since this furnace must withstand items

detonating within, the walls are stronger than the lead items furnace, and the

:2 center section is recessed to increase the residence time of the items near

the center of the cylinder.

The fifth and sixth cells in the decontamination building house the tray

type flashing furnace. Here, moderate sized items (previously cleaned out in

other operations), will be decontaminated. Items are to be processed through

a conventional heat-treating type furnace (fire brick walled) where they will

be heated to a te •iloature at which any residual energetic material decomposes

or burns. Typical items to be processed include rocket warheads (e.g. 2.75
in., 5.0 in.), depth charge warheads (e.g. MK4, MKS), and gun ammunition

* projectiles (e.g. 40mm through 5"/54).

*: Large Items Flashing Chamber

-- In the flashing chamber, smokeless powder is used to burn off residual

Sr.explosive left in larger items from which the bulk of the explosive already
• -has been removed. Decontamination of these items is required before the metal

components can be sold as scrap. Deactivation and/or decontamination of

contaminated items has been accomplished in the past primarily by exposing the

material to a high temperature for a prolonged time such that the energetic

material decomposes, burns, or detonates. This is accomplished by placing the
items in a bonfire in a field burn. Short duration high temperature exposures

have also been used in the past by placing smokeless powder in the internal

cavities of the item and igniting the powder. There is some question as to

whether flashing really will be effective in all cases due to the shortness of

"the high temperature pulse.At WADF flashing is to be accomplished inside a
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At WADF flashing is to be accomplished inside a containment chamber

"designed to prevent products of combustion from escaping to the atmosphere.
The combustion products are ducted underground to a regenerative heat
exchanger (a mass of steel tubes) and to a bag house for pollution control.

Pneumatically driven mine cars are to be used to carry the contaminated
4,-,Z items from the DLT (item receiving area) into the car preparation enclosure,

where the smokeless powder is layed, and then into the flashing furnace. A

narrow gage track loop routes the mine cars into the chamber and then back out
to a cool off area. A massive door covers the chamber's entrance during a

burn.
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3. HAZARDS ANALYSIS 1ETHODOLOGY USED

Ea:h area of the WADF was evaluated using the following procedure:

a) Collect Available Information

b) Review Information/Learn System

c) Conduct an Informal Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)*

d) Develop Fault Tree Logic Diagrams for System (FTA)

e) Quantify Fault Tree (derive scenario probabilities)

"f) Interpret and Summarize the FTA Results

For the purposes of this study, the failure modes and effects analyses served

to identify types of consequences and types of scenarios to be expected in

different areas of the WADF. The FMEA's were used to learn the system and

guide the development of the fault trees. Fault tree analysis was the primary

methodology used to identify and quantify credible hazards at the facility.

"The FMEA and FTA approaches are well known and described in a vast store of

"literature on hazards analysis methodologies. A summary of these approaches

is provided in references 1-4. In this paper only the more unique aspects of

the FTA approach used will be discussed. These were concerned with

consideration of uncertainties in the quantitative inputs (system scheduling

data, part reliabilities, human error probabilities, and initiation

probabilities).

IITRI has a fault tree analysis computer program for evaluating the fault

tree logic diagrams. The first portion of the computer code uses a matrix

"approach known as the Boolean Indiated Cut Set (BIC) method to reduce the tree

logic to a list of scenarios (cut sets) that "lead to" the undesired top event

of the tree. These cut sets are the hazard scenarios that must be evaluated.

Ur.

• 'The term FMEA refers here to the general inductive logic tabular approach
including a wide variety of specific formats such as fault hazards

,'.analysis (FHA), operating and support hazards analysis (0 & SHA), etc.
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Each basic event on the fault tree must be provided a probability of

occurrence or a failure frequency (with associated downtime) for
quantification of the tree. Four types of data must be compiled to. quantify

the trees:

1. System Scheduling Data

2. Part Reliabilities

3. Human Error Probabilities

4. Initiation Probabilities

Scheduling information was largely inferred from reference 5. Part

reliability data has been compiled at IITRI during prior hazards and

reliability analyses from numerous sources. The primary source of reliability
data used, however, was a compilation of non-electronic parts data developed

by the Reliability Analysis Center, an IITRI organization in Rome, New York

(reference 6). Human error data has been compiled under a project conducted
by IITRI for the Chicago Transit Authority (reference 7) and that was the
primary source for human error probabilities used. For initiation

probabilities, the primary source of data was from earlier hazards analyses

for WADF presented in reference 5. Because of the nature of the
demilitarization operation, a wide variety of energetic materials could be •
present at any plant location. Not all the possible materials were

considered. Only the most sensitive material for which data was available was

used for each stimulus type.

The criteria for safety adequacy for this analysis was given as:

"The minimum acceptable level of risk for the operation and maintenance

for the entire WADF complex and any subsystem is 97.5 percent probability
with a 95 percent confidence level that a category I or 2* accident will

not happen during 25 years of operation (40 hours per week)."

• Hazard categories are defined as follows:

Category 1 - Catastrophic. May cause death or system loss. System loss
shall be defined as damage which results in the loss of 25 percent or
more production capability and requires 30 days or more to repair.

Category 2 - Critical. May cause severe injury, severe occupational

illness or major system damage. Major system damage shall be defined as
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This translates to specifying that the hazard incident probability per

year for the entire facility is less than or equal to 1/1000 with a 95 percet"'

confidence level. The 95 percent confidence level criteria was evaluated for

the facility using the dominant cut sets (hazard scenarios) derived for the

different plant sections as a basis. Although it could not be shown that the
facility meets this criteria for safety adequacy (due to insufficient data

available), providing the results in the required form led to a useful

modification of the fault tree methodology previously used.

The 1ITRI fault tree computer code was modified to accommodate a Monte

Carlo type uncertainty analysis. Each basic event probability value on the

fault tree was Input'asia distribution of possible values, rather than a

single discreet value. These input distributions could be normal, lognormal,

or a constant over a specified range. The lognormal distribution was found to

"be appropriate in most cases. Once the appropriate distribution shape is

selected, the user need only ask questions such as "What's the highest this

value could get?" to define the distribution's width. For many types of data

"the distribution shap: and width are already available with the basic data.

"For example, part reliability data is generally presented with mean and 60%

.. confidence level values. human error probability data is presented in
reference 7 with error bounds that can be approximately translated to provide
a 95% confidence level. Much of the initiation sensitivity data that was

generated for WADF (reference 5) was presented at the 50% (median) and 95%

confidence levels.

Typically 1200 Monte Carlo trials were run for each area of the

"facility. On each Monte Carlo trial, single point basic event probabilities

were selected off of the input distributions. The cut set (individual hazard
scenario) and overall tree probabilities were then computed for that trial.

that which results in more than 10 percent loss of production capability
and requires more than 3 days to repair.

Category 3 - Marginal. Mdy cause minor injury, occupational illness or
minor system dam.•age. Minor system damage shall be defined as that which
results in 10 percent or less loss of production capability or requires 3
days or less to repair.

Category 4 - Negligible. Will not result in injury, occupational illness
or system damage.
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The 1200 trials provided a distribution of possible output values (cutset or

tree values). The mean output value was then simply the averagje of the

computed results. The computed results for the trials were then sorted from
the lowest probability value to the highest. By searching for the probability ,

level at which 50% of the trials had a lower value, the median level could he

determined. Similarly, by searching for the point where 959 of the compute
values were lower, the 95% confidence level could be found. The output

distributions were typically lognormal in shape. Therefore, an error factor
could be defined as the 959 confidence level divided by the median value.

This ratio is characteristic of the width of the output distribution, or the

degree of uncertainty associated with it. Typical ColnpUtef results are given
in table I and the corresponding cumulative distribution is plotted in figure

A. , ,
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Table 1. Typical Computer Output Showing Fault Tree
Failure Frequency Distribution

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE ENTIRE FAULT TREE ..

(FAILURES PER YEAR)

Confidence Failure
PercentileFrqec

5 1.038E-04
10 1.615E-04
15 2.256E-04
20 3.154E-04
25 3.859E-04
30 4.715E-04
35 5.579E-04
40 6.851E-04
45 8.439E-04
50 9.971E-04
55 1.152E-03
60 1.412E-03
65 1.675E-03 ~
70 2.171E-03
75 2.767E-03
80 3.591E-03
85 4.14E-03
90 7.228E-03
95 1.270E-02 ~
100 2.189E-01

The overall 50% confidence limit is 9.971E-04 failures per year

The overall 95% confidence limit is 1.270E-02 failures per year -

The overall error factor is 12.73 :-
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,4. RESULTS

,The resul ts of the study are summarized in table 2 (from reference 4). ,I

S~~For each area of the facilit6y, specific recommendations were made based on the,..-
ii ~~highest probability hazard scenarios, the basic events making up those ,,

• ~ ~scenarios*. the uncertainty in the results (error factor), and common sense.-''+

The computed probabilities were quite high in many cases due to the nature of

S~~the input data. The input data in many cases was specified conservatively".2

S~~because insufficient Information was available toa justify specifying lower ,,

inpu vales Thus a' reaivl high vau aUhsnwthwd ro ad

•g ~indicating the uncertainty in the value. In general, high probability hazard "+"

scenarios with narrow distributions of possible values (error factors less•:""

).7 ~ ~than perhaps 20) were given recommendations involving procedural and equipment ''•

S~~~~modifications. Those with wide distributions (error factors greater than 10,'.,,.

• ~ ~or 20) were given recommendations involving analyses or tests to help reduce•-+

S~~some of the existing uncertainties. Commnon sense also played a strong role in ..-

+ ~~defining the recommendations. Finally, the recommendations were prioritized .-.

+'. " ."" *'*-

eusing an informal Delphi approach snvolving ti e project team 2 mmbers. .).

Today, the a ADF is operating the more conventional systems where bae thes
less uncertainty about the potential hazards. Before operating the less
conventaio ste aitional data must be gathered to gar n assurances that

the hypothesized hazards are actually of low probability or minor consequence.

inu•aue. Tu, .eaivl ihvaua coe it ieero ad
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-. mdifiatins. hos wit wid ditribtios (eror actrs geatrthn 1

S?:?i:or

20) ere ive recmmedatins nvoling nalses r tsts o hlp rduc
someof te eistig unertintis. cwunn sese lso layd a tron roe in:.

defiing he ecomendaion. Fially th recmmenatins wre piortize2"'- -

"uin"n"noralDlpiaproc 5ivlvn theprjet ea m"-rs
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AMMIUNIT-IgON LOGI STI C- PROBLEMS IN HOT/DRY CLIMATES

BY MAJOR JJ., GGOOLDRAAOC AU-STRAL A ORDNANCE COUNCIL

AND MAJORN. $ILITH AW. P-&.CA LOG ISTIC COMMAN

PRESENTED Y BRIGADIER Cl. MACKENZIE-ORR OBE GM ,
Vt, -1-f f.H

PRESIDENT AUSTR&LIAN ORDNANCE COUNCIL

I ntroduct-Ion

During the design of trials to establish the strength of
design and safety In gun of the Cartridge 105mm Tank HESH L35A3 -

produced in Australia a requirement arose to determine the maximum tie
temperatures which the cartridges were likely to experience in service
use. The Australian Ordnance Council decided to conduct a trial at
the Joint Tropical Trials Research Establishment (JTTRE) Innisfail
to measure the temperatures reached by such ammunition when exposed
to severe solar radiation in hot/dry climatic conditions.

As many of you will be aware, the environments detailed in
QSTAG 360 detail upper firing temperatures based on environmental
temperatures with the addition of solar radiation. During the
establishment of the upper firing temperature criteria a number of
conflicting criteria were produced by source documents and by the user
of the ammunition. In addition, experienced tank gunners were of the
opinion that particularly in ammunitioning areas, ammunition may spend
considerable periods unpackaged exposed to the environment awaiting
"loading into armoured fighting vehicles. It was decided to obtain
"some factual data on the temperatures achieved by cartridges exposed to 2'
the solar load applicable to the hot/dry regions of Australia.

'artrigThe trial consisted of the exposure of the instrumented
cartridges with projectiles coloured black, olive, drab and white in
three conditions:

a. fully exposed to solar radiation;

*.b. shaded from direct solar radiation by a tarpaulin
with an air gap between the tarpaulin and the
cartridges; and

c, completly covered by a tarpaulin in direct contact
with the cartridges.

The normal meteorological data was recorded for the duration of
Sthe trial.
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TrIaLIAut

The first slide shows the maximum solar radiation -'.-
measured during the test superimposed on the climatic category
A2 solar radiation criteria over the period of daylight. It
will be observed that the A2 solar radiation criteria are very
close to the observed solar radiation loads measured during the
exposure. The peak solar radiation load experienced at the
Joint Tropical Trials Research Establishment exceeded that
extracted from climatic category A2 by some 200 watts per metre
squared at midday.

The second slide Is of more co~ncern. This shows the A2
operational temperature profile compared with the ambient air
temperature measured during the trial. In this case the ambient
air temperature was on average some five degrees less than the A2
operational temperature profile.

This final slide Indicates the very much increased
temperature rise in the propellant and at the HE interface as a
result of solar loading beyond that predicted by application of the
climatic category A2 criteria.

Discussilon

We clearly have a problem in the hot/dry areas of Australia
which comprise a very large land mass centred around the Tropic of
Capricorn. Not only did the exposed projectiles exhibit a considerable
increase in temperature almost independent of colour but projectiles
completly covered by a tarpaulin in direct contact with the cartridges
in fact exhibited slightly higher temperature increase than those
exposed to solar radiation with no intervening cover. An analysis
of the effect of solar radiation on the cartridges produced the
results as shown on this slide.

The problem posed by the results of this trial is not
really amenable to a design solution. The designers of munitions for
armoured fighting vehicles or other weapons where the ammunition may
be exposed to high solar radiation loads tend to design to the
accepted criteria such as those published in QSTAG 360. If the
design meets the published criteria there is certainly no compulsion
on the designer to determine the effects should the criteria be
exceeded. Such an exercise Is not only enormously expensive it
would be considered quite gratuitous by the majority of munitions
designers who are exposed to the greatest design criterium of all -

cost.

As a result of the trial the Council recommended that the
user services should be aware that upper firing temperatures may be
exceeded by significant amounts in the hot/dry climates of Australia
and that appropriate precautions to provide ventilated shade for
ammunition so exposed should be taken. Without expensive redesign
of ammunition and weapons systems the problem could be handled by good
housekeeping and proper care of the ammunition by the users.
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Exercise Kagaroo. 83
In September/October 1983 the Australian Army conducted

a large sacle exercise Kangaroo 83 in the Roebourne area of Western -'
Australia during September/October, a period when ambient temperatures
are frequently well above 40°C. Aware of the problem highlighted
as a result of the trial conducted the previous year, logistics
personnel attempted to measure direct sun temperatures but unfortunately ,.
were Issued with thermometers with a maximum capability of 500C.
Monitoring of direct sun temperatures ceased when thermometer bulbs
all burst. For various reasons during the exercise considerable .. :.

.5. " quantities of ammunition were stacked in the open or were transported
on open vehicles covered by tarpaulins in direct contact with the

Sammunition. Estimates by personnel concerned with the movement li.
of the almunition during the exercise suggested that temperatures of
around 80 C occurred over a large range of natures of ammunition
dumped or transported during the exercise.

Major Smith of Logistic Command was tasked to examine the
ammunition returned from the exercise to determine if unacceptable
"deterioration in condition has occurred. To assist in this task
"a summary of the possible effects of heat were provided to him and
he has embarked on a program of examination and breakdown of
ammunition returned from the exercise to determine its condition.

Effects of Heat

" * Among the effects those which were of particular relevance
' . . . to the ammunition involved in the exercise Include:

a. Plastic flow of high explosives even at temperatures
which do not exceed their melting point. This can
lead to explosive trapping in the screw threads or
in cracks where subsequent firing stresses may cause

4. premature detonation.

b. Shell filled white phosphorous which has flowed
and resolidified may have modified ballistic
performance.

c. High explosives are sometimes desensitized by
overheating.

c. Temperature cycling can lead to penetration of
seals by water vapour.

e. Some explosives particularly propellants exhibit
cracking at high temperature.

f. Differential contraction and expansion may cause
* broken seals. ,....

g. Cycling may permit penetration of corrosive vapours
from packaging materials.
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h. Condensation on electrical elements may modify -0
characteristics.

i. Electro-chemical action at dissimilar metal
Junctions may occur.

J. Gassing of explosives producing high internal
pressures is a feature particularly of pyrotechnics.

k. Cycling may cause distillation of nitroglycerine
from double based propellants.

. Rocket motors are particularly susceptible to

large diurnal cycles producing changes in ballistic
performance, degradation of bonding and inhibitors '1
and changes in mechanical and chemical properties

of propellants.

m. TNT filled shells and bombs may give rise to an
exudation presenting a potential explosive and
toxic hazard.

A preliminary examination of the ammunition returned showed
sufficient evidence of deterioration to warrant a full scale investigation.
Examples were:

a. Darkening of propellants FNH 104 and 024 from
105mm HESH cartridges with some ballistic changes
on close vessel testing.

b. Cracking of the TNT of shells 105mm L4IA1. • *

c. Functioning failures of 428 primers.

d. Reduced delays with firing device demolitions
of the delay variety.

e. Bulging of closing discs with traces fitted to
76mm HE/T rounds.

Further Work in Hand

It was decided as • result of the recorded exposures and
the visible evidence of deterioration in certain natures to conduct
a full scale investigation of the ammunition returned from the
exercise. This is to include:

a. Inspection and breakdown into major components
of appropriate natures.

b. Radiography.

c. Sectioning of selected high explosive filled
projectiles.
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d. Static functioning tests.

" ' e. Chemical analysis.

f. Close vessel testing.

g. Complete round functioning trials under
proof conditions.

Unfortunately at this time comprehensive results of the
analysis of the anmmunition exposed during Exercise Kangaroo 83
are not available. On completion of the analysis, reports
will be circulated through the normal channels.

"Conc lusions

"Following the limited trial conducted by the Australian
Ordnance Council on the effects of solar radiation on the 105mm
Tank HESH L35A3 Cartridges it was decided that Australia should W. .....

adopt procedural solutions to the problem of exceeding upper
storage and upper firing temperatures in the hot/dry areas.
Unfortunately, shortly after the publication of the Proceeding
highlighting the need for good housekeeping for ammunition
transported and stored in hot/dry conditions, a major exercise
provided unwitting confirmation of the injurious effect of solar

' - radiation detailed in the Australian Ordnance Council Proceeding.

* It is clearly prohibitively expensive to design
ammunition to cater for the most severe extremes of climate which
may be experienced in Australia. It is clearly important that
the user be aware of the limitations on the way in which munitions
"may be handled in hot/dry climates and of the need for sound logistic

"-" procedures.
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TABLE I Effect of Solar Radiation on Cartridaies

ITEM NO EXPOSURE TYPE TEMPERATURE RISE ABOVE AMBIENT
DUE''TO'SO4.AR RADIATION (OC) :.

(a)(b) (C)

I Full Exposure 33

z Covered 35

3 Shaded 10

-155
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DEPUTY DIRECTOR LAND SERVICE WMKITION (UK)

STORAGE OF AMMUNITION, MISSILES, MINES ANO EXPLOSIVES

, UNDER NATO REGULATIONS AND IN A SAFETY

CONSCIOUS ENVIRIOMENT ',O,,

".111 .,. .
4II 4NT ,.T.N .

INTRODUCT ION

1 .. Gentlemen, my appointment is up there on the screen. I work W1 ON

for the Director of Land Service Ammunition (or OLSA for ahort), start)

who reports to the Director General of Ordnance Services, who in turn

reports to the Quartermaster General. A few words about me. I vF iwrr

have held a number of appointments in an ammunition environment,

starting off my technical career as an Ammunition Technical Officer

*! 4 _ in Germany where for two years I was responsible for the repair,

maintenance and disposal of large stocks of ammunition in the

rear areas of BAOR. Later I commanded an ammunition depot

"in Hong Kong, which was a pleasant interlude (it being on an

S._Island in the middle of Hong Kong harbour) managing a large number

------ •.: of Hong Kong Chinese, but beset by the problems associated with . '

maintaining ammunition in good condition in a hot and damp climate.

-:elSome years later I commanded a logistic battalion in BAOR and was

responsible for the deployment of ammunition stocks to meet the

"requirements of a Division for operations and in training. More

recently I spent a year as a military project co-ordinstor at RARDE,

4in the development of explosives and pyrotechnics. Since then I

have been responsible, in my present appointment, for the provision

li i , management, stock control and technical support for all the Army's

ammunition stocks worldwide as well as overseeing storage an safety

aspects of this ammunition.

'm• 1563
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2. Though pert of our Ministry of Defenco. we are fortunate In our

Directorate known as OL. to live and work In the Oxfordshire

countryalds at Dioot,. This Is close to the Royal Military Collage 2O
of Science at Shrivonhsm and the Army Scolo muiina iso

are trained. It Is near a large Central Aiinjition Depot also at

Kineton, the Central Control Points of our Aray's aupply system at

Bicestert and the Headquarters of an Ordnance Battalion at Tidworth

which is responsible for Explosive Ordnance Disposal, Amunition

Inspections &nd other- associated duties country-wide. OLSA has close

technical supervisory links with the Senior ATO in Northern Ireland

and those elsewhere In the world where our forces are servina. W 2OFF

3. That's sufficient background. These are the main task* of W!23.ON

the Directorate in which I work (Pause).

4. This talk this morning deals with the fourth principle responsi-

bility. Being the deputy to the Army's Chief Insipector of Explosive$ ~ __

my interest in and involvement with the subject of this talk is

obvious. We 3 OFF

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

5. The UK travelled a tortuous route to accept NATO regulations

primarily because we had Live with our own rules for many years, but

also because there was a degree of resistance and quite a lot of

Iprevarication, It was something of a jolt when one recalls that our

regulations were first framud during the latter staeps of the :..

industrial revolution - not as a result of Guy Fawks as some would

have us believe, As you know he tried to blow up the Houses of

Parliament much earlier and we still celebrate that event every year

and as fortune would have it, and you will hear later, Parliament

now pays much closer attention to where and how ammunition is stored 't S

1564.
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6. How'..' ' 6.t we a unplanned explosion in the lest century which

had a much greater Influence on our regulations and how we now regulate

our military ammunition storage. This wae an Incident which occurred

in US74 when a barge carrying 5 taon of gunpowder exploded under a
bridge on the Regents' Canal In Londn A niemr of eseulties

resulted and caneiderale damage wae done to the neighbourhood. The

ensuing public outcry cuised Parliament to poss the Explosives Act in

Amn 1873. This Act contained certain legislative conditions, but

in many cases exempted "military" anmmnition end explosives from several

* *important "civilian" provisions. This was particularly fortunate for

the "military".

7. With these exemption* undsr our belt, little action was taken to

incinase the safety of military smunition and explosives by improving

husbandery in our depots or in the units. We were lucky end there

were not many accidents anyway; noereally serious enough to cause
much public concern.

i%

-:S. The earliest publication I can trace is "Regulations for

* ~Magazine and Care of War Materiel" issued by the Nome Office in

1913. Of its 200 quarto-sized pages, only some 50 deal with the

storage of ammunition and explosives. On this WV you will see how VF 4 ON

we protected metal services in our magazines.

9. Clearly things had to change and both world wers had a dramatic

* effect on the attitudes of the military authorities towards regulations

concerning the safety and storage, handling and transportation of

ammunition and explosives. The authorities finally acknowledged VF 40OFF

*that ammmunition end explosives are inherently "dangerous". As you

know, generally speaking, the greeter the quantity collected together

in one location, the greater the area put at risk by, say, an
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accidental explosion. Our regulations were now required to minimise,

If not prevent, the risk of any such accident taking place.

10. To achieve this requirement and in order to obtain conformity

within our 3 Armed Services and our supporting Royal Ordnance Factories,

the Explosives Storage and Transport Committee was formed in 1925 under

the direction of the Ordnance Board. The advice given by this

Committee is issued in the form of "prescriptions". These were quite

aptly named in that "if you didn't take the prescribed medicine you

might well perish". From these documente, the Army produced our still

extent but copiously amended "Ammunition and Explosive Regulations".

They were first published in 1953.

11. OLSA's staff prspare and publish the Army's Regulations, or VF 5 ON

A and ER's as they are commonly called. They govern the storage, (Uncover
Pare 1)

handling and transportation of the full range of explosive stores and

some inert items in-Service. We monitor their implementation and

carry out audit inspections. Where they cannot be complied with my

Director, I.SA, is impowered to grant concessions, end sometimes does.

I shall return to this subject later.

13. As I have said, our A and ER's are compiled with the approval of (Uncover
Pare 2)

Explosives Storage and Transport Committee or ESTC, and this hes long

been the case. However, we now have the 1974 Health and Safety at (Uncover
Pare 3)

Work Act and this has introduced even more stringent legal provisions

for us in the Army and my Director wearing his Chief Inspector's hat (Uncover
Pare 4)

is a member of the Joint MOD/Health and Safety Executive body. This

is called the Central Committee of the Defence Explosives Safety

Authority or DESA as shown on the screen. The Chairman of ESTC end (Uncover
Para 5)

the Chief Inspectors of each Service and the Procurement Executive

are members of this Central Committee, alongside our new found Health

and Safety friends. 2nd Permanent Under Secretary (a professional
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civil servant) oversees DESA activities within MOO, WP 5 OF1

13. In 1976 the United Kingdom decided to adopt NATO Regulations

which we helped to draft and have agreed. In practice, our main

problem arising from the new regulation. wae allocating our mmunition

to the new Hazard Divisions of the 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 me they are
:' ~now called. .",

* 14. Without going into too much detail, H 1.1 covers the old Z VF 6 ON

"and ZZ (high bleat fragmentation effects), 1.2 same of our old ZZ

*and Y (projection hazards but not masa exploding), 1.3 most of our Y

* ".° (fire risk), and HD 1.4 our old X (lesser explosive effects).

15. The change to this new system has meant that our stocks

categorised as "mass-exploding" have increased drastically at the

stroke of a pen. Overnight virtually all our depot and unit

mtore•houses holding ammunitior$ missiles, mines and explosives had

too much Explosive Content or too little Quantity Distances.

By relocating depot stocks, we have overcome most of our problem,

S •-W however there was little that could be done about unit storage in

many cases.

16. The introduction of the 1974 Health and Safety at Work Act, which

was to have an increasing role to play in our "military" business,

combined with the implementation of NATO Regulations brought about

major changes to our storage and safety posture.

CURRENT SITUATION

17. DLSA has become increasingly involved with the powers and the

"work of the Health and Safety Executive. This involvement now

covers most areas of ammunition storage, transport, handling and

safety. In the military sphere this work is coordinated through

DESA's Central Committee which I mentioned earlier.

-"18. DLSA's main task on this Committee is to interpret the legal

provisions and new regulations, and ensure that the Army is not
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unnecessarily hide-bound by unreasonable restrictione, particularly

when it comes to "operational" mstters. I can assure you that our

regulations ore sound, clear and well understood. At the moment

we have no fears of being taken to Court, because the Crown cannot be

prosecuted, and we are steadily building up close and confident working

relationships with the Health and Safety people. What is changing,

and changing quite rapidly and significantly, Is the degree of

latitude that the Services will have in the explosives and safety, store"

handling and transportation spheres in future. We are now subject

-:. to monitoring and audit from "outside" in the same way as any UK

* civilian explosives firm. Therefore we shall have to be even more

circumspect. This will mean being even less free with our "waivers"

of regulations and "concessions " to overcome storage, handling or

transportation problem in UK. In overseas stations we are bound by

local provisions or our own if they do not exist. In Western

Europe NATO Regulations exist alongside national ones.

19. A "waiver" of regulations is necessary when, for examplo, no

coniferous trees are allowed within an ammunition storage installation

in Germany - a country covered with "protected" coniferous trees.

".. Paradoxically trees were used during the second world war for

camouflaging such sites and where we continue to use these sites this

has now become a factor to consider. A "concession" is authorised

* when, for instance, a local village is too close to a marshalling yard

on the perimeter of a depot, placing its civilian population at

risk. This allows specified tonnages to be handled at any one time

* at the marshalling yard. We only agree "concessions" when positive

action is in hand to remove the problem - in this case re-site the

- marshalling yard.
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I.

20. I'm sure this whole subject of safety and storage, handling &nd

transportation is as complicated in all our countries but perhaps

leos so here in the United States with the vast areas of countryside

* which you have. It may be helpful if I say a little more about the e
" : "whys" and "wherefores" of our Army's ammunition storage.

21.NAT an Bitih Amyro~etis~ons sem frrm the basic premise

that one day there will be an accidental explosion in a store shed, on a -

' loading platform, at a railhead, on route to the docks, on the quoyside,

on board ship, or wherever. Experience and trials over the years

have produced date upon which we base our methods.

"a. Why should explosives storehouses end repair workshops

be"desibned in a certain way and be constructed with certain VF 7 ON

materials? The answers to these questions have led to the (Ucoe
Pare 1).

modern "igloo type" storehouses for instance, which you can see

in this slide of Central Ammunition Depot Kineton. We also have

this type of building in our Forward Storage Sites in lot British

Corps in West Germany. The head wall end traversing around

these buildings would help contain a conflagration or limit

sympathetic detonation or explosion. All this Is expensive and

requires plenty of area. As you know, explosive debris, and

fire travel quickly and can be lethal and must be limited to

ensure public safety.

b. Next how much explosives of which type can we store in a

given building? What are the Hazard Divisions and Fire

Classifications of the ammunition, mines or guided missiles to

be held there? Whet, therefore, is the legal Explosive Content (Uncover
Pars 2)J of the building? This is a picture of where they got it wrong

in Zimbabwe quite recently.

.. You will appreciate that sometimes, by putting shells with their
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cartridges, fuzes and tubes or primer together in a Unit Load

Container we have to store according to the component producing :-':

the highest risk, thus sometimes taking up less of the accomn- """-

odation that if each were stored separately.

c, Then there is the question, what distances do we need to

leave between our explosive storehouses or repair workshops

(called "Inside" Quantity Distances) and what do we need to leave (Uncover .
Pare 3)

from a storehouse or workshop near the depot perimeter to

offices, dwellings and public roads (called "Outside" Quantity

Distances)? Every depot is surrounded by a series of lines on (Uncover
Pars A)

Sthe map laying down these distances. A point to be re-made

here is that by applying these Inside and Outside Quantity

Distances, we use a lot of space means lengthy roads and/or

railway lines, pipes to carry water for fire fighting, enclosed

conduits to carry electricity, and so on. These are obviously

the main reasons why ammunition storage is costly to build ald (Uncover 1) '..
Pars 5)

maintain, and why it is inherently safe. To date our collect-

ive oim has been to provide imfe storage - from the public

point of view. However in the expensive 80's with a cost

conscious Government, there are changes on the horizon which

which concern the way we may in the future assess our safety

requirements and how we may apply Quantity Distances. These are:

(1) The introduction of "hazard and risk analysis" as

a method of working out out storage and safety requirements;

but even this will stand or fall on what is considered to .:.
bg an acceptaole civil risk. This is a decision the

politicians must make and they are sensitive to the

requirement as a result of the Guy Fawkes incident as I

mentioned earlier.
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(2) The application of the results of the Australian Stack ,

*Trials.

22. So we need a lot of money and space in this business. But why 9
"do we need to build new and better ammunition depots? Apart from -.

"the large increases in our operational stocks between now and the late ,.. *

801s, the reasons vary:

-: a. Many existing sites were built a long time ago, u;der old

and perhaps lose stringont regulations (and incidentally before

Fork Lift Trucks were invented which need much bigger door

openings).

b. Some of the previous criteria used in the layout and

"construction of depots and storehouses were found to be wanting

when tested by trials, not only from a hazard point of view but

equally from the dispersal of operational stocks and the

requirements of fast out-loading on mobilisation.

c. Then the nature of the stocks to be stored have changed,

sometimes radically. Calibres have increased, thin-welled shells

of higher explosive capacity and thus more power of fragmentation

have been introduced into Service, propellants have become more

potent. So Hazard Divisions and Fire Classifications have been

upgraded. The Explosive Content of buildings has not necessarily

changed, but the number of shell or cartridgeswhich can be stored

there may have decreased. The inside and outside distances may .. 7

have lengthened.

d. Finally, unauthorised civilian building may have taken place

near to the depot, thus compromi3ing the original safety distances. VF 7 OFF

23. As I have already mentioned, another way to store our increasing

stocks of more powerful ammunition or guided missiles is to "waive"

the regulations, or grant "concessions". For both depot and unit
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storage In the Army, OLSA is &Atl.sod to grant a Otmporary" -neos-
'- ,.; ., A *-•:.. -

*lon to overcome a ooific problemn a certain location. There

is no •ioubt that by doing so we have raised the risk to people -2ard

property. The breath of the Health and Safety people blows cold .:

down our necks, and in any event we cannot afford politically,

financislly or operationally a disaster similar to that 4i*ich

occurred in Severomorsk, Russia, in Hey of this year. Severomorsk

is a naval base on the Kole Peninsular 1450 K. north Gf Moscow.

As you my know the missile storage facility blow up. Fires and

secondary explosions resulting from the initial explosion took

." several days to bring under control. Same 1,000 strategic missiles

*we,.', destroyed, 200 people killed and large sections of the facility

destroyed or badly damaged.

CONCLUSION

24. I have explained: the application of explosive safety regula-

tions to storage; the factors which determine why and how store-

houses and depots must be built to comply with out complicated

set of regulations which quite often change; why some of our

current &mmunition storage does not comply; why "concessions" are

granted; and why remedial action must be taken to eliminate these.

I have mentioned the impact of the new Act and the advent of

- Health and Safety Executive are having and touched briefly on

Sother changes which may be in the offing.

:' 25. Any questions?

IS7,
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DIRECTORATE OF LAND SERVICE Ab4UNITION

"MAIN TASKS

1. Traioiing, Qualification, Standards and

Practices of Ammunition Technical Officers

(ATOm) and Ammunition Technicians (ATo).

2. Equipment Management and Explosives

Engineering for Land Service Ammunition,

Guided Missiles and other Explosive Stores.

3. Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)

intelligence, operations, equipments and

render safe procedures worldwide.

"4. Regulating, Monitoring and Auditing

-' -Sufety in Storage, Handlinr- and Transport

of Army Explosives.
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W.. V

(VF 4)

, .THE USE (F IRON IN OR NEAR AIS ,..,.

Exposed Ironwork In Buildings had to be coated with --""."

Cork Composition '..'.

"Cost the work with red load, then apply a "good

full cost" of the undsr-msntioned compoeition.

White Load paint .. .. 22 lb

Yellow Spruce paint 44 . lb

Driers, ground ... . 12 lb

Resins common ... . 2j lb

Oil, boiled, linseed .. .. 31 gall

While the composition is wet, well cover the -.

surface with granulated cork about the size of

mustard seed, thrown by hand."

Extract from •

Regulations for magazines and

Care of War Materiel 1913

IS76 %4...
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, . , •., X -1
(W 5)

SAFETY AGENCIES

!* I[ . .. . . .- ,- , .

.1 OLSA's t mmnitlon and Explosive Regulatlion

(A & ERs) for the Armey -depots and unit

storage.

2. The Explosive Storage and Transport Comittee ..

(ESTC) approve* all 1MD Regulations for the

J Ordnance Board. ý6'7

,•id• ilit ' ,.. ...

4 3. 1974 Health and Safety at Work Act. -

4. The Central Committee of the Defence

Explosives Safety Authority (DESA) is a ',

"joint MOD/Health and Safety Executive Body.

S. Chairman of ESTC and Chief Inspectors of the.-....

3 Services and PE are MOD Members.
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(VF 6)
"-o - "' ' " %• •

:.a:, .' AI~qUNITION HAZARD DIVISIONS ,. ..

,. ,' HAZARD DIVISION 1.1
Jill ,% Ammunition which has a mesa explosion

hazard.

HAZARD DIVISION 1.
S...,7 ';

Ammunition which has a projection

hazard but a mass explosion hazard

HAZARD DIVISION 1.3 ¶-"*

Ammunition which has a pro hazard

and either a minor blast hazard or

" "- a minor projection hazard or both,

* -"but a mas explosion hazard.

I . 5* 55-1"

HAZARD DIVISION 1.4 "'-"-'°"

Ammunition which presents no

"significant hazard.
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INTRODUCTION

Thank you Mr. Teichman for the introduction. This morning/afternoon I .. '
*' will be presenting information on the transportability testing requirements

for gaining regulatory approval to move explosives in both the wholesale and
-i retail supply system. By wholesale, I am referring to transportation/movement

by the nation's rail carriers, truckers, ocean vessels, etc. Retail system 9.
refers to movement by tactical vehicle.

Slide 2

USADACS MISSIONS

First let me provide a little background information for those of you who
are unfamiliar with the mission and functions of the US Army Defense

* Ammunition Center and School (USADACS). The Ammunition Center was established
as a separate Class II Activity at Savanna Army Depot in 1971. On I Jul 75 it

- was assigned to ARMCOM, and in January 1977 designated the USA DARCOM
Ammunition Center. On 17 Jan 79, it was designated the US Army Defense
Ammunition Center and School due to its diversified missions that have
worldwide applications supporting the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps.
My Director, Mr. John L. Byrd, Jr., reports directly to the Commanding General '- ."
of AMCCOM located at Rock Island, Illinois. USADACS major missions include _

- ~ providing training to civilian and military personnel in ammunition logistics
"functions, engineering in the areas of transportability procedures,
ammunition peculiar equipment (APE), and the Depot Modernization Program; two
civilian career programs for ammunition (quality assurance and ammunition
logistics), and providing technical assistance worldwide in the areas of
receipt, storage, issue, maintenance, surveillance and demilitarization of
ammunition.

S' lide 3

PACKAGING, HANDLING, STORAGE AND TRANSPORTABILITY OBJECTIVES

One of the primary packaging, handling, storage and transportability
objectives associated with ammunition is the prevention of explosive incidents
throughout its life cycle. This is important within wholesale operations
since the quantity of explosives during transportation can cause mass
detonation of commercial facilities within the private sector. These
incidents not only have a detrimental effect from a monetary standpoint, but
also cause serious constrained relationships with commercial carriers during

1582 '
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• future Department of Army ammunition shipments. This viewgraph shows the
S,..-..... results of an incident in Roseville, CA, 28 April 1973, involving 18 DODX cars

loaded with Navy 500-pound bombs.

Slide 4

PACKAGING, HANDLING, STORAGE AND TRANSPORTABILITY OBJECTIVES

A total of 267 railcars were lost and 5,500 structures were damaged. The
total settlement for this incident approached 19 million dollars; however, the

,* litigation costs for DOD associated with Roseville were many times this
* amount. The strategic effect of losing an ammunition port, supply dump or a

portion of the vehicles within an ammunition supply train can be critical to
the outcome of a battle. Since the final end use/destination for ammunition
cannot be predetermined, packaging, handling, storage and transportation
"criteria must assume the worst-case condition for all development efforts.

2*' Slide 5

TITLE 49

The basic mandate for all transportability requirements associated with
"explosives is Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Examples are as

% ' follows:

a. Sub-part c., titled, General Handling and Loading Requirements
(railcar), Part 174.55 , states: "Except as otherwise specifically provided,
each package of hazardous materials being transported by railcar must be
loaded and blocked and braced as prescribed in this subchapter. For

* i recommended methods of blocking and bracing in cars, truck beds or trailers,
see Bureau of Explosives Pamphlet Nos. 6 and 6.c."

* b. Sub-part b, titled, Loading and Unloading (motor vehicle) Part
"* 177.834, states: "Containers of explosives, flammable liquids, oxidizing
°* materials, corrosive materials, compressed gases, and poisonous liquids or

"gases must be so braced as to prevent motion thereof relative to the vehicle
while in transit."

The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulation, Parts 390-397, further
* identify specific requirements for movement of ammo in cargo containers over

the highway. Examples are as follows:

"a. Containers designed for the transport of containerized intermodal
cargo and having integral securement devices must be fastened to the chassis
of the motor vehicle with sacurement devices that prevent them from being
unintentionally unfastened (Reference part 393.100(e)). It further goes on to
state the securement device must restrain the container from movement of
greater than one-half inch in any direction and be able to resist acceleration
"forces up to 1.7 G's downward, 0.5 G's upward, 0.3 G's laterally, and 1.8 G's
longitudinally.
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i b. The freight container itself, if it is directly intermodal (can be
shipped by rail, road & vessel) which must be of such design and so braced as
to show no evidence of failure of the container or the bracing when subjected "*..*. .
to impact from each end of at least 8 MPH. Reference Title 49, Part 174.101
n.l. For ocean vessel movement, Part 176.130 titled, Securing and Dunnaging of

-e Packages of Explosives, states: "Each package of explosives must be secured
and be dunnaged to prevent movement in any direction. Vertical restraints are
not required if the shape of the package and the stuffing pattern precludes
shifting of a load." The various regulatory agency, i.e., the Bureau of
Explosiven of the Association of American Railroads, and the US Coast Guard of
the Department of Transportion have further defined physical test requirements
in order to determine and certify that the blocking and bracing used to
restrain ammunition in transit is adequate and does certify its use for
movement.

Slide 6

"OUTLOADING MISSION r

"The Outloading and Storage Division of USADACS has been designing and
" developing standardized safe economic blocking/bracing methods for the
Stransport of ammunition since 1941. Its mission is assigned under AR 740-I,

Chapter 11, and covers the unitization of ammunition, specific handling
consideration, transport by the various carriers (wholesale and retail) and
storage in approved structures for ammunition. In addition, USADACS is also
tasked to maintain all generated instrumentation data resulting from the
various tests in support of the Department of Defense Engineering fori.2 Transportability Program, the proponency of which lies with the 1=Y"""
Transportability Engineering Agency of the Military Traffic Management

* Command. The end product is a DARCOM 1948 Series Drawing which is recognized
worldwide as the official document applicable throughout the US Army ".

ammunition supply system, be it commerical carrier equipment or a tactical
vehicle. -"-.

-.Slide 7

AMMUNITION UNITIZATION, STORAGE AND OUTLOADING INTERFACE

The requirements for the development of these DARCOM 1948 Series S
transportability drawings comes from a variety of sources. These include:

a. The Missile Command (MICOM) located at Redstone Arsenal, for
unitization, storage and outloading of missiles and large rockets.

b. Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM) located at Warren, MI for the _ft
ammunition certification testing of new tactical vehicles used in ammunition
resupply.

c. Ballistics Missile Defense Systems Command located at Huntsville, AL,
which requires transportation and storage documents for such systems as the
SPARTAN/SPRINT, etc.

1584 -..'
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d. Belvoir Research and Development Center (BRADC) is part of the Troop

Support Command (TROSCOM), which requests assistance and certification in
*• evaluation of forklifts, slings, handling aids, etc.

f.,a e. Depot System Command (DESCOM) who often has specific requirements for
the handling and storage of explosive items managed outside of Department of
Defense. An example includes the recent handling system and storage rack for

ft the Caster IV rocket motors associated with the DELTA rockets managed by NASA;

and, finally

f. Our parent organization, the Armament, Munitions and Chemical Commaad
(AMCCOM) which includes the Chemical Research and Development Center at
Aberdeen Proving Gtound, and the Armament Research and Development Center
"located at Picatinny Arsenal. These two R&D centers are responsible for
"toxic, nuclear as well as conventional ammunitiou development. Interface with
these organizations and the various PM's and other various Army Training and
Doctrine Commands occurs early in the development cycle. The Training and
Doctrine Command has just recently idontified a Munitions Systems Manager for
coordination of all combat service support development. This office is
co-located with the Missile Munitions Center and School at Redstone Arsenal,
Huntsville, AL.

Once these tasks are received and the various priorities assigned, USADACS
is responsible for the appropriate design, transportability testing, final
drawing formulation and resultant final regulatory approval of specific
procedures. Constant interface is required with the following regulatory

! agencies in order to obtain the signatory approval:

a. Transportation Engineering Agency at Newport News who reviews and
approves all open-top car loading procedures in coordination with the
Association of American Railroads.

b. The Bureau of Explosives of the Association of American Railroads,
whose representatives witness transportability tests and sign all carlopding,
truckloading and containerization drawings for common carrier equipment.

"c. The US Coast Guard of the Department of Transportation who provides
,*.*. signatory approval on all drawings pertaining to containeriznd ammunition in

intermodal containers, and

d. The 4th Transportation Command, Belgium National Railway and Deutz
Bundesbahn Railway of the Federal Republic of Germany, who review and approve
all DARCOM 1948 Series drawings for use on European-type railway equipment.
Once the appropriate testirg has been accomplished and regulatory approval of
individual drawings has been obtained, the Director of USADACS is delegated
responsibility for signatory approval by order of the Commanding General of
the US Army Materiel Command. Reproduction and pinpoint distribution to those
installations/agencies/activities with a misrion for receipt/storage/issue of

.4' ft. ft ammunition is accomplished by USADACS. f.f

(R_
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TESTING REQUIREMENTS (Packaging)

During new item development, various standardized tests are performed to
determine the safety and operational capabilities of the packaged and
unpackaged item. Typically, the Armament Research and Development Center
(ARDC) prepares a test program request (TPR) which is submitted to the Test
and Evaluation Coimmand (TECOM) at Aberdeen Proving Ground for action. TECOM . .
test operations procedures (TOPS) utilized have been derived from MIL-STD-331A
which identifies uniform environmental and performance tests for use in
developmen.t and production of fuze components. The tests are designed to -.

simulate possible shocks and vibrations that could be encountered throughout
the anticipated logistical. supply system including CONUS surface
transportation, shipboard loading, tactical transport, and severe handling in
the battlefield. The ammunition item must remain safe and operable to be
considered acceptable after being subjected to all tests except the 40-foot
free fall drop test (shiploading accident) and the 350-foot free fall drop
test (malfunctioning parachute during air delivery). In these cases, the item
must only survive to the extent that it can be safely handled and disposed of. "
Additionally, burn tests are performed to determine degree of detonation and
propagational effects of each end item so the appropriate hazard
classification can be assigned.

Slide 9

UNITIZATION

As previously stated, development of new ammunition packaging is
accomplished for the Army at one of the R&D centers, i.e, Picatinny Arsenal or
Aberdeen Proving Ground. The determination of the most appropriate
configuration for palletization/unitization is accomplished by USADACS ..

personnel. A typical example is the new square end propelling charge
container developed at Picatinny Arsenal, which will provide one step easy
access to individual charges. USADACS engineering personnel utilizing their
expertise/knowledge in the various life cycle environments associated with
ammunition logistics determine the most appropriate unitization configuration..
This determination takes into account production, storage in the various
approved type structures, transportation in the various commercial and
tactical carriers, handling by the various slings associated with port and
tactical operations, and finally transportability in a tactical environment.

Slide 10

TESTS TO DETERMINE STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY OF UNIT LOADS

The criteria for the development of pallerization/unitization procedures
and associated testing is covered in MIL-STD-1660 (a document written jointly ..

by Army, Navy and Air Force personnel to insure interoperability of ammunition
produced for all services by the Single Manager for Conventional Ammunition,
who is the Army). Standardized tests conducted in accordance with
MIL-STD-1660 verify the structural reliability of unitization procedures • l _O
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developed for loadx of ammunition items. These tests ensure that the unit
,''. loads are capable of withstandiug all storage, handling, and transportation

environments which will be encountered throughout the anticipated logistics """
"life cycle. The tests are designed to simulate stacking loads (16 ft high),
shocks (2--foot drops), vibrations (3 to 5 cyles per second), and impact forces
(7 to 10 feet per second) which are common to these environments, and to
assess the durability and stability of the unit loads. The tests also
determine compatibility with transportation vehicles and compatibility with
the mechanical handling methods (forklift, pallet truck, and sling) which will

* be used. Also, note that the tests are derived from proven Federal test
methods, and are in compliance with NATO Standardization Agreement (STANAG)
2828 requirements.

Slide 11

Palletization/Unitization Tests (Upper left) -

inParagraph 5.4.3.1 of MIL-STD-1660 defines edgewise drop test requirements
in accordance with Method 5008 of FED STD 101. The test is designed to .- -.

simulate accidental rough handling and requires 24" drop for unit loads up to
* 3,000 lbs and 12" drop for loads exceeding 3,000 lbs.

Incline - Impact Test (Upper Right) -

ARDO developed an improved package for the 2.75-inch assembled rocket as a
replacement for the 25-round wooden box. The new 19-round steel drum was

" ",developed to reduce the time and manpower requirements to re-arm platoons of
COBRA helicopters with 2.75-inch rockets during mid-intensity warefare. The
resupply container will support attached helicopter units at a forward area
refueling site. In the view depicted, the two container unit load is
positioned on an incline-impact tester ready for tests to determine the
adequacy of the unit load for withstanding forces which could be incurred

7 during shipment within a boxcar. Paragraph 5.4.4 of MIL-STD-1660 defines
incline-impact test procedures which require 7 ft/second impact velocity for
most standard issue ammunition unit loads and 10 ft/second impct velocity for
fleet issue unit loads. (Ref Method 5012 of FED STD 101).

*: Repetitive Shock Test (Lower Left) -

This unit load is shown undergoing vibrational tests. This wirebound box
package has been developed by ARDC for the M724AI 105mm tank rounds. Since
the wirebound box is not as structurally supportive as the conventional nailed
wooden box, certain provisions must be made during unitization to achieve a
stable load. Restrictive criteria include box overhand, box orienLation,
strapping location, and unit height. USADACS tested several palletization
configurations to collect and evaluate data for the wirebond box unitization
concepL. The configuration shown consists of 15 boxes and a wooden spacer
assembly Pn a standard (Style IA) 35" x 45-1/2" pallet. Paragraph 5.4.2 of
MII-STD-1660 identifies the repetitive shock test which simulates random
vibration incident to rail and highway transportation (Ref FED STD 101-Test
Method 5019).
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Stackability Test (Lower Right)

The test and evaluation of unit load* as conducted at the US Army refense
Ammunition Center and School includes a compression test. The item shown
being tested is an 'XM268 demolition blasting kit packaged into a wirebound
container. This unit package was developed by the US Army Armament Research
and Development Center and was tested by the US Army Defense Ammunition Center
and School to aid in the preparation of blocking and bracing procedures for
truck and railcar shipments. This stackability test identified in paragraph
5.4.1 of MIL-STD-1660 simulates the long term stacking of identical unite in
storage or stacking to a height of sixteen feet in breakbulk loading of ships.

Slide 12

TRANSPORTABILITY TESTS REQUIRED

Rail Impact

The USADACS 4, 6, and 8 MIPH rail impact test is used to evaluate
transportability characteristics of Class V material, restraint procedures,
and related equipment to gain the regulatory agencies' (Association of
American Railroads (AAR) - Bureau of Explovaies (BOE)) approval for movement
of the designed loads in the conventional railroad, boxcar, flatcar, and
trailer-on-flatcar (TOFC) mode. Container loads of asmunition for intermodal
shipment must receive additional approval from the US Coast Guard.

Road

Specimen loads restrained on a semitrailer van, a semitrailer flatbed and
other commercial and taztical vehicles are subjected to the USADACS
transportability road course. Intermodal containers must also traverse the
"road hazard course on.the appropriate vehicle. The US Coast Guard is the
approving regulatory agency for intermodal containers, while the Association
of American Railroads - Bureau of Explosives approval is required for the .

movement of Class V material over the roadway.

Tilt-
O

An intermodal' container load restraint system is subjected to an 80 degree -

tilt test before regulatory approval is granted by the US Coast Guard. This
teiýt induces up to one G force into the sidewall of the container. USADACS has
"also designed and built a Shipboard Transportation Simulator (STS), a dynamic .
testing device which will be used for further validation of a container design
and cargo restraint systems for containerized loads as well as cargo restraint
systems for breakbulk loads.

..
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"TRANSPORTABILITY TESTS

Rail Impact (upper left) -

Commercial loads of ammunition blocked and braced for shipment are
subjected to USADACS transportability testing to gain the regulatory agencies'

• " approval (Association of American Railroads - Bureau of Explosives and the US 0..*s.

. Coast Guard, Office of Hazardous Materials). This scene shows a commercial
40-ft semitrailer using the new Pallagard Restraint System in TOFC mode
awaiting the 4,6, and 8 MPH forward and 8 MPH reverse impacts into a string of
5 empty boxcars (standard AAR test). This rail impact test procedure
"simulates the worst-case condition that may be encountered during rail humping
operations (switching operations during the makeup of trains) or slack run-out
upon a train's initial movement. Forces incident to rail impact tests are 6
G's @ 50 millisecond duration against the ammunition packaging on the impacted
end of standard conventional boxcars and 2-1/2" G's @ 250 millisecond duration
against the ammunition packaging on the impacted end of TOFC
trailers/intermodal containers.

TRANSPORTABILITY ENGINEERING TESTS

"Road Test for Line Haul (upper right) -

"Formal agreements between the Commanding Generals of AMCCOM and TACOM now
require that new vehicles under development that will transport ammunition
must be submitted for USADACS certification testing to verify that they can
safely restrain and transport ammunition within the intended transportation
environment. This view shows the new M871 tactical semitrailer loaded with

-. - inert small arms ammunition preparing to enter the hazard course.

Combat Service Support Test (lower left) -

For years USADACS has been preparing the detailed tiedown procedures for
nuclear weapon items to insure the safety of these unique and sensitive items
during transport. The DARCON 1948 Series drawing becomes an integral part of
the Weapons System Manual and is used by both the operator responsible for the
weapon system and Surety Operational Inspection (SOI team) to determine
proficiency of any given unit. In addition, there has been increased emphasis
on the tiedown restraint of conventional ammunition in tactical vehicles 0
during both training and peacetime and in preparation for transition to war,
including uploading of the unit basic load.

TRANSPORTABILITY TESTS '..

Shipboard Transportation Simulator (STS) (Lower Right)

USADACS has had excellent success with testing programs for containers.
Theoretical calculations have been validated by empirical test results. This
work has contributed to the success of the Containerized Ammunition
Distribution System (CADS).
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UAIAuCS has also designed and built a new innovation in container testing
A Shipboard Transportation Simulator (STS). This equipment, to be fully
operational lot Qtr FY 85, will perform dynamic tilt tests and further aid in
the validation of container design and the respective cargo restraints
utilized. There is a good possibility that some of the currently approved
dunnage configurations for intermodal containers can be modified to reduce a .' -
portion of the dunnage due to the lower applied G forces from this dynamic ". -,

testing device when compared to current US Coast Guard test requirements. In
addition, provisions have been made to add a breakbulk platform to evaluate TM '•,¾•
55-607 type stowage procedures. The STS is designed for 45,000 lb capacity,
450 max roll angle and 13 second roll period. US Coast Guard approval of
containerized ammunition restraint procedures currently requires an 800 tilt 9.
test. The container sidewall must restrain the weight of the lading when
"tipped to within 10" of the ground without permament deformation. This test
procedure creates a maximum load of I G against the container sidewall, which
is greater than the .6 G design standard for commercial intermodal containers;
therefore, dunnage material is currently required to augment the existing

sidewall strength of intermodal containers for the safe movement of ,O.
ammunition.

"" If all transportability tests (rail impact, road and tilt) are successful,

regulatory approval is granted pending completion of signatory approval and
distribution of the final DARCOM 1948 Series drawings.
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TRANSPORTABILITY ROAD COURSE

This schematic depicts the USADACS road course test which is conducted on
all commercial and tactical vehicles transporting ammunition. The
tractor/chassis/container/trailer, etc. combination initially traverses a 200
ft segment of concrete paved road with railroad ties spaced 8' and l0' apart
and projecting six inches above the level of the road surface. Each specimen
load is driven across the hazard course of railroad ties twice at a speed that
will produce the most violent vertical and side-to-side rolling reaction
obtainable (approximately 5 MPH). Then a 30 mile road trip over available
depot rough roads consisting of gravel, concrete, asphalt, curves, cattle
grates, stops, and starts is performed. Panic stops on a 7% downgrade at 5,
10 and 15 MPH in a forward direction and 5 MPH in a reverse direction are
accomplished. The hazard course of railroad ties is again traversed twice •
before being subjected to the last portion of the road course. The last
portion (washboard course) is optional, and consists of a 300' long road of
steel rail sections spaced on 26-1/2 inch centers and embedded in concrete to
"protrude two inches above the road surface. This course produces a violent
response when the resonance frequency of the vehicle suspension system is

"" reached (normally 2-3 MPH) and validates effectiveness of the restraint
system. This total course is designed to create the worst-case condition for
both commercial and/or tactical vehicle use. Each course, washboard and
hazard, has the capability to develop 4 G's vertical force. In addition, the
hazard course will generate approximately 1-1/2 G's of lateral force due to

-7 swaying action of the vehicle as it passes thru the alternating ties.
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TEST IN,,T ST RMI NION IN ACCORDAN.CE WITH ARi 70-47

USADACS acquires and maintains various instrumentation data associated
with the various tests in support of the Department of Defense Engineering for
Transportability Program. Various instrumentation data such as shock,
vibration, stress, strain, displacement, load cell forces, etc., are
transmitted via a portable telemetry package mounted on the test vehicle. The % %
telemetry data is received and permanently recorded in a mobil instrumentation '.. N.
van for subsequent analysis. Various analysis methods are available including
immediate oscilligraphic readout or subsequent data reduction through an
analog to digital converter using various filtering methods to generate the
final report. This equipment is capable of recording both low and high
frequency phenomenon as it is also used to record and analyze overpressure ,..,

data resulting during explosive safety tests of ammunition peculiar equipment ,'-.

(APE) items.

Slide 16

APPROVAL AUTHORITIES

Various regulatory approval authorities are participating in the conduct N71
of each test and also review in detail each specific drawing. After review of
the drawings, the authorized representative from each agency provides

' . signatory approval on the 'o-:er page of the drawing which indicates their
concurrence with the procedure. Typical examples include:

a. The Director of Transportation AMCCOM, US Coast Guard and Bureau of
Explosives representatives approving all intermodal container drawings.

b. Director of Transportation and Engineering Support Directorate
representatives at AMCCOM signing all unitization drawings.

c., European railcar procedures must conform to the regulation governing
the reciprocal use of wagons in international traffic (RIV). This

". coordination is currently accomplished by the US Army 4th Transportation
Command in Oberuso, Germany. Once the appropriate government/regulatory
agencies have reviewed and signed the drawings, the Director of USADACS has
been delegated final approval by the Commanding General of the US Army
Materiel Command, and thus is the final approval authority. -

Slide 17

SURFACE TRANSPORTATION

USADACS provides transportability drawings covering all the various modes
of surface transportation in both the wholesale and retail environment. This"slide depicts the variety of commercial as well as tactical vehicles,

*• including ocean vessels, which are involved in the supply and resupply of
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ammunition. Department of Army Pamphlet No. 310-24 titled, Index of Storage
and Outloading Drawings for Amunition Commodities, provides a list of all of .

.4 III I.. the storage and outloading drawings that have been prepared and are available
"for use at depots, plants, ports, posts, camps and stations to insure safe
economic and standardized procedures for the transport of amunition. Navy
outloading drawings commonly referred to as WR's and Air Force drawings
commonly referred to as TO's are available from the Navy and Air Force,
respectively.

4 ,I-. " 4-iii%.

Slide 18

OUTLOADING BOXCAR

.. 4 The following are examples of typical test loads/procedures designed,
"developed and tested at USADACS. This slide shows the Multiple Launch Rocket
Support (MLRS) System loaded in a conventional boxcar during rail impact
tests.o.4

Slide 19 .

OUTLOADING COMMERCIAL TRUCK

just This slide depicts a commercial truckload of Air Force 30mm ammunition
just prior to its entering the hazard course. It is imperative during any
transportability testing that the vehicle selected for transport simulates as
"closely as possible the actual vehicles that will be used during subsequent ... ..

transport.

Slide 20
.4. 4•-.

.rI OUTLOADING COMMERCIAL CONTAINER

SThis slide depicts the Multiple Launch Rocket Support System (MLRS)
.~ restrained in a commercial intermodal container using the Army-developed wood ,...

dunnage system. Off the shelf, commercial containers do not have sufficient
end wall strength to restrain ammunition during the standard AAR-BOE ..
trailer-on-flatcar rail impact tests. Therefore, a significant amount of
design and dunnage components are necessary to insure safe transport.

Slide 21

SHIP LOADING - BREAKBULK SHIP

* Although USADACS does not provide stowage drawings for conventional
• ,ammunition in breakbulk ships, it does provide detailed stowage requirements

for high-cost missile items developed by the Missile Command. These detailed
procedures are used by the stevedores at Military Ocean Terminal-Sunny Point - 4

as an example, to insure that the blocking and bracing techniques for stowage
of these items do not damage weaker parts of the missile container and ,..',.

1592 '--:4
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preclude possible resultant damage to the missile item itself. In additionl C.
" . ,recommended handling/slinging methods are also provided to insure protection

of the item.
- . S.

Slide 22

TYPICAL TRANSPORTABILITY TEST ITEMS

.'. ,oS =

LVS (upper left)

The Logistics Vehicle System (LVS), or Dragon Wagon, as it is referred to
by the Marine Corps, was recently certified for the transportation of
ammunition by both public highway and railcar.

WSC/HARC (upper right)

Two nuclear weapon items associated with the surety of nuclear weapon
systems were recently tested. These included the Weapons Security Container
(WSC) and the Helicopter Accident Resistant Container (HARC) being transported
on an 4871 semitrailer as shown here.

MPS (lower left)

"This slide depicts the 6 ft high open-top gondola-type container currently
"being procured by the Marine Corps in support of the Marine Prepositioned Ship
(MPS) Program. The transportability test conducted at USADACS resulted in
recommended changes to the engineering design of the container to insure it is
acceptable for its intended transportation environment.

SUSV (lower right) -'.

This portion of the slide depicts the Small Unit Support Vehicle (SUSV)
currently under limited procurement in support of land combat forces in Alaska *

and Italy. The purpose of this system is to provide safe transport of both
ammunition and personnel in an arctic environment. Again, the results of
USADACS tests recommended changesf/mod if ications to the vehicle in order to
insure full transportability.

Slide 23

NEW TRANSPORTABILITY TEST FACILITY

The ability of USADACS to respond to high priority transportability test
programs is becoming increasingly important. Particularly with the advent of
all of the new vehicles and weapon systems being developed by the Army
*Materiel Command. In order to insure continued and improved responsive
capability, USADACS has identified a requirement for a transportability test

-- facility building that will provide improved capability, particularly during

* 1593
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incinate weather. An MCA project slightly in excces of I million dollars has
been approved by the Army Materiel Command for FY87. The improvements will
include a modern laboratory for palletiuation/unitisation tests, heated

: ," instrumentation bay, covered lcading docks for both rail and motor vehicle,
consolidation of various inerts associated with transportability tests, and
ability to simultaneously conduct tests on one vehicle while loading another.

4,. SUMMARY

In sumary, I have attempted to outline where the basic requirement for
transportability tests originates (Title 49), the variety of agencies involved
in the conduct and review ot transportability tests, and show you how the Army
under AR 740-1 administers its transportability program for the transport of
ammunition. The mission being accomplished at USADACS is not new, as the

' program was established in 1941 and has been ongoing ever since. Improvements
with regard to type of tests, instrumentation data, and facilities themselves --

are constantly being made to provide a better product and insure incidents ,
. such as those occuring at Benson, AZ and Roseville, CA do not occur with o.

ammunition moving under the cognizance of the Department of Army. The
outloading procedures developed by USADACS are used worldwide; however, very

'•. rarely does the user understand the reason for the various detailed procedures.
and resultant dunnage components used to restrain ammunition. I hope this

presentation has provided insight to each one of you regarding a mission that
we feel is very important to the Department of Army and our national defense.

i.'. Thank you. ,.-..
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HASTINGS IGLOO HAZARDS TESTS FOR fa
SHALL EXPLOSIVE CHARGES

"H.J. Reeves
* W.T. Robinson

"US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory
Vulnerability/Lethality Division

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21.005

ABSTRACT

"Full-scale field tests have been conducted to characterize the hazards to
an exposed site when limited quantities of bulk explosives are positioned inside
igloo magazines and statically detonated. Specific test objectives were to

S " (1) determine the explosive quantity which, when detonated inside a standard-
Ssize, earth-covered magazine, produces no significant external effect; and (2)

evaluate the dispersal of structure debris and measure external air blast for
"the range of explosive quantities from that marginally contained, up to 68 Kg

- (150 lb).

Test results in the form of overall structural response, air blast measure-
ments, and hazardous fragment distributions are provided for selected explosive
charge weights from 5.4 Kg (12 lb) to 68 Kg (150 lb).

INTRODUCTION

In 1979, the US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) cqnducted a series
of full-scale field tests* designed to characterize the hazards to an exposed
site when either 68 Kg (150 lb) or 206 Kg (450 lb) TNT charges are positioned inside
earth-covcred reinforced concrete igloos and statically detonated. Test
"results took the form of air blast profiles and concrete fragment distributions
in terms of densities, weights, and their locations relative to igloo orienta-
tion. These tests were conducted at the Navajo Depot Activity near Flagstaff,

S•.• Arizona, where excess igloos, constructed in 1942 according to US Army specifi-
cations, were made &-vailable for destructive tests.

While the Flagstaff tests were conducted to support a hazards analysis at
a particular site, they Iave also teen used to support changes in the "Manual

on INATO Safety Principles for the Storage of Ammunition and Explosives" that
requires a minimum distance of 400 metres between inhabited buildings and igloos
containing Hazard Division 1.1 ammunition or explosives. No minimum net
explosive quantity is associated with this 400-metre restriction.

* Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. A_

"P. Howe, H. Reeves, and 0. Lyman, "An Approach to Munitions Storage Applicable
to the McNair Compound of the Berlin Brigade," US Army Ballistic Research
Laboratory Special Report ARBRL-SP-00013, September 1979. ADC019277L
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The conclusions reached in the Flagstaff tests were:

1. The 400-metre minimum distance requirement between inhabited buildings
and igloos containing Hazard Division 1.1 ammunition or explosives, is excessive
for small explosive weights. This is true for both fragment and peak overpres- .
sure hazards.

2. The use of a barricade in front of the headwall and a re-design of the
"vent stack at the rear of the igloo would have reduced the density of hazardous
fragments to an insignificant level.

3. The peak overpressure and fragment hazards to the sides and rear of
earth-covered igloos are significantly less than those to the front for rela-

".7 . tively small explosive weights. These directional effects should be considered
when establishing minimum distance requirements.

The Flagstaff tests have been supplemented with additional full-scale tests
designed to (1) determine the explosive quantity which, when detonated inside a
standard-size, earth-covered igloo, produces no significant external effect; and
"(2) evaluate the concrete fragment and external air blast hazards for a range of
"explosive quantities from that marginally contained, up to 68 Kg (150 lb).

All tests were sponsored by the Department of Defense Explosive Safety
Board.

A description of these tests, test results, and analysis are presented in
the following sections.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

All tests were conducted at the Nebraska State National Guard Weekend
Training Site near Hastings, Nebraska, where a total of twelve excess igloo mag-
azines were made available for destructive tests in support of this effort.
This site is part of an abandoned Navy Ammunition Depot that was constructed
during 4WW II. All of the igloos exhibited structural failures in the form of
hairline cracks in the sidewalls, arch crest, backwall, and headwall. The Alz
igloos were constructed according to US Navy specifications and were designed
to be earth-covered to a depth of at least 0.6 m (2 ft). Erosicn of the earth-
cover was observed in many cases due to a lack of maintenance. All of the
magazines were weed-covered up to a height of 0.9 m (3 ft). The magazine head-
walls faced an earth-backed concrete blast shield. The distance between the
vertical headwalls and the blast shields varied between 3.7 m (12 ft) at the
base to 3.7 m (15 ft) at the top (see Figures 1 through 3).

Pre-test site preparation included cutting the grass in front of the maga-
zines out to a distance of 150 m (500 ft). The width of this cleared recovery
area varied due to the presence of an elevated access road on the right side
of the igloos (see Figure 4). The grass was cut out to the road on the right
side. The cleared area on the left side of the igloos was essentially infinite.
These recovery areas were searched after each test and concrete fragments
weighing at least 0.18 Kg (0.4 lb) were catalogued in terms of numbers per dis-
crete weight groups and their locations relative to the front of the igloo. A

1620
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postage scale was used to establish fragment weights up to 0.9 Kg (2 ib). The
weights of heavier fragments were estimated.

Two high-speed (500 fps) 16-rm cameras were positioned to the side of the
"headwalls to monitor initial headwall fragment velocities. Air blast parameters
were monitored by pressure transducers, flush mounted, via teflon collars, to

• .: lead blocks positioned to the sides and fronts of the igloos. A cleared path
from the headwall to the pressure transducers was prepared using a front-end
loader to remove vegetation and level the ground (see Figure 5). The data-

* -"gathering instrumentation system is shown in Figure 6.

Standard 3.36 Kg (8 lb) blocks of TNT with a small C4 booster charge,
were positioned inside the igloos and statically detonated using long lengths
of mild detonating fuze activated with electrically sensitive detonators. The
"position of the TNT charge was deliberately varied, in those tests involving
5.44 Kg (12 lb) charges, to determine the influence of charge location on
"incipient headwall failure.

RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

The tests results are presented in three categories: structural response,
external air blast, and hazardous fragment distributions; and each are discussed
in the following sections.

STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

"The test results in terms of structural response are presented in Table 1
"and Figures 7 through 15.

While the results of Tests 3, 4, and 5 (5.4 Kg charge positioned 4 metres
from the headwall) are observably different, the differences in terms of struc- A.
tural response are not significant and could be explained in terms of variations
in the structural integrity of these 40-year old magazines.

The complete headwall failures observed in Tests 6 and 8, where the 5.4 Kg
charge was positioned 4 metres from the rear wall, were different in terms of
structural response from the results of Tests 3, 4, and 5. However, these dif-
ferences had little or no effect in defining hazardous distances. When the
headwalls failed in Tests 6 and 8, they fractured into large pieces that were
recovered in front of the blast shield (see Figures 12 and 15). The real haz-
ards in the 5.4 Kg test series were the doors that were thrown clear of the
area between the headwall and the blast shield after bouncing off the blast
shield.

The inconsistency observed between the results of Tests 1, 2, and 7, where
a 7.3 Kg charge produced more severe structural damage than either an 11 Kg or
18 Kg charge, can only be explained ir terms of unobservable differences in the
condition of the magazines before testing.

1625
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EXTERNAL AIR BLAST MEASUREMENTS

Peak overpressure, impulse, and time-of-arrival measuremants are presented
in tabular form in Table 2. Instrumentation was not available for Tests 1, 9,
and 10. Data for Test 3 was lost due to equipment malfunction.

There were no hazardous overpressures measured in any of these tests.
While some of the pressure-time history records were difficult to read due to *

low pressure levels and non-classical shapes, they are mutually supporting.

It is of interest to note that the pressure-time histories recorded for .,

explosive charge weights up to 10.9 Kg were apparently reflected shock pressure-
time histories; i.e., the incident shock removed the doors allowing the shock
wave that was reflected off the rear wall to escape unimpeded. The presence
of the reflected shock wave was verified photographically and explains the appar-
ent anomaly in the time-of-arrival measurements recorded in those tests where
the 5.4 Kg charge was positioned near the rear wall. No reflected shcck wave was
observed in the 45.4 Kg and 68 Kg charge weight tests where the entire igloo was .-4

destroyed rapidly, allowing pressure to vent upward. The pressure-time histories
recorded for these tests were from the incident wave.

HAZARDOUS FRAGMENT DISTRIBUTIONS

The results of the fragment collection effort for those tests with charge -

weights between 27 and 68 Kg, positioned in the center of the magazines, are
presented in Table 3 in terms of hazardous fragment densities per 600 ft 2 for
the discrete angular and distance increments.* These distribucions were gener-
ated by averaging all the fragment data for a given test when fragment data
from both the right and left side recovery areas were available. When fragment
data from only one side was available, symmetry was assumed. These distribu-
tions do not reflect the uneven distribution observed in some of these tests
where the number of fragments recovered on the left side of the recovery area
was greater than those recovered on the right. These skewed distributions are
assumed to be an anomaly.

Exponential density functions for these tests were generated using the
density distributions in Table 3 to compare predicted and observed densities,
per 600 ft 2 , independent of angle; i.e., the highest density value for a given
distance increment was used in the calculation (see Figures 16 through 19).
Fragment density distributions at distances less than 53 metres were not used
due to the masking effect of the blast shield. ,"4'

*The origin of the coordinate esysem nueed in generating these dietributiono

wasO the front of the igZco.
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The raw field recovery data are available* for each fragment In terms of
its position and weight group. Only those fragments weighing at least 0.18 Kg
(0.4 lb) were considered hazardous. While all of the fragments, weighing in
excess of 0.18 Kg, for a given test were combined In arriving at hazardous

* density distributions, their segregation into weight groups has been preserved
.4, - for future reference. .. ,

Attempts to measure initial headwall fragment velocities photographically
were unsuccessful. The field of view between the headwalls and blast shields .,,

was obscured by combustion products and other debris before the headwalls failed
and before the doors hit the blast shields. However, estimates of initial door
velocities and the times-of-arrival of the reflected shock waves, between the
headwalls and blast shields, were taken from the high-speed films and are pro-

,-. vided In Table 4. The door velocity estimates are crude. The exact time that
* .the doors hit the blast shield can only be estimated, and it is not known if

the doors were accelerating when they impacted the blast shield.
4_.

TABLE 4. ESTIMATES OF INITIAL DOOR VELOCITIES AND TIMES-OF-ARRIVAL
* (TOA) OF THE REFLECTED SHOCK WAVES

Initial Door
Charle Velocity (mps) TOA (usec-

5.4 Kg - 4 metres 28 145
from the headwall

5.4 Kg - 20.4 metres
from the headwall

7.3 Kg -4 metres
from the d29 132

from the headwall

•10.9 K& 4 metres
• :from the headwall 50 13

* 45.4 Kg - 12 metres 91 Not Observed
. from the headwall

There is good agreement between the time-of-arrival measurements of the
reflected shock wave obtained photographically and those obtained from the
pressure transducers.

4.1a rry Reeves and Walton T. Robinson, "Hastings Igloo Hazards Teatt for S•aZll
Explosive Charges," US Army BalZietio Researoh Laboratory Memorandwn Report
"ARBRL-MR-03356, May 1984.
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DISCUSSION

"The maximum explosive quantity which, when detonated inside the standard-
size, earth-covered magazines used in this series of tests, produces no signi-
ticant external effect was not determined due to door separation.' These large
wood-core doors were attached to the headwalls by three hinges that failed
rapidly under all test conditions. The doors were observed Impacting the blast
"shields and were recovered in areas off the side of the magazines. It is assumed
that the doors could have traveled up to 150 metres in front of the magazines, at
explosive charge weights of only 5.4 Kg, if the blast shields were not in place.
The hazards associated with door separation, at low explosive charge weights, .-
could be eliminated by employing fully vented doors; e.g., stretch chain link
"fencing fabric over metal door frames.

Variations in the structural response of the magazines, at HE charge
weights up to 18 KS, were not significant in terms of establishing hazardous
fragment* distances; I.e., the maximum distance at which the hazardous fragment

* - density is at least one per 600 ft 2 . The sidewalls and arch crest of the nag-
"auine either remained standing or fell to the floor at these low charge weights.
The sidewalls were blown out and recovered in large pieces off the sides of the
magazines. The headwalls tended to break up into smaller pieces as the charge
weight increased with more and more of them being projected over the blast
shield and to the sides of the magazines. An apparent reversal in this trend
can be found in Table 3, where the hazardous fragment densities for the 36 Kg'I test were greater than those for the 45 Kg test. However, an examination of

• ,.•"the Individual fragment recovery data for these two tests show that more frag-

ments were recovered outside the 45-degree recovery zone in the 45 KS testthan in the 36 Kg test.

"The maximum distance at which the hazardous fragment density exceeded
one per 600 ft 2 , in these tests, was greater than that observed in the Navajo
tests at identical explosive charge weights (68 KS). These differences are
assumed to be real and the result of a different door and headwall design.
The presence of the blast shield did not affect maximum hazardous fragment
distances. Those fragments that traveled the farthest came from the top of the
headwall and were projected over the top of the blast shield. However, the
blast shield did stop many fragments; and had it not been in place the density
"close in would have been much greater. Fragment hazards to the front of the
magazines could have been eliminated in this series of tests if the blast
shields had been higher. Unfortunately, employing higher blast shields to con-
trol fragment hazards in front of the magazines, at small HE charge weights,
would increase hazardous fragment densities to the sides of the magazines.

i-A-

"*Any ftagment weighing at Zeaet 0. 18 KG (0.4 Zb) is assesed tc be hazar-&us.
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If the headwall and doors were replaced with chain link fencing fabric, "...
full venting would occur; and fragments would not be produced by these currently
uaed struct~ures. In this case, thousands of pounds of explosives would be
required to produce overpressures to the front or fragment hazards to the sides ,W"
and rear of the magazine, which are unacceptable. Primary fragments from any
ordnance items stored in the magazines could be controlled via sandbag barrier

V walls. '"

The non-hazardous overpressures measured off the side of the headwall in
this series of tests, with an HE charge weight of 68 Kg, were slightly higher
than those observed in the Navajo tests (8.5 kPA at 27.4 metres versus 3.4 kPA
at 24.4 metres) at the same charge weight. The increase can be attributed to
the presence of the blast shield in the Hasting3 test, the relatively heavy
steel doors on the Navajo magazines, and variations in the design of the head-
walls.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The maximum distance requirement between inhabited buildings and standard-
size, earth-covered igloo magazines containing small explosive charge weights
will be determined by door displacement and not by concrete fragments from the
headwall. Blast shields will reduce this distance and change the direction of
the bazard from the front to the sides at small charge weights.

Blast shields are effective in controlling concrete fragment hazards from

the headwalls at explosive charge weights up to 18 Kg. At higher explosive,.....'
charge weights, significant numbers of fragments will be projected over the
blast shield. -A

Igloo magazines will suffer severe structural damage when explosive charges
as small as 5.4 Kg TNT detonate inside a magazine. Explosive charge weights of
7.3 Kg can completely destroy a magazine.

There are no significant overpressure hazards outside of a magazine asso-
ciated with the detonation of up to 68 Kg TNT inside a magazine.

Tests should be conducted to determine overpressure and fragment hazards
when explosive charges are detonated inside igloo magazines with fully vented
non-fragment producing headwalls and doors.
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Velocity of Debris frm urstin: Explosives Storage

Bunker& With Soil Overburden

MESSERSCHMITT-BOLKOW-BLOHM GmbH, 0-8898 Schrobenhausen IN
West-Germany

Abstract:

. vented bunker on detonation of a mass of explosive contained

therein has been calculated by means of a simple analytical

technique, devised originally for calculating the velocity

of fragments from bursting pressurized-gas vessels 111. .

A 1/10 scale model experiment gave a result very close to

the predicted values. Also, a recent incident with a 200-kg

HE charge in a 250-rn' bunker gave evidence that agreed well

with the results calculated by both the debris range and the

* appurtenance range Cventing-area-hazard) approaches presented

here.

" 
44



I The Problem

An abandoned open coal bunker close to several other

buildings had been looked upon as possibly being usable for "
44

•"<• storing, and for machining, a certain quantity of high ax-
I; iplosive material.

The idea was to give the bunker a 30 cm thick concrete

roof and to cover up the whole structure by 3 m of earth.

The side walls were underground, so no ýs•oblem was expected

from these. However, there was a certain uneasy feeling

about how far fragments and debris of the concrete roof

would be thrown in the case of an event.

Calculation (see Section 2 and 3 below)],gave a result

that was felt could not be trusted, so it was decided to

make a check by means of a model experiment.

S02. The Calculation Procedure

It was the aim to calculate the velocity of the bunker

roof as a whole, or fragments thereof, as if it were a homo-

geneous layer instead of one made up of concrete and earth

(due to shock reflection, the loose earth overburden was ex-pected toaqieahigher speed than tecnre, but this •,•.1i

was considered less critical with respect to danger).
Owing to the fact that the bunker had a considerable

venting area (~15 ma), calculation from the detonating high
explosive's (multiple) shock impulse was considered not ads-

quate. So, to arrive quickly at a result of the right order

ON. of magnitude, the following approximate procedure was adop-

>1 ted.
* '-4 6'*

2.1 ODeternine the quaei-etatio pressure, p, in the otoaed
bunker immediately after detonation of the high explooive,
negZeoting aZi venting areas and negZeoting energy diasipa-

tion".

By mixing the mass mex of detonated high explosive (ha-
ving detonation temperature Tc3) with the mass ma of air

"(at temperature TO) that is contained in the bunker, and

0~
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fV'S- •assuming that both the reaction products and the air have

identical and constant heat capacities, temperature T in the

bunker right after detonation is (see also Appendix A):

M + mxT

m + x,

AlN

The density of the mixture of gases in the closed bunker is

" ma +emx (2)

where V is the intern.al volume of the bunker.

With an explosive whose reaction products, per unit mass

and at normal ambient conditions (pc, T ). occupy the volume

v the mixture of air plus reaction products in the closed
A ex

bunker would have pressure

p0 (V + vexmex) 
(3)

0 after cooling to normal temperature, T .
Right after detonation, the quasi-static pressure in the

bunker would therefore roughly be

p (V +v m3, exmex T (4),. p = (4) i:

0

1 1with T from Eq. (1).

Values of TCj and v can be found in the literature. V.

2.2 "Determine the speed of sound, a, in the gas mixture

inside the bunker".O
Assuming that right after detonation the gas mixture

(air plus reaction products) will behave as a perfect gas

with given adiabatic exponent y, the speed of sound in the

bunker is:
-'-•a =( 5)].

1653
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2.3 "Determine the Characteristic Discharge Time, to 0 |, of0,

the gas from the bunker".

The area through which gas can escape from the bunker is ,-,:,.

made up of the venting area Fv plus the area F of any arbi-

trary bunker roof fragment that is being pushed out by the

gas pressure. The portion mF of Ras that will escape throughFF

the hole of area F left by the considered roof fragment, is

m F =mG F) (6)

where mG is the total mass of gas contained in the bunker

right after detonation (i.e., roughly mC m Ma + mex).

. Only this portion mF will contribute to accelerating the

roof fragment. The "characteristic discharge time", to, de-

fined in [1) (see also [2]) is thus
i ~4 m, - F

Swhere p and vc are tho choked-flow density and velocity

derived from the density, p, and speed of sound, a, as given

by Eqs. (2) and (5), respectively.

2.4 "Determine the fragment velooity£, v , by the procedure

proposed in [1]".

"" A- It is convenient to assume a reasonably small "Jet-pro-

pelled" fragment presenting an area F to the gas pressure,

and to calculate its velocity v pby the simple procedure

suggested in Sections 2 and 4 of [1], with v. - 0 (see also

* ,. Sectioh 2.2 in [21). Formula for vp see Appendix C below.

-.The most conservative result (highest achievable "limit"
velocity) would be obtained by calculating for a very small

fragment.
This procedure was originally devised for calculating

the velocity of fragments from bursting pressure vessels,

,*.S#
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but the analogy to a bursting bunker is obvious, and calcula-

tion with the "venting factor" of Eq. (6) and with the appro-

ximate &as properties calculated as suggested above gave a

"result which agreed well with a model experiment.

A conservative result is obtained by assuming that bun-
ker fragments are thrown out at an angle of 45 degrees and

will experience no drag. The maximum possible range is thus

x V /g (8)

where g is the gravitational acceleration (g m 9.81 m/s 2 ).

3. Result of Calculation

The real bunker is 10.5 m long, 3.5 m wide, and 4.5 m

high. The roof would weigh about 5400 kg per square meter
(0.3 m concrete, 3 m soil). The open front end constitutes

a venting area of -i5 Mi.

The mass of high explosive that might go off was assumed
to be 500 kg, its detonation temperature was assumed at

4000 K (3], and the gas volume of the reaction products at
3normal ambient conditions was taken equal to 0.8 m /kg (4].

All forces restraining the roof or fragments thereof, such

as reinforcement or even the bonding within the concrete
itself, were neglected. Any fragment would therefore be

accelerated by the gas only against its own inertia.
With an average assumed y = 1.4, the initial velocity of

a small fragment, as calculated by the above procedure,

should be about 6.1 m/s in the limit, a roof section of I m2
area would reach about 5.8 m/s. Assuming ideal ballistic
conditions, i.e. projection at an angle of 450 and no drag,

this would mean that a 1 m' roof slab would fly 3.4 m at
most, and that no portion of roof debris can be thrown

farther than 3.8 m by a detonation of 500 kg of the high ex-

plosive considered.

16S5
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4. The Model Experiment

The scaling laws derived from the set of gas dynamic

equations IS# 6, 7] state that on reducing a flow field in - zý', 4 -R ,

its linear dimensions by a factor S. volumes, masses and

energies (such as, e.g. a detonating quantity of high ex-

plosive) would scale down as S3, whereas pressures and ve-

locities remain the same in the original and in the scaled

down model. Naturally, this holds true not only for flow
and phase velocities, but also for the velocities of pro-

perly scaled down (or up) bodies accelerated by the flow.

The model experiment was chosen so that the original

bunker configuration was scaled down by a factor S = 0.1.

The 1/10-scale bunker was built with a 25 mm thick alu-

minum roof, instead of a model-size (30 mm thick) concrete

roof, and was covered about 30 cm high with sandy soil (see

Fig. 11 soil overburden retained at bunker entrance by the

visible plywood plate which is kept by two wooden poles).

A cylindrical TNT/RDX high explosive charge weighing

0.5 kg - corresponding to 500 kg - was placed 0.7 m deep in-

side the bunker, 0.05 m above the ground (corresponding to

7 m and 0.5 m in reality).

The charge was detonated, and the event was observed-

from a safe distance, and was also recorded with a high-speed

• , camera at 450 frames per secound.

The result (see Fig. 2) showed that the soil overburden

had been scattered around in a circle not greater than about

3.5 m in radius.

Unfortunately, because of the detonation fumes, the true

height to which the soil and the aluminum roof had been

thrown was not clearly visible. Anyway, the aluminum roof

.~ plate's culminating point was around or below 2 m, and the

"plate came down to nearly where it had started from.

According to the scaling laws of gas dynamics, the same
should happen to the full-size bunker, i.e. debris (frag-

ments) should acquire the same velocity as in the model

Sexperiment, thus being thrown no farther than about 3.5 meters.
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5. Conclusion
~ The close agreement between the calculated and experi-

.~. mental results appears to show that this approximate pro-
cedure is suitable to predict fragment hazards from explo-
alvin. storage bunkers, shelters and similar structures, and

It should be mentioned,,however, that the'accompanyi~ng
blast hazards should not be forgotten. (of. also Appendix SO)
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i • APPENDIX A : QoI rempez, a•le

• • Acceleration oT Tregmente is very sensitive to the ve- ,.,•?.•

•1 •i 1ocity end. henoeo to the temperature o, the escepinll ge,. •:

3ouguet temperature. TC3] o• en explosive dt•?er within

II • wid. ran.., dep.ndin, on the d.tonation conditions and on

the crete used.

equation of
' Furthermore, the use of a detonation temperature in the
J/ of state variable detonation

sense a is only limited slnoe
'-?; is a nonequ process.

,,+ i I Ibrl um
SThe temperature after detoneti.on, however, is governed

mainly by the energy released dwz,•ng detonation. Therefore, I•

a guess on the temperature T of the mixture of air plus reac II•

[! tion products can be obtained by using the high explosive s

heat o• explosion qex (which is usually known and is given

in Ooules/kg) and an approximate value of the specific heat

III capacity, o, of the hot air plus reaction products mixture
Son the basis of the molecular weights of the component gssesj i
S[i a reasonable guess for military high explosives is an average •;•

o• c " 1200 3oules/k&.K. •'M• +•

•] I The temperature T needed in Eq. (4) can then be found

= 1.'•'.• from the simpli÷+ied energy equation:

J• mGcT macaTo (°)
E• mexqex

i ,•' For the bunker o• above, and with qex 5 5"106 ]/kg [41

Sand ca • 1000 J/kg.K •or the air, we obtain T • 3300 K,

whereas with TC3 = 4000 K as assumed in Section 3 we •ound
• T • 290'0 K from Eq. (I).
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I APPENDIX B 1 The VeRntng A•'ea Read H•a-
"" The portion of gs escaping througih the venting area Fvti

m- M F V
ii m~~v - G (rv (')=-i0F

according to EQ. (6), where F is the aria of the aocelerated

roof (or wall) fragments.

From a safety point of view one may argue that there

"might be no fragments at all, so

m -m (6'')
V G

which means that the entire mass of gas in the bunker aftpr
detonation of the high explosive is available to accelerate

machinery, doors, furniture etc. through the venting orifice.

It is obvious that this, and the gas blast itself, present.

a major hazard, mainly downstream of the bunkex'.
From Eq. (7), the characteristic discharge time toy re-

I: K . lating to the venting area F is therefore
4 m 4 G,

to P V- C V ''

Hence, the maximum velocity v of an appurtenance accele-

rated by the gas through the venting orifice follows from

Eq. (a) of Appendix C, with to replaced by tov, and from

Eq. (b) with F being the area which thie appurtenance pre-

sents to the gas flow.

APPENDIX C : Pragment VesZooity

To calculate the fragment velocity v first calculate

the acceleration time t by solving the equation

i*. i -t/t
"t aa 2', + 2t - t 0 (a)
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Then.

• vp W 2otta2'2 t/9'+

- " (b)' +Y+C+ta fiý+2 2 a/to 0

Here, a - pF/mp, where mp is the mass of the fragment.
The remaining quantities are defined in Section 2 ebove. For

*. details of the calculation see [I) or (23.

Fitf. 1 Scale model

bunker before trial.

Fig. 2..:
.): ." + - ... ..

10 - I 1 0 '. '

4. 
4.. .

,It
.%•i ~ Fig. 2, After trial, ...
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ifypo of lnI-

AIEFALIM I1URIN~ ITH TRIM! ffMiEAILITY

years. production of this type of propellant In Australia only
commenced during World War 2 when appropriate plant and know how were
provided under the Lend Lease Scheme. Prior to this date all
propel lanto for SAA through to large cel ibre ammunit Ion had been of
the British double base type.

Most of the Mingle base propel Iants made at Mulwala Explosives Factory ,VL

have been of the IMR type I.e. single perforated tubular granules with
their surface coated with DNT for use In small to medium calibre

-nmunit Ion.

Since production started at Mulwele Explosives Factory In 1944 some
fourteen different versions of style of propellent have been b.

manuf act ured. Four vers Ions on Iy were made up until1 1957 and these
were Identified with an IMR type number matching the US propellents
from which they were copied. New varieties Introduced since 1957 have
been Identified with an AR series number commencing with AR2201 - the
original Austral Ian 7.62 mm rifle propel lent.

Until recently It was believed in Australia that these sorts of
propellants hod a safe storage life well In excess of thirty years at
ambient temperature. In November 1982 this belief was shattered by the

'..'•. sudden cataclysmic destruction of a transit storage meagzine at ,.

Mulwala Explosives Factory. The Investigating committee concluded that
the cause of this Incident was the spontaneous Ignition of a small
quantity (approximately 50 kg) of INR4740. about twenty five years
old, stored In the magazine.

It Is Interesting to note that this event was a typical UN HD 13. one.
This vindicated the classification assigned to this propellant
following the trials described In +he paper I presented earlier in
this conference.

F.IJBG.M.I shows that of all types of propellant produced at Mulwals,
AR220 is the most common having been produced more or lass
continuously for twenty years from 1958. Our reference
collection of this propellant was extensive and It was
decided to concentrate our efforts and Investigations on
this type. Al I further comments relate to that propel lent
unless otherwise Indicated.

Our Investigation was directed towards obtaining date on what we had
In storage and we quickly started a program of measuring stability by r'.
Abel Heat Tests and by determination of residual stabillser content.
The latter results were used to calculate a parameter., the average
stablliser consumption rate per annum and while It Is recognised that
this figure may have doubtful qual Itles, by using It we are attempting
to eliminate the effects of different ageing times when comparing
samples.

ex171L 4
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!..IBLZeshows a reasonable correlation for propel lent over about
f Ive years old between the Abel Heat Test results and the

'4 stabillisr consumption rates, with the higher Heat Test

consumption rates.
The checking turned up a large number of samples of ONT coated single
base propellants which were severely deteriorated In terms of
stabl I ty. Surprisingly the most deteriorated propel aents were not theP.le

V. oldest but were relatively young - some as young as only ton years
old.

Study of the results showed the samples tell IInto several distinct
groups by time with similar stability results occurring within each
group., Essentially the groups were:

(a) Moter Ial made 1944-1950 - moderate stability
(b) Material made 1950-1958 - very poor stabilI ty
(c) Material made 1958-1965 - excellent stability
(d) Material made 1965-1973 - poor to bad stability
(a) Material made after 1973 - variable stability ranging from

'.4 .,very good for young mater Ial to
poor for older material.

These are shown diagrammatically In FIGURE 3. ii
The next step was to try to expI lan th Is and we thoroughlIy exam Ined

-- the stabIlI Ity test s wh Ich had been done at the t Ime of manuf act ure.
C. The Methyl Violet Paper stability test at 1340C Is used as a routine

acceptance test In Australia.

However we could f Ind absolutely no correlation between MVP results
and the observed long term stability. As all Initial tests were over
the forty minutes required by specif Ication, we had taken this to show

adequte long term stability but have now concluded that this Is NOT
soadthat the MVP test only Indicates a lI fe of at least f Ive years.

The I mplI Icat Ion I s that I f storage f or l onger than f Ive years I s
contemplated, regular surveillance Is essential. .:

The second Investigatory approach was to look at the records for the
manufacturing methods employed over the years to see If sl ight
variations had been adopted for any particular reason In either the
processes or the formulations.

We were suiccessful In this regard.

Group (c) gave us the clue. Our user, the Austral Ian Army, noted that
equivalent British propellants contained chalk and required to do the
same for propel lant AR2201. The UK added powdered chalktothe NC
prior to mixing. This was felt to be as a stabil iser for the NC If It
was to be stored for any length of time between manufacture and *.

mixing. However as our practice was to mix within a week of

manufacture of the NC blend we added the chalk at the mIxing stage.

1663
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However In 19i5, In order to reduce the smoke produced on firing and
because It was felt that the diphenyl.mine was an adequate stab.ilser
It was dropped from the formulation. All the following production has
had poor to bad stability once the Initial five to ten year period Is
passed.

But why did the pre 1950 production st III have better stabIlItIes than
the 1950-1938 production? It was subsequently discovered that at this
t time small quantities of diphenylImlnIe stabil Iser had been added with
the DNT at the coating stage and that this is'-diiontinued at thistime.

"But again there was a very small group of lots produced In 1966 which
"had significantly better Abel Heat Test results and lower stabillser
consumption rates even though they did not contain calcium carbonate.
These were given much reduced water drying steeping as part of an
experiment to assess the effect of water soaking times on ballistic

S* .performance.

I n summary, the effect Is shown In FIGURE 3 and It Is bel leved that r ,,
the following factors were Important In achieving satisfactory long
term stabilIty: r

(1) Inclusion of a small amount of diphenylamine stabiiizer
with the DNT coating material during the coating process
C(used between 1944 and 1950);

(11) Incorporation of a small proportion of calcium carbonate
I nto the propel lant durl ng mixing (used between 1958 and .o'.'
1965);

(111) major reduction of water drying and stooping time (used for .L
several samples without calcium carbonate present In 1965).

It Is hypothesized that these factors are ali Inter-related. Testing
of the water from the water dry process shows that "smal I" amounts of
dIphenylamlne stabilIser can be leached out of single base propel lants
while they are being soaked In water. Previously It was believed that

:- the loss of stablIIser was uniform throughout the grain and therefore
I nconsequential. However If the loss Is assumed to be concentrated
near the surface then obviously prolonged soaking can lead to a
"surface layer with no stabiliser present at all. If the grain Is then
coated with a relatively Impermeable material, e.g., DNT, acidic S
decomposition products from the surface layer may build up Inside the
grain leading to accelerated decomposition and a short storage life.
Should the grain matrix contain some other water Insoluble alkaline
material such as calcium carbonate or If the diphenylamine leached outar.
In water dry Is replaced during the coating, then the above e't-

accelerated decomposition mechanism will not operate and satisfactory
Slong term stability can be achieved. Figure 4 Illustrates the
proposed mechanism for the case of added calcium carbonate.
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While more work needs to be done to confirm the above hypothesis
Australia has nevertheless reverted to the incorporation of a small
a . mount of calcium carbonate into the propel Iant matrix for all future

[: ,production of W coated single base propel lants. The total amount of
inorganic material is controlled so that smoke Is not excessive. This
approach Is seen as providing a readil y verifiable method of achieving
a satisfactory long term stability with such propellants. It Is
considered the approach would also be applicable to other coated

-, sihgle base propellants which undergo some form of solvent or water
leaching during manufacture.
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SEVALUATION OF MATERIALS FOR THERMAL PROTECTION

[; Dr. Jim 1. Martin "-4:;
.Day & Zimmermann, Inc.

Lone Star Army Ammunition Plant .'
Texarkana, Texas 75501

ABSTRACT 'I)

"An on-going program to provide improved thermal protection for

pyrotechnic operators is described. The critical first step in providing

improved personal protection is to insure that the best available material
is used to provide the outer shield. Researchers and manufacturers are *,- ..

continually introducing new materials, but they have not been tested

against the special kind of thermal threat presented by pyrotechnics.

A method of comparative testing of fabrics and other materials is described,

"and the results obtained with some of the latest available varieties of .-

i "." ".4'. fabrics are discussed.

BACKGROUND

The manufacturers of protective clothing, the producers of fabrics,

* .. and the researchers who develop new fibers and blends are not aware of the

particular characteristics of the thermal threat posed by protechnics.

S,�Even those in the pyrotechnics industry have had little basis for making

a rational decision in selecting one type of protective clothing over

• .. another. Past experiences and traditional selections give no guidance when.
new materials are continually being introduced.

The problem of developing improved protection for workers against

pyrotechnic burns poses the major question of finding what sort of fabric or

material offers the best protection against heat of the so:t that pyrotechnics

may produce. Since pyrotechnic materials themselves vary greatly in their

thermal output characteristics, the decision was made to test the fabrics

against a heat source which would replicate some of the most severe thermal

'4- ' threat characteristics posed by the "hotter" pyrotechnic mixes.
"S.,,.'.,.
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TEST PROCEDURE ''
Laboratory tests were designed to give a preliminary answer to

the question of which material would best withstand a severo heat threat. y... ';'

Tests performed in a laboratory sa.tuation permit carefully controlled 4 1

comparisons to be made. The characteristics of the heat source can be

identified and regulated, the distance that the samples will be positioned

can be replicated, and the time of exposure can be carefully controlled.

In the experiments reported in this paper, the hoat source was an

oxyacetylenn torch; the samples were placed 4 inches from the orifice of ,
the torch; and time exposures of various durations were permitted by means

of a mechanical shutter. The sample of material to be tested was placed %v'

"in a ring holder in front of the flame, the torch was ignited, and the

shutter was put in motion to expose the sample to the sudden onset and

"4.. offset of a very intense heat source in excess of 2 6 00 0F. (The apparatus

is depicted in Figure 1.) Time/temperature changes were recorded wt.th

fast response thermocouple (Hy-Cal Engineering Zig-Zag No. TC-2345-A).

Field tests conducted with various mixes and quantities of

pyrotechnic blends confirmed the findings of the~aboratory tests ,-ith

the oxyacetylene flane. Field tests using pyrotechnics were more difficult

to conduct, produced more variations in the heat output and in the time

course of the release of heat, and required a greater number of replications..

of tests in order to be sure that the data obtained for a particular fabric

were reliable and valid. As a result of the extensive series of tests with

pyrotechnics iri the field, it was decided that equally valid and more

reliable data could be obtained with the experimental apparatus using the

oxyacetylene flame in the laboratory.

Because it is not possible to accurately record the time/temperature

variations in either a high yield pyrotechnic burn or in an oxyacetyleae

Sflamethe exact nature of the thermal threat cannot be determined. There -

apparently are no sensors or detectors that can respond rapidly and accurately

to such sudden bursts of heat; but the technology does exist to record the

heat rise on the protected side of the material being tested. It is possible,

therefore, to record the time/temperature variations for several types of V'

fabrics and to compare them with data received from identical fabric samples

1672 .... .
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, .used in another test condition. When the results of the two series match,

%;he thermal th-at may be considered to be the same for both sets of tests.

By comparing the resultant tium/te.perature curves for one type

of material against those obtained with atnother type of material, it is iI,
possible to make a couparative evaluation. Because the protective
characteristics of different materials vary with different extents of

exposure, a sequence of tests should be run with different exposure time.

Figure 2 depicts the maximum temperature rises obtained on the protected

side o$: samples of materials for a 0.5 and a 1.0 second exposure to -he

oxyacetylene flame. The materials were arranged in order of decreasing

thermal protection (increased transmittal of heat) for the 0.5 second

exposure. When the same materials were tested at the 1.0 second exposure,

sevaral of the materials no longer proved to be as comparatively effective

as they had at the shorter time. Leather was still the best, but the

others had shifted in their comparative effectiveness.

- The temperature rise curves for leather have consistently been

fcund to be slow and gradual, whereas those for most of the synthetic

' .' *.,°.,• fabrics have sharply steeper rises. Of the synthetics, the aluminized

* kynol generally has had one of the slower and lower rises across a wide
variety of exposure times. Figure 3 depicts the differences between the

temperature increases experienced with the leather and the aluminized

kynol for the 0.5 second exposure. •

A finding made in some earlier research with protective suits

made of aluminized rayon was that the used material, even in cases where
the aluminized surface was badly abraded, gave better thermal protection

than did the brand new material. The increased protection was determined

"to be the result of increased air gaps within the weave whicb. slowed and

reduced the temperature rise experienced on the protected side. A similar

finding was made for aluminized kynol in this latest research series.

"Samples of aluminized kynol which had been worn at intermittent times for

"over 18 months were consistently found to have lower time/temperature __

. , curves than were found with brand new material.

Tests conducted with samples of kevlar, rayon, and other synthetic

4.. fabrics which had been tested in earlier series showed results that were -'.
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consistent with what was already known about their response characteristics N *

(see Figure 4). -

mTests performed on a wide range of panox fabrics showed that all

had higher maximum temperatures than the other, heavier, synthetics tested
previously (See Figure 5). In addition, during the 0.5 second exposure,

approximately half the sanples of panox suffered from the heat and easily
tore apart. This same finding has been found to occur with the majority
of various blends of polybenziniidazole (PBI) tested.

The same series of materials was tested again using the longer

exposure time of one second. Those materials which had performed poorly
••at the 0.5 second exposure and which had torn apart easily were not. sub- •

mitted to the longer burn. AS Figure 6 shows, the samples tested for one
second varied considerably from one another in appearance; some emerged

from the burns relatively unscathed, whereas others shriveled badly or .•<C

tore easily.

For the longer burns, leather again offered the best protection
k with the slowest and lowest time/temperature curve. Figure 7 depicts a

." typical curve for leather and for rayon. Figure 8 shows that the used or

worn kynol again slightly outperformed the new kynol. Figure 9 shows

typical curves for some kevlar and other synthetic fabrics, and Figure 10
shows the curves for the best-performing of the panox and PBI fabrics. •.

It should be noted that out of the many varieties of panox and PBI fabrics - ,.
tested, only one from each category remained relatively intact after the

at what exposure times fabric failure will occur for these remaining samples.

One of the latest types of materials to be received for testing

consisted of composites of nomex or SEF modacrylics with Goretex. Preliminary

tests with these materials indicated that they were not especially good for
thermal protection against high yield pyrotechnics. The samples shriveled C.

badly and the recorded temperature rise was high. Such poor performance

may generally be expected of synthetics of such light weight. What was
surprising about these composites, however, was the strength of the Goretex

'C. membrane. If the membrane proves itself against longer duration exposures,'C .. .'L

it may offer the possibility of combining the Goretex with some other,

lighter weight synthetics which would result in increased operator comfort

* ~1674 ~
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',•'' ~and ease of movement, while maintaining a high degree of thermal protection.
CONCLUS IONS

At the present time, leather has continued to prove itself the

best material for providing thermal protection against pyrotechnics.

Aluminized kynol and some of the heavier synthetic fabrice using kevlar

a .. are the best of the synthetics of those tested. Fabrics that had been

mm subjected to wearing and washing demonstrated superior thermal protection

over that provided by unused material. None of the newer synthetic fabric

blends tested proved a worthy candidate to replace the ones earlier

* I secommended, but the surprising strength of composites with the Goretex I

membrane suggested that improved combinations may result in the need for
further reappraisal.

The need to continually test, evaluate, and reappraise the

protective characteristics of different materials stems from the desire

to provide the best thermal protection for pyrotechnic operators. As

new products become available, there is always the possibility that one

"will prove to be better than the consistent leader, leather. But the "
need to evaluate new materials is also driven by changes in the marketplace. '.:

Ani Aluminized kynol, the best of the synthetics, is no longer readily available.

An on-going comparative evaluation of protective materials will always be

needed.

f•~..:,..'.

The views, opinions, and/or findings contained in this report
* are those of the author and should not be construed as an official Depart-

ment of the Army position, policy, or decision, unless designated by
other documentation. p c rul d g e

The data and conclusions contained herein are based on work
believed to be reliable; however, we cannot and do not guarantee that
similar results and/or conclusions will be obtained by others, and we
do disclaim any liability resulting from the use of the contents of
this report.
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